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MEN WANTED AS

CERTIFICATED
ELECTRICIANS
This

the Electrical Age. and this wonderful new profession is calling you.
The
for expert Electricians is greater every year and the salaries higher. Electricity IS truly the greatest motive power in the world,
to-dav, and now is the time to
enter this profession.
IS

demand

YOU CAN DO THIS
/

AFTER HOME STUDY ^
$3622 TO $10022 A WEEK
You
common

can cam $36 to $100 a week and more as an Expert Electrician. If you
have a
school education 1 can train you in a few months at home.
Big lighting and
companies, municipalities, and manufacturers are always seekino- ir.iinoil nren
to

power

'

haiKllc Iheir Electrical problems.

I

'^

Guarantee Satisfaction
Every student

money

if

success

I

man who

receives our Sealed Guarantee Bond, which guarantees to return every penny of his
he is not entirely .satisfied. No other school has made this wonderful offer, but I know
the
have brought to hundreds of my students, and I know what I can do for any ambitious young
will give me a little of his spare time each day.

FREE ELECTRICAL OUTFIT
MAIL THIS coupon"
j

Bcpt.

Al

CHIKF ENGINEER.
439 Cass

St..

ChicaRO EngineerinR Works,

ChicaKo,

tricity.

_.:•

I

Illinois.

Without obligation on my part, kindly scnjj.at mw
particulars ot your compjctc Practical Home ^tmlit
,:.'

^,

-

!

*

I

repaid.

i:

For the next 30 days I am givinR each student an Outfit of
hlcclncal leslinR Instruments, Tools, Electrical materials, and
My instruction is by practical methods and
this outfit is used in working out the lessons.
Practical training
with the theory makes perfect. I am Chief Engineer of the C'hicago
tngineering Works, and I can give you the training that will land
the big jobs and hold them.

Motor absolutely Free.

I

'"" ^'^'^ '" '^^^' Earnest I want to send vou my new Book
How to Become an Electrical Expert." It's free. No matter
how many other schools >ou write to I want vou to have my book
—It s different bcciusc it's practical — Wrilt- today.
<.il^

CHIEF ENGINEER COOKE

I

Name

..*;-.

I

-•^

I

Address

Town

•

.;••,

£

s.i^e.....,.«4ir:i.

CHICAGO ENGINEERING WORKS
Dept.
41

439

CASS STREET, CHICAGO.

I

J.^i-beHefiJ.I/y menlionnifiP'Tlie Electrical Experimenter"
.

::

when

writing to advertise
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or later you will be standing in
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front of

The big man reclining in his
the niahuKany desk.
office chair will gaze earnestly at you while bis keen

gray eyes "take you

When

this big

"

in.

moment comes, can you make good?

Will you be just another
Will you "come through"?
one of the million "little fish" trying hard to land a
small job at $15.01) a week, or will you be one of the men
that L)0 things, at a salary running into four figures?

Suppose the man behind the desk bombards you with
questions, such as these: "Can ytni ik.'iri' a siKilfliboard.''
Can you lay out a .500 liyht pi^i^'cr installation on the
Can you rcicind a 10 //. /'. Direct
draftinij hoardf
Current dynamo armature.'

Can you plan and

a private telephone installation
faetory:'"

and

75

phones

install

in a

new

Will you withstand such a bombardment?
\o, Sir. Xot if yon have no actual experience in back
of you?

WHAT'S B.ACK OF VOU?

Just

a

little

personal

home, a few books and some
magazines? Or have you actually done these things
yourself with your own hands, in a place where such
things are done every day?
The keen eyed man behind
the desk will know in less than a minute. You cannot
bluff him.
HE knows. He wants an expert, not a
dabliling in

your

attic at

dabbler.
It's
experience that counts
perience that brings the big coin.

today.

It's

ex-

Learn by Doing
The only way yoii can become an expert is by doing the
very work uiidt-r competent iiistruclors, which you will be called
upon to do later on. In other words, learn by doing.
That is the method of the New York Electrical School.
Our concentrated work with actual apparatus under
actual conditions will put you abreast of men with
from 5 to 10 years' experience in the electrical field.
4,500 of our students nave gone forth into electrical
success.

I.EARN BY DOING.

This method makes you an

expert, able to command a high salary.
AH instruction is individual.
You go ahead as fast as you can
learn.
(lood students complete the course in seven
months.
Send today for
64-page book.
Use the handy coupon below and send it today.
1 ou will never regret it.

FREE

^<Mk.

stMWhfw^

School open to znsttors
9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

/»"«»'

Yes,

Sir,

We Want

Ws
- -

-

Experts

When

Can You Start?''

NEW YORK

I

SCHOOL
ELECTRICAL
W
29

send I'RE
book.

,'our

Please;

N MK
.\

Yoit benefit by mentioning ''The Electrical Experimenter'*

when

u-ritinij

to

aJzcrtiscrs.

64-page
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Columbia Electric
Grafonola 225

E

Price $225.

Cabinet of mahogany, satm
walnut, or quartered oak in
all finisJics. measuring 49j4
inches high on eastors. and
All ex2214 x 24 inches.
posed metal parts heavily
plated ill 18 karat gold.

Drop-tray re/:ord cradles
hold 60 records.

to

Electric

Columbia Graf onolas
at $125, $135, $175, and $225

T

HE

Electric Grafonola 125 E is equipped with an electric
— motor that is a marvel of accuracy and precision. It operates perfectly on any standard current, whether direct or alternating, and can

Columbia

—

Same model equipped with
be attached to any socket Price $125.
Price
Ejector
$135.
Record
Individual
Columbia

—

Electric Grafonola 175 E is designed to give satisfaction under any
and all conditions. It provides the highest possible tone-quality and every refinement of mechanism, form and finish to correspond. Price $175.

The Columbia

and mechanical improvements, the Columbia Electric Grafonola
embodying the most perfect reproducing qualities and refinement and one that will be as well a harmonious part of the best appointed music
rooms. The rhotor, a marvel of silence and smoothness, holds the tone absolutely true.

With
225

E

its

electrical

an instrument

is

Price $225.
.'I"t

•:

I't'M
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Sub-Sea Microphones
|HEX
are
to
:ire

must sink the

sensitive microphone at the very least
below the ocean level. Failure to do so will
bring a constant dull pounding into the ears of the
man at the 'phones, due to the noise created by the
everbreaking and rolling ocean waves above. Even at
If the microphone
35 feet below, trouble awaits us.
remained perfectly stationary it would be a fine thing,
but if suspended from a moving vessel, the rush of
the water against the microphone casing produces a lot
of unwelcome noise, hard to get rid of.

methods which
which have been proposed

reviewinfc the various
in

use. or

35

tlie submarine, we invariably
Indeed
back to the microphone.

combat
leil

officials are coming to recognize the
niicroplione more and more each day, and
just now at least, it seems to be in a fair
way towards ultimate success.
Of course, we must admit, the difficulties encountered are enormous, and the ideal microphone for subsea work as yet does not e,\ist.

our

Most of these troubles are slowly being mastered,
but far too slowly.
What is needed are many more
investigators who are willing to actually perform experiments under water. Land experience with microphones

In order to guide workers in this field we will enumerate several points, not well imdcrstood b\- the man,
who has never worked with sensitive microphones under
water. The information which we publish in the interest of all, and which has not appeared in print before
has been secured frt)m experts who have actually worked

\ahieless.
cite a few'
works well only
is

To

and

on the problem for months.
To begin with, a microphone working on dry land
from the one workis a totally different instrument
ing under water. .Thus it will not do, for instance, to
take any sensitive microphone and after waterproofing it, simply sink it into the ocean. A microphone as
a rule has a sensiti\e vibrating diafram. Imagine sinking it fifty feet below water where the pressure is some
21 lbs. per square inch the diafram would of course
cave in. For that reason microphones as a rule are
not actually simk in the water, but arc fastened against
This natur;illy is a
the inner steel shell of the shi[is.
poor way, as much of the instrument's valuable sensiHowexer, means have already
tiveness is lost thereliy.
been found to actually keep the diafram in physical
contact with the ocean. Nevertheless improvem.ents are

shifts,
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Jnumal should bo addrest

Kullou SlrccI,

This of

note of a certain fre(|ueucy in the listener's 'phones.
Rather we hear a dull rumbling noise. loud, but without any definite pitch.

Rood photonraphs accompiuiyblij tliem

anil

face 45°

the

coinrilintiiiiis

eommunlcfllioiifi

its

shifting carbon grains.
Makec, suspending the instrument in giml)al-rings
to

.NfW ^nrk

EI.EL'TRK'Al, EXI'EniMK.NTKlt,

Incline

operating almost entirely.

and

p^ls^csa^^mw.

The average microphone

jiosition.

compass, will not always do under water; what
is wanted, is a sensitive microphone which is not influenced when turned upside down.
It has also been found, and this is an important point
to remember, that using a "sea-diafram" which in turn
vibrates a layer of air, the latter acting on the microphone diafram, will not work at all.
.\nother very interesting point is that when mounting microphones on each side of a vessel, the loudness
of the incoming sound is etiual in both telephone receivers, i. c, if a submarine is on the starboard side
of the ship, it will be heard just as loud from the
port side.
But, the difference can be readily detected
and very accurately too, by the /'liasr difference as
heard in the 'phones. In other words, the sound will
be heard a fraction of a second earlier in one ear
Small as this difference is, even a
than in the other.
green operator will detect it at once.
Finally, the motors of a submarine do not give a clear

TImt.- iirr 11' iiumhcrs iter yi-ar.
oUliscrililion price is JL.'iO a
Csiuula, jiid ftirelffii cmuitrlfs. Jll.Od a ,vear.
l'. S. foiii
«.H
.S.
stiuiiiii-- aci-cpted
dm forclKii coins or .ilainps). SliiKlo cojdes. 15 cents
eaoli.
A HMnplc cojiy will Ik- sent Kratis on rvfiuc^t. Checks iuid money orders should be
ilrami to order of TIIJ; KXl'imi.MKVl'KIt I'lni.ISHINli CO.. INC.
If you channe vour
addrcHs ntnlfv lis r'roiiiiillv. in onlcr llial coi.lcs are not miscarried or lost.
A green
wrapper Indicator expiration.
No copies sent after expiration.
Slrivl.

in

will

more

like a

wanting.
If an ordinary super-sensitive microphone is mounted
on a ship without special attachments it will be found
to be worse than useless.
To l>egin with, the noise
of tlie ship's engine, the walking about of the crew,
the noise of the waves pounding against the ship, all
make it impossible to hear anything elst in the 'phones.
If on the other hand we sink tfic microphone clear
of the ship, only supported by cables, our trouljles are
far from ended.
The first thing we find is that we

l'"ull<'ii

it

course

—

yi'ur

feet

t'aliadn: also at Itreiitano's

;t7

Is for sale at all newsstands In the tjnitid State*
.\%eituv <le I'Upera. I'ariii.
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CHEMCRAFT

October.

1917

No. 2

Price Delivered $2.50

and Canada $3.00
larger than the No
and a libset
and CQUipment.,
assorlmeiit of Apparatus
eral
There are many rare and valuable Chemicals included ill this outfit wliich represents the biggest
\alue evt-r put on market for such a low price.
The instruction hook which comes with this set
Ki\es directions for working nearlj' a hundred wonderful experiments and after you have used tho
set fur a httle while you will be able to devistcountless adiUtional experiments of your own.
Every purchaser of Chemcraft No. 2 receives a
Chemcraft service card, and is entitled to a free
Tliis is
subscription lo the Chemcraft Chemist.
the biggest icind of a help in carrying on your experiineutiug and no one should overlook this offer.

West

ot the Mississippi

Chemcraft No. 2
It i-oiitains

CHEMCRAFT

No.

Price

I

Delivered $1.25

is

much

:

32 dilTereiit Chemicals

of the Mississippi and Canada $1.50
a dandy sei at a very rcasuuable price.
With it you can work lots of wonderful experiments
each one of which can be repeated many times.
There are 14 different Chemicals, test luhes. ^ass
measures, etc.. loBcIlier "ilh the >.o. 1
tube,
("hinieraft hook which Rives complete direcaons,
explains all the experiments in a clear. iiUeresting

CHEMCRAFT

West

This

>7>3.

IF-^

is

manner, and

-

tells

West of the Misslsslpol and Canada $6.00
Tlie No. 3 Chemcraft is the bigKest and most
This set
complete ChemicJl set on the market.
contains 4S different Chemicals all of which are
larefully chosen because of their many interesting
reactions.
A large assortment of valuable apparatus is included, among which is a blowpipe, alcohol
lamp, 8 test tubes, test tube holder, test tube
brush, measures, measuring spoon, gas delivery
tube and s'opper. glass tube, stirring rod, and
other nnscellaneous equipment.
Tlie Chemcraft book for outfit No. 3 is complete

many wonderful and interestmg

thiHRs about Chemistry.

With Chemcraft No.

1

you can make

ink and

fire

fuses: you can bleach colors, lisi water, prepare'
chlorine, manufacture ammonia, gun powder, colored fires, black and colored
inks: you can
inks
and papers,
magic
change water into wine and
wine into water, pour ink

prepare

from

s

end

no

w

other
<

every detail.
It contains 230 experinien's and
gives the user a complete course in Chemistry in
addition to furnishing all kinds of fun.
Kvery owner of the No. 3 Chemcraft set is also
entitled to Chemcraft service and a free subscription to the Chemcraft Chemist.
in

me

and do

vessel

d

a

r

f

No. 3

Price Delivered $5.00

of

o n-

u

Vour local dealer probably has the Chemcraft outfits in stock. Tn case
will supply you direct upon receipt of price.
Prompt delivery guaranteed.

we

he hasn't, however,

WILL YOU TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN ABOUT THE
WOMDEnS OF CHEMISTRY? CHEMCRAFT IS JUST WHAT YOU NEED TO START
YOUR CHEMICAL LABORATORY. YOU WILL LEARN THOUSANDS OF VALUABLE
AND INTERESTING THINGS. BESIDES HAVING ALL KINDS OF FUN.

CHEMICALS AND CHEMICAL APPARATUS
Do you have a chemical laboratury? No experimenter should be without one. A knowledge
Chemistry will always be of greatest value to you and there Is nothing more Interesting than
experiments
chemical experiments.
We are specially equipped to meet the requirements of the experimenter for chemical supOur catalog lists nearly 200 chemicals, all kinds of apparatus.
Let us know your wants.
plies.
many book on chemistry, and gives valuable tables and other Information. Sent to any address
it of
lOc In U. S. stamps or coin.
upon receipt
of

I

;

i

THE PORTER CHEMICAL CO.

At

Dept. B. Hagerstown, Md.

Last!

Electromagnetic waves of any
length from an incandescent lamp.

— $400.00

TYPE OJ3

COMPLETE

Oscillion Telegraph, _capal)le of transmitting the voice 15 miles, or teleLarger
graphic messages 40 miles.
transmitters for greater ranges.

TYPE RJll

—2S00— 12000 METERS, $35.00

THE DE FOREST LOADING INDUCTANCE

De

TYPE "S"— $60.00
Forest "Oscillion'^
(Oscillating- Audion)

Generator of absolutely undamped oscillations of
any frequency. Permits Radio Telephone speech
surpassing in clearness that over any wire. For
Laboratory and Research Work has a field utterly
unliUcd. Patents issued and pending.

-MANUFACTURED BY=
TYPE EJ2—PRICE, $32.00
AMPLIFIER FOR
NEW AUDIONSTRENGTH
OF REINCREASING
CEIVED
it Im

SIGNALS

25

TIMES.

not a detector in any form.

You

DE FOREST RADIO TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
NEW YORK CITY
OfBce and Factory
1391 SEDGWICK AVE.
bciiefil

by mcntiouing

"The

Cable Address:
RADIOTEL, N. Y.
Electrical

— PRICE $20.00

TYPE VC4

VARIABLE CONDENSER
This Condenser is similar to our commercial type but is enclosed in an oak cabinet. It has 35 semi-circular alumiinum
plates. The maximum capacity is approximately .0025 M. F.

Experimenter" when writing

to

advertisers.
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How Lord Northcliffe Heard Two Oceans at the Same Time

A

REMARKABLE

demonstration of

the wonderful telephone network
which extends over the entire
United States was recently made
for the benefit of Lord Northchffe and his party on tlie occasion of their

had for the occasion been extended to a
telephone transmitter on the shore of the
Another telePacific -at the Golden Gate.
phone was connected to a line extending to
a transmitter on the shore of the Atlantic.

Thus by placing

his

ear

to

fine

rc-reiver

per wire. There are 870 pounds of copper
wire in each circuit mile and 2,960 tons in
The line crosses thirteen
the entire line.
States and passes thru Salt Lake City, Denver, Omaha, Chicago, and Buffalo, with a
branch that runs thru Pittsburgh, Wash-

Lord Northcliffe, During His Recent Visit to the Offices of Theodore N. Vail, in New York City. Had the Pleasure of Listening to the
Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans Si niultaneously. Over the Trans-continental Telephone Line. 3.400 Miles in Length.
visit

to

the offices of Theodore N. Vail.
of the American Telephone &

President

Telegraph Company,

in

New York

City.

of historical interest was the
by the distinguished visitor to the
roar of the Atlantic and Pacific oceans
.\

point

listening

A

telephone instrument
was connected to the trans-continental line
reaching to San Francisco where the line
simultaneously.

and then

to the other. Lord Northcliffe was
able to hear first one ocean and then the
otln-r. and by placing a receiver to either
ear he was able to hear both oc,;tiis fimulliinroiisly.

In this remarkable telephone line there
are two physical and one phautom circuits
and in each physical circuit there arc two
wires and ti.SflO miles of hard drawn cop-

ington and Philadelphia. In the main line
there are 130.000 poles.
The power that sends the human voice
out over the telephone is scarcely greater
than that of a breath, yet it can be picked
up by a delicate instrument, conserved over
a distance of 3.400 miles, and reproduced
perfectly and instantly across the continent.
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NOW COMES THE

ELECTRO-MAGNETIC RAPID-FIRE AERO GUN.
The accompanying photo shows

the lat-

thing in aeroplane guns from France.
It is operated by an electro-magnet thus
giving the aviator-marksman instant conest

cooking apparatus includes novel
designed soup kettles and boiling vessels,
varying from fifty liters capacity to four

electric

hundred liters. These kettles shown in the
accompanying photograph have insulating
shells

for

retaining

the

heat,

as

well

as

October,

1917

ovens require a current of eight kilowatts
and measure three thousand four hundred
millimeters long, one meter wide and one
thousand two hundred and fifty millimeters
high. The electric broilers are mounted on
three tables and measure four hundred mm.
Ijy six hundred mm., with a depth of sixtyfive mm., each requiring seven kilowatts.
The capacity of these broilers is two hundred cutlets per hour, while the total capacity of this kitchen is three hundred portions for each noon-day meal.
The electric coffee vessels have a capacity of five hundred liters and vary in
from seventy-five liters, capable of
size
serving three hundred cups of coffee, to

one hundred

fifty liters having a capacity
of seven hundred cups of coffee per hour.
The smaller coffee pots of seventy-five liters
require twelve kilowatts, while the larger
ones use eighteen kilowatts. The hot water
is supplied from electrically heated vessels
at three temperatures automatically controlled to forty degrees Celsius, sixty degrees Celsius and one hundred degrees

Celsius.

vary

in

The
size

electric

from

1.5

water heating boilers
cubic meters to 6.5

cubic meters and the kitchen is equipt with
a great variety of other cooking utensils.

The electric dishwashing apparatus is
most complete, with electrically operated
pumps for circulating the water thru the
dishwashing machine, electric conveyors
and electric drying oven. It will be seen
well ventilated with
in the wall and window casings conveying the fumes from
cooking outside the huildini.
The cost of electric cooking in this installation is said to be extremely low, not
exceeding 2.15 pfennig (1/2 cent) per capita
per day, including the total current consumption for all purposes, while for cooking alone the cost does not exceed 1.53
pfennig (1/3 cent) per capita per day.
that

the

kitchen

electric fans

Photo from Underwood

& Undenvood

The Machine Gun In This French Aeroplane Is Fired by Means of An Electro-Magnet
Great Rapidity of Fire is Thus Obtainable, As Well
Controlied From the Aviator's Seat.
As Increased Accuracy.
trol of
it

the gun, no matter at

what angle

may be mounted.
The little French Nieuport

"scout" plane
a great fighting machine and is equipt
with an electric rapid fire gun which is
worked from the pilot seat by a special
The machine is furnisht with all
switch.
the latest apparatus evolved from three
years of intensive air fighting.
With the Nieuport, French airmen have
is

a clever system of utilizing oil, electrically
heated, between the casings, similar to the
system of double boilers ordinarily using
water for cereal cooking.
It may be stated that these oil-heated
vessels have the electric heating element in
the bottom arranged with two and three
sets of windings providing for twelve kilowatts, twenty-four kilowatts and thirty-six
kilowatts as desired.- -The roasting and bak-

is

mounted

PARIS RESIDENT RECEIVES
COME BY RADIO.

IN-

Mrs. Elizabeth K. Baker, of Paris, a
daughter of Commodore Norman W. Kitt-

repeatedly shown the German birdmen that
there is not room for two brands of fighting men in the air and the Germans have
acquired the knack of being "dropt."

THE

GREATEST ELECTRIC
KITCHEN IN THE WORLD.
By Frank

C. Perkins.

THE

electrical connections and the general design of the electric cooking,

roasting and baking equipment of the
electric kitchen in the world, in
operation at Siemensstadt near Berlin, Germany, may be noted in the accompanying illustration. This remarkable electric kitchen
has a capacity for serving three thousand
persons in four groups of from seven to
eight hundred workmen in each group between the hours of 12 noon and 2 P. M.,
one-half hour being allowed for each group.
The electric cooking installation was decided upon after a careful study of the use
of gas, coal and steam cooking in the various plants
of the
Siemens Schukert
Werke, in other cities and other suburbs
of Berlin, where the office forces as well
as the workmen have been served with
meals for a number of years during the
noon hour.
This new electric kitchen is the most
thoroly equipt kitchen cooking installment in
the world, as w'ell as the largest, being provided with a modern cold storage and refrigerating plant operated by electric compressors, electrically driven kitchen utensils of every description, including coffee
grinders, knife sharpeners and meat slicers,
and vegetable cutters, as well as electric
potato paring and slicing machines.
The
largest

Remarioble Electric Kitchen In Operation at Siemensstadt. Germany, With a Capacity of
The Food is Prepared by Electrical Machines Besides Being Cool<ed by This
Agency.

3,000 Persons.

ing equipment are of special interest, and
be noted in the background in the ac-

may

companying

photographs.

The

baking

son, is receiving the income from a $175,000
trust fund by wireless because of the war
situation.

—
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Electric "Zig-zagger'' Aids Ships to Foil U-Boats
experience
ACTUAL
game — "dodging the

the

in

latest

submarines"

has proved the efficacy of putting
a ship over a zig-zag course once
a hostile U-boat has been encounIt has been recommended by matered.
rine experts that cargo vessels, whether
armed or unarmed, pursue a zig-zag course
or better still, a progressive series of such
»-

a rapid-fire gun of from three- to six-inch
caliber, the U-boat, once it has come within
the effective range of the gun, must stay
below. The U-boat commander prefers to
get within one thousand yards of a ship
before he attacks, and, if he can make it,
he will get within five to seven hundred
The preferred position for attack
yards.
is about two points forwai;d of the beam.

were based his maneuver for getting into
firing position goes for nothing, and he
Unless he is satisfied
has to try again.
that his guns can greatly outrange the
;

enemy, the U-boat commander does not
dare to use his surface speed, and below
the surface he has not sufficient speed to
overhaul the merchant ship. One or two
misjudgments of this kind will lose so much

<4

^

T
T/^a£ COURSE
SHH>

l^rjOju

"H"

.

\

*"
.

-

STAeaoaitD a£u>r

-J
Human Factor in "Zig-Zagging" the Course of a Ship Attacked by a Submarine, the Automatic Elec"Course Zig-2agger" Here Shown Is Proposed. Electric Motors Swing the Rudder to Port or Starboard As the Case May Be, These
Course Changes Being Made Automatically by a Special Electric Clock Switch.

Instead of Relying Entirely on the
trical

But the captain of such craft is
not over fond of following such a procedure ordinarily and would much rather
take a chance on "beating it" along a
straight course.
Also, he is apt to argue,
"why should I follow a zig-zag course,
which is several miles longer than a straight
one. and allow the submersible time to catch
up to me?" Again, zig-zagging is rather
a nuisance anyway, and liable to get the
ship's "log" ail out of sorts
unless such
courses are accurately sailed there is a
chance that the ship's true position will be
misjudged.
When all is said and done, however, zigzagging has a protective value which it
did not have before merchant ships were
armed. Now that tlie tramp is apt to carry
courses.

;

On

sighting an approaching ship, the submarine heads to intercept her course, submerges, and then takes an occasional look
at her, bringing its periscope above water
The U-hoat comfor a few seconds only.
mander estimates the speed and course of
the ship; submerges, and lays his oitni
course by compass while below, so' as to
bring Iiis boat zi'ithin torpedo range at a
point, preferably forivard of the beam.
Now consider that while the submarine
ship changes her
is below, tlie merchant
,

course, say tliru an angle of 4,^ degrees,
the former, on coming up for a few seconds' look at the ship, finds that, instead
of converging to meet him, the merchant
ship is sailing in a direction entirely different from that on which his calculations

good chance
him and steam beyond torpedo
range indeed, it will soon have gained a
lead which the U-boat cannot overcome,
except by coming up and using his surface
time, that the ship will have a

pass

to

;

speed.

So we come back once more to the zigcourse problem. Not only is more

zag

distance

covered,
forget

but

the

navigating

to make the change
of course from one leg to the next at the
proper time, and so throw the whole zigzag into such confusion that the ship will
officer

may

not know where she is with regard to her
To circumnavigate this, and
true course.
with a view to making the running of the
zig-zag course popular with ship captains,
(Continued on page 414)

The Training
By

E.

M.

of

tlie

Young Man

in Industry

Herr, President of the Westinghouse Electric

&

Mfg. Co.

Written exclusively for the "Electrical Experi.Tiente."

SUCCESS
just as

in the electrical industry is attained
success in any other industry,

is

primarily by the development of general character and trustworthiness followed by ma.tery
of the details of the particular branch of the inwhich the young man is engaged.
dustry

m

I
\J

The men who do great deeds are those who have
been again and again tried in stress and strain of
hardships and ditticulties, perhaps in an entirely inconspicuous way, but who have worked thru, never
shirking, and have willingly taken up greater and
greater burdens as they came to their hands, being
most concerned not with the immediate rewards to
be gained but with the feeling that progress was being made in the work entrusted to them and that
they had succeeded in their immediate task with the
result that their character, knowledge, training and.

more important

still,

their

courage and tenacity were

strengthened for overcoming still greater dilticulties
and bearing more and larger responsibilities.
Great knowledge and learning will not alone suffor attainment of success in the industrial world,
if they would, we would see the great scholars
bearing the greatest responsibilities. History shows
us that its greatest men were generally not men
possest of unusual learning, or, if they were, oth-er
great qualities of mind and character were present to
an even more remarkable extent.
fice

for

^.lii

i^

Experience and a broad contact with afTairs is
not all that is required, for many men of widest
experience and who have been in touch w'ith worldwide affairs are ineffective and frequently unable to
assume great responsibilities depending on their
•

own

and initiative.
good effort is often wasted and many a
valuable man fails to make good because, to use
efforts

'Nfuch

old familiar phrase, he is "a round peg lu a
square hole"— bv persevering, possibly, m a most
admirable manner, in a posiUon for which he is
position to
unfit; whereas, were he placed in a

th€

which

his

talents

were

better

suited,

his

i

entire

source of energy would be devoted to an attainment of a high degree of perfection.
The gradual assumption of more and more ditti
successcult work witli its attendant troubles, and the
to
tul solution of them by his own efforts all tend
the development of the successful man.
task for
.\ young man should perform his daily
tlic
ihe satisfaction of its accomplishment rather than
expectation of an immediate reward. A reward, and
does
a rich one, will surely come to him who can and
excel his fellow in doing things, no matter how burdensome or onerous, provided they are worthy, and
especially if such excellence is in work or methods
more difficult than is usually encountered. The reward mav not come when expected— it may even be
delayed until the worker feels great discouragement
und can see no prospect of the recognition and reward
he has justly earned.
Experience, however, shows that reward for unusual and successful efforts must come and if deferred,
as it often is bv uncontrollable circumstances, it will
ultimately he paid with interest well compounded.

The Westinghouse Electric & 'Nranufacturing Co. emplovs at the present time approximately 25,000 people.
The capital stock is $75,000,000. The gross sales for
last year were approximately $90,000,000 and will be
considerably in excess of that this year. The plants
occupy approximately 100 acres of floor space. Tlie
company controls several thousand patents.

ii

i
i

i

!
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WHERE ELECTRICITY CAN BE
USED ON THE FARM.

"Zlg-Zag"— A

Ncw ThdUer forthe.Sea
By

Farmers arc constantly hearing of the
advantages of electricity on tlie farm, what
it will do for them and its wide application.
Some of this has been rather vague and
'I' he
Society for Electrical Development
has prepared a list of some 104 applications
appended here.
Of course, every farm will not find it
economical to install all the equipment
listed, but every farm will find profitable

^"W'

TE ALL

%y%/

W

—

Shore

GEORGE HOLMES

enjoy going to the sea-

the summer comes
%»
around each year, and all look
" ~
for thrills, be they young or old,
grown-ups as well as kiddies, it's
bound to get us all this beat-it-from-thecity spirit
to get out in the great outdoors
and let loose
The attraction recently invented by an
shore,

369

when

—

and begins its descent from the top of
the tower with a zig-zag motion, from which
the attraction derives its name.

The cars after leaving the top descend
by gravity, traveling over a series of inclined rails which are arranged one pair
above the other in a vertical zig-zag line
in such a manner, that the travelim; seats
are brought to a stop at the lower ends of

Many of the applicause for some of it.
tions can be handled best by a community
of interests, for instance, electric threshing and harvesting machinery, iuilling machinery, oil concentrating plants, hay balers,
High priced machinery used only for
etc.
short periods during the year is applicable
to this community treatment.
Alfalfa Mills

Cider Presses
Spraying Machines

Horse Groomers
Horse Clippers

Auto Trucks

Oat Crushers

Wood

Splitters

Hay Cutters
Clover Cutlers

Hoovers

Corn Shellers

Telephones

Ensilage Cutters

Electric Bells
Ice Cutters

Incubators

Corn Crackers
Branding Irons
Currying Machines
Feed Grinders
Failing Machines
Livestock Food Warmers

^

Water Supply
Pumping
Water Sterilizers
Fruit Presses
Blasting Magnetos

Sheep Shears
Threshers
Grain Graders
Root Cutters
Bone Grinders

Lighting
Interior Telephones
Vulcanizers
Pocket Flash Lights
Ice Breakers
Grindstones

Hay

Hoists
Clover Hullers
Rice Threshers

Pea and Bean Hullers
Harvesters

Gas-Electric
Hay Balers
Portable

Fire Alarms
Electric Vehicles
Electro Cultures

Motors

for

Running Threshers
Fanning Mills
Grain Elevators
Huskers and Shredders
Grain Drying Machines
Binder Motors
Wheat and Corn Grinders

Emery Wheels
Woodsaws
Forge Blowers
Drop Hammers
Solaering Irons
Glue Pots

Cord Wood Saws

Egg Testers
Burglar Alarms
Bell Ringing Transformers
Devices for Killing In-

Milking Machines

sects

Sterlizing Milk

Machine Tools

Refrigeration

Molasses Heaters
Vacuum Cleaners

Churns
Cream Separators
Butter Workers
Milk

Portable Lamps
tract Insects

Cutting-Printing
Cooling and Cir-

Butter

culating

Pumps

Hot

At-

Plates

Grills

Percolators (Coffee)
Irons

Milk Clarifiers
Cream Ripeners
Milk Mixers
Butter Tampers
Milk Shakers
Curd Grinders
Cassin Grinders

Toilette Articles

Pasteurizers

Heating Pads

.

to

Toasters

Ranges

Water Heaters
Fans
Egg Boilers

Bottle Cleaners
Bottle Fillers

Dish Washers
Washing Machines

Concrete Mixers
Cider Mills

Curling Irons

X-RAYING RING NEBULAE.
At the last meeting of the British Astronomical Association at Sion College an
application of X-rays to obtain by analogy
a te«t of a theory of the structure of "ring"
nebul.x' was shown by Mr. \V. H. Steavenson.
His idea was that the "ring" appearance (lid not necessarily imply the shape of a
ring, hut could be produced by a hollowglobular form, the suggestion being that the
absent'e of light in the interior of the "ring"
is due to the thinness of the shell, which
appears much thicker, and, consequently,
brighter,

just

outside the

central

portion.

X-ray photographs of rubber tubes showed
a very similar appearance, rubber globes of
sufficient thickness not being available.

The Latest Electrically Operated Thriller for Pleasure Resorts Is Known as the "Zig-Zag."
The Passengers Are Hauled to the Top of the Tower by a Motor-driven Cable. They Then
Start Their Ziz-Zag Downward Journey by Gravity.
Eastern man, Mr. Hartman, called the "ZigZag," will soon be seen by the crowds at
pleasure resorts.
The main part of the device is a large
steel tower about a hundred feet high, an
object of beauty and awe, especially at
night, when hundreds of lamps shall blaze
At the
forth over the entire structure.
top of the tower there will be a large ball
of revolving lamps and searchlights to enhance the scene.
The passengers are seated in a small car
which is drawn by an endless sprocket chain
When the car
to the top of the tower.
reaches the top it is automatically released

each pair of parallel running rails, drop a
certain predetermined distance upon the
next lower pair of rails and then travel
along such rails in the opposite direction
downward, until they reach in a zig-zag line
the lowest pair of rails. A further swinging movement is obtained at the sudden
temporary stops by the living force of the
traveling suspended seats.
.\ close inspection of the illustration will
give the reader a good conception of how
the mechanism works.
Mr. Hartman does not state how the pasworks during
senger's "inside mechanism
"

the trip, but

we presume

people will like

it.

»iawv of our readers have recently become unduly agitated as to when they could obtam The Electrical
nc-wsstands have the journal on sale hel-ceen the fifteenth and the eighteenth of the month in
the eastern part of the United Stales and about the twentieth of the month xvcst of the Mississiffi River. Our subscribers should be iii
possession of their copies at these dates. Kindly bear in mind, however, that publications are not handled tcith the same dispatch by the
Post Office as a letter. For this reason delays are frequent, therefore kindly he patient and do not send us complaints as to non-arrizal
of your copy before the twenty-fifth of the month.

DATE OF ISSUE.—^.f

Experimenter, wc wish

to state that the

;
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Firing

Bombs by
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Electricity

By H. Gernsback

MODERN bombs

as used in trench
warfare are divided in two classes, namely: the "time-fuse' bomb,
The
and the "contact" bomb.
former, which at the beginning
of the war was a rather crude affair, has
now been greatly improved upon, and as
a rule will go of! five seconds after its reThis type has a kind of trigger
lease.
which is presst against the body of the

"if you hold it too long, you jeopardize
your own chances of being able to throw- it

at all."

As mentioned,

this refers to the old tim-

by a match or a cigarette, and does
not hold true for the modern type, timed
to go off in five seconds.
But the trouble with the modern type is
ers, lit

that

it

is

moment

impossible to make it go off the
enters the enemy's trench
it

it

;

We have a bomb weighing from
pounds upward, to be thrown in the
enemy's trench precisely as any other bomb.
It can be thrown by means of catapult or
ically.

five

other suitable means. The construction of
the bomb is shown in Fig. 1. It has a hollow center which contains in a she!l a reel,

upon which

is

wound

a thin flexible electric

cable.
This reel runs free
so as to give a minimum

on
of

ball bearings
friction.
It

FUSIBLE LINKS

CABLE DRUM
GUNCOTTON, POWDER, OR
OTHER HIOH EXPLOSIVE

ELECTRIC DETONATOR

CABLE

Why Take

When
bomb

the

Chances With Time-fused Bombs When This Newly Devi-"ri El«c+ri<- Bomb Is Sure to Explode at Exactly the Time Desired.
Bomb. Filled With Explosive or Chloroform. Reaches theDesired Point, a Switch Is Closed and the Missile Is Detonated. They
Are Thrown With a Catapult I>i the Manner Illustrated.

thus when the latter is released it
take the trigger just five seconds to
ignite and consequently explode the bomb.
The second bomb, as its name implies,
goes off the moment it strikes a hard body,
showering destruction all about it.
For
trench warfare, bombs are highly effective,
and if the enemy's trenches are "bombed"
in a systematic manner, the men as a rule
become very much demoralized.
Bombs vary in size from the small hand
bomb, the size of a baseball and containing
from six to ten ounces of high explosive,
to the large cylinder-shaped affair containing as much as thirty pounds of TrinitroToluol.
The latter kind of course cannot
be thrown by hand on account of their
weight, but are projected thru the air either
by a modern spring operated catapult or
by a mortar-type "Miiieinvcrfcr," first
brought out by the Germans.
The chief trouble witli the old time fuse
t>'pe, to quote Captain Ian Hay Beith, is
that if the bomb is thrown too soon "the
other fellow has plenty of time to pick it
up. and throw it back to the sender." incidentally killing him.
On the other hand.
will

:

either explodes a few seconds too soon or
a few seconds too late.
In the former
case the bomb does not do much harm,
but merely sprinkles the trench with steel
fragments.
In the latter case the men in
the trenches rind time to run for cover
I.
c, dodging the bomb.
In both cases not

much harm

very
that

man

it
!

is done.
takes almost thirty

This

certain!}' is

It

is

on record

bombs

low

to kill one
efficiency. Also

not all bombs go off, this being particularly
the case with contact bombs: if the latter
hit a soft body, such as straw or mud, they
often fair to explode.
Hence the great
waste and low efficiency of the present

bombs.

With a view to rectifying several of
these defects, as well as gaining certain new
important improvements, the electrically
fired bomb is suggested.
At first blush the
idea of putting a "string" on a bomb seems
foolish, awkward, as well as troublesome.
But if we study the idea, it will be found
that the new improvements probably greatly
overbalance the imaginary defects, if such
there are.
Our front cover illustrates the idea eraf-

will thus be seen that as the bomb pro:e°ds
in its flight thru the air, the thin electric
wire is played out, without in any way retarding or impeding the flight of the bomb.
Naturally, the reel must contain a sufficient

wire supply to reach from our own to the
enemy's trench.
The space between the shell containing
the wire reel and the bomb body proper
is
packed with the usual high explosive.
The ends of the wire cable inside of the

bomb

are inserted into the explosive the
can therefore be set off by means of
platinum wire electrically heated to
a
incandescence or by any other well-'Known
firing method.
;

latter

fine

The electric cable being of rubber insulated stranded wire can be quite thin,
there being almost no strain whatsoever
on the wire cable. This will be understood
after a second's reflection, for mechanically
the bomb has nothing to do with the cable.
The wire reel having ball bearings simply
unwinds as the bomb moves on, therefore
tliere can be no strain beyond the weight
(Continued on page 416)
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^'BURNELL

R.

FORD—

ELECTRICAL WIZARD"

SCIENTIST
THUS

mouth

do our friends, tlic theatrical
managers, announce the electrical
star of theaterdom
he of the flashing sparks and mastodonic Tesla
Mr. Ford is one of the most
coils.
successful scientific lecturers in the country and is now on a Chautauqua tour.
late

Elbert

as

'the

using a spoon

for

example.)

sufficiently high-fre-

Such a current, os-

cillating at say 100,000
will exert no muscular

cycles

per second,

effects and simply
passes over the skin of the lecturer.
The interesting effect shown in the center top photograph, is attained by cutting
out a cardboard figure and covering it
with tinfoil. This may be laid on a photographic plate and charged for a second

Hubbard described elecSince Benjamin
Franklin brought it from the sky with a
kite, no better, or more scientific definition
"The

(by

and also to employ a
quency Tesla current.

—

tricity

371

juice.'

has been made. Yet the remarkable misunderstanding of the nature and properties

with

a

high-frequency electrode.

sired

a

lareer

figure

may

be

cut

If

out

deof

The Electric
Is
"Boogieman"
Made By Cutting
Out

a

Cardboard

Figure of the De-

sired Shape.
When Coated

With Tinfoil and
Charged by One
Terminal of An
Oudin Coil This Is
What You See.

The Photograph Shows the Lighting of An Ordinary Candle
In Connection With This
by Means of a Stream of Water.
Experiment, the Lecturer Becomes a Human Dynamo, Lighting Arc Lights by Holding the Carbons In His Hands and

Here Is Shown a Remarkable Demonstration of Electrical
Stiff Iron Wires Are
Welding Thru Two Human Bodies.

Forever Welded, the Current Flowing From the Lecturer to
Capable of the Simplest Explanation, This
Assistant.
Experiment Is Nevertheless An Awe-inspiring One.

An

of electricity seems to be general and perIn the entire realm of popiilar
manent.
education no one thing can be of more importance than to educate the people on what,
to them, are the mysteries of electricity.
To do this in a scientific, yet plain and
thoroly entertaining way, is no small acThe management, after
complishment.
much search and many discouragements, has
found, in the person of BurncH R. Ford,

Handling 3,000,000 Volts

—

such a man," so reads our program.
One of the startling experiments performed by the lecturer is that of welding
by current, which is made to pass thru
iron wires are
Stiff
the human body.
shown above, the
welded
as
solidly
heavy current flowing from the lecturer's
to that of his assistant. The essenthing to be watched in making this experiment is to have metal contact with the

mouth
tial

thin

of Electricity.

wood and coated with

tinfoil.

When

exhibited against a dead-black background and properly excited by connection
to a powerful Oudin or Tesla high-frequency coil the effect on the audience is
The foil-covered figure
truly remarkable.
should be charged, preferably from the
live terminal of an Oudin coil.
The right top view shows a mystify{Continued on page 422)
this

is

:
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Wind

By H. WINFIELD SECOR

WIND

pressure as a natural source
of power has been in practical
use for driving grist mills and
pumps for the last six hundred

years.

The

efficiencj-

and

Australia, has designed two sizes of rural
lighting outfits of this type, and which for

together, like two horses, in pulling
common load the dynamo.
their
When the two wind-wheels start turning,
the dynamo, which is direct geared to the

work

—

along

generating

starts

differential,

utility

electricity,

electric pressure of the
dynamo rises higher than

and as soon as the

of the wind-motor has increased along with
the development of modern manufacture
until the all-steel wind-motor of to-day is
highly efficient machine, giving more
a
power for everj' dollar of capital invested
than either steam, gas, or waterfall. The
great drawback to the development and
general use of wind power has been the
Atintermittent character of the power.
tempts have been made in the past to generate electricit>' with wind power and store
purposes.
lighting
for
electricity
the
Theoretically, this combination should be
perfect, but many difficulties have been experienced by those who have tried to put

that of the storage battery

an electric valve
the

and

trips,

begins

electricity

to

The low
combination into practise.
speed of the wind-wheels made it difficult
to get a satisfactory transmission of power

this

from the wind-wheel to the dynamo. To
operate at high efficiency the wind wheel
had to run slow and the dynamo at high
speed, thus introducing a dangerous element in the way of high speed gearing.
In the new type wind motor plant here
illustrated this difficulty is claimed to have
A special slow-speed
overcome.
been
dynamo has been designed to couple direct
on to the driving a.xles of the wind-wheels,
and a strong gear of simple design connects them together.
The inventor. Air. M. .^. Mulrony, of

Every

Ought
Lights

Suburban Dweller
Have Electric
to
These Days, and

Make This Dream a
Reality an Australian inventor Has Perfected the Practical Wind-mo
namo Plant Here Shown
to

purposes of comparison we shall term as
follows
The small plant w^ith a capacitv- for lighting fifteen I6-candle power lights
for a period of four hours per day,
and a storage capacity to operate
fifteen 16-candle power lights for
six days without

any wind

at

all.

plant has the same
specification as the small plant except that it has a capacity to light
twenty-five 16-candle power lights
per day.

The

large

•

electricity may be used to
operate electric fans, electric vacu-

The

um

cleaners,

sewing machine mo-

tors, electric pumps, electric toasters,
and small electric irons. The in-

ventor has adopted twenty-five volts
as standard pressure. The storage
battery consists of 14 cells connected in series. This insures easy
charging from the dynamo, as there
is practically no resistance in the
circuit.

The wind-motor has two windwheels as will be observed, one being a little larger than the other.
The smaller wheel of the two always
faces to the wind, and maintains its
position in front of the larger or
back wheel. The wind first presses
against the vanes of the smaller
wheel, and starts this wheel turning
in the direction of the hands of a
clock. The whole force of the wind,
however, is not exhausted on the

View

Newly Perfected Wind- Motor and
Dynamo Unit. The Storage Battery Keeps the Voltage Even. The Plant Stands Any Wind Pressure.

Sectional

of

wheel, but a part of the wind pressure passes thru to the back wheel,
and again is turned into rotary motion.
The back wheel also turns in
the same direction as the hands of a
clock.
The two wheels are on separated axles, but are coupled together by a differential gearing in
similar fashion to the back axle of
a motor car. This differential allows
each wheel to rotate practically as
had no connection with the
if
it
other, and in this way brings about
an excellent equalizing effect and a
balance of power. The two wheels

pour

into the storage battery, and continues to do so until the wind pressure fails.
When this happens the electric valve immediately trips and disconnects the wire
carrying the current, thus preventing the
electricity from escaping back thru the

The above operation can be
likened to an ordinary windmill driving a
pump, and pumping water from a well into
a tank.
When the wind fails the valve
in the pump closes, and prevents the water
from the tank running back into the well.
The operation of this plant is claimed to
be absolutely automatic, and a hand is not
needed near it for si.x months at a time.
In high winds and low winds alike, all adjustments as to wind direction, speed, turning out of the wind, etc., are made automatically.
The application of the gyroscopic principle ensures that the mechanical
operation is automatic.
The dynamo is a special and original design, and forms the supporting base for the
wind-motor unit. The armature is of peculiar shape, being much longer for its
diameter than usual.
This feature gives
the dynamo its remarkable characteristic of
generating electricity at exceptionally slow
(Continued on page 422)
speed.
dynamo.

Output of Type Ml Fifteen
Light Plant
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Electro-Therapeutic Apparatus
By H. ROSENTHAL

X-Ray

AT
'-

convention of the American
Medical Association held at the
Hotel Astor in June at New York
City, the exhibit of electric appathe

ratus

showed many

interesting

new

developments, particularly those to be used

supported on a rod of molybdenum and a
cathode consisting of a tungsten spiral,
which was heated electrically from a low
voltage circuit from the primary of the
transformer.
The X-ray tube suppresses
any current in the direction that does not

make

the hot filament cathode.
It therecapable of rectifying its own curIn order to make the conditions
rent.
stable a large set of air cooled ventilating
vanes are made part of the anode of the

fore

is

One type of table was so nicely counterbalanced that very little eflfort was needed
to obtain almost any position an operator
It was also arranged with
would wish.
a small motor, foot controlled, which would
raise the table or lower it in an angular
according to the will of the
position,
operator.

,tube.

The

gasoline engine unit which operates
transformer is so designed with an
electrically controlled solenoid that it can
the

be placed some distance from a base hospital or tent, thus eliminating the unpleasant
noise. The entire equipment is so arranged
as to be portable for immediate transportation.

X-Ray

Accessories

Some of the newer developments in the
accessories to be used in connection with
X-ray work include the Hydrex tube, Fig.
This tube operates on the principle of
2.
having an auxiliary- chamber filled with
hydrogen and sealed from the top by a
mechanically operated mercurj' valve. This
valve is opened by drawing the mercury
past two porous blocks, thereby leaving a
passage for a certain amount of hydrogen
To open the valve a
to enter the tube.

5.
A Recent Type of Anesthetizing Apparatus, Driven by a Small Electric Motor.

Fig.

Fig.

in

4.

A New Quartz Mercury Arc
For Treating Sl<in Diseases.

connection with hospitals and

pitals at the

Lamp

field

hos-

front.

One very

ingenious X-ray equipment confor laying the
the outfit also
included a small gasoline engine generating
set, a closed core transformer, this transformer being used in connection with a
regulating device to operate a new type
of X-ray tube. This tube, about four inches
in diameter (see illustration, Fig. 1), had
an anode terminal of solid tungsten metal

sisted of a portable table
patient upon to be X-rayed

Fig.

6.

Small Electrically Heated "Warm
Stage" for the Microscope.

;

suction pump is provided and is
clamped directly on to the glass bowl, or
any other convenient place, so the rubber

small

Another t>-pe of table was fitted with
accessories necessary for making charts of
the heart and lungs, these charts or tracings
being made directly by examining the patient with a fluoroscope and by means of
an automatic device.
duplicate of the X-ray equipment supplied to the N. Y. Bellevue Hospital was
also shown, being the largest X-ray plant

A

in

the United States.

{Continued on page 421)

tube can be attached
to the hydrogen

To lower
the vacuum the

chamber.

plunger is pulled out
to its full length

and released imme-

To

raise the
that is
necessary is to dis-

diately.

vacuum

all

connect the anode
and connect it to
cathode and run a
weak current thru
the tube.

X'ery elaborate
tables of

new

<C^

devel-

opment were shown
for

laying

tient

7.
This Miniature Electric Incubator for
Microscope Stages Enables the Physician to
Study "Live" Bacteria Organisms.

Fig.

upon

the

and

paso

equipt as to be used
either for examination with a fluorOscope or to be used
directly in taking

X-ray

plates.

Adjustable,
Hydrogen Thru a IVIercury Valve. Vacuum Is Adjustable.
Hydrogen Thru a Mercury Valve Vacuum Is
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ELECTRIC FAN EXCELLENT FOR
DRYING FRUIT.
living and plenty of it; wide vawholesome, clean, nourishing food;
prepared quickly with little labor and trouble in your own home— by your own hands
An electric fan and a kitchen knife are

Cheap

riety;

!

immediately

a cost of about

at

$4,000,000

and that water power would not be used.
Informally

officials

that

explained

the

announcement did not mean that the idea
of building a water-power nitrat plant had
been

although it
Several
years would be

permanently abandoned,

would not be pressed

at present.

required

to

the enorplant rethe
quired
for
build

mous

utilization

water

of

power,

and for that reason

it

was

termined
for

dethat>

war

urgent

purposes

it

would be necessary

to

adopt

of other
processes of pro-

one

ducing

HOW
A New Use

for the

Electric

the only "tools" necessary.

done

in

home-made box

strings

sheet,

Fan

Wliich to Help

(apples,

In

Drying can be
and

etc.),

Way

the War.

trays, a table top,

pears,

Another

Drying Fruit.

Win

other ways.
Just like grandmother did, only quicker, cleaner and bet-

dozens of

ter tasting!

of

TROL-

LEY MOTORMEN LEARN
THEIR DUTIES.

By the time an applicant for the position
motorman or conductor on the Brooklyn

Rapid Transit System has past thru their
school for employees he has had it brought
home to him that a man must have at least
the qualifications of good character, a clean

Department of AgriNo.
(Bulletin
"The fan method has
marked advantage in that
a
the product keeps cool, owing to

The U.

culture
841)

nitrats.

S.

says

October,
rate

detail

of

equipment

;

standing.

Here spread out before you are the vitals
of the trolley car, dissected and labeled.
(See accompanying illustrations.) No deleft in darkness or obscurity.
All is
revealed. Even the little boy who for years
has yearned to crawl under a car to see
tail is

what it looks like inside would be satisfied.
For in very truth he would see one turned
upside down, and working just the same in
spite of the awkwardness of this position,
as a turtle sometimes keeps on working
when you turn it over on its back. Be he
schoolboy or grown man, any visitor would
enjoy a trip around the motormen's room
with one of Instructor Duffy's classes.
Emphasis is laid on the regular inspection
of his car which a motorman is required to
make before going on the road, special attention being called to the life guard, by
which about ninety per cent, of persons
knocked down by the front of a car have
been saved.

Every part of the equipment

is

in

its

standard location, many of them bearing
metal signs to accustom the men to calling
things by their right names.
Fare collection,
door operation, buzzer signals,
thermostat control of heaters, use of
switches, replacement of fuses, etc., are
also demonstrated. The use of the electric
automatic track switch is taught in cotmection with the center entrance
car, switch levers, semaphores

and

^^^^H
^
W ^^^^^1

evaporation while it is being dried,
thus tending to retain the color

mechanical

from which the men receive their instruction, are most impressive
and the entire
array of massive and handsome exhibits,
while attracting and holding the interest,
might seem to defy the layman's under-

:

lights all

working just as

they would in actual service.
Step by step the men in the

schoolroom

become familiar
mechanism

witli the elaborate

that passes into their keeping
when hand and controller

and eliminate spoilage."
Almost all the vegetables and
fruits can be treated and stored
away even the most juicy, like

—

the

1917

The "demonstration
meet.
which shows the
board,"
course of the current and the
operation of the control from
trolley wire to rail, is a toy
which could not fail to fascinate any human being between the ages of six and
When this board has
si.xty.
been explained to him the student has a remarkably clear
idea of how the electric current operates and how it is
controlled.—Pfcoto.s courtesy

—

tomatoes. And besides this new
way of drying eliminates the bigIt does
gest part of the work.
away with a lot of canning and
that's good, for jars and containers are very scarce and mighty
high in price.
All summer long, at odd times,
the housewife can pick up choice
bargains at the markets, prepare
them in a few minutes, and the
drying goes on while she attends
By cold
else.
something
to
weather time she can have her
home stocked up like a siege fort
for the longest, hardest kind of
a cold, long winter.

—

B. R. T. Monthly.

—

record, good

A THOUSAND AUTOMATIC TELE-

PHONES ORDERED FOR AUSTRALIA.

Orders aggregating

1,000

lines

of

auto-

matic central office equipment and 1,000
telephones equipt with the dial, have just
been placed to be used as additions to the
automatic exchanges in Australia. This is
the second such order placed since the beginning of 1917, the first one, for 1,800
lines, being received in February.
The progress of the automatic in Australia has been most rapid. Only five years
ago there was a single 1,100-line exchange
Today there are
in operation, at (jeelong.
nearly a score of exchanges and a total of
practically 35,000 lines of automatic equipment in service thruout the commonwealth.
No "central" is required and thus misunderstandings a re eliminated.

U. S.

TO SPEND $4,000,000 FOR
TRAT PLANT.

NI-

Secretary Baker has announced that a
plant for the production of nitrats from
atmospheric nitrogen would be constructed

health and a presentable appear-

ance before he

is

even given

a

trial.

This frame of

mind

receives

a

new impulse
the

when

stu-

dent enters the
B. R. T. Surfac-

School Room,
for here he finds
himself in a place
where there is
manifestly much
learn more,
to

—

perhaps, the
average applicant
at

might
first

feel

glance,

he could
ever hope to Two
learn.
The in-

than

Views of the Brooki yn Rapid Transit Company's School for Motormen.
Every Part of a Trolley Car Is Dissected and Demonstrated in Working

tricacv

and elabo-

Condition.

.
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WOMEN AND
When

woman

a

!

is

ELECTRICITY.

sulky and

will not speak
If she gets too excited
If she talks too lonR.
If her way of thinkiii
•

Excilrr.
Controller.
Interrupter.
is

not

TELEGRAPHER LIFTS OVER
TONS PER NIGHT.

20

H. Johnson, an Associated Press operator in Boston, while working at ManJ.

chester, N. H., a year ago, devised an in-

genious method of determining the amount
of work performed by him in one night,
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BRANDING ORANGES BY ELEC-

ONE
from

Fruit Growers Have Solved the
Problem of Indelibly Marking Their
Brands by Means of An Electrically
Heated Revolving Die. It Brands Two
Carloads of Oranges Per Day.

The

.

wrong

If

If
If
If
If
If
If
If

Detector.
Lever.

proves your fears are

If she

If
If
If
If

of the newest wrinkles under the
is the idea of branding oranges,
lemons and apples to protect them
the unscrupulous methods of fruit-

sun

Converter.
yours
If she is willing to co:nc half
Meter.
way
If she will come all the way Receiver.
Conductor.
If she wants to go further.
If she would go still further Dispatcher.
If she wants to be an anp:el. Transformer.
If vou think she is unfaithful
If "she is unfaithful

TRICITY.
By Harold J. Wood.

goes up in the air...
wants chocolates....

she
she
she
she
she
her
she
she
she
she
she
she

sings
is in
is

a

wrong

the country
poor cook

Feeder.
Tuner.
Telegrapher.
Discharf/er.

Connector.
Reducer.

dress unhooks
eats too much
is

Compensator.
Condenser.

wrong

Rectifier.

cold to you
gossips too mucli.

is

.

fumes and sputters.
becomes upset

,

.

.

Heater.
Regulator.
Insulator.

Rcverser.

AUTO SCHOOL HAS ELECTRIC
DYNAMOMETER.
One

of the leading auto schools of the
in its testing laboratory

west has installed

modern electric dynamometer here illusThe students are thus enabled to
make very accurate tests on any type of
the

trated.

gasoline engine with regard to the horsepower output and other characteristics.
The electric dynamometer represents the
highest form of prime mover testing device
available to-day. The dynamo unit is movably swung in substantial pedestal bearings
as shown, the turning effort of the engine
connected to it for test being indicated on
suitable scales and electrical indicating instruments.
Aeroplane engines are now tested by a
similar apparatus.
No guess work enters
the tests as carried out with the dynamometer, the results being accurate to withThere will be
in a fraction of a per cent.
a very large demand for engine drivers and
experts this Fall.

exprest in mechanical terms says Telegraph
and Telephone Age. By rigging up a postal
scale in a special manner he found it required a pressure of ten ounces on the typewriter keys to print each letter, and in the
course of a night, with an average report
of 14,000 words, allowing five letters to a
word, the total pressure exerted would lift
700,000 ounces, or 2VA tons.
This computation was the result of a discussion which arose in the office of the
Manchester paper as to which man on the
paper worked the hardest.
The award was made to another man, but
Mr. Johnson, not being satisfied with it,
made the investigation of his own

work on

his

own

with the
result that he was
declared to be the
account,

-In^tfBJ i"

hardest worker in
he olTice. And yet
they do say truck
the
ilrivers
are

-Jl

I

i

iiily

real

t
W^

A

secret wireless
station
has been
discovered on the
coast of the territor>'

Electric

Dynamometer

> a

tk'^t^^^^^^^^l

line

Engine

In

AMONG
•a rule,
furnisht to

Na-

vy Department.

The

Mirhman

Stiite .Auto Sriuiol.

Use for Testing Horse-power of Gasothe Laboratory of Progressive Western Auto School.
In

of Chubut by

the Argentine

^^D

>^^^^^l

The

do

that

WIRELESS
PLOT IN
ARGENTINA.

ft^
I'hiKo CourlL'-y nf

men
work

authorities
liclieve the station
was to be used
in

communicating

stand
L.

men

in

."Xhlberg,

many
an

parts of the country.
.Alaskan, has invented a

machine which brands

fruit

by

electricity.

California Fruit (irowers Exchange
has bought an option on the exclusive rights
for the use of the machine in connection
with shipments of "Sunkist" citrus fruits
to all parts of the United States, Canada,
England and Ausralia.

The

The machine can be used in branding
any fruit that has a waxy skin. It will
brand oranges, lemons, apples, pears, watermelons and cucumbers. The device consists of a big wheel with 18 spokes in it.
.'\t the end of each spoke is a shoe in which
there is a die which stamps the name of
As the wheel rethe fruit into its cheek.
volve:>. a small nipple at the top drops a
little ink upon each die, and a felt wheel
.\r\ automatic device turns
distributes it.
on the electricity or shuts it off whenever
the temperature of the die rises above or
drops below a certain point. The dies are
prest down upon the fruits as they are
carried along beneath the wheel on an endless belt of metal saucers, and each die
makes its hot imprint into the cheek of

the fruit.

The heat of the die melts the wax in
the skin of the fruit, causing it to flow
into the imprint of the die and fill up any
breaks which might be made in the skin,
at the same time taking up the ink from
the face of the die.
Citrus growers in Southern California,
where the machine has been operated in
packing houses on an experimental basis
for twenty months, declare that it gives
absolute

with suspicious

liraiuling

vessels.

per day.

satisfaction.

It

is

capable

of

two carloads of oranges or lemons

the hundreds of new devices and appliances publisht monthly in The Electrical Experimenter, there are several, as
which interest you. Full information on these subjects, as well as the name of the manufacturer, will be gladly
you, free of charge, by addressing our Technical Information Bureau
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Well, here's a new
one in gay New York that has the oldfashioned "barn dance" of our grand-dads
beat forty ways.
like to

dance?

gages this rack.

1917

CHROMIUM STEEL PERMANENT

Unique Revolving Dancing Floor
Do you

October.

MAGNETS.

The

shaft is connected
reduction gears and at-

thru numerous
tached to a
horse-power electric motor
which slowly revolves the floor not faster

^

;

An

investigation into the suitability of
chromium steel for permanent magnets has
recently been carried out in Germany and
reported upon to the Physikalische-Technische Reichsanstadt. Figures are given for
five bars of chromium sleel, these being
five bars made of tungsten
the product of remanence and coercive
force being taken as a criterion of quality.
The remanence of the chrome steel bars
was further tested under 20 hours' heating at 100°C., six heatings up to 100°C. and
20 falls from a height of 2^ metres on to
a wooden block. It is concluded that carefully prepared chromium steel is a suitable
substitute for tungsten steel.

compared with

steel,

ELECTRICITY FROM THE WIND.
The

electrical

engineering department of

the State Agricultural College of

Manhat-

tan, Ks., is at present engaged in conducting a series of experiments with a view to

improving the prevailing methods of generating electricity from windmill power. In
the present test the generator is mounted
on the head of the mill and geared directly
to the source of power, instead of being
belted to the mill at its base, as is usually
The main need at present
the practise.
seems to be a mill that requires a lower
wind velocity to start those now available
since the latter are idle for long periods at
a stretch, and therefore necessitate the employment of large storage batteries.

A New York
volving

Restaurant Has Provided a Real Novelty for Its Patrons
Dancing Floor. An Electric IVlotor in the Basement Turns
Wtiile the Diners Enjoy the Novel Sensation.

in
It

a

I=!e-

Slowly

NOVEL MEDICAL COIL

IS

CON-

TAINED IN HANDLES.
When you are in town don't fail to take
a trip to Murray's, one of the city's show
places and cabarets, where between courses
you may dance, dine and wine with your
partner upon a floor that slowly revolves
'neath your feet, giving a pleasing and novel
sensation as you whirl to the strains of
the Jazz Band.
In the center of the revolving floor is a
circle of beautifully colored glass, under
which are myriads of lights and as one
whirls around, flickering shadows are cast
upon the dancers.
The writer, who did not know about the
revolving floor feature, one day last month
visited this restaurant and took a seat at
one of the tables placed at the circumference of the rei'olving floor.
At another
table two feet away, but on terra firma, he
noticed an acquaintance.
few pleasantries were exchanged, whereupon the writer
buried his face in the voluminous bill-offare.
It took several minutes to decipher
the French dishes ct al, after which he addrest
a few more words to his acquaintance, not taking the precaution to
!"
look at him first.
"Sir, how dare you
spoke up an angry looking female, at the
spot where the acquaintance was supposed
to sit, but alas, sat no more!
You see
the floor had revolved smoothly and silently some six feet, and the writer's acquaintance was now that far behind
It
took the writer a few seconds to realize
what had happened, and the expression on
his face while apologizing to the insulted

A

than one complete revolution every half
hour. By referring to the sectional diagram
iCo/orecf g/oss

Contact for
light ct^ti

The accompanying

illustration

shows one

of the latest electro-medical coils which is
e.xtremeh' compact as will be evident. The
small induction coil, as well as the dry battery and regulating attachment, are all built
into the tubular electrode handles which
are connected together by a flexible conductor.

-'r

^'^

'

To

use the apparatus the patient has but

two electrodes in the hands and
by pressing a small sliding switch on one
of the electrodes, the current is turned on.
to hold the

mee/s

V /^ofcr

The

strength

of

the

current

may

be

in-

by means of a sliding tube proIf it is
jecting from one of the handles.
desired to apply the current by means of
a dampened sponge electrode, then this device is inserted in a socket on one of the
handles, and the current may then be
switched on to the sponge instead of to
the handle shell by depressing a switch butThe comton provided for the purpose.
tensified

How

Motor Rotates Novel Dancing

Electric

Floor.

a good idea of the mechanism may be obtained.
gasoline engine driven dynamo that
.A
is
entirely automatic in its action is attracting attention in England.

!

damsel, must have been

anything but

in-

telligent.

Now

to let the reader in

—

on

how

all

this

done Presto. The floor is on a pivot
under which are numerous wheels carefully set and oiled so as not to make any
sound when the floor is nio\iii'r. Alonir
is

the outer edge of the floor (which is reallv
a large disc twenty-five feet in diameter)
is a toothed
rack carefully concealed under the flooring. A pinion on a shaft that
passes thru the floor to the basement en-

This

Lntt'St

lUe.T

in

Coriip.TCt

tiectro-

Switches and Battery, Which Are

The United

Small Induction Coll,
cal Coils Comprises a
Co ntained Within the Two Electrode Handles.

Med

All

States Bureau of Standards
a delicate thermo-electric
test for the purity of platinum.

has

developed

plete outfit is very neat in appearance,
a new dry battery can be replaced in a

seconds.

and
few

October.
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SCRUBBING BY ELECTRICITY.
'Ihc applications
lieving botli man

of

and

for reof tedious

electricity

woman

are gradually being exof the most irksome duties
connected with the keeping tidy of large
buildings and institutions, is the scrubbing
of floors. Not only is this a laborious and
disagreeable task, but it takes a great deal
of time to go over a large surface of flooring with scrub brush or even with a mop.
The solution of this problem is the elecdriven floor scrubbing machine.
trically
A device of this character which has been
tried out and found very satisfactory is
The machine is enillustrated herewith.
tirely self-contained and, considering its
Its dilarge capacity, is quite compact.
mensions are 28 inches long, 20 inches
The weight of the
wide, 16 inches high.
The entire machine
outfit is 100 pounds.
is
made of metal except the revolving
brush. The upper portion of the machine
consists of a tank for holding clean water.
The machine wets, sweeps, scrubs anc"
It
dries the floor at a single operation.
requires only a single attendant who mere-

work and drudgery

tended.

One

377

A NOVEL ELECTRIC CIGAR

rate of one mile per hour,

it will scrub an
area of nearly 7,0(X) square feet per hour.
This is about ten times as much floor area
as an experienced janitor can scrub clean
in the the same length of time.
Not only
has this machine exceptional capacity, but
it leaves the floor much cleaner and more
evenly scrubbed than can be done by hand.
Naturally the greatest field for a machine of this type is in cleaning corridors,

LIGHTER.

The accompanying illustration shows
new tvoe of electric cigar lighter for use

and large rooms

in public buildings,
buildings, etc.
In such places the
janitor work is usuallv done at night.
Because the machine cleans the floors so
rapidly, it results also in considerable saving in current used for lighting the premises during cleaning.

halls

^nifl

office

LET THE ELECTRIC LIGHTED
KEY-HOLE FIND THE WAY.

a
in

^

I

~~

The annoyance of groping about blindly
for the keyhole on cold (or "large sized"
evenings) nights will become a thing of the
past if the invention illustrated here comes
The device is that of an
into general use.
Ohio man. By pushing a button on the

pushes the machine forward and guides
He controls the amount of water distributed on the floor by means of tht
This water is immediately swept
handle.
up by the cylindrical brush which is 16
inches wide and has a circumference of IJ
This brush is driven by a oneinches.
fourth horsepower motor thru a silent
chain and sprocket so that the brush revolves at about 600 revolutions per minThe brush does the actual scrubbing
ute.
and carries all of the dirt and soiled water
over an apron into a separate receiving
pan so the scrubbing is always done with
.\n upclean water from the upper tank.
right is attached to the machine which
carries a cord reel at the top' to permit of
taking in and letting out the cord by means
of which it is connected to any ordinary

ly

it.

An

Electric

Soaked with
Lighter.
teries or

lighting outlet.

Blank
s

Where

Blank

That Keyhole?!!

Electric

in

Push the Button

in

This

Knob Device and the Keyhole Becomes Instantly Illuminated.

door knob a small electric light just above
the keyhole is flashed on and finding the
keyhole then

is

an easy

Spark

Ignites

Gasoline

in

a

Wick

This Cigar

May Be Operated by BatFrom the Lighting Circuit.

It

cigar stores, or for private use.
This device can be operated either from a lighting
circuit or from batteries placed within the
box supporting the lighter. This lighter
insures a continuous stream of sparks which
flow to the wick until it takes fire.
The
amount of electrical energy consumed for
this purpose is very small.
The only operating expense is the cost of 1 gallon of gasoline for feeding the wick.
For this purpose 1 gallon of gasoline will last a full
year.
When used with batteries, a special
control lever allows the device to use current only when the lighter is in actual use.
This feature reduces the current consumption to a minimum.
In case of wear or injury, any part of the lighter can be readily
replaced at moderate cost.

task.

ELECTRIC DRIVE FOR BATTLESHIPS "COLORADO" AND
"WASHINGTON."
Contracts totaling approximately $2,000,000 have been placed recently with the
W'estinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company,
by the New York Shipbuilding
Company, for furnishing the
necessary electrical equipments
for the propulsion of the new
Superdreadnaughts ''Colorado"

and "ll'ashington."
The equipments

to be furnished are practically duplicates
of that contracted for by the
Mavy Department for the U. S.
S. 'Tennessee," now building
at the New York Navy Yard.
The four propellers, as in the
case of the "Tennessee," instead of being mechanically
A I4 H.P. Electric Scrubbing Machine for Use In Large
connected to driving engines or
Buildings and Halls. It Reels Up or Unreels Its Electric
Supply Cable as It Goes Along.
turbines, are to he driven by
The current for the
individual motors.
This machine has an extraordinary caIt has been found that if the atmotors will be furnished by two turbine
pacity.
generators.
tendant pushes the outfit forward at a

In addition to the main generating equipments and propelling motors, the contracts
include auxiliaries for the main turbine
generators and smaller auxiliary turbine
generators for supplying light and power

thruout the ships. A multitude of electric
motors will also be utilized for doing nearly all the work on board from raising the

anchor to steering.
60.000

COPIES

"E.E."

now

sold every month on the principal
news-stands in the U. S. and Canada; and
over 5,000 readers are disappointed every
month because the news-dealer says "Sold
often did it happen to you?
out!"
not order a copy from the newsdealer
It co.sts you nothing to do
so, and your copy will be waiting for you

are

:

How

Why

next

The

NOW?

month.
greatest ISc worth in the U. S.

Intercommunicating telephones, electric
and a complete fire alarm
system are installed in modern farm buildings on the estate of a wealthy Long Isl-

lights, call bells,

ander.

;
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AN ELECTRICAL BROACH WRAPPER FOR DENTISTS.
For over fifty years, the treatment of
root canals has been a nightmare to careRecent
and conscientious dentists.
ful
scientific investigation shows that the danger from the sort of treatment still in
vogue among 99 per cent of operators, and
the distress and mortality resultant from
carelessness, improper methods, crude and
inefficient instruments, are little short of
appalling and certainly deTo make rootplorable.
canal operations a success
the canal must be ade-

leaving 45,000,000 chances of infection due
This should still
to digital contamination.
be sufficient reason to strive for safer and
Many attempts were
better methods.

made
cient
[ling

to produce an effimachine for wrapneedles, and given up

seemed, for
a time, to be a mechanical
in despair.

impossibility

It

purposes.

However,
years of
menting,
L.

after
experiDr. L.

Funk has

One salt
fully as severe as this.
in Cleveland has had a number of
these motors in operation for over ten
years, and the wet salt has caked into the
windings, until they are scarcely visible
still there has been no motor failure in all

tions

works

takes a particularly husky and
any such
to witlistand

this time.

It

well-built

motor

treatment as

this.

A MOTOR-DRIVEN COMMUTATOR
RECTIFIER.
The

rectifier

shown

accompanying

in the

designed for the charging
of small storage batteries, such as used
lighting
and
automobile
ignition,
with
starting sets.
The single-circuit type is a
illustration

is

fi-

succeeded

nally
in

1917

distribute

to

of
threads
microscopic
cotton on a hair-like needle
suitable for dental

October,

perfecting

a

machine that ac-

the

complishes

a most
saperfect,

work

t

in

i

sfactory

and sanitary

manner

the
cotton at no
time coming in contact w-ith the finThe machine
gers of the operator.
is self sterilizing and there can be no
:

chance .of infection due to faulty
mechanism, since materials do not
come in contact with germs during
the process of wrapping, sterilizing
however,
would seem imnecessary
on the principle of safety first, last,
and always, the machine is provided
with five sterilizers, practically every
method known to science, to be used
in conjunction with the wrapper. The
;

A

machine

child
is simple to operate.
ten years of age with ordinary intelligence can wrap broaches more
quickly and perfectly than it can possibly be done by hand.

In view of the awful carnage nowrampant thruout the world, and from

His Newly Invented Electrical
Dr. Funk and
Broach Wrapper for Dentists which Bids Fair to
Save IVIany Lives Annually by the Antiseptic
PerIt Ensures a
Conditions It Brings About.
fectly Clean Broach for Every Patient

quately enlarged to permit thoro cleansing.
which' means" that every vestige of dead

nerve and bacteria, which is liable to be
present, must be removed and the canal be
perfectly filled, the most difficult part of the
entire operation being tlie removal of debris
under aseptic conditions.
The only method by which root canals
can be cleansed is purely mechanical and

wrapping cotton on steel
of
consists
needles, which have a fork or notch on the
end. The notch is very important, otherwise the cotton would slip up on the shank
of the needle and the cleansing cotton
would not reach the base of the root, thereby leaving it uncleansed so that putrification would sooner or later take place, subsequently forming an abscess, which is
liable to cause distressing, if not fatal disease, such as rheumatism, heart trouble,
neuritis, blindness, insanity, and a host of
other constitutional ills.
The old method of wrapping treating
cotton on dental needles was accomplished
by twisting it on the needle with the fin-

a humanitarian standpoint I desire to
offer
what service I can, conUnited
States
sistently,
the
to

Government, by donating these
Broach Wrappers to be used in Government
Infirmaries, says Dr. Funk, with the hope
of at least preserving one life for every life
destroyed in battle.

A MOTOR THAT RUNS UNDER

WATER.

The accompanying photograph shows a
sturdy 3^ horsepower electric motor runThis motor was first
ning under water.
put under water in September, 1909, at a
Machiiierv Exbil)ition in Cleveland, where

Alternate
All

-*-

Rectified

in

and
or

Such a

—

A.

Way

C.

Converted

that the
Pulses Are
Direct

into

Current.

charging plant that will
charge from one to five batteries (or up
By keeping the
to a total of fifteen cells).
rectifier running twenty-four hours a day
and taking out each battery as soon as
fully charged, on an average, a total of
thirteen 3-cell batteries, it is claimed, can
be given a full charge in twenty-four
hours, allowing for the average amount
self-contained

The rotating commuof residual charge.
Current from
tator principle is employed.
the alternating-current supply is brought
to two terminals at the back of the switchFrom these terminals the current
board.
passes thru the line switch to a special induction-type motor. On the extended shaft
of this motor are two collector rings and
The synbeyond them a commutator.
chronous motor is of such design that no
further attention need be given in starting
than to simply close the line switch, at
which time the motor will start readily and
fall

synchronism, remaining so, it is
even at a great reduction in voltage.

into

EFFECT OF ELECTRICITY ON
CROPS.
on the application of electricity to agriculture are being
made, under government grant, at HuntImportant

:

:

Commutator

a

said,

this is an uncleanly and dangerous
gers
procedure, the cotton being contaminated
with dead cuticle, perspiration, and any
germs that may have been present on the
fingers of the operator.

Assuming there are 40.000 dentists in
the United States, six patients per dentist
per day. 240.000; three hundred days per
five applications
year. 72,000,000 sittings
per sitting, 360,000.000. to be conservative,
divide this by two. 180,000,000. If one cares
to be ultra-conservative, halve it again,
90,000.000 and re-halve it if you please,

of the Jobs We All Hate to Tackle
In This
Is Charging Storage Batteries.
Simple Automatic Device a Motor Drives

One

experiments

ington, in Hereford, England.

A

3!

H.P.

Motor Running
Water.

Electric

Under

attracted such great attention that it was
decided upon as a sort of trade mark for
the manufacturers.
The motor has repeatedly been used in
installations where it is subject to condiit

As

is

well

known, high-tension discharge accelerates
the growth of plants, and may lead to a
considerable increase in the yield of crops
from a given area. Associated with these
experiments are Prof. T. H. Blackman,
Mr. W. Duddell and Mr. I. Jorgensen, a
Danisli expert, ^tr. W. T. Kerr, city electrical engineer of Hereford, is also concerned with the movement.
,

,

October,
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THE RECORD-LITE ILLUMINATES
THE VICTROLA NEEDLE.
The miniature electric
graphs here shown is a

light
neat,

phonoornamental
for

is fulfilled in the binocumagnifier illustrated herewith by arranging two rhombohedric prisms so as to
reduce the distance between the two fields
of view and thus place them within comparatively small convergent angles.

This condition

lar
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ELECTRICALLY OPERATED AND
LIGHTED ALARM CLOCK.
A great convenience in a bedroom to
is

have a

reliable

sleeper in

alarm clock to arouse the

ample time for the day's

duties.

The magnifying lens system is arranged
so that any desired magnification can be obtained by inserting the proper lenses. The

maximum

magnification recommended is
diameters, which allows of a large
range of working distance.
The eye-piece caps are made of ebonite
shaped to fit snugly over the edges of the
orbit, the entire instrument being held in
place by an adjustable elastic or special
fiber head-band fitting around the head.
Apertures are provided in the eye-pieces
for ventilation and to prevent moisture collecting on the lens surface.
To facilitate the examination of cavities
and dark uneven specimens, etc., an illuminating appliance can be fitted to the headThis consists of a sinall incandesband.
cent lamp operating on dry cells, as shown.
three

NEW
Have You Scratched

Records Now
Adjust the Needle?
to Obviate

VIctrola

and Then While Trying

to

The Record-lite Was Designed
This Difficulty. It Works on

Batteries.

attachment, that comes complete and ready
The installation is simplicity itfor use.
self
the light is slipt over the end of
a taper tube or tone arm, until it snaps

—

and perbattery box is set
in the left-hand rear corner of the machine, or may be concealed inside the ma-

into position and
manently fastened.

OSCILLATING ELECTRIC
WASHER A TIME-SAVER.

is

ruggedly

The

chine.

The

oscillator

signing the

principle

new

followed in de-

washing machine
both suction and com-

electric

here shown utilizes
pression force of air within its vacuum
When in use the dasher oscilchamber.
lates in up and down motion something
It is available
like a child's teeter-totter.
in either electric motor drive or gasoline
engine drive.

As the dasher raises out of the water
vacuum chambers fill with air when
goes down into the water the force of

—

the
it

The operation is equally as
simple.
The second finger of
the left hand rests naturally on
the contact spring when operating the machine and the light
illuminates the record, where the
needle rests.
As soon as the
hand is removed, the light autoThe equipmatically goes out.
ment includes a three-cell dry
battery, and a four-volt flashlight battery lamp.
I

Such a clock, electrically operated and
with a special electric-light attachment, has
now been made by a New York concern.
As shown in the illustration, this is a
handsome clock which adds to the appearance of any dresser or other bedroom fur-

The clock is electrically wound.
the bottom of the clock case is a dry
cell which furnishes current for operating
the clock, for ringing the alarm and for
lighting the lamp shown just below the
This lamp is controlled by a pushdial.
button connected to a cord of considerable
length, the button being placed near the
bed so that by pressing it the dial is illuminated and the time observed at any
period of the night without getting out
of bed or other discomfort.
niture.

In

A

NEW

SOLDER-LESS WIRE
CLAMP.

circuits,
connectors
for
Wire-clamp
and grounding purposes which are

fixtures

ELECTRIC BINOCULAR

tl By MAGNIFIERS.
Thos. W. Benson.
The binocular magnifier has
been designed to enable medical
men, zoologists, geologists, bot- Electricity Has Reduced Wash-day Labors to Child's
Only Rubs the
anists, art metal workers, watch- Play. Thanks to the Motor W^ch Not
Clothes But Wrings Them as Well.
makers, and otliers called upon

examine small objects with a
low magnification, to do so conveniently and with both eyes

Automatic Electric Alarm Clock with Nltellte Attachment for Illuminating Dial.

designed to connect four wires or less of
different sizes without the use of heat
To connect the
are now being offered.
wires the screws of the device are loosened
slightly and each wire is inserted in one
of the four loops and securely connected
by tightening the screws. A knurled surface is provided on the nut threaded on
each screw so it will grip the wire and not

to

simultaneously.
Binocular vision in such a device has
always been desirable in order to gain
perception of depth, but optical means here-

the air compression drives the hot suds
thru the clothes then on its upward swing
the air suction draws the suds back thru
All the washing is therefore
the clothes.
done thru the use of air pressure and
rubbing,
all
eliminates
This
suction.

—

swishing around on pegs
and other mechanical action
that wears and tears clothes.
The machine is said to
wash anything that can be
washed with soap and waand quicker
ter,
cleaner
than by any other method.
The most delicate fabrics
being washed without per-

Thls Binocular Magnifier Is Fitted
with a Small Electric Battery Lamp
for Illuminating

Dark

Cavities.

tofore available proved insufficient to provide it.
Binocular vision correctly applied
not only results in better definition, but
allows the operator to observe the object
in relief, giving practically a natural perspective.

All gearing
enclosed for the protection of the operator.
as part of the regular equip-

A

Clever Wire Clamp Which Requires No
Particularly Useful to Electrical Exfor
Making Various Circuit
Changes Quickly.

ceptible wear.

Solder.

is

perimenters

Included
is a
swinging wringer also a special folding bench.
Also there is provided
quick wringer release, safety hand control,
safety foot control the complete outfit
wrings and washes at the same time.

—

ment

—

turn when the screw is drawn up. These
connectors are also made for grounding
work.
They are very useful to electrical
experimenters for making connections in
the laboratory and among instruments.

—
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Are There Currents About
By
a previous article in regard to

neto-graphs
was
INyond
controversy
it

F. F.

Mag-

demonstrated be-

that there is actual
motion, that there are actual currents,
about a magnet, even a permanent
magnet, and that this motion, these cur-

MACE, Superintendent

A Magnet

torsion of the thread does not become too
great.
With a powerful magnet the rotation may be even continued to the breaking

But the revolution is
always counter-clock-wise over the North
pole and clockwise over the South pole.
point of the thread.

C,

and D

may be made

to

revolve in the same

manner and

the direction is always
the same.
"E" in
the same figure is
a helix without an
The
iron core.
same result may be

obtained with this
as with the electro-

magnet

F.

A, B, C, and
D are suspended as
before and a permanent bar magnet
brought underis
neath and rapidly
If

thrust up and
down, they will rotate as before that
;

clock wise over the
pole and
clock-wise over the

is,

counter

-

North
''Apparatus Used by the Author for Demonstrating that Rotary Motion
Is Created in Suspended IVIagnetic Objects When the Current in a
Magnet Coil Below Them Is Suitably Interrupted.

In the present discussion further proofs of
these facts will be added and
the direction and the character
of these currents will be given.

South pole.
Here then, if it
had not already
been proven by the

effect of the magnet upon a photographic plate, is proof that
there is motion that there are currents
about the poles of a magnet and that these
currents are the same about an electro-mag-

—

—

proven that there are currents about the
magnet, and currents capable of penetrating substances and affecting photographic
plates, will doubt that, here is motion
currents and that these currents are rotary.
Lines of stress, or any other assumption
can not account for this motion of the

—

Even a child recognizes the effect
of currents in the moving straws and determines the direction of the currents by
the path of the straws.
Nor would an assumption that this motion
of the objects is produced by an attempt
of the partially magnetized iron to set itself tangent to the lines of force about the
magnet appear to be tenable. In Fig. 1,
may be made with strips of soft iron or it
may be made with steel magnets. The
magnets may be arranged in pairs with
their poles in the same direction, or they
may be arranged in pairs with their poles
neutralizing each other.
In any arrangement the result is the same, and the direction of rotation is the same.
If "D" is
used instead of "A," the magnet will temporarily impart to the lower end of the
wire a magnetism opposite to that of the
pole of the magnet. The tendency then is
for the lower end of the wire to be strongly
attracted to the magnet and to point to the
center of the pole, but instead of this it
swings in ever-widening circles about the
pole of the magnet, the point of the wire
becoming further and further from the
magnet. Then we may go further.
loose
"snarl'' of soft iron wire may be suspended
in the place of the other objects.
The
result is the same. Yet it would take quite
a stretch of imagination and a decided determination to adhere to "it has been so
written," to assume magnetic poles for a
snarl of wire or that there
objects.

A

A

would be any tendency

to set

tangent to the lines of
force.
Go even further. Suspend an iron ring in the same
itself

(See May, 1917. issue.)
In order to follow the subject in a perfectly logical

?

of Public Schools, Dallas, Texas

B,

rents, are of sufficient potentiality to affect
a photographic plate and to penetrate wood,
thin sheets of metal, and other substances.

1917

October,

man-

Assume

manner.

comes

ner I should begin with an experiment in regard to currents

does

surrounding a charged wire,
which experiment will be given
later, but that this demonstration may be at once striking
and convincing I shall first set
out other experiments the conclusions from which are too
obvious to be overlooked or

If

it

that

it

magnetized or that

beit

become magnetized.
becomes magnetized the

not

poles correspond to a continuation of the line made by the
thread.
But in any case the
ring revolves as do the other
objects.

has

been customarj' to
the lines of force about a
magnet" by sprinkling iron filings on a sheet of glass or cardboard placed over a magnet and
then tapping the glass or cardboard. Now it is a well known
fact that powder or iron filings
It

"map

denied.
In Figure 1, at "A" is shown
a cork thru which are thrust
straight, flat pieces of iron or
steel.
"B" is the same except
that round iron wire is used
Fig. 2.
Showing the Lines of Force— or Rather a Map of the "Curmay be made to arrange themin the place of the flat strips.
rents" About a Powerful Magnet.
Taken by Means of Iron Filings
selves in lines on glass or other
"C" is an iron wire bent at
Sprinkled on a Sheet of Glass Under Which the Magnet Is Placed.
substance by tapping or by
right angles to its axis when
Then the Current Thru the Coil Was Made and Broken.
stroking with a fiddle bow, etc.
hanging. "D" is an iron wire
The character and direction of these lines
net and a permanent magnet. Moreover, it
bent at an obtuse angle to its axis when
will be determined to a great extent by the
is plainly indicated that these currents not
suspended.
When
suspended by
is
nature of the disturbance. The same is true
only move toward the magnet but that they
a thread of unspun silk or a hair over the
when we tap the glass over the magnet only
also rotate in their forward progress counelectro-magnet "F" and the current passing
that here we have a resultant of forces.
ter-clock-wise over the North pole and
thru the coil of the magnet is alternately
Tannine the glass ju.st right will produce
clock-wise over the South pole. A moment's
made and broken by means of a key,
will
consideration will show
revolve rapidly. If the direction of the curthat these currents thus
rent is such as to make the upper pole a
4
,',''-''7"-.~^---^_
a continuous
North pole the rotation will be counter4'
A.
spiral about the magnet
clock-wise. If by means of a pole reverser
and
that
this
spiral
conpole
.S"om(/i
is made a
pole the
the upper
L
forms to the direction
This rotarevolutions will be clock-wise.
of
the
ci
current
about
an
tion may be checked and reversed at any
electro-magnet in both
point by reversing the current so as to rep
the electro-magnet and
verse the poles the only precaution neces/
in the permanent magsary being to hold the current for an instant
~~^rig. 4
net. No one capable of
at the point of reversal so that the rotation
.
The revolutions may be continued
logical thinking, even if
is stopt.
pig. 4._varicus Paths Taken by an Iron Ball Over a Plane
it had not already been
Surface, Such as a Card, Placed Inside a Solenoid.
to an}' length in one direction provided the

—

A

A

form

—

:

^^2<<"'

.-""""
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the conventional lines about a magnet the
imagination
it requires a great stretch of
to see the closed curves passing from one
pole to another. Aside from this, difTerent
tapping, even when the magnet is used, will
half score of
produce different results.
"fields of force" can be produced in this
manner. So easy is this of demonstration
by anyone that it is not worth while to reproduce any of these fields here. But Fig.
2 shows a map of the lines of force or
more properly a map of the currents
about a inagnet produced without jarring
In
or touching the plate in any manner.
this experiment the electro-magnet "F" in
Fig. 1, an electro-magnet thirty-eight centimeters in length, was used. This magnet
was placed under a sheet of glass on which
iron tilings were sprinkled and the lines
shown in the figure were produced by making and breaking the current in the coil
These lines begin to
about the magnet.
form as soon as the circuit is closed.
little examination will show that the old
;

A

—

—

A

were erroneous and
and conventions founded
upon them were still more so. Note carefully the direction and continuity of these
In no place are they continuous
tines.
from the North pole to the South pole of
"conventional"

lines

that the theories

the

field.

At A, A, A, A, the

lines actually

make

a sharp reverse curve and from curving inward toward the magnet show a tendency parallel to the magnet and more in
the direction of the poles. At B, B, B, B,
At C,
the lines are only slightly curved.
At
C, C, C, no curve can be detected.
D, D, D, D, there can be no question in
regard to their being straight lines and that
under no circumstances would they meet
the lines from the other pole. Even at the
center of the field, these lines do not form
At E, E, they
absolutely closed curves.
show a tendency to meet each other, the
lines from the opposite poles, at an angle.
With some lines the angle is quite apparent.
Here, then, is proof that the lines of force
currents do not move in closed curves
from the North pole to the South pole.
That these are currents and not lines of
tension will be further emphasized by the

—

pole following closely the direction of the
line over which it is placed.
Note carefully that the cork follows the curves shown
in Fig. 2.
If a magnetic needle is substituted for the iron the action is the same
except that the needle is attracted or repelled along the lines according to its polarity.
A magnetic needle placed over one
pole so as to be repelled v/ill often move to
the center of the field and there stop.
If a
large bar magnet is substituted for the
electro-magnet underneath the water the
result is the same.
Here, then, is proof of
two facts first, that there is actually motion
about the magnet, currents, and that these
currents do not move from one pole to
another but that the currents originate near
the center of the field (that is, those not
entering from the directions of the ends of
the poles) and move toward both poles.
Also that in the center of the field between
the two poles of the magnet is a point of
neutrality or of actual repulsion, a point
where the currents are outward.
If further proof is needed that there is
an outward flow of currents from the
center of the magnet it is furnished by
the photographic plate.
Fig. 3, is such a
plate, taken underneath the "U" bend of a
U-shaped magnet. "A" shows the position
of the plate, the objects, and the magnet.
"B" shows the result, the plate being taken
under the same conditions as those described for the other Magneto-graphs (See
first paper in May issue.)
Now a current
flowing upward would afifect the photographic plate but would not produce an
image of the objects, for the reason that
it would be fiowing toward them and would
pass thru the plate before reaching them.
In order to penetrate the objects and thus

Fig.

5.

for Measuring the
— Apparatus
of the "Interior Current" of a

Strength

their impression
it

must be

that is, must be flowing
outward from the bend

of the U magnet. The
plate speaks for itself.
So far only the exterior currents of a
magnet have been ex-

amined.
currents

The interior
show equally

interesting results.
Place the solenoid
"K" in Fig. 1, on its
side and place a plane
of cardboard inside on
a line with the diameter

as

Interior

Plotted

To Make

net.

Outward
of a Mag"Magnetograph" Several

a

Objects Are Placed on a Photograph

Beneath

"U"-Bend, and Left
Dark for Several Weeks.

the

in

Plate
the

"Magnetograph" Obtained by
Above Arrangement.

Lines or "Cur rents'
by the Autho r.

of a

Solenoid

ready shown.
Again, place inside the solenoid "E" the
cardboard plane as before and cover it with
a soft but not rough paper.
If an iron
ball is placed on the cardboard at "A",
Fig.

and the

4,

circuit

is

closed the

ball

drawn inward and to one side. If the
same is repeated by placing balls in succession at "B". "C", "D" and "E", and at
;A'," "BV "C," "D'" and "E'" the result
is the same.
The balls must be placed on
is

Solenoid.

passing downward;

of the

when

they will meet in the center of the coil, but
it should be noted that one alone will move
to the center.
This shows that there are
currents moving inside of the solenoid and
that the attraction of the solenoid is not
at the poles but at the center and toward
the sides. This is also proven by the photographic plate for photographic plates exposed inside a helix bearing a current give
results similar to the magneto-graphs al-

on the plate

— Map

Place a piece of iron at
the circuit is closed

side.

Demonstrating that There Is an
Flow of Currents from the Center

Fig. 3-B.-

make

6.

one

to

both ends and

'

next experiment.
Place the electro-magnet under a tank of
water (I used a glass bottomed tank placed
over a magnetic field already produced by
the magnet) and in the water place a small
piece of iron attached to a cork.
When
the cork is placed over a point on the line

FlQ.

and

:

—

E, E, and the circuit of the magnet is
closed, the cork will remain almost if not
quite stationary, or will even exhibit a
slight tendency to drift away from the magIf placed a few millimeters to the
net.
right or left of this line, it at once moves
in the direction of the nearest magnetic

381

Place

a

small

piece of iron on the
end of the cardboard
plane and as soon as
the circuit is closed
the iron will spring to
the center of the coil

the card one at a time and the circuit
closed and opened again before another is
put on. If several balls are placed on the
card at the same time and the circuit closed,
their tendency is to cluster together.
If
these balls are coated with oil and lamp
black they will leave a faint trace of their
several paths.
Fig. 4 is the reproduction
of an actual tracing made on cardboard in
this

manner.

The

existence and strength of these cur-

emphasized by another experiment.
shown is twenty centimeters ill length. Fig. 5 shows apparatus
for measuring the strength of the interior
rents

The

is

solenoid here

current of this solenoid.
"A" is a small
piece of iron of known weight which is
fastened to the wooden arm "B".
"B" is
pivoted to the crossbar arm "C", at "D",
and so arranged by means of a set screw
as to be lowered or raised inside the sole-

(Continued on page 417)
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New

Portable Electric
By
Pittsfield

F. T.

WITH

were sometimes dangerous, owing

to

the fact that explosive mixtures of methane
This led to a series
gas frequently occurred.
of investigations to produce a lamp that would
primarily prevent explosions and secondly detect the dangerous gas.
The electric incandes-

cent lamp naturally
obviates the objections
found in the open-flarne
type miner's lamp. While
the electric lamp will not
detect gas, this can easily

be accomplished by em-

Special
tectors

a

few Davy

purpose.
electric gas deare now being

lamps for

this

developed and it will
probably only be a matter
of a few months before
thorolv reliable devices
of this' type will be on the
market.
A glowing lamp filament has been proved by
the Bureau of Mines to
be dangerous. It is therefore necessary to supply
each device with a safety
switch that will break, or
otherwise discontinue, the
current thru the filament
when the bulb is broken.
Tests with light and
heavy blows in the directions most likely to cause
failure are applied to
The Latest Safety each device and it must
Electric Lamp for
not fail on any test in
Miners.
order to pass, for obvi-

ously one failure in a mine might mean
death to many miners and much damage to
property.
Batteries must be proved by test to possess a capacity sufficient to burn the lamp
through an entire shift of 8 to 10 hours
with a margin of safety.
The first requisite of a mine lamp is to
give light for the miner to find his way
thru the various unlighted passaseways
him to
to his work and then to enable

that work in an efficient manner
It is therefore
entire shift.
quite necessary that the light should
decrease as little as possible in brilliancy during the time the miner is "in-

perform

during the

This

side."

is

FORSTER

Works, General Electric

the advent of coal mining it was
discovered that open flames in mines

ploying

Lamp For Miners

ing a contact at either end with the filament extending thru the lamp between its

The illustration shows this
contacts.
safety device lamp mounting for holding
the bulb. Any blow which will break the
bulb in any manner will force the lamp
out of the contacts.
Much depends upon the battery, of
If it does not supply current to
course.
two

lamp for the full working time
the miner will have to stop work sooner
light the

than otherwise, thus decreasing the output
of coal for the mine owner and causing
It may also
a loss of pay to the miner.
be difficult for him to find his way out of
the mine if he does not have assistance
from someone who has a lamp. With the
ironclad battery, a reliable source of power
the lead battery plates are
assured,
is
very rugged and have established a reputation in mine locomotives and heavy trucks
for their ability to withstand heavy duty
conditions and severe shaking. The plates
are contained in a strong, well-designed,
semi-hard rubber jar that will stand an
unusual amount of abuse. By making the
metal containing case of proper design for
the conditions under which the equipments
are to operate, no trouble has been experienced from cracked or broken jars. The
cover is fastened to the jar by a double
caiiillary seal,

which is acid-ticht.
and venting scheme

is very
The filling
simple and effective. To fill the battery the
vent plug is removed, which gives free
access to the cell space, and the level of
the electrolyte is brought to within a small
distance below the edge of the plug opening.
The vent plug is very effective in
preventing spilling of the electrolyte and
is securely sealed in place by a quarterturn of the plug, which draws it down
against a rubber basket in a suitable seated
surface on the jar to prevent any leakage
of acid. The electrolyte, which is the usual
battery acid (sulfuric), is corrosive in its
action on metals and will damage all kinds
of cloth except pure wool, yet on acco.unt
of the degree of perfection which has
been obtained in making a strong nonbreakable jar, a perfectly seated vent plug,
and a non-spilling vent no acid can escape.

Costa Ricaij Government authorities have
dismantled a powerful wireless station at
Heredia that is supposed to have been used
by Germans. It was found on the property

accomplished by using

ironclad storage battery whose
voltage characteristic is very even.
Except for the sudden small decrease
in voltage which takes place in the
first few minutes on a freshly charged
battery, the change over 9 hours is
only 6 per cent, or less than 1 per
cent per hour.
The distribution of light is excepporcelain reflector
tionally good.
of irregular shape is used, thereby
eliminating those sharp changes in
brilliancy tliat are characteristic of
polished metal reflectors.
shell

mounting

is

the

fitted

with hooks

lamp

on

the

at such an inclination
to throw the beam of
directly upon the work which

miner's

cap

New

Electric IVIiner's

Lamp

Disassembled.

forward as

the
doing.
In this type of miners' lamp, the safety
feature consists of two flexible contacts
which hold an elliptical-shaped bulb havlight

miner

is

an ordinary timeby either weights or
force

is

a current of

electricity obtained from a pair of
buried in old Mother Earth, and

are connected with the clock by
current
applied
by
is
means of an

plates

which

w'ires.

The

electro - magnet
direct to the

%^^^^>S%v<

^p^

pendulum, s o
that the pendu-

lum drives the
clock, instead of
the clock driv-

ing the pendulum, as is the
case
or

where

weights

springs are
used.

The

current
reversed at
each sw-ing of
is

the

pendulum

by an automatic
switch, and this
so adas to
prevent the pen-

switch

is

justed

being

dulum
moved

in either

direction b e a given
point.
It is the
application o f
this principkwhich secure <
correct time ami

yond

overcomes

any

slight variation
in the strength

of current, and
it

is

this

which

makes the
Earth - Driven
Clock a distinct
advance upon
electric

a

s

clocks

previously

made.

An interesting
report has been
given on this

The Electric Clock
Have All Dreamed
It

operates

on

We
of.

Electric

Current from the Earth.
No Battery Required.

sor Silvanus P.
Thompson. F.R.S.,

world-renowned
the
expert, who has minutely examined the clock. The following are extracts
from his report :—
"Having had the opportunity both
to see the earth-driven clock at work,
and to examine the specifications of
patent on this invention, I beg to report as follows
electrical

—

"The pendulum is both the governing part and the driving part of the
clock.
I made various simple tests
on the clock with a milli-ampcre meter
If I purattached to the circuit.
posely gave the pendulum, by hand, a
large impulse so that it swung too
far, at once the automatic action of
the contact device became evident,
and after a few swings the current
returned to its normal value, and the
pendulum to its normal swing.
"It is, as will appear from the

A

The cap

The motive

springs.

dock by Profes-

SECRET WIRELESS RAZED.

an

for

ELECTRIC CLOCK DRIVEN BY
EARTH CURRENTS.
This clock, unlike
piece, is not actuated

Company

1917

October,

of the former Governor of Heredia Province, Dr. Marcos Rodriguez, an intimate
friend of the deposed President, Alfredo
Gonzales,, and of the latter's adviser, J.

Rumpel.

above description, entirely automatic
and self-contained.
"I see no reason to doubt that with
an earth battery properly laid, it will
continue to go for years without stopping.
"I have used earth batteries many years
ago, and know them to be extremely constant if they are properly laid
earth once for all."

down

in the
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MILK SHAKES BY MOTOR IN

10

SECONDS.

Several

embodied

here

entire
base and
in
white porcelain
enamel.
It can be easily kept clean and
dispensers will appreciate this sanitary

by the strong suction is filtered
before it comes out of the exhaust. This
is one way of solving the black-board and

feature.

chalk

illustrated.

column

new and excellent features are
the new motor-driven mixer

in

The

383

is

finished

is

drawn

The

into a section of the base.

air created

problem,

The motor which drives the mixing
spindle is stationary on the head of
the column, only the mixing spindle
moving up and down. The spindle is
light and the mixer is very easily operated.
The current is automatically
turned on when the spindle engages
with the driving disk on the motor and
is shut off instantly when the spindle
is raised.
This does away with the
splashing of the contents outside of the
container as is experienced with other
types of mi.xers.
Another advantage of this mixer is
that the spindle raises to a height of
7^ inches, enabling the largest container or mi.xing glass to be set under
the spindle without tipping the con-

but

it's

a

wonder

to

us

tainer.

ELECTRICITY CLEANS ERASERS RIGHT IN SCHOOLROOM.
With

the machine here shown erasare cleaned right in the schoolroom or in the corridor. No need to
throw them into a basket and take
them outside or into the basement.
small girl can operate the device and
Electricity Now Cleans the Germ-Laden Blackget the erasers thoroly clean.
Board Eraser In a Thoro and Sanitary Manner.
Turning the switch sets a rapidly revolving brush in motion. This loosens
that some genius has not perfected a more
the dust and the suction developed by the
motor extracts all of the dust from the
cleanly and scientific school-room appurtesurface and crevices of the felt. The dust
nance than the "black-board eraser."
ers

A

The Day of the Hand-Made Milk Shake Is
Past. Thanks to the Always- Ready Electric
Motor.

The

Effect of Ultra Violet
By DR.

THE

actions presented by the ultra
violet rays on animal substances, or
to state better, the changes produced
on infinitesimal life by the ultra
violet rays, are such as to leave
much doubt and supposition as to their
qualities as a friend of man.
Still their
chemical, physical and biological actions
are not as yet known well enough that we
might say d priori that they are detrimental
or beneficial.
The transformations pro-

duced by these rays are evident and show
their

existence,

but just

how

this

action

forms or develops is yet to be explained,
and it would be hazardous to state a fact
on a subject which can be clast only in
the same category with the undiscovered
merits of the X-Ray.
In 1912, Holland had averred that the
ultra violet rays were an enormous microbicide on animal substances, and they immediately adopted the ultra violet rays to
sterilize their milk by passing it from one
to another in a thin film or
stream upon which was projected the ultra
violet ray.
This was supposed to have the
action of sterilization and preservation.
The fact of sterilization existed, but while
certain microbes were destroyed in this
manner, especially those which are injurious to human life, it did not prevent the
milk from turning sour; on the contrary
the development of the germs under the
action of the ultra violet rays was so great,

container

that they

seemed

to

find

theinselves

in

a

most

favorable environment, which was
clearly seen under microscopic inspection.
In fact, upon projecting an ultra violet ray
on a vessel containing milk, it would he
seen that the section upon which this ray

touched

becomes

a veritable tumultuous
multiplication of
germs.
This
clearly indicated that while the microbicide
life

of

Rays on Milk and Other Aspects
HUMBERT

BIZZONI

idea of the ultra violet rays exists, its
application is on a different principle.
It has always been commonly believed
that milk curdles owing to the change of
temperature and that by using ice this difficulty would be overcome, but this precaution does not take away the primal cause
which, while it remains latent under the

unfavorable environment of perhaps zero
degree, develops immediately upon being
brought in contact with light and a more
productive environment, namely, the mo-

ment that the ultra violet rays come in
contact with the infinitesimal life their development begins, and while it is true that
some microbes are destroyed by the ultra
violet rays, it has been found that the
inferior organisms generally develop more
rapidly under the influence of these rays.
The milk of the Bulgarians, well known
all over the world for its superior nutritive quality, is made by exposing it to the
sun, the rapid development of the germs
under the action of the ultra violet rays
being such that when it becomes dry they
are in highly concentrated form.
The ditTiculty of transporting milk from
one city to another is well known, and I
had occasion of demonstrating my beliefs
on the action of the ultra violet rays by
an experiment at which were present the
representative commissioners of milk of
It
Miilhausen, Alsace.
was midsummer
(July) and we took milk directly from the
it
having had any exposure
and placed it in two cans, one
had been previously protected

cow, without
to the light,

of which
the
against the sun's ultra violet rays
other canteen was left as it had been.
The canteens were then placed on an uncovered freight car without any ice or other
protection against the sun and shirt to
Colmar, a trip of about four hours. Upon
;

arriving at our destination the cans were
then examined; the milk in the can not
protected had already turned sour, while
the milk in the other can was as sweet and
fresh as tho it had been hardly drawn.
The fact that the ultra violet rays could
not penetrate the protective covering of
the canteen prevented any action on the
milk.
To substantiate my theory. Dr. Stahel of
the Internationale Cellulose Ester Gesellschaft of Sydowsaue had also asked for a
patent of a product which was precisely
against the action of the ultra violet rays,
preventing the decomposition of diverse
animal substances influenced by these rays,
following several discoveries made from
various observations of the action of the
ultra violet rays.

The

cerebral substances are

decomposed

by the ultra violet rays, causing sunstroke,
and not by heat as generally believed, and
to substantiate this statement it is not
thought remarkable that we never hear of
cases of so-called heat prostration among
the workers in foundries, glass and pottery
factories, etc., where an excessive heat
temperature equal to mid-summer in the
torrid zone is continually preserved, and
where the man goes back and forth to and
from his labor year after year unaffected.
Yet this same man may be taken with a
sunstroke in a moment's time upon exposure to the sun, when its rays are sufficiently powerful to react on the body.
In 1913 I had submitted an experiment
for the protection of men and horses
against the effects of the ultra violet rays
by the application of a protective coating
against these rays placed in the inside of
hats and horse bonnets. Upon the success
of the same the French Government used
{Contintted on page 421)
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A

NEW PORTABLE ELECTRIC
FIRE DETECTOR.

The new electric fire detector is a thermometer constructed of a steel tube for a
mercury receptacle, to which is attached the
lower contact screw, also the regulating
screw by which the detector is set to any
given degree from zero up to as high as

with ornamental guard of nickel-plated noncorrosive metal, which makes a neat, attractive outfit, but these can be more elabospecificarately decorated
to architect's
will

ditions cover an area of 250 square feet of
In a room say 12 by IS feet,
floor space.

RADIO EXPERTS NEEDED FOR
NEW MERCHANT MARINE
a very great need in the navy
just now for radio operators, according to
the Buffalo office of the Naval Reserve.
These operators are to be used on the giant
merchant marine that is shortly to be put
in service.
The men in this service are
well paid. There are several classes in this
service so that the beginner has a chance
for enlistment.

There

is

giiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

^

H

cury Column. Which Expands When Heated,
Thus Closing the Bell Circuit. It Will Also

Announce

a

Drop

in

A

Temperature.

require.
fiber tube carries
This fire detecthe upper contact screw.
tor and alarm may be termed almost "super-human," never failing to give an alarm
of fire when in its incipiency and which
can be extinguished with a pail of water
or small portable fire extinguisher and before it has gotten beyond individual conThe detector will not give a false
trol.
alarm when properly set, it is claimed.
The portable outfit shown is for use in
kitchens or other localities.
The possibilities of this detector are unlimited, giving a positive alarm of fire at
the absolute automathe opportune time
tic control and closing of fire-doors and
shutters the announcement of rising temperatures in refrigeration plants and the
absolute control of open-head sprinkler systems.
As a valuable equipment for the prevention of disastrous fires, the detector
gives an alarm long before the automatic
thus not only presprinkler will operate
venting fire loss, but eliminating the water
damage to a very large degree. For warehouses and holds of ships where cotton is
stored, an alarm is given when the cotton first begins to smoulder. This also applies to uncured hay and rubbish.
The apparatus is peculiarly adapted for
the regulation of temperature in refrigeration plants, being regulated to announce
the rise in temperatures on an annunciator
in the chief engineer's office, which obviates
the necessity of continually making the
rounds to read the thermometers.
The detectors can be set to show a rise
of a fraction of a degree and a warning
of this change given as above described.
The detectors for protection in hotels,
theaters, homes, apartment houses, office
buildings and buildings of like character are
set to operate at say 110° and are furnished

conditions

;

;
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iVc have a great variety of

eal,

scientific

30,000

VOLTS; LIVES.

under ordinary con-

sufficient, but if fastened to side walls, two would be required.

Electric Fire Detector Which Can Be
Left at Any Point Desired. Such as in the
Kitchen, and as Soon as Blaze Occurs the
Alarm Bell Rings. It Utilizes a Fine Mer-

Board, lodging and clothing allowances are given in addition to the
regular salary.

GETS

Each detector

1917

chief electrician.

tions.

one detector would be

An

October,

and radio

electriarticles in

the
"November'
for
number. You can rest assured that
you ziAll And a big 15 cents ivorth of
reading matter in that issue. If you
are interested in war-time inventions

preparation

field,

It.

J.

II,

to

I-

30,000 volts of electricity past thru
the body of Neil Hansen of Trenton, N. J.,
-A-ltho

recently, he will live.

Hansen was cleaning
distributing
(

a generator in the
of the Public Service
he received the full force

station

orporation

when

His left thumb was burned
hands and arms were burned and
the top of his head was blistered.
For a time he lay as tho dead. After he
was revived he could not remember his
name.
of the current.
his

off,

PUSH-BUTTON DYNAMO REPLACES BATTERIES.
Something new in push buttons has been
invented at last by an eastern man that bids
fair to send the old dry batteries now in
use to ring your front door bell, to the ash
can. It is quite a simple arrangement, and
it
is
strange that no one should have
thought of such a simple device. The button itself is connected to a rod that is
geared to a small dynamo, and when the
button is pushed the dynamo armature rotates in the field of a permanent magnet,
thereby generating enough electricity to
ring the bell. The whole unit hardly takes
up more space than the ordinary push button, and does away with the constant expense of renewing batteries. By referring
to the photos a good conception of the
principle involved and also the mechanism
can be obtained.

Well!

Well!

It

Does

Seem That Our BatWill Shrink
Now.
Bless Us. If
Here Isn't a "Working
Model" of the

tery

Bill

Non-Battery,
Automatic, Self-GenDoor
Bell

Latest

erating
Outfit.

Button

Push

the
——the Dynamo
the Bell

Spins

Rings.

Selah!

;

llillllillllllllllllllllllillllilllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilll

Class

A

is

for amateur operators

who

can send and receive the Continental code
at least ten words a minute and can write
legibly.
Class B is for first-grade commercial or amateur operators, receiving and
sending twenty words a minute.
Thirdclass electricians rating are in this class.
Class C men must have commercial licenses
and must have served at least one year as
operator aboard ship and must send and re-

ceive at least twenty-seven words a minute
in Morse and Continental.
They get ratings of electricians, second class. Class E
is for men who have worked on
oceangoing boats as operators for at least four
years and who can repair any break of apparatus.
The rating is that of chief electrician.
The pay ranges from %ii a month
for third-class men to $65 a month for

buffo/? ^

rodf//

Here's the Secret of the Battery-"less" Bell
Ringer.
By Means of a Special Nut and
Worm, the Dynamo Spins Merrily at Every
Push of the Button.

—

October.
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Electrical Properties of Silver Sulfide'
By GEORGE W. VINAL

silver sulfide
NATIVE
but the sulfide may

is

seldom pure
be prepared

chemically in the form of a black
which has a melting point of about
It was found that the sulfide so
melted could be rolled into thin strips or
drawn intu sluirt wires like a niutal. At a

])0\vder
.S25°C.

When drawn
ductor with

hot it acts like a metallic connearly zero temperature co-

efficient.

In making experiments with the sulfide it
was necessary to find some means of making good electrical contact between it and
copper lead wires. It was not found possible to solder to the sulfide directly and
lirass clamps are not desirable, but it was

peared to destroy the silver plating and
finally burned oflf the terminal, but before
this happened a myriad of little shiny silver
crystals appeared on the black surface of
the sulfide as

shown

in

Fig.

1.

The

ap-

pearance of these crystals was studied under
the microscope and it was found that they

found possible to silver-plate the ends of a
a silver-potassium-cyanide solution.
After this is done a copper wire can be
soldered on with little difficulty.

jiiccc in

When the sulfide is rolled at room temIierature it has a large negative temperature
coefficient of resistance, similar to an electrolyte.
When worked at 200° C the temperature coefficient is appro.ximately zero.
It is not easy to explain why the mechanical
working makes so great a difference in the
electrical properties, but it seems likely that
rolling at room temperature may produce
minute cracks, whereas wire which is drawn
hot

probably homogeneous.

is

The
was

Fig. 1.
Outcropping of Silver in iVIiddie of
Sulfide Strip.
The Direction of the Electric
Was Approximately Parallel to the
Direction of the Lines of the Silver.
This
Picture Suggests the Possibilities of the
Formation of Native Silver in the Earth.

Current

temperature of about 200'C. it becomes
very malleable and may be hammered out
on a hot plate or drawn thru a heated draw
plate.
VVorking the sulfide at this temperature changes its electrical properties.
In the form of a strip which has been rolled
cold this substance is both a metallic and
electrolytic conductor at the same time.
•

Nummary

the National

of a forthcoming Scientific

Paper of

Bureau of Standards.

A 25-MILE BATTERY LAMP SIGNAL
PROJECTOR.
.\ very simple signal projector having a
range of some twenty-five miles is shown
iif the illustration herewith.
It consists of
a wooden box 12 in. long and S in. square,
of
made
This box contains
'A-in. wood.

a

Mangin mirror.

.S-in.

At

the

mirror

focal

is

of

point

mounted

a

have

to

room temperature

different

resistance

u lien tested with direct and alternating current.
When alternating current is applied
the resistance increases, when direct current is applied the resistance decreases but
shows a tendency to recover upon standing.

The specific resistance at 25°C was
to be 17,300 microhm-centimeters or
10,000 times the resistivity of copper.

As

resistance

found
about

Fig. 2.
Anode End Showing Where the
Terminal Burnt Off. After the Silver Plating
Was Destroyed by the Sulfur, the Outcrop-

ping

indicated
electrolytic conduction of the cold-rolled
strips, experiments were made to discover
any electrochemical decomposition. Direct
current was applied to a strip having copper leads soldered to its silver-plated ends.
An initial current of 25 milliamperes gave
no visible effect. The current was increased
at intervals until with 200 milliamperes a
discoloration of the plate at the anode end
was noticed.
still
larger current ap-

A

ceed 1 per cent. Various arrangements of
carbons with a view to avoiding the shadow
cast by the negative have been tried, but
with the present lens systems it is difficult
to utilize more than 17 per cent, of the
light from the crater.
On the other hand,
it
is suggested, an improvement might be
made by reverting to an old idea explained

Silver

Took

Place.

Magnified

50

occurred to within a small fraction of a
millimeter of the anode terminal as shown
in Fig. 2.
The appearance of some of these
crystals suggested that they had been expelled from the interior of the strip with
considerable force. The strip appeared to
be made up of a multitude of tiny electrolytic cells between which metallic conduction occurred.
The cross-section of this
strip was 0.3 by 0.01 centimeter.
in a Swiss patent by S. Schuckert, as far
back as 1889. This involves the use of an
ellipsoidal mirror, the crater being at one
focus, the objective lens at the other, and

the film in between. Theoretically as much
as 75 per cent, of the light from the crater
can thus be collected.

this

RUSSIAN

SOLDIERS

AMAZED AT WIRELESS.
'P

(

THE EFFICIENCY

OF OPTICAL PROJECTION.

In a recent jjaper before
the
Illuminating Engineering
Society,
Mr. R.
B.
Chilas
analyzes the conditions affecting the efficiency of optical
projection
in
the
cinematograph.
He estimates that in
the most
favorable circiini
stances the screen does not receive more than 5.8 f>er cent.
of the light from the arc, while
in many cases it does not ex-

of

Diameters.

measurements

6-volt,

IJ/^-ampere Mazda lamp, having a maximum concentration
filament.
(A lyi ampere automobile lamp could be used, but
the range will not be so great
as with the maximum concentration filament lamp.)
In the
lower compartment of the bo.x
are four standard dry batteries
connected in series and to the
lamp thru a standard telegraph key. Photo
Courtesy
Gen. Etec. Rev.

AS TO

material rolled at

found

A

Military Signal Projector Having a Range of 25 Miles. It
Fitted with 5-ln. Mangan Mirror and 6-Volt 12-c.p. Mazda
Lamp. A Telegraph Key Controls the Lamp Circuit.

Is

C

An interesting description is
given by a Russian officer of
one of the numerous little mobile field wireless outfits operatin.g
near the front.
The
whole wireless station can be
unloaded from its auto truck,
rigged up and be ready for
work in twenty minutes. The
seventy-foot masts are hollow
and made in sections, which are
screwed together when taken
oflf the truck.
The simple peasant soldiers,
many of whom come from remote villa.ges where wireless
has never been heard of, are
greatly fascinated by the station, and like to stand around
when they can get a chance and
watch the flashing of the spark
and listen to its song.
"It
sounds like butter in a frying
pan," they say.
They have
coined a nickname for the men
in the wireless crew,
w-hich,
as near as possible in English,
is
"sparkers" or "the spark
men."
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Experimental Physics
JOHN

LESSON

people have the erroneous
idea that hght passes instantaneously from the source to the
observer. In the year 1675 Olaf
Roemer, a Danish astronomer,
found that his prediction of an eclipse was

Oupiters orbit

Srdif of
Ji/p//ers

moon

Sun

J

f

-

=

to the

S/iaabrr

University)

so far away.
of the most
important properties of light is that of reWhen a billiard ball strikes the
flection.
sides of the table obliquely, it rebounds in
such a manner that the angle made by the
ball on striking and the angle made on reis the
bounding are equal. In Fig. 36,
position of ball before being struck by the
cue. B is the point on the cushions of the
billiard table where the ball strikes, and C
is the position of the billiard ball after rebounding, .^ngle 1 equals angle 2. If
ij a line perpendicular to the cushion, angle
equals angle r. Angle i is called the incident angle and angle r the angle of reflection.
The law of reflection is usuallv stated
1918,

the Pole star
46.

is

One

is rough, as in the case of ordinary paper
or the walls of a room, each particle of the
surface reflects regularly, but since the particles are not all on a level stretch, the re-

flected light is scattered, and this is known
Some girls' noses are
as diffuse reflection.
smooth and shiny (regular reflection) but

A

BN

THE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE IS
EQUAL TO THE ANGLE OF REFLEC-

TION. The fact that the law of reflection
holds true for light makes possible the use
of many instruments, one of the most important at the present time being the periThe writer learned the law of rescopc.
tlection at school long ago on those occa-

\

S/.r

/

J' )

Moon M'J

--

^

6

JL-p/fer

'

"

Due

Earfh

By
M. A. (Columbia

i

farfh.% Orbif

'

A. B.,

E'XPERIMENT

MOST

'

FURIA,

uarv,

8.

Light.

.r "

J.

.

F/g.

Difference

morMi

/afsr

In

JS

Each
Analysis of the Principle of Mirrors.
Point of An Image In a Plane Mirror Is As
Far Behind the Mirror As the Corresponding
Point of the Object Is In Front of the

Time Elapsed Be-

tween the Eclipses of One of Jupiter's
Moons. Roemer In 1675 Deduced That This

Mirror.

Deviation Was the Time Required for Light
to Travel Across the Earth's Orbit.

He

had observed and noted careinstant when one of Jupiter's
moons
(Fig. 35) past into Jupiter's
shadow when the earth was at E, and by
computation predicted the exact instant
when another eclipse should occur six
months later when the Earth was at E'.
Actually the eclipse occurred 996 seconds
later than at the time predicted, and Roemer
concluded that the delay represented the
time required for the light to travel across
tlie
Earth's orbit, a distance which was
known to be about 180,000,000 miles. Thus
it was found that light travels about 186,000
miles per second.
This speed is so great
that it would carry light nearly eight times
around the Earth in one second, so it is no
wonder that the idea prevails that light
travels instantaneouslj'.
However to the
astronomer who deals with the enormous interstellar distances the speed of light seems
as the speed of a 1903 model Ford with only
one cylinder in working order. It takes 4
and one-half years for light to travel from
the earth to the nearest star. If one of us
should be up on the Pole star with a telein error.

fully

the

M

How a Person at "E" Can See a Candle, Invisible at "C", and Apparently Burning Inside a Bottle of Water at "M."
sions when the sun shone into the room and
beam
the teacher pulled down the shades.
of sunlight would enter the room from the
sides of the shades and the writer by means

A

/Juni rays ref

pHii
\

5

Fig.39-A

'^'

°

Fig

The

Principle of Light Reflection; Angle "I",
Angle Always Equals "r", the
Incident
Angle of Reflection.

scope powerful enough to see events on the
earth, he would not see the battle of Gettysburg, which occurred July, 1863, until Jan-

EXPERIMENT

MM

598

Illustrating the Principle of the
IVIirrors Reflect the

Periscope.
the

after an application of face powder, the
noses are no longer smooth and shiny but
The Sun, a
rough (diffused reflection).
gas flame, etc., are visible because of the
light they emit, while ourselves, books,
chairs, tables, etc., are visible because of the
light reflected. All bodies except those emitting light are visible because of the light
they reflect diffusely.
When light meets the eye from a polished
surface we do not see the surface. Hence
it
is possible at Coney Island to create a
great deal of amusement by having "mazes"
(smooth polished plate glass) into which
Black
the unsuspecting victim will walk.
bodies send no light to the eye but they cah
l>e seen because their outlines are distinguished by the light which comes from the
background.
47. To locate the image
Stand a
of an object in a plane mirror.
small rectangular pocket mirror on its side,
over a piece of paper. Draw an arrow in
If now
at AB.
front of the mirror
the eye is placed behind A. behind B and to
the right of B respectively, in the positions

Submarine's

Image Down

Tube and Around Corners.

of a pocket mirror would reflect it so that
the angle of incidence being equal to the
angle of reflection, and the teacher's face
being along the angle of reflection, it would
become illuminated, to the extreme discomfort of the teacher and the unbounded
pleasure of the pupils. Things would have
fared very well had not the teacher also
known the law of reflection, and hence been
(Innoable to locate the innocent culprit.
cent according to the pupils, and culprit according to the teacher.) When a surface is
smooth as in the case of a mirror each point
of an object is regularly reflected, and a
sharp image is formed. When the reflector

Due to the Change of Velocity of Light Rays
Passing Thru a Denser Medium Water In
This Case An Object Appears As Tho Bent

—

—

or

Misplaced.

El, E:, Es, the image A' of the point A, will
be found on the straight line EiA prolonged
(Continued on page 424)
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Radio-ControUed Torpedo Devised by California Genius
WIZARD

of electricity, whose inventions may revolutionize warfare
both on land and sea and win vic^ tory for America in the great war
against Germany, was discovered
in the person of Henry H. Hyder, of Los
Angeles, Calif., ostensibly an automobile
man, but in reality a miracle worker with
wireless and electricity.
Seated in his little workshop several
miles away, Hyder can explode any one of
a field of mines, either in the ocean or on
He can choose which mine to exland.
plode or he can blow them all up by wireless.
No other wireless can interfere with
his to set the mine off prematurely or to
prevent the explosion. (We are not so sure
about this. Editor.)
In the same way Hyder can release a
torpedo at a ship twenty miles off the coast,
choose the time to explode it or in case it
fails to reach its mark, lock the torpedo,
prevent the explosion and brine the costly
instrument back to the place from which

A

—

It may be the means of dealing the death
lilow to the submarine menace.
It is possible that it will mean the scrap-

ping of the giant super-dreadnaughts of
the world's great navies because of their
helplessness when attacked by a torpedo
controlled in everj' way by wireless. It will
also mean a great saving in that an ex-

which misses
brought back and used again.
pensive torpedo

fire

can be

Hyder is only 33 years old and he was
born on a farm in Missouri. All of his
electrical knowledge has been obtained thru
his own efforts, for neither he nor his as-

—

it

started.

dio Electrician, applicants must be able to
receive at least ten words per minute in
the continental code, write legibly and spell
correctly at the rate of twenty-five words
per minute, and have a grammar school
knowledge of arithmetic.
(b) To be enrolled as Electricians 3d
Class (Radio), applicants must qualify as
in (a) and must be competent first grade
commercial and amateur operators who can
receive twenty words per minute in the
continental code.
(c) To be enrolled as Electricians 2nd
Class (Radio), applicants must have commercial licenses, must have served at least
one year as radio operators on merchant
ships with a discharge from such ships,
showing excellent service and good reasons
for such discharge, and must be able to
receive in continental and American Morse
code at the rate of twentj-five words per
"
^
minute.
'
(d) To be enrolled as Electricians, 1st
Class (Radio), applicants must qualify as
in (c) and must be radio operators who

Photiis

frnm

C

\V

I'.ficer

This California Radio and Electrical Inventor Claims to Have Solved Many Problems of Great Value to U. S. War Department. He Has
Succeeded In Lighting Lamps by Wireless Power and Has Perfected a Radio-Controlled Torpedo Which Cannot Be Interfered With.
All of these things that he claims to be
able to do he demonstrates with working
models in his little workshop with the help
of his assistant, Arthur H. McClelland.

For more than four months Hyder and
his assistant have been working night and
day to perfect the invention so that they
can take it to Washington to place it before

the Naval Advisory Board.

Now

they are
about ready to demonstrate it and expect to
leave for Washington within a short time.
The invention for which Hyder claims
so much is not, however, the result of only
four months' work; it is the culmination
af fifteen years of hard study and drudgery,
inspired by enthusiasm and hope.
Team
work has played an important part, for

McClelland, Hyder's assistant, has worked
with him during all of the fifteen years.
Hyder's torpedo arid mine construction
have not been his only accomplishment. He
has perfected a system of lighting lamps
by wireless which he believes will be utilized
in the future to prevent ships from colliding in the fog and will eliminate the block
system on the railways.
By wireless he
can light several lamps wired in series and
keep part of them lighted when some of

them are removed.
What Hyder terms his torpedo and mine
construction is most important at this time.

sistant

—but.

went to college
Study will

did Edison.

cive

t'x'n,
all

neither

problems.

have served
chant

ship

knowledge

AMATEUR, "I WANT YOU!"
SAYS UNCLE SAM.
UNCLE SAM is offering exceptional
MR.

opportunities to young men who will
join the service at this time, states
Mr. Fred Mueler, (.imner (R) U. S. N.
R. F. At the present time the U. S. Navy
Department desires to enroll in the U. S.
Naval Reserve Force radio men who are
willing to volunteer for general sea service and who possess the following qualifications

(a)

plants.

(e)

To

be enrolled as Chief Electrician

(Radio) applicants must qualify as in
(d), must have a broad knowledge of radio-telegraphy, must have served on oceangoing steamers for at least four years, and
must pass an examination by a board of
at least three ollicers, of which two shall
be radio operators.
The rates of pay for the above grades
of radio operator are as follows

:

Must

be

citizens

of

the

United

States.

Must be

able to pass a physical and
mental examination before enrollment.
(c) Must be able to send and receive the
continental code and possess some technical knowledse of radio-telegraphy.
Radio men are particularly desired and those
applying for enrollment as radio operators
will be assigned to active dut>- upon quali-

(b)

least two years on a merand possess a considerable
and acquaintance with radio
at

fying.

The following is a list of qualifications
required for enrollment in the various
.grades of radio operator
(a) To be enrolled as landsmen for Ra-

Chief Electrician (radio)

... .$72.(X)

Electrician (radio) 1st class. 61.00

Electrician (radio) 2nd class 52.00
Electrician

(radio) 3rd class 41.00

Electrician (radio)

(for training)

Landsman
32.00

Men who are enrolled in any of the
above grades will be assigned to active duty
under instruction at one of the U. S. Naval
Reserve Radio Schools, where they will be
given a course under experienced Navy iniContiiiiicd on page 417)

'
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Brown
Brown

HOW

University Trains Radio Experts

University

has

helped

to

train

radio experts during the past summer, conducting a radio class under the direction
of Professor Arthur E. Watson, instrucMore than
tor of electrical engineering.

and write them down, as correctly

Prof.

with

as they

telephone

dummy

RADIO SAVED

46

1917

LIVES OF

TORPEDOED VESSEL.

can, in letters.

Other students practise
head sets operating on

October,

aerials.

Watson has strung wires from one

The fortitude of a wireless operator in
sticking to his instrument made possible the
rescue of forty-six men out of fifty, on the
American steamship Orleans when she was
torpedoed unawares by a German submarine, according to Capt. Allen Tucker, commanding.

"We saw nothing and heard nothing,"
Capt. Tucker said, "until the torpedo struck
us amidships and burst with such force that
it seemed to tear the ship asunder.
It was
a fairly clear night, but the water was very
black.
I gave orders to launch the boats
immediately, and we got all but one, which
had been smashed by the explosion, into
the water in record time.
"Meanwhile L. F. Larson, our wireless
was sitting up in his cabin and
sending off S O S calls as coolly as tho
they were merely commercial messages. He
operator,

finally got into radio
be;.;an

pulled

touch just as the stern

under the water. I ran in,
out on deck and practically

sliding

him

threw him overboard, knowing he could
swim. Then I followed and we both swam
like hell to get away from being dragged
under the sinking ship.
"The Orleans sank within ten minutes."

KILBOURNE & CLARKE CO. GET
U. S. RADIO ORDER.
Radio Students At Brown University. Providence, R. I., Studying the Ins and Outs of Wireless Transmitting Apparatus.
half a hundred amateurs have been studying one and two nights a week under Prof.
Watson, who is the father of wireless at

room to another in the building and by
means of them the more advanced stuThe
dents send and receive messages.

Brown. Almost wholly with his own hands
he built the plant on the hill and put the

visitor always finds it
just the headgear and

college

Up

on the wireless map.

interesting
listen

in

to

ad-

on what

may

be coming from a distant corner.
hope to encourage," said Prof. Watson, in a recent inten'iew, "the formation
of groups of students who will train in
sending messages as well as in receiving.

"We

to the beginning of the

war Brown

had one of the best college wireless plants
in the East.
Prof. Watson and his stu-

This concern has been given a contract
by the United States Navy Department for
the construction and delivery within nine
months of 250 additional radio transmission
telegraph sets, at $988,000, which with the
other contracts from the Government held
by the company makes a total of 315 sets,
at a cost of $1,112,000.
The contract calls
for 200 one-kilowatt and 50 two-kilowatt
transmission sets for the use of the Navy
Department. It is understood some of these
are to be installed on naval vessels, while
probably the most of the order will be for
equipping the vessels of the United States
Shipping Board Emergenc\' Fleet.

dents placed the apparatus, strung the
wires: in short, did everything except build
the towers on Maxcy and University Halls.
The apparatus had a radius of between
200 and 300 miles, and from the time of
its installation "listening in" was a sport
that attracted many students who previously had shown little interest in electricity in general and wireless in particular.
For them the wires far above the
middle campus hummed a livelv and en-

gaging tune.

To

listen

to

come again and again.
The closing of the plant

it

once was to

did not greatlv

mterfere with the training of future operators.
Prof. Watson is too much of an
enthusiast to let such a trivial matter upset his efTorts.

In his

new

quarters in the

Engmeering Building he straightway

set up
necessary apparatus, rigged dummv
and kept going as if nothing had
happened.
all

aerials

His night

class caught this enthusiasm.
students have been eager and industrifew started as fair amateur operSome had onlv dabbled in the art.
The larger number knew nothing at all
about It. But in the 10 weeks evervbody
added to his practical knowledge of radio.
Its

ous.
ators.

Of

A

the instruments in the room the
is
of the greatest interest.
It is a small mechanical device
haying metal discs— a whole series of them
fitting one on top of the other—
that show
peculiar, irregular edges.
These edges are
nothing more or less than the dots and
dashes of the code. As the discs revolve
the listeners pick out the dots and dashes
all

omnigraph sender

Evening Radio Class

Our time

at

Brown University.
As This

E V en the Young
Shows.

too short for full training,
to give every student a
good grounding in the first principles and to
advance the real amateurs, the ones who
have worked with home sets, to a fair
degree of proficiency."

but

we

is

shall

Women Have

Caught the Fever,

Pi cture

all

try

A wireless station with a night range of
700 miles has been installed at Cape May,
N. J., by E. M. Murray, a Philadelphia
Marconi engineer, and E. M. Hartley of
the Miami station will be superintendent.

!

October,

!
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^^ RADIO LEAGUE
HONORARY MEMBERS
s^AMERICA
CAPT. WH.G BULLARD. U S N
PROF REGINALD FESSENDEN.

H. Gernsback, Manager

NIKOLA TESIA

DR. LEE DE FOREST.

W. H. Kirwan, Master

of Radio Relays

The Amateur's Opportunity
By

THE

the

EDITOR

Government? Indeed not. they gladly do
which we puhlisli hereinterest and his full enthusiasm.
It is not
their "bit" for their country.
one of the many that come
pleasant to work for a lot of sore-heads,
Then amateurs, where do you come in'
the editor's desk during the
to
and the amateurs certainly do not wish the
Now, we realize that this is ralhqr plain
course of a week.
Editor to wash his hands of the whole
talk, and it is not pleasant to write it. but
It clearly illustrates one of the
matter, and "chuck up the job in disgust.
truth as a rule is never pleasant and we
strangest situations created by the war, and
What we want is ENTHUSIASM and
hope that our amateurs will see that we are
The
it likewise has a very pointed moral.
plenty of it
Let's pull ourselves together
working in their very Iicst interest.
closing of America's radio stations by our
and let us show the world what stuff we
Government has had the unfortunate
are made of. Let's all do our bit in this
result in bringing to life several hunwar, to make the world free and safe
dred thousand "sore heads." who in
forever. To do it Uncle Sam, besides
peace times were fond of calling tliemhis soldiers and sailors, needs operselves Radio Amateurs.
We
ators operators and then some.
p^.L.e Muiat
ST LOUIS, MO
miMiifc •
These good people, whose patriotism
have them. Thousands of them. The
-••.-..
1917,
Aug.
18.
has suddenly gone bankrupt, always
The order of
country's full of 'em.
forget that the same government that
the day is to get them out into the
granted our radio amateurs greater
open, .\nd we'll do our best, or perhaps
liberties than any other nation on the
our worst, to get them to come out.
Ur. U. Gornslisclc,
Bditor Sxpsrlo«ot«r Publiablog Co.
face of the earth certainly has some
Uncle Sam just now does not rePew York City. S.Y.
rights of its own.
quire radio experts so much who can
dOBr
U7
Sir;
Where, Oh
where, is our farsend and receive 50,000 words a minTh8 Dnltad 3tBt«B BBvy DepartmBot hae loatructed
famed .'\merican patriotism? Where
rather he wants boys who have
ute
thla r«oraltiag office to naka aye.y effort to enllat msa
Where
is our highly lauded fair-play?
a fair knowledge of radio and who
for aervloe in tha radio branob of tha riary.
Sore-headedness
is our gratefulness?
like the work.
Your Uncle Samuel
Thaaa mea ara wanted Inmadlalely for aotlve aerseems to be one of our latest acquired
TlOO.
will make an expert out of you in
in
our
national
diseases at
least
no time, and he n-ill pay you uhile he
Va are Qoable to find a complete Hat of all radio
oparatora In the 3t, Loula Dlatrlot wMoh comprlaaa the enAnd we
.•\merican radio amateurs.
is doing it.
Radio work in the army
tire Btata rf UiaBoarl. with the eioaptlon of Jaokaon and
cannot but condemn it in the harshest
Bachaaan Countlea, In addition to tiro doonttee of Illlaola.
and navy is comparatively safe, and
Uadlaoa
and St. ClAlr.
possible terms.
while we do not in the least wish to
One of your Bubaorlbere to the Bleotrlosl arperlmentex
Why not make the best of it, particimply that radio amateurs are cowards,
BUggaated to me that you would be In a poaitlon to foraieh ua
ularly as the present radio situation is
we do wish to go on record with the
with a ooaplote Hat of all lloeoBed radio oparatora In thla
dlBtrlct, and In addition, thoeo men who are amataora but who
of course only temporary?
Sorestatement that as a rule the radio
hare not yet boon lioenaod.
headedness and bitter remarks about
man stands on a higher plane of inTou may be aura that any Informotlon glTen ua will
the Government do not in the least imtelligence than the average plain solbe^hlghly appreolated.
prove matters, but rather tend to make
dier or sailor.
Your* very truly.
them worse. We all want our stations
RecocTiizing this. Uncle Sam pays
back after the war we all want the
the radio operators and signal- corps
*^=--t::>7VX^v^
C-^^^^
ether free for all. But the way amamen more money than to the soldier
Lieutenant 0,3,B.
teurs are acting now certainly tends
CHU-COQ
Now
or sailor of the rank and file.
to bring the whole fraternity into bad
if this does not spell opportunity for
repute at Washington. As if amateurs
you, we'll eat a 5-K.W. transformer,
had not been disliked enough before
spark gap, wires and all
the war, with all the Q.R.M. nuisance going
The Editor of this journal has a record
.Vmateurs, again we'll tell you, you don't
on in the ether continuously
Why make of having championed the amateur's cause realise hozv really valuable you are to vour
ourselves disliked still more?
What's the
ever since 1908.
It was due solely to his
eouiitry.
So why hide yourselves awav?
matter with the American amateur anyefforts that the American amateur was offiNow then, here is our plan, and we exway? Where is his logic? Where is his
cially recognized, and that a law was framed
pect full co-operation from every one of
common sense?
you, even if you can't send
„,„„„„„„
And last, but not least,
or receive more than five
dots and si,>c dashes per
where does the amateur
OF AMERICA!
come in with his silly, nonminute
I Herewith Propose
sensical kicks? What about
We are going to compile
the most complete file of
the wireless manufacturers
"THE RADIO ROLL OF
in
the
Radio
.-Vmateurs
who have been put out of
I call upon every radio amateur in America to do his "bit"
country, U'ho are willing to
business
wiped
off
the
Amateurs, this is the most important message to
in this war.
do their "bit." The files of
map? Are they going about
you I have ever written. I consider it more important than my
League
of
the
"Radio
lamenting their
the land
letter

with

is

"

1

!

!

—

!

;
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;
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AMATEURS

HONOR"

—

bit

— their

big

What about

bit,

rather.

magazine

Take
for

this

instance,

which since its start never
When
made any money.

war

November,

direct

Will you do

the radio and

technical magazines, which
lost 9')% of their wireless

advertising?

Editorial in the

which was the

"Modern Electrics,"
of placing the American Radio
Amateur into the Radio Law of 1912, thereby giving you the
free use of the ether. Amateur Wireless owes a large debt to
America.. Now is the time to repay that debt with interest.

cruel
Not
fate?
They know that war
is
synonymous with sacrifice.
They are doing their
cruel,

much.

1908, issue of

.\merica"

cause

now

contain some

names — a

16,600
total

compared to the
of some 300,000 ama-

teurs.

We

it?

want

this list so that

|

i

when Uncle Sam

|

I

the

|

[

I

j

I

I
j
*

1
•

""'

'""

""

f

""

was

declared it lost
$1,200 worth of radio advertising in a heap,
and it will be losing this amount cz-cry month
as long as the war lasts. Have these magazines, the ExPERiMKNTER included, ever as
much as raised their voices against the

for the amateur's benefit, giving
free use of the ether.

him the

will continue to work in the
interest of the .'\nierican amateur, but he
cannot do so without the latter's undivided

The Editor

"""

pitiful

amount

I
I

"""
I

writes to

Editor asking him for
names of radio operators,
we will be in a position to
send him thousands, where
we send him dozens

Take

now.

the letter publisht here

:

all

we

for instance
could send to

C. H. McCann was fortv' names.
A fine
showing, that not
Now to make it interesting for you, amateurs, beginning
(CiHitinued on page 415)
L't.

—

!
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Radio Controlled Model Boat
By H.

FROM

time to time in the Electrical
Experimenter we have read articles
on wireless control. We have taken
much interest in publications along
this line, having constructed a selective control set in the summer of 1916 ourselves; yet we have not run across a set

Van Benthuysen and Max

C.

I.

Black

The

structed.

controlling apparatus is an
ordmary coherer set, the relav of which
actuates a sounder to which is' attached a
ratchet wheel control for a second sounder.
This second sounder operates an eightpoint rotary switch of the commutator tj-pe.
When used in the boat two segments of
this
switch are blank.
The other six
operate two solenoid reversing switches
and one solenoid cut-off, which controls
the helm motor only. It is possible to use
the two blank segments for a solenoid cutoff for the propeller motor altho we did
not find it necessary.
The order of the
points -Are -.—"reverse" "forzvard." "on,"
"starboard," "fort" and "off." The "on"
and "off" control the helm motor so it will

ers of No. 24 D.C.C. magnet wire.
Wrap
the whole coil with a layer of tape.
The
armature is an iron rod about five inches
long and just large enough to slide easily
in the core of the solenoid.
The solenoids
are placed in such a position on a suitable
base that when the armature is clear in,
the end will be about one-half inch from
the outside end of the core.

IOWA STATE UNIV. WILL TRAIN
ARMY TELEGRAPHERS.
In response to a request from the central
signal office of the United
States Army, the Iowa State University
will give during the next school year a

department

not be in

ope ration
continuously. The helm

motor

^oun^ter

/V-'/

is

geared down
by means of

worm

a

which

drive
also

rorward

keeps

Souncter N'2

the rudder
This

rigid.

also gives
the operator
a chance to
skip over the

Appearance

Model Boat Fitted With WireApparatus. This Kind of Work
Is Bound to be Highly Remunerative and
Radio Experimenters Will Do Well to Investigate the Many Unsolved Problems In This
of

less Control

Field.

that has
this set

onstration wireless controlled boat, controlling toy reversible electric trains, shooting fireworks
in fact it can be used with

—

any machine which

is

controllable by elec-

tricity.

In July, 1916, this apparatus was installed
in a six-foot electrically propelled boat and

on the 4th of that month a demonstration
of "The Wireless Control of a Boat" was
given at Riverside Park, on the James
River, at Mitchell, S. D.
In April, 1917,
the same apparatus was used for a demonstration and talk on the "Science of Telautomatics," given before the Mitchell Science Club, a branch of the South Dakota
Academy of Science.
This selective set is simple and easily con-

zvilhout

e r in g the
eourse of the
t

With

arrangem e n t the
operator has

this

complete

t

r

m

ol of a
i n iature

electric train

a

four

track

is

-

rail

(two rails
for the field

and two for

may

sary,

Detail of Sounder and Ratchet Wheel Mechanism for Successively Switching In and Out
of Circuit the Rudder Control Magnets, Propeller Control,

Etc.

itorbooni

the
brushes
so the train

be

ttelm ro/7rrot

re)

t1

FieJd

revers-

ing switch

Storboan/
Commutator

frope/ter naftery

used

being neces-

ratchet ir/ieel

/orivorct

-a

con-

lective

With only

On

/'ropetter Cory/ro/

control over
the boat.
For the se-

one

Smtdiarm
'a/facM fo

m-

al-

versed

'^

'Wi

starboard
and port

boat.

mentioned as great a range of use,
having been used in a small dem-

Oecotjerer

Hlllllllih

fte/rn fafter//

©

thus

Relay. As Successfully
four Lay-Out of Circuits, Including Coherer and Sensitive
Used In the Radio Control of the Model Boat Illustrated and Described In the

giving
blank points
Present Article.
on the eightcourse of training for telegraphers and
point rotary switch, instead of two. as ii
wireless telegraphers. The work will be in
the case of the boat.
With these connec
charge of the head of the electrical engitions switching can be demonstrated with a
neering department and will be open to
toy electric train.
young men of the state, without regard to
The radio apparatus is made up of a preentrance requirements usually made of
cision coherer, and a fifty ohm pony relay
The course
students by the Universit}-.
The
with an ordinary bell decoherer.
for the individual will last only until he
sounder switches are any ordinary fifty
ohm sounders with an e.xtension arm which has mastered the art of telegraphy sufficiently to pass the government's examinaoperates a ratchet wheel.
(See diagram.)
tion in the subject.
The solenoid magnets for the reversing
"The need of telegraphers in the sig^ial
switches and the cut-off switch are made of
corps is serious," declared Lieut. Col. Wilda core consisting of one layer of zinc
man in a letter to President Jessup. "The
(wound on a pencil for uniform diameter).
available supply has been exhausted and
Each core is about three inches long. The
new men must be trained to complete the
ends are split and folded out to hold on
the fiber ends of the coil. When the core
present organization and prepare for all
and ends are assembled wind on three layfuture increase."

;
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Measurements of Radio Antenna on Shipboard
and Some Interesting Comparisons
By

F. A.

Variations of capacity, inductance and
fundamental wave-length have been selected
by the author from measurements taken
on a large number of vessels, and covering
at the same time as broad a range as posThese data should be of interest to
sible.
marine engineers and advanced experimenters, especially in the

case of aerials erected

aerials being under very
conditions as regards effect from
near-by metal, stays, etc., which materially
affect the capacity of the aerial.
In connection with ship stations a great
deal has been said about compass troubles, generally attributed
by masters to
the nearness of the aerial lead-in wires in
It might be well to
each specific case.
point out that exhaustive tests have been
made from time to time, and absolutely
no disturbance noticed, says F. A. Hart
in The Electrician, London. On the other
hand, the proximity of a motor-generator or
other large mass of iron to the compass
would tend to have some effect.
The lengths used in the table are given
in feet, capacity in micro-farads, inductance
in centimetres and natural wave-length in
meters.
For simplicity, each type is designated
by a number. The overall or total length
of wire from apparatus of the "L" aerials
is taken as the horizontal plus the vertical,
and in the "T" aerials half the horizontal
All these aerials are
plus the vertical.
comparatively small in actual amount of
wire compared with aerials in coast stations, and a good many should compare
very nearly with many amateur receiving
aerials, some of which are of even greater

on roofs, such
similar

length.

Aerials such as Nos. 6, 9 and 28 are the
least efficient for 200 and 300 metre waves,
as the fundamental is verj- large, the capacity low, the radiation resistance high
and in order to reduce the aerial to small
wave-lengths the series condenser would
have to be less than 0.0004 mfd. As both
capacities are so small, the radiation from
any set less than one kilowatt would probably not be greater than one-half ampere.
Judging by the results, for those who wish
to transmit efficiently on 200 or 300 meters,
the aerial should be made a "T" where the
horizontal length is 120 ft. or over.
As
a rule, the most efficient working wavelength where a series condenser is not
used is about 0.9 of the natural wave-length.
For instance, in the case of No. 23 the
natural is 230; taking 0.9 of this value
and adding it to 230 wc get 437, which
should give the greatest radiation for that
particular size of aerial.
In the case of Nos. 15 and 16, these
measurements are identical, with the exception of a trifle greater hciglit and 35 ft.
more wire in the horizontal length of No.
16.
Everything being equal in both cases,
except tlie relation of the vertical wires
to the bridge railings and metal stay in No.
15, this apparently makes up for the 55
ft. of extra length in No. 16.
The most marked of deck and work effects is in Nos. 38 and 39, the vertical
lengtli in
No. 39 running parallel with
three stays from the top of the mast to
the wireless cabin.
In No. 38 they run
practically the same, also considerably increased by the nearness of the funnel. The
"T" type aerial has been found as a whole
to give the best all-round results, and is
less likely to be affected by foreign matters.
The spring stay should be removed
and all other stavs either grounded or

391
nary shade. Rollers can be obtained of any
length for a nominal price.

CARL BERNHARDT.

Contributed by

HART
broken up with insulators to ensure against
induction and the most effective work
from the radio apparatus.
Aerials in which stays, decks or other
metal work figure largely are Nos. 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 30, a, 34, 35, 36 and 37. in every
case

affecting

ground lead

the

vertical

length.

The

examples given does not
average over 3 ft, and is sometimes less.
No. 1 is a very good type of aerial for
amateurs who wish to transmit.
No. 40
is also in line with No.
1
the capacity
in all

;

runs

higher, altho the lengths are very
small, and the nearness to all metal work
and the large number of wires has helped
to increase this.
One can readily see from the table how
important it is to keep the overall lengths
as small as possible where there is any
possibility of metal increasing the capacity.

Lengths.

1

4

91

i'

S

L

86

6

L

135

/

T

100

8
y
10
11
12
13
14

L

68

•r

1.S0

L

70
12b
128
90
80
110
100

L

T
L
L

li

r

16

1'

W

r

ll.S

18
ly

L
L

112
100
100
100
lOS

20

T

21

L
L

22

50
8b
50
64

26
2/

28
2y
30
31

32
ii
34
3i
36
37
38
39
40

L
L

bS
SO
135
12b

r

L

r
L
L
L
L
L

T
L

L
L
L

L
L

96
10b
94
98
12b
115
6J
95
lis
100
120
14b
98

L

50
L

=

'.J

115
160
155
168
281
318

0.00075
0.00090
0.00092
0.00096
0.00101
0.00095
0.00140

180
187
189
160
170
155
182
173
325
200
188

0.00099
0.00105
0.00108
0.00110
0.00115
0,00115

208
216
65
238
80
240
SO 200
Four-wire Aerials.
127
90 217 0.00082
250
90 215 0.00096
90
112
178
100
120
170
225
170

220
120

260
ISO
204

90
75

100
60
50
70
70
88
105
80
58
SO
64

200
268

5 ix.-ivire
23
24
2b

c

H

>

125
98
150
ISS
200

270

50
50
90
85
85
70
50
90
80
84
35
70
95
60
70
100
60

O.OOUS
0.00116
0.00130
0.00135
0.00136
0.00140
0.00145

240
185

0.00085
0.00100
0.00102
0.00109.
0.00118
0.00120
0.00120
0.00120
0.00124
0.00125
0.00126
0.00128
0.00140
0.0014S
0.00150
0.00180
0.00240

340
IRK
194
305
141
225
165
118
ISO
220
190
285
150
210
200
270
225
325
200
260
Ten-wire Aerial.
80
30
iin 0.00068
mean standard inverted
138
104
225

Table

In Which to Protect Your
From Dust. Utilizing a

Common Window

Shade.

MAKING THE BUZZER
"HY-TONE"

The

Put Paper Here-.
Z.

^f

22,000
26,363
29,860
30,975
34,217
61,434
30,603

232
290
312
325
350
455
390

49,621
53,210
23,600
41,932
34,215
30,100
20,188
28,333
28,333
22,184
30.854
30,784
23,933
26,952
28,038

380
426
295
395
362
340
287
340
340
320
380
384
340
366
380

17,532
33,246
25,690
36,272
21,192
55.902
30.085
20,428
46,615
30,335
20.134
30,946
32,200
38.451
34.272
27.343
21,200

230
345
305
376
298
295
453
367
300
375
400
445
424
418
425

16,639

200

Aerials.

175
148
165

Apparatus

great trouble with ordinary buzzers
used for detector tests, is that they do not
emit a high tone. I found that if tightly
folded pieces of paper were placed between
the magnet and armature and between the
armature and spring that carries the contact, the tone was thereby raised.
The
best thickness of the paper must be found

Two-wire Aerials.

z H X
»
T 92 130
2
T 110 151
3
T 90 210

A Convenient Way

488
358

fmmmWmm'
f

1

r

j
llllliliTiill'lllllllliMliilllll

@
Any Buzzer Can Be Wade to Give a High
Tone By Placing ..Paper on Either Side of
the Arnmture, As Shown.
by experiment.-'Also. the contact screw must
be regulated to get the highest tone. Rubber
bands may also be used. These are snapt
around the buzzer in such a way as to
pass thru the same points as occupied by
the paper.

Contributed bv

E. D.

PAPKEE.

A LAMP "KICKBACK PREVENTER."
Two lamps are connected across the line,
the wire between the lamps being grounded
thru the third lamp.
With low powers

'TV

A DUSTPROOF COVER FOR RADIO
SETS.
Having an open desk on which my radio
set was mounted, and being greatly troubled
with dust, I hit upon the following simple
but efficient method of protecting it from

A shade roller, three feet long in
case was mounted on the wall about six
inches above the desk. A cloth three feet
wide and long enough to cover the entire
set when fully extended was nailed to the
shade roller. It operates as follows When
ready to use set, take hold of cloth and pull
away from the roller and then let go. The
cloth will wind itself about the roller. An
ordinary shade will do. but I use a cloth
because it presents a neater appearance
and is besides more flexible than the ordidust.

my

:

A Kick-Back Preventer Made From Lamps
Properly Connected.
there will be little danger of the lamps being burned out. and in the case of higher
powers, two lamps may be connected in
parallel in place of only one lamp.
Carbon lamps are capable of carrying heavy
overloads and are good for. the purpose.

Contributed bv

THOS. W. BENSON.
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Key That Will Handle

K.W.

1

for $1.00

October,
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Cheer up! Perhaps this will help you. These
mine enable the "Radio-Bug" to use his
apparatus in war time without evading the Federal
ideas of
law.

Following is a description of a wireless
key that is easily made. With a wooden
base it costs about $1.00.

The

lever,

shown

in

detail in Fig.

1,

is

inch brass slider rod about

piece or stretching it, until it is the right
length, thus eliminating the thumb nut "F."
The binding posts G, G, the thumb nuts
F, F, and the key knob I. may be purchased
from any electrical supply house for about
6 cents each.

The base may be
made of wood, fiber,

/s32 fap

-^

TI^

hard rubber or marThe latter imble.
proves the looks of
the key considerably,

act 7^ ^^^

but it comes rather
high and does not improve the working of
Xickel platthe key.
ing improves the ap-

>ir"o"

'Upper

cmfxf

so/aere(f//? p/ace

teirn/jf rod'c

This
pearance also.
kev will take care of

Fig.l

nr
"V

t©^

r^.
.

^3

0Silver

<K4>^

-^

are

(Fig.

used.

2.)

High frequency experiments may be tried and
currents obtained by usine a transformer or spark
coil,

The transformer

gap and helix.

batteries,

takes the part of the Tesla coil or Oudin resonator.
Look up your old E. E.'s for H. F. experiments.
Then get to work, persevere and enjoy yourself.

GEO. KRUEGER.

Contributed by

When
radio

^

Navy

the

De-

declared

all

closed,

it

stations

seemed

as

would

I

if

have to pack my instruments away for about six
months or more, as there
seemed to be no further
u§e for them.
However, I decided to
use my instruments in
some other way than

A Simple Buzzer Set

for Practising the Code.

ascribed for them in their
Finally I
original use.
evolved the idea of
building a very sensitive

vn

@

2f

/=/f_2
Details for Making a First-CIass Radio Key Suitable for Transformers Up to 1 K. W. Capacity.

microphone.

The

following

The bearfully tapping it with a hammer.
ing rod (Fig. 2-c) is made of a short piece
This is
of 5/32 inch brass or steel rod.
forced thru a hole in the lever \y% inches
little solder will hold this
from the end.
in place or it may be pinned in position.
The bearing posts are of V2 inch square
brass rod, see Fig. 2-b. The contacts D
D-i-, Fig. 2, consist of two pennies and two
dimes soldered togethen. The upper conis then soldered to the lever. Fig
tact D
1.
The lower contact is then soldered to a
short piece of copper or brass bar with
a binding post mounted on the end. Binding post G. Fig. 4, may be connected to the
lever in numerous ways.
A well-known wireless key makes use of
a bronze spring pressing up against the lever.
Another way is to connect to the bearing post. The tension spring "E" requires

A

instruwire-

A

ments are used:

telephone transmitter
(or an ordinary telephone

less

Audion

an

transmitter),

7 inches long, bent as in the drawing. This
can be done by placing it in a vise and care-

—

gives you

ALBERT PARDEE.

partment

C

potentiometer.
Idea No. 1 enables you to learn the code or
practise so that you won't get out of
trim.
Uncover that soap box and get out a key,
some batteries, a buzzer, 'phones and detector,
and the tuning coil or potentiometer. Connect up
The tuning coil or
according to diagram 1.
potentiometer act as rheostats and increase or
buzzer.
The condensers
of
the
decrease the pitch
absorb the spark usually present at the contact
buzzer
modified
a
This is
point of the buzzer.
A two station buzzer line has been intest.
certainly
have
we
stalled in our high school and
fun.
Here, a key, batteries, buzzer and 'phones

and

The "What to do with
your Radio Set'* Contest
Concluded

6-3zfap
I'lfeep

w-.-

a 1 K.W. set, and if
will
carefully
equal a $6.50 key.

made

deep

The apparatus used is as follows:
Key, batteries, coil or transformer, gap, condenser and helix.
Variable or ftxt condenser, loose coupler, detector, 'phones, and buzzer, perhaps a tuning coil

and phones. The wire from the aerial
used to connect the different instruments. Where
one wire crosses another, the insulators can be
used to insulate them. If this set is to be put up
between two buildings, a return wire can be used
^JACOB
by the ground usually used in wireless.

ampliiier set
is

—

FEIGENBAUM.

Radio Instruments Useful

in Electro-Cheniistry

up-to-date wireless outfit may be used in
The amateur
of ''electro-chemistry.*'
can make use of nearly all his instriunents. The
transformer and spark gap will make a fine little
Electrolysis, electroelectric furnace or open arc.
Delicate inplating, and electrotyping are easy.
dicators and variable instruments will be of use
effects
of magThe
in electromotive force tests.
netism and various waves on chemical actions is
Battery jars and electrodes come in
interesting.
handy.
The resourceful American amateur would
need only glass-ware, some common chemicals,
and a text-book, to make a complete laboratory.
The Experimenter might take the place of the
text-book.
I have made a good chemical laboratory of my wireless room, and am teaching some
grammar school boys the mysteries of chemistry.
Electro-chemistry is as instructive and interesting
as wireless itself, and I recommend it to all other

An

Efficient

Buzzer Telegraph System Good
for Several Miles.

Any

the

study

amateurs.

—

J.

—

Cood

I

4^^

El

CotI

Fig.

Can

Loose coap/er

Old Tuning Coils or Loose Couplers

3.

Be

Used

As

High-Frequency

Oudm

Resonators.

FRANK-

LIN STYER.

amitiminguHiiHiiiiiiiuimmiiiniiHmiwnii

Miscellaneous

ments

for

the

Experi"Radio-

Bug"

—

outfit
time Xmas.
flies as you persevere over the code. Feb.
3. 1917. U. S. breaks relations
with
Germany.
You are able to hear
give out
reports
View of Assembled Radio Transmitting Key
and gossip over the war.
April
declares
war
the
6,
1917,
on
German
U.
S.
no explanation, except that it may be made
Imperial Government.
April 7, 8, 9, Radio inof brass spring wire instead of piano wire.
spectors are around sealing stations. This happens
This spring may be adjusted before the final
just when you were on the road to Radio fame.Wouldn't it jar you?
assembling of the key by cutting off a small

Time

XAA

;

—

ATTENTION!!!

articles dealing
with the practical problems of wireless

Can you write radio

Imagine yourself to be
an amateur who has been
presented with an efficient sending and receiving

RADIO WRITERS

We can use some good
operating?
papers on such subjects as "the tuning
of radio transmitters"; "the use of the
wave meter, including its application
measuring the frequency, wave
to
length and decrement"; "operation of
commercial transmitting and receiving
sets"; "the operation of army trunk
sets";

"improved

undamped

wave

ways of receiving
new
also
signals,"

ideas and short-cuts for learning the
We pay well for all articles
codes.
Help yourself, your magaaccepted.
zine and your country.
a!;LL:i.m:;:..Ln[i::iri:;:.LUiriii;iiriir
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Simplified Variable Condenser
By R. U. CLARK, 3rd

A

THOUGH

there are a great

many

forms of variable condensers on the
market today, there are few types
wliich can be readily constrncted
by the averape experimenter, which
will approach the compactness, and good
appearance embodied in many stock articles
.

of this nature.

A

condenser constructed on the general
of the one described herein should
comply with the above requirements, and
as can be seen from the sketches will relines

quire but few materials and little work for
its completion.
As various capacities will be desired by
the different amateurs who may decide to
make this instrument, no definite dimensions will be specified in the following notes,
except to show the general relation, in regard to size between the different parts
which enter into the construction.
Very few parts are necessary for the
work in hand, the complete list of materials
1 round tubular
is as advised at this point.
fiber or composition case.
1 round top, of
small
metal, fiber, or hard rubber, etc.
quantity of lead.
few feet of thin brass
or copper ribbon, about one inch wide, preferably of soft metal.
Several pieces of
paper tape, about three-fourths of an inch
wide, by about one sixty-fourth thick. 2
short lengths of 1 inch half round fiber.
Brass screws, about one-quarter inch long,
two small brass screw-eyes, 2 binding
posts, a short round brass rod and small
composition knob, complete the list with
the exception of a short length of flexible
copper ribbon.
In order to construct the condenser it
is necessary to cut the brass or copper ribbon into two equal lengths, each one inch
wide, and with a few of the small brass
screws mentioned, fix one end of each
piece to the fiat surfaces of the half round
fiber, one piece of brass to one of fiber.
This should be done in such a manner that
the end of each brass strip comes to
within about l/8th inch of the center of the
fiber, on the flat surface, both brass strips
also being positioned near the center of
the fiber, in regard to the distance from
each end.
The two flat surfaces of the fiber are
now fitted together in such a manner that
the two pieces form one round rod, with
a brass ribbon apparently passing thru the
center.
One of the pieces of brass should
now be wound part way around the rod,
till
it comes
into contact with the other

A

A

piece.

When

the above steps have been

taken.

each end l/4th of an inch, thus forming a
winding 1-1/2 inches wide.
Before the

winding is commenced however, two pieces
of paper tape should be placed between the
brass strips, and two additional pieces made
fast to the outside surface of the second
metal ribbon, in such a position that when
tin- several layers of metal and
paper have been wound into a
tight coil, there will be an

put into place, being slipt thru the screw
eye on the right hand side, as in Fig. 2,
and using for its other support a second
screw eye held in the binding post as shown.
A composition or rubber knob placed on
one end of the brass rod, and a small binding post fitted to the lead base, complete

empty annular space ^th of an
inch deep between the brass
strips at each end of the coil,
the remainiuK -}:iths inch near
the center being filled with the
paper tape, as shown in Fig. 1.
In order to wind the paper
and metal in the manner specified,

it

will

first

be necessary

clamp both ends of the fiber
together.
After the coil has
completely
been
it
wound,
should be bound with paper
to

tape, until the outside

diameter

of the paper ring thus formed
is equal to the inside diameter
of the tubular condenser case.
Both ends of the fiber can now
be sawed off flush with each
other, one end being sawed oflf
about ^th of an inch from
the end of the coil. The other

end should extend about -)4ths
inch beyond the end of the
coil

see Fig.

;

1.

The clamps can now be removed from the fiber ends,
and

the condenser case split
over the coil, which should be
pushed into position, so that

end of the fiber
within about Ysih
inch of the top end of the case.
Molten lead should now be
Fig. 2.
Unique Variable Condenser. Suitable for Radio
and Other Circuits. The Movable and Stationary Plates
poured in to fill the remaining
(Spirals of Brass Ribbon) Are Both Held by Molded
space to the top of the case,
Lead at Top and Bottom of the Condenser. As Shown.
after a short strip of very
Oil Dielectric Can Be Used, Giving As High As Five
thin copper ribbon, about oneTimes the Capacity With Air.
fourth inch wide, has been inserted in the space betwcn the pieces of
tlie construction of the condenser.
fiber.
This piece should be bent over once
In operation the plates are separated by
at the lower end before being inserted, so
turning the knob, the weight of the movable
that when the lead has been poured, the
plates causing them to sink into place becopper ribbon cannot be withdrawn.
tween the fixt plates, when the knob is
The condenser case should now be moved
turned in the proper direction, and the fricalong over the coil of metal and paper tape,
tion on the rod, brought atjout by comuntil the other exposed ends of the fiber
pressing the bearings, prevents the plates
pieces extend beyond the case about l/8th
from moving on their own account.
of an inch.
This should cause the upper
This condenser can be shellacked around
lead casting to move down about 1 inch.
the bottom joint and filled with oil to inSeveral layers of paper tape should next
crease its capacity, and in this maner a very
lie wound around the lower end of the case
compact and simple instrument will be obto form a mould for the lead base which
tained which will give excellent results.
is integral
with the metal portion which
holds the lower set of spiral plates as
IN "ENGIthe

short

comes

to

MAKES RESERVATION

shown in Fig.
The various
the case, and

h'i\L\
irii

.,,1
[

parts are now removed from
the two sets of spiral plates
are carefully pulled apart, the paper tape
being removed at the same time. If these
parts are now placed in their original positions in the case they should. slide freely
in and out of each other.
In the event of
the friction being too great to allow free
movement, the lead and fiber on the movable portion of the plates can be filed down

Miiii
||liii|i

a little to permit unobstructed

@

/7g.l
Fig.

Plate

1.

Showing

Member

Detail

of

MAving

NEERS" BY WIRELESS.

2.

Spiral

Variable Condenser; the
Brass Ribbon Spiral Is H6ld by Molded Lad.
of

The top piece for the condenser
now be slotted to allow the copper

should
ribbon
to pass thru, the latter being then attached
to the

round brass rod, mentioned

in

the

of materials.
top is next fastened to the case by
means of a brass screw eye on one side,
and a small screw binding post on the other.
The brass rod mentioned above is then
list

The

the fiber rods should be slid along on each
other, so that if the metal ribbon is wound
around the rods, the pieces will overlap at

movement.

Fearing that he would arrive too late to
enlist in the Eighteenth engineers, railway.
United States Army, Warren A. Taylor, a
railroad man of Cordova, Alaska, recently
wirelessed Col. J. B. Cavanaugh, commander of the regiment, to hold a place
for him.
Taylor arrived in time to enlist
at

Eighteenth's

the

emergency recruiting

office.

For the
an engine
western.
States

last

seven years Taylor has been
River North-

man on the Cooper
On learning that

the

Uniterf
regi-

was organizing nine raiKvay

ments

to send to France, he began preparations for the trip to Seattle to enlist.
He
was delayed, but decided to take a chance
on getting into the regiment on the eve
its departure for Europe.
When the
steamship .Maska was two days out he sent
the wireless asking for a "reservation."

of

:
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PORCELAIN KNOBS AS ANTENNA
INSULATORS.

is tiiat of an aerial which
with material which is com-

The drawing
is

insulated

monly found around any work

shop.

By

looking at the illustration you will see that
comprises merely two porcelain knob
it

connected, as indicated by dotted lines. The
external connections are also shown.
Now, if the key is deprest, current will
flow thru the key, transformer and relay
coil, the current thru the latter causing it
to attract its armature, which will alternately open and close the silver contacts,
which are shunted across the key, due to
the alternating character of the current
flowing in it, the armature flying back when
current approaches zero, to be attracted
again when it increases afain, etc.
Xow, if the key is releast when the value
of the current is great enough at that instance to attract the relay armature, the
circuit will not be opened by the key, therefore no spark occurs at its contacts; nor
will the circuit be opened until the value
of the alternating current has reached a
value so low that it can no longer hold the
armature, which then flies open, opening the
circuit when there is very little current flowing,

which means practically no spark

October,

1917

A SIMPLE POTENTIOMETER
CONTROL.
The carbon ring used in making this
potentiometer may be sawed of! the bottom of an old wet cell carbon cylinder.
It should be about y%' or J4" in thick-

at

the relay contacts.
The difference in time between the opening of the key is so short that it is unnoticeable, being less than 1-1/120 part of a
second when 60 cvcle current is used.
Clever Way of Utilizing Porcelain Knobs In
Supporting Antenna or Other Line Spans.
The Knobs Are Bolted to the Spar in Pairs

Contributed bv

'

LOREX AXSLOW.

as Shown.

insulators, fastened on the spreader by a
bolt of sufficient length.
This is a cheap
but neat insulator and will work very nicely for receiving or small sending stations.

Contributed by

BEN'JAMIN

L.

TE.\M.

take an electromagnet that has a tapt hole in one end and
rewind with wire that is heavy enough to
stand full load current of the transformer,
grounding one end firmly to the core. (Allow 800 circular mils per ampere for crossThen rivet a piece of
section of wire.)
silver on the end of the core opposite the
hole and mount on a suitable base by a
bracket B, formed by bending a piece of
heavj' sheet iron into the shape of an L,
but before bending drill three holes in
it, two to hold it to the base and one to accommodate a screw to support the coil, as
shown. Then make two more brackets, B,
and B„ similar to B, of heavy sheet brass.
To B' (see drawing) is soldered the armature, which is made of a piece of thin sheet
steel.
On to this is soldered the other silver
contact which corresponds to the one on the
end of the coil.
The third bracket may be made exactly
like B, and will be used to hold the helical
spring and its means of adjustment, as
this

key

Owing

to the high cost of hard rubber,
vulcanized fiber and other suitable materials,

many amateurs

use wood, with the

result that the instruments are not efficient,
due to the fact that wood easily absorbs

AN ARCLESS MAGNETIC RADIORELAY.
To make

MAKING SWITCHBOARD AND INSTRUMENT BASES OF SLATE.

first

SMer,

moisture. I would suggest that greater use
be made of ordinary roofing slate instead
of wood, as it can be worked almost as
easily as the latter.
The slate is cheap and can be easily procured. It is cut to the desired size with an
ordinar>- wood saw (lubricate with water),
preferably one having about ten teeth to
hack saw will make a very
the inch.
clean cut but will cut \ ery slowly. I would
suggest using a cheap saw such as can be
procured in a five and ten cent store, as
a good saw would be ruined, or would, to
say the least, need "some" re-filing. After
the slate has been cut the edges are
smoothed and beveled with a file and the
whole well rubbed down with fine sandIf the slate is not
paper and a block.
thick enough, two pieces may be cemented
together with thick shellac or may be held
together by means of the screws holding
Holes for binding posts,
the instruments.
switches or instruments can be drilled
easily with a diamond point or twist drill.
Before fastening on the instruments the
slate is again well rubbed down with fine
sand paper or emer\- cloth and given a coat
The finished base
of varnish or shellac.
will look very much like hard rubber.
Many slate switchboards are simply rubbed
Others are
up thoroly with linseed oil.
given a coat of some good insulating varnish such as black armalac.

An

Efficient and Finely Adjustable Potentiometer Constructed from a Ring of Battery
Carbon and a Switch Blade.

After filing and sand-papering the
smooth, it then should be glued
to a base with a wire connecting to one
binding post. In the center of the carbon
circle so formed, mount a hard rubber
knob and switch lever so as to make contact with the ring.
This potentiometer is very easily and
cheaply constructed.
large number of
them may b6 made from one carbon
cylinder.
They will prove useful in controlling the current in radio and electrical

ness.

top

A

circuits.

BURT CLARK.

Contributed by

A

Contributed bv

room was removed by

the FedLater, however. Lieutenant Berg ran a wire to the wireless apparatus from the dynamo in the boiler
room of the steamship and connected it so
that he could either send or receive messages.
From the wireless room another wire led
to Lieutenant Berg's private room in X'orfolk.
Messages were flashed to him in the
Morse code on his electric light bulb by the
simple process used in flashing messages
between battleships at sea.

wireless

eral authorities.

HOW TO IMPROVE ROTARY
SWITCHES.

After having trouble with the connecto the moving member of a rotary
switch on a loose coupler, I adopted the
following scheme
tions

JOSEPH BACKERT.

J(noi>

x ^

SECRET "WIRELESS" IS FOUND
ON APPAM.

Spnng
surer confoc/j

Federal authorities recently found a sewireless plant aboard the interned
steamship Appam, which was taken possession of by United States Marshal Saunders at Newport X'ews. soon after the
severance of relations with Germany.
A fine wire was found strung beneath
the pipe leading to the whistle on the
smokestack of the Appam and extending
above it as do the antennae of wireless
The wire led to the interior of
plants.

cret
Transformer

@
the Fact that the
rent from the Transformer
the Key Magnet Coil, the
the Circuit Occurs at the
Cycle.

Due

to

Alternating CurLine Flows Thru
Final

"Break"

of

Zero Part of the

The other end of the spring is
soldered on to the armature, as soon.
Three binding posts should be provided and
shown.

where the lighting plant dynamos
were kept running. When the Appam was
first brought into port, the dynamo in the
the vessel

@
Effective

Arrangement

Blade

Ensure

to

\

Brass p/a/e

'

Nut so/dere(f
of

Positive

Rotary
Contact

Switch
at

All

Times.
In figure "A" is a phosphor bronze spring,
bent as shown, so as to bear on the pointed
end of the threaded rod of the switch knob.
The contact is kept bright by the constant
turning of the switch.
ASA S. KELLER.
Contributed by

;
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Making An
By
Part II.— Wheels.

Electric

Clock

THOMAS REED

the old-fashioned clocks this was apt to
be the fact, and that wheel was the one
just preceding the 'scape-wheel.
So the
thing to do is to take the 'scape-wheel off
its arbor and put it in place of the gear
on the preceding arbor. "That isn't so hard,
but you can't have a second-hand on, un-

MEAN

clock-wheels, not the ones in
your head. Clock works are pretty
hard to make unless you have a
lathe, but you can fudge up something that will do out of the works
I mean the old-faof
kitchen clock.
shioned wooden-case clock with the peaked

I

,

less

pallets meet. The pallets are made of steel,
and as highly polished as possible. The
size varies with the 'scape-wheel teeth ; the

you want one running backward. If
you have a lot of old clockwheels, perhaps you can pick
out two that are exactly alike,
and transfer the motion equalbut

opposite

directions
to
your old 'scape-wheel arbor, in
which case it will run right
ly

from

in

your

minute-arbor

and come thru fairly symmetrically on your main dial.
To
extend the arbor in order to
carry the second-hand, you can
buy some very, very small brass
tube (it's made, I assure you)
and tuck a piece of it over the
end of the arbor, reaming the
front hole out to correspond
or you can make up a little
tube yourself
I

if you're careful.
entire new arbor by
while rotating in the

made an

filing

lathe.

Also, the 'scape-wheel you
use must have 30 teeth. Perhaps it seems too much to expect of an old clock to satisfy
so many requirements, but lots
of them
do have 30-tooth
'scape-wheels. Junk-stores usually have several of these old
clocks
for
sale
cheap,
and
you're pretty apt to meet up
with one that passes the test.
If worse comes to worst, you
can use an odd gear-reduction,

View

Phantom

of

the

Modified

Clock

Movement

and make up an odd-length
pendulum, experimentally, to
As match it.

Now

about the escapement.
ratchet-and-pawl is
what one first thinks of, with
click to prevent its dragging

Fig. 7 Shows
to Be Driven by Electricity.
Detail of Steel Burr for Milling Ends of Arbors.

Adapted

top,

whose works are simple and rugged.

You

the power-wheel
(spring or weight) and any other wheels
which occur on the power-side of the minute-hand arbor.
If

discard,

of

course,

to use a pendulum
length as the kitchen
would have pretty plain sailassume you want a scconds-

you were going

of the same short
clock,

ing;

you
but

1

an

A

extra

backward

plain

but that isn't satisfactory, as
occasionally the pawl will ride over a tooth,
or fail to catch it you can't tell why.
Fig. 1 shows a reliable construction, which
is a reversal of the
so-called groTity escapemcnt. When the pendulum lifts the
lever on the right, the one on the left
drops, forcing the pallet P between the
teeth .-X and B, with a sliding motion into
the space C. and moving the
wheel Y2 tooth ahead.
On the
return swing, the right-hand pal;

—

Electrical Experimenters Take Our Advice,
You
Build a Home-Made Electric Clock.
Will Always Be Proud of It.

wedge should be quite a bit
the space between the teeth.
In Fig. 1, the escapement bars are hung
from arbors, and the impulses are given
by the little weights— \V, \V. The same
result could probably be accomplisht by
mounting the escapement bars on springs,
which would be an easier construction for
base of

the

wider than

some.
Recess

now

oiling clocks.

for a "wrinkle."

Use

It's

toilet vaseline.

I

about

know

the old clockmakers will howl in unison at this, for thev sav use the "runniest"
all

let P', drops between teeth
D
and E. but can't move the wheel

until

the left-hand

pallet

P

is

an instant later; then pallet P" drops into space F. moving
Fio.8
the wheel another V< tooth in the
The
^''?^'''"a'^kP'""o'' ®'".?, *°7"?"'-rhf"''wlM".n'TM.
rhh.L"*" same direction as before
The Arbor Burr, Fig. 7, Is Then Held In This Chuck.
pallets have to be adjusted to
each other to work coincidently. but you
pendulum (see Sept. issue), and that makes
only have to make one of them adjustable,
it hard.
In the first place, the works must
of course (see Fig. 2). It isn't vitally imhave been designed so that one of the
In
portant what part of the circumference the
wheels revolves in just one minute.
lifted

riq.9

Handy Jig For Matching Up Gears and Determining Their Correct Spacing Between
Arbor Centers Before Drilling the Main
Frame.
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shortly.

from the deep:

gear
four
1915-16
In
people advertised in the
They all quit,
"E. E."
because "E. E." readers
did not buy any gears, it
Moral "E. E."
seems.
readers support adverEditor.)
tisers!
;

Wrinkle

:

— The pinions,
come

or small gears,

in

which you have to
cut up and drill concentrically; so if your chuck
has three jaws you can
rods,

practically only use a 6otherpinion,
toothed

wise
right.

in

it

If

won't

center

you are adept

work, however,
drill any pitch
concentrically by

lathe

you can
gear,

placing a piece of steel
or brass strip around it
and then tightening up
piece of
the chuck.
thin sheet lead is excelthere is less
as
lent,
cliance of damaging the

A

But
teeth.
obstacle, as

no
this
is
you can ap-

portion the teeth of the
larger gears to obtain
Side View of Complete Electric Clock Movement, lllus- f],^ proper reduction.
Wheel
Escape
Pa
Met^^
Leavers,
trating Suspension of^
(60-6
orooortion
proportion
^,^^j
good

A

and 36^6)
but I've tried vaseline and I
know. Thin oil tends to run out of the
Aly
bearings and spread on the plates.
clock was deficient in depth of the countersinkings, which are supposed to hold the
oil

oil

there

by

is

;

and

capillarity,

had

I

to

re-9il

it

but now, with a
daub of vaseline on each arbor-end
and on the pallets, I never have to touch
I added a little grafite scraped from
it.
a hard lead-pencil, but really I don't know
whether that improved it or not. Vaseline
stays where you put it.
I'd
and doesn't gum.

everv 6 months or so

:

little

is

shown

Escapment Mechanism Showing

sell them and
any choice, get the
thinnest and tiniest ones you can. as there's
no power on them. You can also buy 30if

remember

Bar.

—

"star-wheels" -^ with
tooth 'scape-wheels
the teeth radiating from the centre (Fig. 1)
instead of inclined like those of mechanical
clocks.
Just as good either way.

o

isting clock.

About reducing

the ends of the arbors
of the bearing-holes, you can
do this in the lathe with a file all right,
and then, after polishing, ream out your
holes to fit. The holes ought to be drilled
to

the

size

small and reamed

stud

o

spring
Weighf

Weight

doing

Everybody's

you have

If

a

lathe

here

I

the

could

name

tell

you

of

one

good Gear Works, but

I

you one

isn't

hold the burr in a
in
the
set
drill-chuck

Pendu/um-

to

tail-stock.

fi^S

o

o

:

I

if I lost it I'd give way
to despair and get me to
well,
you
a nunnery

—

know what

I

mean, the

other kind.

Rear View of Clock Plate. The Pallet Levers Are IVIoved by Pins on
Either Side of Pendulum.

Here, "Bugs," We See the Arrangement of
won't, because I think
the Electric Clock Gear Train. It's Simple We
Assure You.
they ought to advertise
It's up to
in "E. E."
One thing you can't buy, tho, and that's
the Editor to go get 'em. By the "ads" he
the hand-wheels— those re-entering gears
already has, 1 judge he has some irresistible
which reduce the minute to the hour speed.
method of pulling 'em in, so I shouldn't be
You'll have to bone them from some exsurprised if we heard a peep or two from

Wrinkle

use the little chuck off
of my hand-drill, having
made for it a tapered
proper
the
with
stub
It's
(Fig. 8).
thread
the handiest thing there
is about the house, and

S/of

—

of

sell

difficult, and
arbor-ends
your
will all be the same size,
and true. Only you have

3,

numbers

will

then

you the detail
drawings of mine (Figs.

and

pretty

young

for such small
holes costs only 10 cents
or so. Any watch or clock-

which

so I give

sizes
teeth.

is

little

—

self-centering
with
a
chuck, you'll want to
make your own works,

-^s to the
4, 5, 6).
gears you buy 'em. The
various gear companies
publish nice illustrated
catalogs from which you
and
gears
select
can
pinions with the proper

A

of these tapered reamers
called broaches. If you
want to take the trouble.
instead of filing you can
make yourself a small
(Fig.
"burr"
7)
steel

it

now.

drill-hole

rough.

maker

direness.

in

(broached) anyway, as a
plain

reamer

Suspension

I

mysterious calamity' resembling the Curse of

Muldoon

the Pal-

there's

some

steed

tin

How

P and P' Rotate the Star Wheel, As the Weighted
Levers Are Moved Alternately by the Swinging Pendulum

my recommenI

used it on my bicycle
years ago, when all the
wiseacres said it was
you
thing
worst
the
and would
could
do.
bring down on the patient

Details of
let's

The Gear Works

laugh if it should prove
a popular lubricant for
clocks on
dation.

in

drawings.
Of course the gears referred
are not the broad-faced
to
kind, but the thin clock-gears.
the

!

time,

till

To mill your clockarbor, you hold it in the

chuck,
and
head-stock
while in motion run the
burr up on one end at a
the distance between the shoulders

same as that between the front and
back plates— with an allowance for ease.
(Continued on page 425)
is

the

1
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Building a

Good Carbon Compression Rheostat

A

rheostat that will serve over a wide
range of uses may be made from a number
of pieces of slieet carbon. Anyone who has
tried water rheostats knows that it is very
difficult for these rlieostats to keep a constant resistance, owing to tlie fact that particles of the electrodes either float in the
electrolyte or settle at the bottom of the
contanicr, and thus
increase the conducThe longer
tivity.
they are used the

lower
tance

their

top

A

of

the base.
slate base is good.
Lay of? the sheet carbon in 2 inch squares,
and drill holes in each piece as indicated.
After the holes are drilled, the squares
should be cut out, making 36 of them in
all.
This may be done by carefully cutting
the carbon with a hack saw', or a sharp
pointed scriber may be run along the guide

397
ly

fasten

the "4" brass plate to the base.

compression wheel is fastened
heavy brass screw with machine
screws which are countersunk in the fiber.
The head of the brass screw has 4 holes
The
drilled and tapt in it for this purpose.
threads are No. 10-32.
the
fastened
to
are
Binding posts
holes of the projections of the copper
plates, and serve as the terminals of the

The

to

fiber

the

The rerheostat.
sistance of the rheodecreases the
stat
more the fiber wheel
down,
is
screwed
and vice versa. For

resis-

becomes, and

often considerable
damage is done due

\J

^1g:

k

smaller loads the
rheostats
may be

CJ

Car/jao p/a/es-

Rheoto this fact.
stats made of resis-

made more sensitive
by using more car-

tance wire, besides
being rather expensive,
require some
time and trouble in

bon

order to make suit-

places.

and a

able contacts

more or

arm

likely

to

They

are

as the Governmental
laboratories and in
the Universities.
They are used by
testing departments
of practically a 1
kinds of electrical

to

swing over them.
A carbon rheostat
is cheap and easy to
make, will keep a
practically
resistance

Carbon

used by standardizing laboratories such

elabo-

less

rate contact

plates.

rheostats are used
for many purposes
and in a great many

constant

and is not
burn out

supply

companies,

whether

when overloaded.
The one to be de-

way

electric railor electric light-

and provide a
simple and satisfactory method of regufew hundred amPlan View of a Compression Type Carbon Plate Rheostat of Many Uses.
It Will Handle
lating direct current
peres at a pressure
Currents of From .5 Ampere to 200 Amperes. The Resistance Is Lowered by Compressing
for test
the Carbon Plates and Vice Versa.
purposes,
of VA volts, tho the
if they are properdetails of construcly made.
lines a few times and the carbon will then
This rheostat provides as intion may be varied to suit the purpose for
dicatcd in the article, statisfactory control
break quite easily.
which it is to be used.
for currents from .5 to a few hundred amThe brass rods should be threaded with
The materials needed are a piece of '/i"
peres at battery potential of 1.5 volts.
sheet carbon 12" by 12", 2 brass rods 3/16"
a No. 10-32 die which fits them exactly.
(40
to 50 amperes per square iiteli of earbon
The two brass plates which are }4" thick
in diameter and 6f4" long, 2 pieces of 2"
must have holes drilled in them so as to, plate surfaee is a fair value for a steady
by 2" sheet fiber, about a foot of 5/16"
load: 75 to 80 amperes may be past for
permit the brass rods to pass thru them.
fiber tubing (outside diameter), some '/i"
short periods. Ed.)
sheet steel or copper, a fiber wheel 2" in
Holes thru their ends also are drilled and
Contributed bv
diameter and J^" thick, a heavy brass screw
tapt to facilitate screwing into the base.
H. BEILER.
All the other square pieces, whether of cop(see illustration), some washers, 4 nuts and
A
per, fiber or carbon, have Yi' holes drilled
ATTRACTION.
4 flat-headed No. 10-32 brass machine
This display is to be used chiefly as a
screws. Two pieces of 2" by 2" brass, %"
in them in the position indicated.
flash-light window decoration.
Securely fasten one of the ;4" brass
(iron or copper J4 inch thick will do) thick
It is to repSlip the rods
resent a large flash-light. A, is a piece of
will also be needed.
plates on end, to the base.
thru it and fasten
stove-pipe.
P, is a piece of wood cut cirwith washers and
cular to fit end of stove-pipe.
M, is a
nuts.
Then slip a
40-watt electric lamp. N, is socket to hold
piece of liber tubing
lamp.
E. is a reflector.
K. is an imita55-^" long on to each
tion push-button.
S, is stand to support
rod.
The square display. W, is concealed wiring. L, is the
pieces are then slipt
lens and
is a front glass taken from an
over the fiber tubing
and rods in the fol*<
A
First
H
lowing order
[Jof
fiber,
piece
a
then a piece of copp
per with an ear on
-4
/
i s/jaf corior? ma/re lo
Q ~
it,
then the 36 car"
fiber
i
2
~~
'
bon plates, then the
"
i
iron
I
other copper plate
\ g^'"
,^
V
flo/M.
with the ear on it.
z
! 5(fijare
Brass ''sS
then the other piece
of fiber, then the
piece of sheet iron.
~-~~
a-.s s e m 1)
( See
y
"—Jl
IFP^;^scribed has a range
from about J^ to a

ing,

—

ALBERT

NOVEL WINDOW

H

:

-^

^11

-^«

M

r=^
-

.

r

I

drawing.)
fiber

"

f/isr

The

^.

A

"

^

tubing

,;

now

project
'1" above all the
Dimensions of Carbon Plate Units. Compression Screw, Etc for
plates and the rods
Rheostat Illustrated Above.
should project thru
Slip
the tubing.
washers on the rods, then put on the last
Secure a suitable baseboard about 7" by
brass plate.
This last piece
pieces of 54
4" by Vi"
piece of marble, slate or ashas a \\" hole drilled and tapt thru its cenbestos board will be excellent but any hard
ter to receive the heavy brass screw.
Now
wood will do. For high amperage, it is
slip another washer on each of the rods
advisable, if the base is to be of wood, to
and screw down with nuts. Then securefasten some heavy asbestos sheeting to the

should

This

Nifty

Electrical

Window

Attraction

Comprises
Large Dummy Flash-Light, the
Lamp Within t Being Winl<ed On and Off

By

a

Flasher.

The drawing will explain itflasher can be put into the circuit,

automobile.
self.

.A

to give a

more novel effect.
is worth anyone's

This display
the cost

is

time,

and

small.

Contributed bv

OTTO

G.

CLAWSON.
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How to Make

a
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AN INDUCTIVE OCEAN CABLE

Magnetic Polarity Indicator

SYSTEM.

Bv Samuel Cohen
sometimes happens that the

It

available

A Watch

means

is

is

Polarity

Style

polaritj-

required and no
The writer
at hand.

of a current in a hne

Indicator

the

of

Magnetic Type Appeals to Every Electrical
Man.
Details for Making One Are Given
Herein.

in this predicament at one time and
hurriedly constructed an instrument which
served the purpose ver\' well, and thought
it worth while to show the readers of this
journal how to make one of them.
The accompanying photograph shows the
Note the relative
instrument complete.
The instrument consists
size of the same.
of a watch case, in which a dial, supported
on a pivoted permanent magnet, is enclosed.
This magnet is acted upon by a magnetic
field produced by a small electro-magnet

was

mark will disappear.
The whole arrangement should be placed in
leased the indicating

—

—

;

and

the

terminals

coil

1

A

¥'

fV

jl'y

>i

''
B

^S

f

m

f

/

Ipr
f/^

r' 1

a|

\.

[f||fj\|)^
>lll||

2

have an improvement over Mr.

Schultz's invention as described in the
April issue. Instead of using buoys I propose that a submarine cable be laid on the
exact route of the ship. This would be a
guide for the vessel as well as a means
of communication with the shore by means
of an inductioti system. Thus the ship will
always be on the safe route by constantly
communicating with the shore, especially
in a heavy fog and gale.
In war time a
guiding scheme like this would save many
a ship from being blown up by mines.
scheme like this would be invaluable on
a route running among dangerous rocks
and reefs. In time of danger, help can be

A

summoned without delay. This idea, I
think, is as good as wireless telegraphy, if
not better, because wireless telegraphy will
not guide a ship in dangerous waters or be
proposition
so eflicient.
By means of
the use of buoys in dangerous waters would
be eliminated, and buoys can't always be

my

depended upon.
Contributed by HARRY E. FUCHS.
(This scheme nould be feasible if the
cable was but a short distance underneath
the ship. But to obtain an inductive effect
over 500 to 2,000 feet of depth is not posfor the reason that, first, the iron clad
cable absorbs most of the inductive currents
and, second, because only a few volts and
less than 1/100 of an ampere can be used for
submarine telegraphy. When stronger currents are used, the cable which is nothing
but an immense condenser- breaks down,
as happened to several of our first transsible

—

atlantic cables.

—

— Editor.)

,

IN-

In the absence of a more expensive instrument, a frequency indicator which gives
good results has been constructed, as shown,
says an Electrical World writer, from a
telephone receiver as follows Eight strips
of 0.006 in. spring steel 5/64 in. wide by
2 in. long marked (1) in the side view of
the receiver shown in the accompanying
:

were clamped radially between
two burrs (6) on the cork (3) by means
illustration

.

r'-

L

1

•!>•

I
1

«

i-i

fjgl

®

Magnetized Needle and ElectroMagnet Used in Making Polarity Indicator.
Detail

I

A HOME-MADE FREQUENCY
DICATOR.

V.

ClT>

^"^

r

think

1 /

"^^IW

ij>>"Y-^

'

/

A

;

case

^00^

The

—

watch

Jffv

coil.
It
constructional details are given.
will be noted that actual sizes are not
shown, as it depends mainly upon the size
The field or exciting
of the watch case.
magnet consists of a core made as indiis equal to
cated in Fig. 1. The length
the inside diameter of the watch, while
the width B should not exceed 5^ of an
The width of the pole pieces C will
inch.
depend upon the general features of the
The height is determined by the
case.
It should be made as
depth of the case.
high as space permits, in order to enable
one to close the back of the case with the
cover.
The winding of this field will depend on the character of work you desire
The following table
to use the meter for.
has been made to facilitate matters. The
resistance of the coil for the three voltages should be as follows: 110 volt cir256 ohms and
32 volts
cuit
1 100 ohms
6 volts
25 ohms. The number of turns
and size of wire is greatly dependent on
the size of the magnet and the figures
can readily be obtained from any wire

I

ard and exactly opposite this anotlier hole
is made on the plate 1, in order to hold
horizontally the pivoted magnet shaft 3.
A paper dial 5, is fastened to the ends of
the magnet. Two dial holes 6,6 are drilled
in the plate 1.
These should so be situated that they cover the ends of the dial 5.
The field or exciting magnet A, is placed
in a horizontal position while the magnet
2, is stationed in a vertical position.
By
the passage of a current of electricity thru
the coil in one direction, the needle will
be displaced in one direction, but it will
change its direction if the terminals of
the coil are reversed.
If a known polarity indicator is on hand
so as to show the direction of current in
the line, it is very easy then to calibrate
the instrument or the following simple
chemical polarity indicator can be used.
Place the two current terminals in a sliced
potato and the surface about the wire
which bubbles indicates the negative terminal.
Connecting the same two wires to
the magnetizing coil and knowing their
polarity, it is easy to mark either the lower
or upper wire as the negative or positive.
So if the lower wire is positive, then indicate by (+) on the lower part of the
dial.
When the current is flowing thru
the coil and as soon as the current is re-

the

1917

of

should be led thru the bottom and top of
the case by boring a hole in each end and
properly insulated.
The time spent in building this instrument will never be regretted by the experimenter as it will amply repay him in
future service.

of a wood screw (7). The contacting metal
surfaces were tinned and sweated together.
The whole was then mounted on the
diafram of a telephone receiver (5) by
means of beeswax. The magnet had been
previously removed from the receiver, and
the brass screw (8) replaced by one of
steel.

For use with 110 volts it was found necessary to use a 400-ohm resistance in series.'
In calibrating this device a motor-generator
of adjustable frequency was used in connection with a standard instrument. After
setting the machine at 56 cycles, one of
the springs was carefully dipt off at the
end, piece by piece, until it set up a strong
The machine was then raised
vibration.
to 57, and the operation repeated with tlie

table.

The

face of the watch is
place another circular
brass disc 1, Fig. 2 is placed. The magnetic vane 2 is made as shown, the length
of which should be three-quarters the
diameter of the disc 1 and the width 5/16
of an inch. It is made of the best tool
steel, preferably spring steel, and should be
magmetized in the usual manner by the
application of a strong permanent or elecpivoted rod 3, is fastened
tro-magnet.
to the center of the magnet as shown.
This is used to support the magnet between the standard 4, which is a piece of
stiff brass bent as indicated and soldered
small hole
to the rear of the plate 1.
is made on the interior face of this stand-

indicating

removed and

in

its

A

A

NON-CORROSIVE COBALT
ALLOYS.

A

recent bulletin of the Canada Department of Mines gives an account of some
tests by H. T. Kalmus and K. B. Blake on
The addition
non-corrosive cobalt alloys.
of cobalt or nickel to iron proved beneficial as far as non-corrosive qualities are
concerned. Cobalt is somewhat better than
The extent of cornickel in this respect.
rosion appears to be dependent on time of
exposure, but is not a simple function of
the cobalt content.
small addition of
copper also seems to reduce the atmospheric
corrosion of American spigot iron.

A

A

caciui

ephone

r CHwcitv./ iticlci touwc iiwm o id*
Receiver and a Few Steel Reeds,
Properly Calibrated.
t

sprin.g, and so on up to 63 cycles.
Each spring thereafter vibrated only in response to the frequency to which it was

next

adjusted.

;
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CONSTRUCTING A '4 K.W. HIGH
FREQUENCY OUDIN COIL.
By George

from the top and finished 1^ in. from bottom
this will take about eight hundred
;

Sutton, Jr.

procured a card-board tube in
which a Pyrene fire e.xtinguishcr was
packed, at a local auto supply store.

FIRST

I

long and 4 in. ni
I painted the card-board
diameter.
cylinder with 3 coats of orange shellac to
make it stitT. Then I constructed the wooden heads; they may be turned up on a
lathe or with a compass saw if no lathe is

The

size of

mine
Next

10

is

One head measures 4^

available.

brass bo/I

in.

in.

tVindng so/ifered
fo brois rod --

the wire in place. Now comes the base 1
used a piece of yellow pine 12 in. square,
Yi\ in. thick, then gave it several coats of
black asphaltum paint. The brass ball may
be obtained from a bed-post or may be
purchased from a local hardware dealer.
The secondary cylinder was put in place,
the bottom turn of secondary connected
with binding post E, and the top turn connected with the brass ball.
I then constructed the primary first I took a ring of
card-board 5 in. inside diameter and 1 in.
wide and fastened one end of the brass
tape by binding it with friction tape. The
primary is made of 8 or 9 turns of 1 in.
brass or copper ribbon separated by a layer
of corrugated card-board.
When the pri;

;

in

the other head iji in. in
The smaller head is eventually
diameter.
fastened to the base to hold the cylinder in
turned the top head, which is
place.
I
made all in one piece as shown, and put
the heads on the cylinder and mounted it
The
between the centers of my lathe.
cylinder was wound with one layer of No.
26 enameled magnet wire, between the turns
of which I wound a layer of heavy linen
thread to separate the turns. I started Yz in.

and

diameter

399

mary
some

it is bound by winding
around the outside the
inside turn of primary is also connected to

is

completed

friction tape

;

binding post this flexible wire has a clip
attached to it and is connected to binding
post D, and run thru hole F, so as not to
interfere with making connections with
;

many

turns of the primary as may
needed.
Four
standard
porcelain
insulators are used for feet.
Sparks from
8 to 12 in. long can be drawn from this
Oudin transformer when excited by Y^ K.
W. wireless transformer.
as

be

-/!'

1

*-^

Fr/m.

-

—

—

Details of Small Oudin Coll Suitable for Use
1/4 K.W. Step-Up Radio Transformer or
6 to 8 Inch Spari< Coil.

.

Prm.

w

with

A

Two

holes are punched, one at
The top turn is run thru the
hole A, and connected to the brass ball on
top
the bottom turn is run thru hole A'
and thru hole A" and connected to binding
post E. After the cylinder is wound it is
necessary to coat it thoroly with several
coats of shellac, as this prevents the sparks
from jumping between turns and also holds

turns.

and one

MTCond

h

A'.

;

~^Hokformre (S)

•t¥/nefoiec

Plan View of Small High Frequency Coll of
the Oudin Type.

iXMs/ep^py

8a// /erm/no/

t> l/OfU.

frar>sr

Connections for Oudin Coil. Showing How
the Secondary and Primary Windings Are
Connected Together.

Trials of a Troubleshooter
By THOS. W. BENSON

HAVE

you ever indulged

in that great

sport of "trouble-shooting."
Especially that brand of trouble that
infests the network and web of a telephone
system in a large town. NO?
Never stood by when a cable "blows up"
when pair after pair goes bad? Never
held your breath as that infernal meter on
the test table swings over and in its cold,
impersonal way quietly shows "dead pairs,"
"shunts." "opens," "grounds," and what not,
knowing meanwhile that you are going out
Great life!
to shoot the said trouble?

indoor

Take

it

from your Uncle Dudley.

according to the late Elbert
town with only one telephone
system.
Perhaps so, but you can stake
your last jitney against a cancelled postage
stamp that the said system keeps the recording angel busy at times, even more so when
old Jupe Pluvius lets drive with a rain
Paradise,

Hubbard,

is

a

storm.

But there are some troubles that seem to
have no rhyme or reason. This is the case

when transmission

is

poor.

There are sev-

eral million different things that can cause
this and the majority are not in the text

book. It is simply a case of pulling wires
and tightening screws till the trouble goes
oflF.

For instance, a certain 'phone goes bad
and you jump over to see wbat the "bug" is.
But, curses, the instruments test O.K. The
cord seems to have a light shunt on it so
you put in a new cord. But behold, next
day the same 'phone is on your bogey with
An examination shows
the same trouble.
that

tlie

cord

is

at

fault again.

And

that

was a perfectly good cord when put in a
few hours before. Well, we will put an-

other one in and see how that works.
Test table reports clear and away you go.
But, the next day sees you back at the
old stand.
Now what in the name of a

receiver and found everything O. K.

bald-headed South African flea is wrong?
The cords look perfect, not wet or spotted.
(It is practically impossible to pick up a
single wet spot on a cord.)
A new cord
and the 'phone is reported clear. Yes, you
are now shooting trouble with a great
big "T."
Perhaps this will continue till you happen in on the 'phone and find that blamed
Yep,
pet poddle snapping at the cord.
those toy hounds can wet that cord sufficiently by biting on it till the relay at
central drops over and flashes up on the

tested clear.

board.

warn the dog off,
but you would be surprised at the number
of times you have to warn otT the "PEEPUL." They seem to think that a telephone cord makes a good washline to dry

Of course you

can't

handkerchiefs, or support wet umbrellas, or
use it for a pincushion. I suppose it does
take all kind of people to make up our
Sometimes they decide to
old planet.
shorten the cord and use a safety pin for
Of course that means a call
the purpose.
from the 'phone Doctor who has to operate and remove the obstruction from the
path of speech.
But, as in the previous case obstructions do not always stand up and holler
No indeed not; take the
at the "Doc."
case of the "Mysterious Shunt."

Tests from the table showed that a pershunt existed on a certain 'phone.
On arriving the troubleman took down the
fect

shunt or anything else
that

vicinity.

The

test

was the 'phone reported
But

came

to pass,

No

seemed to be in
table swore that
in,

but

now

it

as

the stories go,
that an equally good short made itself
apparent the following day.
Again there
was no trouble when "Doc" arrived. "The
man is crazy," was his diagnosis of the
trouble.
And still it came and went, on
one day, clear for a while, then on again.
Pairs were changed at the cable box.
"Hah, faulty pair." was the troubleman's
exultant exclamation, as the 'phone was
clear for several days.
But that shunt
still
hung around and dropt on after a
it

—

week.

"Doc" made up

his

mind he would

kill

that trouble or stay there the rest of his
days.
He fust around, asked for a ring
that meant something and finally noted
that the shunt would go on as soon as the
phone was called and drop ofiF later. This
looked like a case of renewing the fuses in
the lightning arrester and he started up
to see if they were faulty.
Having looked
at these previously they were alright, but
on this day he noted the fact that a new
curtain had been hung over the window
above which the lightning arrester was
located.
And said curtain had a brass
rod that just about touched the ends of
the fuses.
When a ring came it would
jump thru the lacquer on the rod and
short-circuit the line and mate; the least
little vibration would then break the circuit and the line cleared up.
Yes, you
could almost count the number of rings

(Continued on page 427)
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CONVERTING AN INTEGRATING
WATT-METER INTO AN
INDICATING TYPE.
By Geo.

Sturley.

Have you an old integrating watt-meter
among the things you do not use? If so,
perhaps you can make good use of it by

markings will be required. Also a hole will
have to be cut in the bottom to view the
scale thru.

The meter can be used in connection
with a wireless sending set to conveniently
read at any time how much power is be-

When anyone asks, "'How much
(in true watts) are you using?", you
Fig. 3 is a
can tell the amoiuit at once.

October,

1917

from one end, and has a 1/16-inch
the end of the short leg.
B is the clamp to hold the release in
It also
place on the bed of the camera.
54-'n- square brass rod, and
is made of
These bends CANNOT
is bent as shown.

4

in.

slot cut in

made

cold.

ing used.

be

power

the movable lever, of ^-in x 1/16It is
in. long.
strip, about 5
in. brass
drilled at the places shown in drawing, and
has a short slot cut where the rivet 7
of lever C, inThe part
passes thru.
dicated by dotted lines, is turned up to a
This forms a broad
horizontal position.
striking surface for the release, and is

hook-up whereby the meter is permanently
wired in with the primary of the "bug",
and a snap switch when closed shunts the
current coils in the meter out when no

When a reading is
readings are desired.
desired, open the snap switch and hold
down the key. Also the meter may prove
useful in determining the power-factor in
your transformer primary circuit, if you
iiave a volt meter and ammeter. The power
factor is determined by dividing the actual
watts (watt-meter reading) by the apparent
watts (volts X amps). If you aim to improve your set, this power factor if kept
up to a high value will mean your transformer is actually handling more power.

USE OF PERMANENT MAGNET IN
A.C.

TO

D.C.

RECTIFIER.

In the May, 1916, issue, there was described a magnetic rectifier, and finding it
rather troublesome to have to use batteries for the permanent field excitation, I
found that if a steel bar-magnet was substituted instead of the electro-magnet, the
device would work as well and save tlie
[Note:
trouble and cost of the batteries.
By referring to the Mav. 1916, issue, full
description unit be found.]

A.

Contributed bv

ALLIN.

iitemoting currenf coil

C

is

X

covered with leather.

D

It
is a solenoid, size 1 in. x 1J4 '"
formed of an old hard rubber foun-

is

tain pen barrel or other tube having an
in., fitted with two
inside diameter of
1/16-in. fiber washers, of I'/g-in. diameter,

H

wound with No.

22 gage enameled magnet

wire.

E is the core of the solenoid, of 54-'"soft iron rod, l>^-in. long. It has a 1/16-in.
slot cut in its upper end and a hole drilled
for rivet 7.
F is a spring to draw lever C upward,
away from the solenoid. The upward
movement of lever C is limited by G,
which is a short section of cheap watch
chain or other small chain, the upper end
of which is fastened to a hole in C, and
the lower end to screw 5.
is a block of hard fiber, 1% in- x 1 in.
on which are mounted binding
X
in.,
posts I.
the clamping screw, made of an
I
is
8-32 battery binding post screw, with the
head filed f^at and the lower end fitted
tightly in a fiber washer for a handle.
2, 3, 4 and 5 are 6-32 brass machine screws.
6 and 7 are small rivets.
small dashpot added between the
solenoid and the upright part of frame
will make the action much smoother and
soften the jar to the camera, but it is
not absolutely necessary.
Fig. 2 is given merely as a suggestion
for a method of mounting the solenoid. A
piece of sheet brass is cut to the shape
shown at A, and is bent on the dotted

H
%

A

Practically All Tests On Alternating Current Circuits Call for an Indicating WattMeter. Here is a Way to Make One from an
Old Integrating Watt-Hour Meter.

The idea is to retrying the following.
build an integrating meter into an indicating one. This is done by removing all the
gear-trains and dials of the integrating system and attaching to the shaft of the rotor a hair-spring taken from an alarm clock.
Then the twisting effort at the shaft will
rotate the cylinder part way around against
paper scale
the tension of the spring.
(Fig. 1.) marked with drafting ink is glued
on the cylinder and all desired calibrations

55 §5

Extremely Simple
to

D.C.

Rectifier

Magnet Armature.

A

marked on

The

it.

made such an instrument
Fort Wayne Type K meter of 5

writer

from a
ampere rating and

it reads up to 750 watts.
the scale shows a reading of 100
watts or better, the meter is sensitive to 3
watts.
paper scale was made from a strip of
good ink paper three quarters inch wide,
and long enough to reach around the
cylinder. Lines about 1/8 inch apart were
drawn for scale divisions. The magnets
in the meter were left in place as they
greatly improved the damping of the instrument.
As this meter has a revolving
scale, the pointer is arranged stationary, and
nothing more than a heavy cross-line
is
drawn on a piece of card board which is
fitted in the glass window where the dials
When the meter is
Fig. 2.
used to be.
not indicating, the zero on the scale is right
The meter was
in line with the pointer.
calibrated by a lamp bank, using diflferent
numbers and sizes of lamps for the calibrations desired. With a 5 ampere meter it is
inadvisable to calibrate higher than 750
watts. This Fort Wayne style of meter is
the easiest form to remodel. In the case
of changing a meter having a disc-rotor,
you will have to turn it bottom-end up for
a front, and a ciroilar scale having radial

And when

A

Form of Vibrating A.C.
Made With a Permanent

ODDMENTS FROM THE HOUSEHOLD.

experimenter whose purse is no
deeper than the average will need to extemporize much of his apparatus, and if
carefully made such appliances will be quite

The

as serviceable as the shop-made article,
tho probably lacking in finish. No opportunit} should be lost to secure unclaimed
oddments of household utensils. An excellent electroscope can be made from a
lamp chimney, plugging the top with sulfur and embedding the wide end in paraffin
wax contained in a flat tin part of a
broken window makes a good fulminating
pane if the sharp edges are rubbed down
with a file or emery cloth, and many other
examples might be quoted.
H. T. GRAY.
Contributed by
;

AN ELECTRICAL SHUTTER
LEASE FOR CAMERAS.

REA Good Form

Magnetic Shutter Release
Here Shown. It Can Be Attached and Detached In a Few Moments.

a description of an electrical
release for camera shutters, to he used in

for

photographing wild animals and birds from
It can also be used when the
a distance.
experimenter desires to take his own pic-

lines to

Following

ture,

is

etc.

In the accompanying drawing (Fig. 1).
A is the main part of the frame, or base.
It is made of ^-in. square brass rod, about
6 in. long. It is bent at right angles about

Cameras

of

Is

It is then slipt
the shape of B.
over the solenoid and fastened to the frame
by a screw dropt thru the solenoid into
the small hole in clip and screwed into
This w-ill hold the solenoid
the frame.

firmly.

Contributed by

J.

E.

HENDERSON,

JR.

— —— — —

•
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Chemical Action of Storage Batteries
By ALBERT W. VVILSDON

MAXY

have freexperimenters
quently used storage batteries
but have possibly never stopt to
inquire as to the action which
To obtain
takes place in them.
best results in any branch of endeavor, it is
necessary to understand the fundamental
principles which govern each individual
This is also true as regards storage
case.
If improperly taken care of or
batteries.
handled, they will not give satisfactory results, the same as if a gas engine were to
be permitted to be run without water, oil
or cleaning.
The lead storage battery in the charged
state consists of a positive plate of lead
peroxide (PbO;) and a negative plate of
finely divided lead, both being introduced
into sulfuric acid (HiSO*) of about 1.2 sp.
When discharged the surface of the
gr.
plates has been changed to lead sulfate
(PbSO*)- The plates may be brought back
to their original condition by sending a
current tliru the battery in the reverse di-

cast in the supporting grid. The paste sets
and becomes hard, after which it is changed
to lead sponge and peroxid by electrolysis
in a solution, which may, or may not be,
sulfuric acid.

The theory of

the lead storage battery
generally accepted, is known as the
"sulfate theory", and is due to Gladstone
and Tribe. Sulfuric acid combines with the
plates on discharge, and is set free on
charge, according to this theory. On discharge hydrogen is deposited on the lead
peroxid which reduces it to lead oxid
(PbO), which is changed to lead sulfate
(PbSOj), as represented by the equation:

which

is

(1)

Pb02

trolyzed

an
which

as

(PbO:),
from further

action,

is

prevented

from

forming by adding some salt or acid to the
solution, the union of which separates at a
lower potential than the peroxid ion and
Lead
causes the production of sulfate.
sulfate (PbS04), being a non-conductor,
requires the lead below to be penetrated by
the current, and as much sulfate may be
produced in one step as is desired. Such
additions are acetates, tartarates, chlorids,
nitrats, chlorats, perchlorats, and the cor-

responding acids.
Peroxid is not always formed on a lead
anode in sulfuric acid, even when no substance is added to the solution to prevent
it, which is made apparent by the fact that
the lead plate, which is the anode, on discharging, becomes covered with sulfate. If
therefore, a lead plate

is

short-circuited in

2H~0

Fig.

U)

+

Pb
Lead

=

SO.

charge

:

Sulfate

—

PbOa
Lead

Pb

-f

2H2SO.

-f

Lead

=

+

2PbS0.

Sulfuric

Lead

Acid

Sulfate

Peroxid

2H2O
Water

When in the discharged state both plates
are covered with sulfate. Upon charging,
the reaction on the positive plate is
:

PbSO.

(4)

SO.

-f

+

2H,0

=

Sulfate
Wal^r
Lead
Sulfate Radical
While in the negative

PbOa
Lead

Sulfuric

Acid

:

+

Pb

:
H=
Hydrogen

Lead

2H2SO.

-f-

Peroxid
plate

+

PbSO,

(5)

H2SO.

Lead

Sulfuric

Acid

Sulfate

+

Lead

=

2H2O
Water

+

PbO.

Pb
Lead

Lead

+

is

:

PbOz

(7)

-t-

Pb

2H2SO, 5* 2PbSO.

-I-

Lead

Lead
Peroxid

Sulfuric

Lead

Acid

Sulfate

+

2H;0
Water

From right to left this represents the
charge, and from left to right the discharge.
the electromotive force
of different oxids of lead and hydrats of lead on lead against a zinc electrode and comparing with a charged posi-

m HI =^ *

:;^

tive plate it was shown that the charged
positive plate is the peroxid of lead and
not some other oxid or hydrat.

f

The
-u

2

4-

©

Pb/Pb,0.

2.

Function of the Acid Concentration.
sulfuric acid with a peroxid
plate, it will become covered with sulfate,
proportional in atriount to the current that

a solution of

flows thru the plate.
In the Faure type storage cell the plates
consist of lead with about 5 per cent of
antimony. The active material is made by
inaking a paste of lead oxid (PbO) and
sulfuric acid, and applying it to grooves

volt
volt
0.75 volt
volt
0.41 volt

Pb/HjPbO,
Pb/PbO,

Temperature Coefficient of Electromotive Force of Lead Storage Battery As
Fig.

—Zn 0.46
0.42
—Zn
—
Zn
—Zn
0.96
—Zn

Pb/PboO

A
volts,

charged plate has a potential of 2.4
showing that lead peroxide is the

compound

that exists on the positive plate.
Kohlrausch and Heim showed by measur-

ing

the

gravity

specific

of

the

Fer Cent

H,SO.

H.SO.
7.31

20.91
27.32
39.19
50.11

E.M.F.

atlSDeg.

acid

on

charge and discharge that the production
of sulfate on each plate was proportional
to the quantity of electricity that had been
past thru the cell the density changing excalculation of the
actly in proportion.

It will be noticed that the electromotiveforce of the lead storage battery, with the
concentration of acid ordinarily used, has
the unusually high value for a battery of
Sulfuric acid, if elecover two volts.
trolyzed between platinum electrodes, gives
a weak evolution of gas at 1.7 volts and at
If lead sulfate were
1.9 a strong evolution.
spread on platinum, it would therefore not
be possible to reduce it to lead and oxidize
it
to peroxid, for the potential required
could not be reached. On lead, however,
the over-voltage is so great that the gas
evolution does not take place below 2.3
volts, which is greater than the voltage
needed to change the sulfate in lead on one
If it
electrode and peroxid on the other.
were not for this high over-voltage on lead,
the lead storage battery would be an im-

The temperature coefficient of the lead
storage battery for the concentration of
acid used is positive, but on decreasing the
concentration of acid the temperature coefficient falls to zero and then becomes
negative. The curve (No. 2) represents the
results of experiments in which the temperature coefficient was determined between
The temperature
deg. and 24 deg. C.
coefficient is con.stant in value between 10
The heavy line in the plot
71 deg. C.
gives the experimental results.

and

The mechanism of the reactions taking
place in the lead storage battery has been

;

A

C.

1.906
2.010
2.051
2.104
2.330

possibility.

tabulated results being:

Pb/PbO

Density of
1.050
1.150
1.200
1.300
1.400

Acid

just the reverse of the
sum of the first two equations (No. 3), and
the changes taking place both on discharge
and charge may be represented by the following reversible equation

This equation

By measuring

P

TABLE.

2H2SO.

(e.m.f.)

¥

measurements.

Sulfuric

Peroxid

density being 1.147.

quite evident that since the acid becomes more dilute on discharging a lead
battery, the electromotive force must decrease with decreasing concentration. The
table given below, shows the relation between the concentration of the acid and
direct
from
force,
electromotive
the
It is

:

Sulfate

The observed

1.146.

of the last two equations (4
and 5) represents what takes place in the
whole battery on charging

2PbSO.

of

that disappeared was 33.6 grams, and the
amount of sulfuric acid formed was 183
grams.
The solution therefore contained
after charging, 3091 grams of water and
The total
793 grams of sulfuric acid.
weight was therefore 3884 grams, and the
amount of sulfuric acid contained was 20.42
per cent., corresponding to a density of

The sum

(6)

Curve Showing Change In Density
With Charge and Discharge.

Lead

Sulfate
Radical

these two equations is the
total change in the storage battery on dis(3)

1.

Acid

PbSO,

The sum of

When

the plate is elecanode, but lead peroxid
would protect the plate

+

PbSO.

Water
Lead
Sulfate
Acid
At the same time the sulfate radical
(SO)) is deposited on the lead plate and
changes to lead sulfate:
Sulfuric

Peroxid

During the formation the

By another method

=

HjSOi

-1-

Hydrogen

Lead

rection.

plates are frequently permitted to stand in some corroding solution of acids that produce a thick
layer of lead sulfate (PbSO.), for a certain
The lead sulfate may then be retime.
duced electrolytically to lead, or oxidized
acids other
to lead peroxid (PbOj).
than sulfuric are used, these must be
thoroly washed out before the battery is
ready for use. For instance, a mixture of
nitric and sulfuric acids would have the
effect of producing a layer of sulfate.

Ha

-r

in specific gravity by means of
The
equation 7 agrees with that found.
calculation is as follows :— The uncharged
battery contained 3350 cubic centimeters of
acid of 1.115 sp. gr. corresponding to 16.32
per cent acid. The total solution therefore
weighed 3735 grams, and contained 610
grams of acid, and 3125 grams of water.
After charging with 50 ampere-hours, accordincr to equation 7, the amount of water

change

(Continued on page 422)
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old material,
and for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly series of prizes will be awarded.
For the best idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded; for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1.00. The article
need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient. We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheet. Make
sketches on separate sheets.

FIRST PRIZE,

SECOND PRIZE,

$3.00

THIRD PRIZE.

$2.00

$1.00

AT LAST! THE "COLLAR-BUTTON"

ADJUSTABLE LOUD TALKING

ANOTHER PENCIL RHEOSTAT.

give herewith a description of a "collar-button" switch, which I am contributing to the "How-To-Make-It" Department.

Manufacturers of high-resistance telephone receivers are well aware of the advantages to be gained by tuning the diafram

The accompanying drawing shows a very
simple pencil rheostat. It is simply a common "clutch" pencil as sold anywhere for
ten cents, and no work is necessary to
convert it into a rheostat just the con-

SWITCH.

I

Collar

B,'a3S,i'xp/[^.

'Button

Somebody's

Been Reading Faithfully Page
330 of the September "E. E." Instead of an
Electrical Stunt with Old Shoe Nails. However.
Are Presented with the "CollarButton" Switch, for Which We Are All Duly

We

Thankful.
switch can easilj- be made with a
collar-button and a small strip of brass.
By simply putting the head of the collar
button down, the switch is "on."
This
small switch can be used where any battery sw-itch is needed and can be quickly
and easily made.
(Bugdom extends its
sincere thanks, Albert!
Editor.)
Contributed bv

This

RECEIVER.

of the receiver to the desired note. However, their's is a compromise. Nearly every
radio station emits a tone distinctively its
own and the manufacturer has to strike
Receivers have been developed
a mean.
that were adjustable as to the tension
on the diafram and worked with satisfaction when both diaframs were tuned
alike.
.\ receiver that can be adjusted instantly to any note within a wide range
is shown
in the attached illustration.
It
is designed particularly for use with some
form of amplifier that allows of its use
as a loud-talker, but by using high-resistance windings it will serve in place of the
regular receivers for nearby or powerful

fermma/^

terminal

©

If You Carry a Metal
Magazine Pencil You
Are a Potential Electrician. Connect a Wire
to the Case and Lead, and Prestol You Have

An Adjustable

Rheostat.

is all.
To vary the resistance
necessary to slide lead in or out

nection that
it

onlj'

is

of the pencil case.
Contributed by
G.

SCHOENDUVE.

stations.

To

construct this receiver the shell of
a long tv'pe telephone receiver is required.
hole is drilled in the center of the diafram and a short brass bolt inserted. The
threaded end of the bolt is slotted to take

A

—

ALBERT CHOQUETTE.
A SIMPLE POLARITY REVERSER.
The

device described and
illustrated
is a convenient means of changing
the polarity of a pair of wires, of reversing
small motors, etc.
It consists of a wooden base upon which
are mounted six binding-posts and a pair of
two-point switches, so connected by a hardrubber strip as to move both the switches
at the same time. The manner of reversing
the polarity at once becomes evident by referring to the diagram. Connections from
the binding-posts are made in grooves on

—

leoc^,

When

the signals come in it is only necesto turn the nut and adjust the ten-

sarj'

on the strip till it is in resonance
with the note of the signals, which point
will be indicated by the loudest tone.
When high-resistance magnets are used
and the instrument is connected direct to
the circuit without an amplifier it will be
found advisable to use a mica diafram and
a steel piano wire instead of the metal
diafram and the iron strip.
Contributed by
THOS. W. BENSON.
sion

herewith

Hard rubber or fiber strip
o

1

<f

1/

i

.

'if

1

'^

1

M

t

'

\f

If

1

J
t

1

Toe<ei'/ce-^.

+

@

iiep/'//r/rTS

A Handy Holanty Reverser Constructed from
Switch

Blades.

Four Contact

Some Binding Posts and

the under side of the

wooden

a

Points,

Base.

base.

Contributed by

PETER

FOR WINDOW TAPPER.

When

Here's What You've Been Looking For,
"Bugs"; a Loud Talking Telephone Receiver
and Amplifier Which May Be Adjusted for
Different Currents and Circuits.
a strip of thin iron 5'2-inch w-ide and long
enough to reach the length of the receiver.
One end of the strip is soldered into the
bolt on the diafram and the other end of
the strip is soldered into the head of a
brass bolt that passes thru the hole in
The
the small end of the receiver shell.
latter bolt is fatted with washers and a
nut to adjust the tension on metal strip.
hole is cut in the side of the receiver
shell large enough to pass the magnets as
shown.
If the device is to be used with
an amplifier the magnets shown have a low
When used
resistance of about 20 ohms.
in place of the regular receivers they may
be taken from a thousand ohm telephone
ringer.
The magnets are supported in a
box and wired to two binding-posts.
The pole pieces of the magnets should
come within l/64th of an inch of the iron
In use the apparatus is connected
strip.
The
in the circuit in the usual manner.
thumb nut at the small end of the receiver is turned till the strip is just taut.

a window tapper is running for a
long period, the dry batteries run down,
causing the tapper to stop. In order that
it
may work again the batteries must be
disconnected until they regain their full
Using the method shown here
strength.
the tapper can be used continually without
a stop.

SPDTSW
4-

B-

„.J^''"^li^*

,?

1
1

1

1

Bot-^

^^Bot

T

T

A

i

t

Two

AUXILIARY BATTERY POWER

J.

M. CLUTE.

|

Utindoiv tapper

L—

©
To Prevent Paralyzing One Set

When

Operating

Sets

a

of Batteries

Window Tapper, Use Two

Alternately

with

This

The S.P.D.T. switch blade is
When
at "B," making a circuit.

Circuit.
in contact

the

power

exhausted, it is thrown to "A." putting
a new set of batteries in the circuit; while
the others at "B" will be recuperating.
HARAZIM.
Contributed by
is

FRANK

:
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SECRET DOOR LOCK AND ALARM.
of an electric door
lock and bell alarm for the front door of
a home, garage or shop, which is easily
made and installed in a very short time.

The

illustration

is

would be

essential that the supply of
always on the line.
If one of
the fuses (K) should blow out the line
would be dead, and unless the operator
was on the scene it might cause serious
it

current

is

damage.

With this apparatus he
can be in his office and will
be notified by the bell that
the line is dead. The explanation of this device is
as follows
The current passes in
thru

the

resistance

(B)

which amount depends upon the voltage and the current in the line; this can
easily
be
calculated
by
applying Ohm's law. The
current continues to flow
thru the magnet (E) back
thus the curto the line
rent passing thru the coil
will energize it, and will
hold the armature down.
In case the voltage goes

'

403
quantity of potassium. If a little mercury
be added, and the whole well shaken, it will
take fire and burn vividly.
The White and Black Statue: Construct
a small figure or statue of white paper or
cardboard, and moisten it with a solution
Expose it to fumes of
of lead acetat.
sulfuretted hydrogen, and it will turn black.
The Kettle that Boils on Ice Set a small
water kettle on a piece of ice, now piit a
small amount of liquid carbon dioxid into
the kettle. The contents will boil violently.
The Blushing Picture: If any plain print
or drawing be taken (preferably one of a
young lady) and the face, hands and neck
be painted with a solution of equal parts
of water and methylated alcohol, to which
a few grains of phenolphthalein have been
added, on subjecting the picture to the influence of ammonia vapor it will "blush"
:

most

the line the coil (E)
ceases to be magnetized,
The Electric Puzzle Lock Shown Acts As Its Own Thief Alarm
The Uninitiated Will Invariably Short-Circuit the "Alarm"
and the armature is pulled
Contact Points Instead of the "Lock" Circuit Contacts.
away from the coils, by
spring (H)
(which has
consists of a half-inch quartered oak
It
a tendency to pull the armature away from
board large enough for the initials, which
the coils) and a local circuit is made at
are made by driving brass upholsterer's
Line Vo/foge
tacks in the board.
On the under side of
board wires are connected to the tacks as
per diagram and should be soldered to the
points.
An ordinary electric bell and a
bell-ringing transformer or dry batteries
are connected according to illustration and
it is then ready for use.
The heavy lines
indicate the circuit which operates the lock.
finger ring or any small piece of metal
placed in contact with the two tacks on
will operate the lock and open
F and
Anyone tampering with or not
the door.
knowing the secret of the lock will cause
the bell to ring, as the diagram will show.
A push button connected to the lock circuit and located at a convenient point inlowside will be found very handy.
voltage lamp can also be placed in the circuit and will serve to light up the entrance.
This device has given excellent service for
a long time and is still in fine condition.
off

—

A

W

A

Contributed by

JOHN

F.

WALLACE.

KEEP YOUR BATTERIES WARM.
Both primary and secondary or storage
(accumulators) are affected by
temperature.
A battery that gives no
trouble in an ordinarily warm room shows
batteries

a falling off in the output of current if
This
e.\posed to a very low temperature.
fact that the internal reis due to the
ristance decreases as the temperature rises,
Storage batteries
within certain limits.
have been found to develop a maximum
efficiency at temperatures approaching 50°
C.

If

the

temperature

is

much above

or

output of current
Since the ordinary temperatures
falls off.
of a room at any time of the year is generally between 12° and 20° C. it will
be seen that most storage batteries arc
not given an opportunity to deliver the
maximum amount of energy of which they

below

this

figure,

the

are capable.

Contributed by

H.

J.

GRAY.

TELEGRAPH RELAY USED FOR
VOLTAGE INDICATOR.
Where an operator can not watch his
voltage continuously and where a constant voltage is required, the accompanying
diagram shows how a telegraph itistrument can be made into a voltage indicator
in a few minutes' time.
If a inotor (J) was operating a flood
pump or any other apparatus automatically.

When the Line Voltage Fails the Relay
Closes an Alarm Bell Circuit, the Bell Being
Placed At Any Point Desired.

Contributed by

vividly.

ELLIOTT

;

S."

BUCHANAN.

UNIQUE GLYCERIN SWITCH
MADE FROM SOUNDER.
It

is

often necessary to break a circuit

relay contact points, where the circuit
be broken carries current at 110 volts.
The arcing is intense when the current is
at
to

much above

1

ampere.

A

simple and very

made from mawhich is almost always on hand.
Secure a brass base from an Edison
lamp (one may be removed from a lamp
effective oil switch

may

be

terial

by heating the glass near the base in a
Bunsen flame). Drill a hole in the bottom

Screw the
of it for a bolt to pass thru.
socket onto the end of the armature of a
telegraph sounder which will serve as the
Before putting the bolt thru the
relay.
socket, slip a soft rubber or fiber washer
on to prevent any leaking of oil thru the hole.
A standard which serves as the rear contact may be made from an ordinary fixture
crow-foot, a piece of gas pipe and a piece
of 3/32" brass or steel which is threaded
(See illusto receive an adjusting screw.
tration.)

writer had a great deal of difficulty
securing a suitable oil to kill the arc.
After trying sweet oil, linseed oil and ma.And it does
chine oil he tried— glycerin.
Arcs from breaks carrying 10
the work.

The

in

were successfully quenched by
using glycerin in the cup.
It may be also of interest to note that
castor oil is quite as satisfactory as glyThe cup may
cerin, and a iot cheaper too.

amperes

contact (I), which
in turn

is

in series

with a battery and
bell,
is

as shown.

rubber

a

tact

.'\,

con-

prevent

to

Sai pipe

connections.
Besides this use
of the indicator it
can be put to many
other advantageous
uses as the operacross

-

tor sees

fit.

Contributed by

BEAXE.

H. E.

CHEMICAL
EXPERIMENTS.
Spontaneous
Combustion: A
mi.xture of potassium chloral and
flour at once takes
fire on being

touched
drop

of

with a

For Breaking Heavy Currents the Arc Is Best Broken in Glycerin. The
Latter Is Held in a Cup. Operated by "Sounder" or Other IVIagnets in
the Manner Indicated.

sulfuric

acid.

partially filled with mercury with the
over the top of it.
Contributed by ALBERT H. BEILER.

The Spontaneous Combustion of Three

be

In a perfectly dry ladle place a
piece of
sodium with an equal

oil

Metals
small

:

:

:
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DIRECTIONS FOR WHITE METAL
PLATING.
By Aaron Van
number of

metal

—

EDITED BY

—

S.GERNSBACK

heading we publish ever>' month
useful information in Mechanics, Electricity
and Chemistry. We shall be pleased, of
course, to have our readers send us any

Under

this

recipes, formulas, "wrinkles,

new

ideas, etc.,

useful to the experimenter, which will be
duly paid for. upon publication, if acceptable.

FOR CLEANING VARIOUS

—

Use strong soap and water.
Black Silk. Brush and wipe it thoroly,
lay on table with side intended to show,
up; sponge with hot coffee strained thru
muslin when partly dry, iron.
To Remove Stains or Grease front Oil
Alabaster,

—

;

—

Paint. Use bisulfid of carbon, spirits of
turpentine, or if dry and old. use chloroform. These and tar spots can be softened

with olive

oil

and

;

—

A

SUBSTANCES.

lard.

Stains, Iron Rust, or Ink from Vellum
or Parchment. Moisten the spot with a
solution of oxalic acid. Absorb same quickly by blotting paper or cloth.

—

—

We let iron Band to cruable

/to/es for rivets

—

Rust from Steel. Take half ounce of
emery powder with one ounce of soap and
rub well.
Fruit Spots from Cotton. Apply cold

—

—

—

Mildew. Moisten the spot with clean
water rub on it a thick coating of castile
soap mixed with chalk scrapings rub with
end of finger, then wash off.
Oil Marks on IVall Paper. Apply paste
of cold water and pipe clay, leave it on all
night, brush off in the morning.
Paint Spots from Clothing. Saturate
with equal parts turpentine and spirits of
;

;

—

—

ammonia.

To Cleanse House Paper.

— Rub

with a

flannel cloth dipt in oatmeal.

—

Black Cloth. Mix one part of spirits of
ammonia with three parts of warm water,
rub with sponge or dark cloth, clean with
water, rub with the nap.
Furniture, for Finger Marks. Rub with
a soft rag and sweet oil.
Chromos. Go over lightly with a damp

—

—

linen cloth.
/!inc.

— Rub

dipt in
cloth.

with a piece of cotton cloth
kerosene, afterwards with a dr\'

Hands from Vegetable
a slice of

Window
by

raw

Stains.

— Rub

with

potato.

—

Glass.
Paint can
a strong solution of soda.

To Clean Tinware.

be removed

— Common

soda ap-

plied with a moistened newspaper and polished with a dry piece, will make it look
like

new.

;

on the article,
on the melted
metal.
Then draw article from crucible
and immerse slowly into Jar No. 3, which
hardens the plate, after which rinse in
clear water and it is finished.
Knives, forks and spoons should be
twice, sprinkle a little flu.x
letting some of the flux fall

plated, one-half at a time; then the oper-

About one minute

reversed.

ation

quired to plate a single
practise

will

make you

article.

perfectly

is

A

re-

little

familiar

with plating in this manner, and you will
be able to see at a glance when everything
is

When

there is much old plate
stripping solution in a
and immerse article therein

perfect.

on an

article, place

crock, heat it,
until the old plate is all removed
then
rinse in clear water, dry with a chamois
skin, and proceed to plate as above.
;

—

Note) When much old plate
removed by stripping, it pays to reclaim
the silver, which may be done in the following manner Add common salt to the
(Special

is

:

stripping solution as long as it throws
down a precipitate, then pour off the solution.
Wash the precipitate with clear
water, then add a few small pieces of sheet
zinc to it and let stand until the preciptate
turns to a black powder, which will take
several hours.
Then wash the powder
several times in warm water, dry between
sheets of blotting paper, and pick out the
pieces of zinc.
The powder will be pure
silver which you can melt and run into

VALUABLE HINTS FOR PHOTO
WORKERS.

—

—

in bright sun.

;

bars.

soap, then touch the spot with a hair pencil
or feather dipped in chlorate of soda, then
dip immediately in cold water.

Grease from Silks. Take a lump of
magnesia, rub it wet on the spot, let it dry.
then brush the powder off.
Iron Rust may be removed from white
goods by sour milk.
Scorch Stains from White Linen. Lay

1,

utes

firms have advertised white
plating outfits, for plating knives,
forks, spoons, etc., for which they charge
from ten to twenty dollars. By following
the instructions given below, you can, with
the assistance of a blacksmith in making
the crucible and hood, set up. this outfit
complete for about two dollars and a half
or less.
To make the crucible Take a piece of
gas-pipe 4x6 inches, weld a bottom in it.
and a band around the top from which it
hangs inside the hood.
To make the hood Make a flaring cylinder of sheet iron, the small end the proper
the
size to fit under the ring of crucible
other end about one-fourth larger in diameter, and sufficiently long to hold crucible upright with bottom just clear of
the stove or gas plate.
To make the White Metal Pure tin,
Melt
10 lbs., lead 4 ozs., antimony 2 ozs.
better grade is made
and mix thoroly.
by using 2 ozs. of pure silver in place of
the antimony.
Jar No. I (Pickle Solution) For iron
or steel is composed of muriatic acid onlv.
Jar No. 2 (Dip Ba//t)— Dissolve 2
pounds refined zinc in 2 quarts fluid hydroWhen dissolved and
chloric acid C. P.
cold, add half a' teacup of clear rain water
(This is a dangerous
or filtered water.
solution to mix, as it is very violent when
the zinc is being consumed, and great care
should be taken.)
.\

put articles to be plated in Jar
allowing them to remain ten minto remove all rust, etc., then rinse
in clear, cold water.
Xe.xt take one piece
at a time and rinse in Jar No. 2 for a
few seconds
then immerse the article
slowly in the crucible containing the melted
metal raise slowly up and down once or
First,

No.

Citters.

1917

October,

Bottles. Better to send the unknown
contents of a bottle down the sink than
risk spoiling a formula with it.
Do not
give the lot
wait for labels to drop off
an inspection every three or six months,
and replace any which are becoming illegPhotog's
ible,
says
the Am.
Weekly.
Don't wait till this has happened.
;

How

Crucible

Is

Made

for

White

Metal

Plating.

—

Jar No. J (Chill Bath)
Dissolve 6 ozs.
di-ammonia carbonate in 3 pints of filtered
water.
Use at a temperature of 120 degress F.
Jar No. 4 (Pickle Solution) For Irish
silver and brass, dissolve 12 ozs. granulated nitratum in 2 quarts of filtered water
then add slowly 2 quarts commercial sulfuric acid.
(Note Unless you are going
to do a great deal of plating, Jar No. 4
answers as
is unnecessary, as Jar No.
1
a pickle solution for all metals.
Stripping Solution Is composed of 1
pound granulated kali or potash and 2
scruples of French rouge
dissolved in 1
gallon commercial sulfuric acid.
(The Flux) Mix thoroly 5 lbs. granu-

—

—

—

;

:

—

lated white ammonia hydrochlorate with
For convenience
4 drams French rouge.
in using, put a portion in an ordinary tin

pepper box.
Directions for Plating Place the sheet
iron hood on the stove or -gas plate, the
small end up, then set the iron crucible
previously filled with the white metal, inside the hood, so edge will rest on top
of same.
But little heat is required to
melt the metal, which forms a thin metallic
solution.
Care should be taken not
to get it too hot.
If after an article is
plated it shows a yellowish color, it is because of too much heat, which should be
partly turned off.
Proceed to plate as

—

follows

Labels on Bottles Cont.\ining Solu-

—

tion.
Place the label in such a position
that you can indicate by an arrow point
on the label just how far up in the bottle
the stock solution comes when making up
a fresh lot.

—

Waste Box. Do not throw spent
matches, plate-box wrappers, bits of string,
or anything else (not even cigarette ends)
on the floor, but in the waste box (a largesize biscuit tin is just the size and shape).
Everything on the floor makes for dust.

—

Seconds Pendulum. A little over a
yard of fire string, the bob of an old
This
clock, a long bit of brass chain.
clinks against the rim of a half-pound
tobacco-box lid every second swing. The
pendulum hangs from a nail in the wall.

The pendulum

is

forty inches long.

—

Cotton-Battinc

Bottle.
This bottle
The
contained caustic potash solution.
stopper being fixt resisted "firmly but
gently" every persuasive invitation to move
it.

It

was

tapt

off

at

the

neck.

The

shoulder of the bottle was cut with a file
The sharp edge
scratch and hot wire.
taken off with a hard pebble. It now stands
on the sink shelf, and holds cotton batting
with which to swab the surface of a negative or use as a quick filter.

Toothbrush Bone Handle.

— Filed

to make a finger-nail shaped end,
acts admirably as a plate lifter.

down
which

—
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Experimental Chemistry
By ALBERT W. WILSDON
Seventeenth Lesson

Ammonia (NHO and Ammonium
(NIUOH)

HISTORY:

He called it
lectins the gas over mercury.
".Mkaline Air" which was later changed to
Alkali."
Berthollet in 1785 showed that it is composed of Nitrogen (N) and Hydrogen
(H), and Uavy in 1800 made the volumetric determination necessary for the symbol.

'•Volatile

aqueous solution of ammonia
tins and some of its salts, as ammonium chloric!, or sal-ammoniac,
were known to the early alchemists,
and described by them as "Spirits
Hartshorn."
Basil Valentine in the

T
of

HE

ilydroxld

AND FORMATION

OCCURRF.NX'E

Ammonia

(NH4 NO3),

make ammonium

the product is
finally washed by rain into the earth.
It is also found as sulfate and chlorid
near active volcanoes, having been produced by the hot lava flowing over fertile
Ammonia and
soil
containing nitrogen.
its salts are formed in the distillation of
many organic substances as bones, and
other animal tissues and excretions, as well
as the putrefaction of nitrogenous organic
substances.
n'itrat

n

^^^^^H

BS
HI

w '^'^^^^^1

water.
:

found free in small quantity
only. A very minute quantity is formed in
nitric
and
combination
with
carbonic,
nitrous acids, during electrical discharges
in the air, from the hydrogen of water,
and nitrogen of the air. This often combines with an oxid of nitrogen (formed
is

by the same process) to

should be remembered that the hyIt
droxid is only the gas combined with water,
and two substances, ammonium hydroxid
(NH.OH) and ammonia (NHa) are both
called "ammonia", but not accurately so.
Whenever one of them is found the other
usually exists, as Ammonium hydroxid
gives off the gas and ammonia lakes up

and

Formerly horns, hoofs, and other animal
products were distilled, and ammonium
carbonat thus produced neutralized with
hydrochloric acid, the product after sublimation being known as sal-ammoniac
(ammonium chlorid). At the present time
coal is used and the supply obtained by a

^^Hl ^^'^^^1

similar process.

Preparation

:

Thru the union of its elements by
means of the silent electric discharge.
2. Thru the reduction of the various com1.

Fig. 84. Apparatus Set Up for the Preparation of Ammonium Hydroxid
NH(OH.

fifteenth century
be made as we

showed

make

that the gas could
it

to-day

;

pounds of nitrogen and oxygen or

their

acids.

+

N,Oi
Nitrogen

Uioxid

5 Hj
Hydrogen

2

NHs

2

4-

Ammonia

3.

Thru

acid.

solution of

many

metals

in Nitric

HNO»
4H» = 3H.O -l-NHj
9 HNO3 = 4 Zn(N03)2 + NH3 +
-t-

(4

Zr

-I-

3

7'4p'

^|H

W;,^

'

.,.,1

Simple Apparatus Required In PerFig. 86.
forming the "Ammonia Fountain" Experiment. It Is Shown Here in Acual Operation.

H:0

Water

namely,

from ammonium chlorid (NH.Cl). Priestley in 1747 was the first to prepare gaseous
ammonia, by heating together sal-ammoniac
(Ammonium chlorid), and lime, and col-

'

H-O)

When required pure, the gas must be past
over calcium oxid (quicklime) to remove
then collected over
the moisture, and
mercury.

(Continued on page 427)

By

the reduction of nitrats or nitrits
by nascent hydrogen in alkaline solution.
4.

NaNO,
SAl

5

-f

3 H2 = NaOH + HjO
KOH + 3HNO3 = 2H20
-I-

-|-

-f

5.

scale

Ammonia

gas
heating

by

(NH.)-SO.

6.

is

-f

8KA10,

prepared on a large
calcium hy-

together

ammonium

droxid and

NHs

Potassium
Aluminat

-t-3NH3

sulfate or chlorid.

=
+ 2H:0

Ca(OH)»

CaSO.

For laboratory purposes

able to heat the solutions of

it

+
is

2NH3
prefer-

ammonia.

7. The hydroxid is prepared by the action of a strong base or one of its salts.
The chief salts are ammonium chlorid
(NH.CO; ammonium nitrat (NII.NO:,);
ammonium sulfate ( (NHOsSO.) and am-

monium carbonat

By mix-

(NH4)iCOs).

(

ing any one of these with either calcium,
pot.issium or sodiimi hydroxid. and applying gentle heat, there are formed am-

monium hydroxid (NH.OH) and ammonia
These

(NHa).

reactions

come

under

Sal-ammoniac
of oases.
(NH.cn and slaked lime (Ca(OH).), because of their cheapness, are usually emplo\ed.
BarlhoUcl's

2n'h.C1
Fig. 85.
lection of

Necessary Apparatus for the ColAmmonia NHj by Upward Displacement.

—

—

-f-

lau'

Ca(OH)j

Ammonium

Calcium

Chlorid

Hydroxid
(Slaked lime)

=

CaCl.
Calcium
Chlorid

+

2NH.0H
Ammonium
Hydroxid

Apparatus for Illustrating Diffusion
Fig. 87.
Left Hand Flask
and Absorption of NH,.
Contains NH.OH; Right Hand Flaslt— Water.
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The photos are judged for best arrangement and efficiencj
subscribers or not.
Dark
rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied by that of the owner.
the
Make
your description brief and use only one side of the sheet.
for
best
photo.
prize
$3.00

Our Amateur Laboratory Contest is open to all readers, whether
To increase the interest of this department we make it a

of the apparatus.

photos preferred to light toned ones. We pay each month
Address the Editor, "With the Amateurs" Dept.

At Last an

"Electrical Laboratory" Photo!!!

Well, "Radio-bugs," you have got to take off your hat to Mark Slabodnik, of Ely, Minnesota, winner of this month's
Now, why is it that we
prize awarded this month in "With the Amateurs' Department."
prize, and mark vou. the'
can't receive more photos from "ELECTRICAL LABORATORY" owners, when there are about a million of you scattered
thruout the United States at this very moment! A^s you will remember we made all of you a special offer in the September
number, c'l.:., we offered to give not only the $3.00 monthly prize for the best "Electrical Lab." photo, but 5 (five!!!) additional prizes of one year's subscription to this journal, and a copy of the "EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRICITY COURSE"
for the best five photos submitted, after awarding the first prize. But nary a peep from a blessed mother's son of you. Now
We mean every word of it, "Bugs"! For if you
it is up to you to get busy at once, and photograph that "Electrical Lab."
do not, this department is simply going to slide into oblivion. As we have just said, it is strictly up to you whether you
wish to take a chance on winniiig the $3.00 cash prize, and also if you wish to throw away the chance of receiving "The
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER" magazine for one year free of all cost, besides the copy of the Experimental Electricity
Course, which is worth $L00 alone to any electrical student. Address the Editor "With The Amateur's Prize Contest."

ONLY

_

A GROUP OF REPRESENTATIVE AMERICAN AMATEUR RADIO STATIONS,
Electrical Laboratory of,

Googin,

Jr.,

1

Slabodnik,
— Mark— Armin

Cazenovia. N. Y.:

4

—

Nicholas L.
Ely, Minn. (Prize Winner): Radio Stations of, 2— G. Eddie Johnson, Toledo, O. 3
Vogt, Jansen, Nebr.: 5 Steddom Bros Oklahoma City, Okla. 6 Warren Benson, Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

—

!

!
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That "Perpetual Motion"

WK

HAVE

using the regenerative apparatus, no such momentum will be attained as the speed of the car will
be reduced in direct proportion to the amount of
current generated.

never publisht a prize
contest that came within miles
of being such a hilarious success
our "Scenic Railroad" hoax.

as

When we

publisht

it,

we

did it
boys are

order to show how young
often misled, due to incomplete knowledge,
rather than our exploiting a scientific impossibility.
In other words, the whole
thing simply was a joke.
Imagine then our genuine surprise when
immediately after i)ubIication, hundreds
upon hundreds, nay
_
thousands of letters

more

in

in

upon

us,

us

why

tlie

poured
telling

111

drawn from the storage battery and, owing to the
losses in the machinery, more power would be consumed than was generated.

WILLIAM

LEIGH J. BAIR,
West lUth Street,
New York City.
Is

Honorable Mention and Subscription to "E E'*
100 Words Count *Em
The air resistance, irictinn of bearings, brush on
third rail and magnetic drag on armature reduce

—

speed in descending hill so tnat the momentum of
car will not ascend a bill equal in height to its
starting point, consequently in order to have the
car travel nearly around the ring, each succeeding

Not counting these few
hindrances the idea is
and it ought to be

fine

patented.

Sacgersville, Pa.

Collisions

a Headache!!!
The "Perpetual Motion
Device" won't work because when the dynamo
operates as a motor it
will
run the car backwards, which would colwith
the other cars.
lide
Also while ascending cars
using
current, the
arc
descending cars are sending current in the opposite direction to charge

!

people who took the
thing really serious is
little short of astound-

And

hundreds
imagined
it

worked
Even the
gentle sex wrote four

batteries.

!

10 coufir '(.M-io

letters!

Our "August" Number We Publisht This"Perpetual Motion" Scenic Railway Problem.
The Large Storage Battery Was Supposed to Supply Current to the Ascending Cars: the
Here Are
Descending Cars Pumped "Juice" Back Into the Battery, etc., ad infinitum.
Some of the Answers We Received. The Editor's Chair Is Still Oscillating From the Shock.
In

But the greatest bone of contention was the
dynamo-motor point. Almost a thousand
correspondents contended that when feeding
the
back
storage
battery
current

dynamo, the latter would reverse
making the car go backward
These
the

into

thus

must be less in height. Therefore car will stop
some distance below its starting point.
Assuming efficiency of dynamo, storage battery
and motor 80 per cent each, then about 51 per cent
energy Inst is returned to it as motive power.
Therefore, would come nearer performing feat withof

dynamo

ovit

attached.
C.

automatic

reversing switch, nor did they
stop to think that the great Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad actually
works on this principle, where the coasting trains pump energy back into the line.
Of course, this is not perpetual motion,

Only one

it,

it

is

simply efticiency.

Mr. L. J. Bair's, menfact, hence the award of the
"first prize" to him.
Several other good
letters are also pul)Iisht and prizes were
awarded to the writers.
Scores of correspondents turned unconscious humorists, and we are printing a
few choice samples selected at random. We
are genuinely sorry that we have not the
space to publish several hundred more of
them
tioned

letter,

this

and Subscription to "E E"
to your Perpetual Motion Scenic
Railway Puzzle, I wish to offer the following for
your consideration:
First Prize

As an answer
The

facts resolve down to the fallowing conditions:
have a weight mounted at a height, and
in falling or rolling from this height, it attains a
certain amount of kinetic energy in foot pounds.
It requires exactly the same amount of energy in
foot poimds to elevate this weight to the same
hcig;ht as is generated by falling.
rrom these facts, it is self-evident that were all
apparatus and processes of this transfer of energy
one hundred pt-rcent efficient, the system described
would be O. K., but it is also evident that, due
to wind friction and bearing friction on the cars,
and copper, iron, windage bearing and brush losses,
of the generating apparatus and motor equipment,
it
will DC only about 60 per cent efficient at its
best.
This efficiency is attained by the regenerative
apparatus used on the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.
Paul R. R. on a three phase electric system over

the

We

Rocky Mountains.

The misleading

feature of this perpetual motion
that, (luc to the momentum of the car on
the downward slide, it would reach to a high point

scheme

is

on the upward
effort

to

carry

grade and requires onlv a little
over the top peak, hut when

it

other.

Honorable Mention and Subscription to "E E"
The fallacy of the idea may be shown in the
In
clearest way by a simple mathematical process.
this solution the loss of energy thru friction, dynamo inefficiency and electrical resistance is disregarded, altho. of course, this would be great enough
to make the idea impractical.
It may be asssumcd that the energy required to
would be
drive the car from the point
to
equal to the energy obtained from the car traveling
amounts
equal
from
to B.
Let these
x and x'.

B

C

A

Then
Also
energy

Now

633 Carlton Street.
Toledo, Ohio.

let

—

the kinetic energy
E.

in traveling

will
to charge

K
Now

= K

and the

electrical

K

to B. kinetic energy
electrical energy used

—

K

-\-

source.

JOHN

E E -

A.',

E

=

A'

+ H
333

R.
E.

MARTIN,
Morton Ave.
Jacksonville,

III.

Honorable Mention and Subscription to "E E"
In explanation of the inoperativeness of the Perpetual Motion Scenic Railway, described on page
249 of the August number of your magazine, I
would state the following: It is well known that a

dynamo consumes mechanical energy
produces electrical

power required

Street,
J.

920 S. 11th Street,
South Bend, Ind.

A

—

Hope

LESTER WOLF,

x'

K

McGCIRE,

A.
39

Call an Ambulance!!
down-hill would generate a curThe car in
rent that would, at the bottom of the incline, tend
driv
car
back
up again, and it would back
to
the
it up a little way, the car only to come to rest at
bottom
l.'ist
at the

JOHN

it

Altho by oiling this could be reduced,
Then some current
could not be eliminated.
If there
wasted
in heating the wires.
would be
were fewer cars or fewer people on the next trip
it might work.
But it would die down in a short
time unless power were supplied from an outside
by

—
going

,vhich. of course, is impossible.

as

to carry up a simitar hill a
some of the energy is wasted in heat

sufficient

friction.

Quick

O -

h

would be
similar car

Ridgewood, N.

energy

kinetic

then

(Castor OU?)
Eureka! It Works! Oil!!
The reason why this device will not work is this:
Tho the energy generated by the descending car

B

which will carry
the car to some
point
O, plus
electrical,
t
h e
from
to C, or
-\- E
x^
and since

K

PAUL

X.

required will be
h e

operate a circuit of this kind a dynamo
Thus,
power applied to it.
when descending a hill, the energy required by the
dynamo checks the speed of the car so that after a
few descents the car must stop altogether.
R. GROVE,
714 Moore Street.
Huntington, Pa.
sufficient

the storage batteries, or

E =
from

to C. the
t

—

it

from A
be obtained minus the

—

KERSTETTER,

H.

To

must have

good people evidently never heard of an

there

"Closed Circuit*' Bless Its Heart!!
The Scenic Railway cannot operate perpetually.
because the dynamo-motor is connected to a closed
circuit.

RUDOLPH.

F.

—

Thus

would be two electrical
currents tending to go in
opposite directions in the
same conductor, and that
each
impossible,
as
is
would tend to stop the

hill

!

nor anything near

and Wrecks!

Wow, What

The amount of good

their writers considering
"friction"
only.

HOLLENBACH.

M.

r.

come, and we have as
yet to hear from for-

Hundreds of letters
were alike, most of

City.

in motion.

—

ing.

St.,

The Scenic Railway idea would be fine but for a
few obstructions.
The energy loss due to the friction between the
flange of the wheels and the rails is hardly worth
mentioning. The voltage drop in the iron rails is
Some energy is also lost in overcoming the
small.
air pressure on the front of the car.
Aiuch energy is wasted in starting and stopping.
This could be prevented, however, if the passengers would tump on
and off while the car is

to this time of
writing 2,109 letters
were received! Imagand
ine such a thing
they still come and

really

123d

He Joshing Us?

Up

countries

East

New York

scheme would not or
really
would work!

eign

SELLER,

C.

51

energy.

to drive the

in proportion
Therefore, the

dynamo would

so

re-

tard the descent of the car on the down-grades that,
having less momentum, additional power would be
required to lift it on the up-grades. This would be

Everett Has the Right Dope!
A car would climb just as tar up the last peak
without the addition of a generator and storage battery plant as with it, since its momentum would be
impeded by the running of the generator, as by
The current generated in a
the well-known law:
conductor by its motion in a magnetic field flows in
such a direction that its magnetic field tends to
prevent the motion. In other words, the amount of
energy used up by the running of the generator
is greater than that gained by the motor, the loss
being due to resistance, friction in the generator
;ind motcr, etc.

EVERETT

L.

SWEET,

145 Congress Ave.,
Providence, R.

This Bird Clatnns

I.

Will Run 40 Seconds!!
for your "Pcrpctii.il Motion
It

is
impossible
It
Scenic Railway" to work for several reasons;
Regardless of what height the grades are upon
which the cars descend, the dynamo-motor would

(Contiftucd on page 430)

;
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Illuminated Torpedo
issued to Alphonsc
Ferandez.)

(No.

1,232,671;

This electrically illuminated torpedo is intended for use by mariners,
as an aid in discovering the pres-

ence of enemy craft at night. The
torpedo may contain explosives if
To prevent disclosing the
desired.
location of the ship dispatching the
torpedo, a special electric time switch
provided, which does not close
is

ment

to

be

able

to

October.

K'^TENTS
the

illuminate

road ahead of the horse, and thereby
prevent shadows being caused by the
animal from the usual lights on the
When not in use the lamp
vehicle.
attachment can be removed in part,

and the remainder of the lamp
vides a neat ornament upon

pro-

Fire-Detecling Wire
(No. 1,235,028; issued to Charles A.
Harsch.)
This invention involves the use of
a fusible conductor inclosed within
the walls of a cell or tube in the
wall of which there is provided an

the

breast collar.

Fan Deodorizer
(No.

1,233,039; issued
Flanders.)

to

W.

Bert

relates

to

refrigeration,

and

the searchlight battery circuit until
the torpedo has reached a predetermined distance away from the
Also the inventor provides a
ship.
centerboard or keel which is automatically released after the torpedo
has reached the end of its range,
and which device helps to keep the
torpedo in a given course; the iriventor thus not relying on the ordinary rudder or plane steering meIt is possible to retrieve
chanism.
torpedoes of this type after they have
performed their service.

Normally

this

nut

is

sufficiently

Vacuum Bulb

Lamp

1,232,201;

for
issued

Carl

when the metal
it may be forced

An improvement in vacuum tube
use of an incandescent cathode device in the
manner shown. This idea provides
rectifiers involving the

beout-

Radio Receiving Circuit
(No. 1.233,841; issued to Elmer E.
Butcher.)
Radio-telephonic or telegraphic sigmore

especially to air coolers

and

de-

odorizers which include a fan or
other means for pumping air into
contact with waler or other liquid
before it is delivered to the point
This attachment includes a
of use.
reservoir for water or deodorizing
liquid, also a moistening surface with
a fabric sheet hanging in front of
the fan, and means for delivering
the liquid as rapidly as may be desired to this surface, so that the air
from the fan is blown against the
moistened fabric and cooled or dried
by the deodorizer before it reaches
the point of application.

1,232,879;

issued

to

Peter

This invention relates to the amplification of small continuous voltages
or currents, and its purpose is to

make

it

possible to detect or

nals of
ticularly

any characteristic, and par-

undamped wave signals are
received and made audible by the
arrangement here shown.
simple
The patent covers the use of a pera rugged main cathode, and separate
or auxiliary electrode which operates in conjunction with such cathode to spring a starting arc which
heats the cathode to incandescence,
preliminary to starting the main
arc.
The cathode tip perferably
consists of tungsten; the space withbulb should be carefully
in
the
evacuated of all gases and vapors,
and the envelop is then filled with

Hvolring constenser.

he,
iodically changing capacity constant
conin the receiving circuit.
stantly changing condenser driven
by a motor is shown in the present
diagram.
It is thus apparent that
as the revolving condenser plates
rotate, the capacity of the condenser
increases to a maximum, and decreases to a minimum periodically
thus throwing the secondary circuit
into and out of resonance with the
aerial circuit, and an audible signal
of a frequency proportional to the

A

I.

measure

such voltages or currents, which
might not otherwise be detected.
Audion type vacuum amplifiers are
utilized wnich are connected in a

an

inert

gas,

argon, etc.
be started,

such

When
a

hydrogen,
tube is to
heating curthe starting

as

the

suitable

rent is conveyed to
electrode 9, from a special winding
on the transformer as shown.

Wind-Wheel Electric Generator
(No. 1,233,232; issued to Albert H.
Heyroth.)
A very clever form of wind-wheel
which the
generator
in
electric

speed of rotation of the condenser
produced.
No exact tuning is
is
necessary with this circuit, as the
revolving condenser, within limits,
finds the exact point of resonance
automatically.

Harness
to

that

comprises an inner
this inventor
core of easily fusible metal, a galtape
of suitable breadth
steel
vanized
to nearly envelop a soft metal core,
slot, a braided
longitudinal
leaving a
insulated wrapping and an exterior
of a
preferably
formed
conductor,
galvanized steel tape, helically disexterior.
the
posed on

mounted.

Portable

so

fibrous insulating material surand establish the deit,
sired electrical connection between
outer conductors.
and
inner
the
The fire-detecting wire as devised by

Wold.)

(No.

outlet,

rounding

Thermionic Amplifying Circuit

to fall to the bottom of the
casing, and maintain the head-light
If
ahead position.
straight
a
in
battery current is past thru the
electro-magnets at the top of the
casing, the iron nut is drawn upward and in so doing, it causes the
threaded cap just under the magnets
to rotate, thus, turning the central
stem on which the nead-light is

Rectifier

Meikle.)

the

(No.

heavy

.

(No. 1,230,004; issued to George S.

comes plastic,
ward thru this perforation in the
wall of this cell, and penetrate thru

Magnetic Shift for Head-Lights
(No. 1.233,341; issued to Henry S.
Gove.)
device
shifting
Electro-magnetic
of an auto
head-lights
rotating
for
or other vehicle which involves the
use of an extremely simple motor,
the head-light being mounted rigidly
on a central threaded stem, which
engages a relatively heavy iron nut.

iC), and at the opposite end a miThe coil
crophonic transmitter (D)
may be 6 inches long with an iron
wire core ^ inch in diameter,
wound with five layers of No. 23
The metal
B. & S. magnet wire.
tube (B) absorbs the brush discharges.
The microphonic interrupter (D) acts in unison with the
spring interrupter (C), but is not
it.
connected
with
electrically
Terminals (13 and 14) go to the
line.

This invention provides a simple
deodorizing attachment which may
be readily attached to the wire cage
The
found on all eletcric fans.
patent

1917

F.

Microphonic Buzzer Transmitter

Brown.)

(No. 1,234,650; issued

A

novel use for a battery lamp designed so as to be quickly attached
to or detached from an ordinary
harness, the wires carrying the current to the lamp being concealed
Battery may be
within the traces.

rick
It will be
special circuit as shown.
observed that current from the battery 16 divides at the middle point
of the resistance 15, and flows thru
It is also
the two output circuits.
apparent that the two halves of resistance 1 5 will be equal and op-

to

John Pat-

Ferriter.)

A

buzzer transmitter for the purpose of telegraphing over a wire
telephone circuit or for use as a
telegraph transmitter over a radio
telephone circuit.

C and D will
posite, and points
normally be at the same potential,
and no current flows thru the galWhen key 21 is
vanometer 20.
closed, however, the current will flow
thru the resistance 6, and if the
direction is such as to bring the
terminal
to a higher potential
than the terminal B, the grid'lO will
have a higher potential than grid 11.
This results in the current flowing
thru output circuit to amplifier 8^
being greater than that of amplifierr

wind-wheel itself acts as the rotor
an alternating current dynamo.
The rotating element simply carries
inductor plates, which are caused
to move by a series of stator poles,
which poles carry a series of elec-

of

A

placed in the vehicle, and when the
lamp is to be used a simple plug
connector or sw-tch can be attached
to the trace closing the lamp circuit.
An auxiliary switcn mounted on the
vehicle seat, may be used if desired.
The inventor claims by this arrange-

Thus point C will be at a lower
potential than point D. and current
flow thru the galvanometer 20.
0.

will

windings.
The device
in the same way as an alternating current generator, and also
serves as its own exciter.
The
terminals of the stator windings
may be connected with a rectifier
to
change the alternating current
into a continuous one when so de-

tro-magnetic
acts

The apparatus comprises an actuating coil as shown, which is inclosed in an open-ended metal tube
(B) of brass or copper. At one end
of the coil is a spring interrupter

COPIES OF ANY OF THE ABOVE PATENTS SUPPLIED AT

10c

EACH

sired.
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Phoney Patents
Under

heading are publisht electrical or mechanical ideas which
our clever inventors, for reasons best known to themselves, have as yet
not patented.
We furthermore call attention to our celebrated Phoney
Patent Offiz7 for the relief of all suffering daffy inventors in this country

PAY YOU

as well as for the entire universe.
revolutionizing the Patent business and OFFER YOU THREE
($3.00) FOR THE BEST PATENT. If you take your Phoney
Patent to Washington, they charge you $20.00 for the initial fee and then

Simple sketches and a short description will help our staff of Phoney
Patent examiners to issue a Phoney Patent on your invention in a

this

We are
DOLLARS

you haven't a smell of the Patent yet. After they have allowed the PatThat's $40.00!
ent, you must pay another $20.00 as a final fee.
WE
$3.00 and grant you a Phoney Patent in the bargain, so you
When sending in your Phoney Patent application,
save $43.00!!
be sure that

it

is

as daffy as a lovesick bat.

The

daHier. the better.

jiffy.

PHONEY PATENT

OFFIZZ

Works on Vacuum Cleaner Principle. Suction Created by Smoking. Operates Air Turbine. Which
$3.00: Smokelight.
Turn Energizes Dynamo. The Latter Charges Storage Battery Which Feeds the Current to Electric Lamp. Thus Collisions in
Dark Are Avoided and Keyholes Are Found Easily. Inventor: F. R. Prey, Somerville, IMass.

FIRST PRIZE,
In

Water Turns Paddles 1, Which Thru Gear 2 Work Dynamo 3.
Fills Sails Which Slowly Move Ship.
Thus Ship
This In Turn Drives High-Speed Motor 5, Which Turns Propeller 6 at 3898 R.P.M.
4.
Driven Forward at 49i 4 Nots an Hour. Inventor: Albert Branson, Logan, Pa.

ELECTRIC SAIL0IV10B0AT: Wind

the Latter Charging Storage Battery
Is

:

;
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CLUESTION

This department is for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters. Questions will be answered here for the benefit of all, but only
matter of sufficient interest will be publisht. Rules under which questions will be answered:
Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
1.
Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten or else written in ink, no penciled matter considered.
2.
Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot be answered by mail free of charEe.
3.
If
a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail considerable re4.
search work or intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions are

^

an.^wered.

RESISTANCE OF SEA- WATER.
(842-A.)
inquires

Q.

1.

What

the

is

of

resistance

radio keys and other switches
carrying heavy currents and liable therefore to severe arcing, lies in the fact that

applied to

O. Saterdale, E. Boston, Mass.,
sea-

water and what current could be transmitted thru 1,000 feet of it?

A.

1.

The

resistance of sea water varies

used on the primary of the transformer,
spark coil or other apparatus which the

somewhat of course, but it has an approximate resistance of 5 ohms per cubic centi-

key controls.

meter.

Your question
makes all the

is

very

indefinite,

difference

in

the

as

it

world

whether you wish to compute the amount
of current which could be transmitted thru
one thousand feet of sea water in a pipe
which would of course be a comparatively
easy computation; or whether you wish to
maice such a calculation for an open body
of sea water, such as in a harbor or inlet.
In this case, the matter would become very
involved indeed, and a number of soundings and breadth measurements of the body
of water would have to be taken, and a

strong electro-magnet is connected in
series with the circuit, in most cases. This
magnet for small circuit breakers, may be
of about the same size as a telegraph
sounder electro-magnet, and in any case,
series
blow-out magnet should be
this
wound with wire of the same size as that
a

A Simple Yet

Difficult

Problem.

It

Is

Re-

quired to Break This Circuit With a Minimum of Sparking and the Interrupter Is a
Delicately Mounted One. Easily Vibrating

With

a

Slight Jar.

It is usual to allow from 800 to 1,000
circular mils per ampere, in designing such
blow-out coils, and the electro-magnet
should be provided with suitable tapered
pole-pieces with a small air gap between
them, and so arranged that the break between the platinum or other contacts of
the circuit-breaker takes place between the
magnet pole-pieces. In this way the arc
will be blown out by the magnetic field.

i ODD PHOTOS WANTED m ELECTROLYTIC PRODUCTION OF
AT $1.00 EACH!!!
m
i
HYDROGEN.
so
mean of these values
of
=
cross-sectional
area
Now
the time to make your J
obtain the average
Ridgeway, Pa.,
A. Luchs,
(&14.)
The resistance of a cross-sec- H Kodak pay for itself in a real practi- ^ asks a number of questions regarding the
the water.
interesting
square
are
centimeters
cal
We
way.
after
tion of sea water 10
g photographs
g electrolytic production of hydrogen.
would only be 1/100 of the resistance of a
of oitt-of-the-ordinary J
g
With respect to the explosive qualscientific
subThe
current
in
radio
and
electrical,
H ityA.of hydrogen
cubic centimeter,
H
gas, would say that this
cash
transmitted
thru
ivilling
to
which
could
be
jects
are
pay
$1.00
amperes
and
H
^
an explosive only when mixed with
would
be
use.
Please
of
water
every
one
we
can
sea
a certain resistance
^ for
J oxygen or with
which
the same
given by Ohm's law or
H bear in mind that for half-tone re- ^ thing.
=
£
production in a magazine, a photo- B
The most efficient way, and the one now
= graph should be particularly sharp ^ used
C = —.
commercially in the largest oxygenclear.
a subject W
R
Of course,
g and
producing plants in the country,
g happens to interest us particularly B hydrogen
producing hydrogen or oxygen gas
g welt, we can have the photo retouched, g by that
CONDENSER FOR REDUCING
acthe electrolysis of water, which
H For the general run of subjects, how- M. complisht
SPARKING.
by passing a strong electric curdoes not pay to go to such H
ever,
g
rent thru
Charles Honeywell, Gloversville,
(842.)
Therefore, please take pains g
g expense.
following data
given by one of
N. Y., asks:
H to properly focus and expose your g theTheleading
manufacturers of oxygen and
often happens that a M
Can you suggest proper size of g pictures.
Q.
= really mediocre subject well photo- g hydrogen gas. A current of 2 volts and
condenser to eliminate sparking at bell cirand 4.8 cubic
used per
600 amperes
wins approval over an ex- g
cuit contact shown in diagram?
H graphed
feet of oxygen and 9.6 cubic feet of hydrocellent subject poorly photographed. H
H And
Concerning the special electrical
A.
gen per hour are produced with this cursend us plate or Aim "nega- H
g
contact which you are experimenting with,
= lives";don't
rent of 1,200 watts. The U. S. Army balsend unmounted or mounted J
would advise that without more exact deloon electrolizers use 1,000 watt hours to
g "prints," preferably a light and a dark g produce
as to how you have the special contact
7J4 cubic feet hydrogen and 5.76
H
g one.
arranged, we cannot very well advise you
cubic feet of
per
As to what to photograph: Well, M gallons of water
as to how to overcome the trouble.
B
The electrolytic
are required.
= that's hard for us to say. We leave g hydrogen
would be posWe should think that
used for producing these two
B that up to you, and every reader now B apparatus
sible to make the spring tension acting on
usually deimportant commercial gases
has the opportunity to become a re- g
your contact sufficiently strong so that the
g
signed so that the two gases are collected
= porter of the latest things in the realm S separately
contact will not be jarred shut by a slight
and independently; the hydrogen
H of Electricity, Radio— and Science. B gas being evolved
mechanical disturbance.
at the negative electrode
But, please remember
the "odd, m
J
A condenser will only help you indirectly g novel or practical stunts" that we are
and the oxygen gas at the positive elecg
in solving this problem,
you have the
trode.
You will do verj' well to obtain a
interested
Every photo submitted g
H
contact member arranged so delicately that
copy of U. S. Patent No. 1,219.966 describ=
should be accompanied by a brief de- g
the slightest jar will cause
to close. We
ing an improved form of electrolytic gas
scription of 100 to ISO words.
Give g
g
would like to advise you further, but feel
generator as used for the commercial proE
the "facts" — don't worry about the g
that
would only be a w-aste of time to
duction of these products, and which we
s
We'll attend to that. Enclose g
style.
discuss matters which we do not quite
= stamps if photos are to be returned ^ can supply at 10 cents.
understand for the reasons above stated.
With reference to the proper ratio of
=
and place a piece of cardboard in the g
Your trouble apparently seems to
in the
to make the most
hydrogen gas and
s
envelope with them to prevent mutila- g
manner of arrangement of the contact.
explosive mixture, we would suggest that
tion.
Look
around your town and g
g
Besides the condenser the principle of the
would
try this out by experiment, as
g see what you can And that's interest- g you
ihagnetic blow-out could be applied to overdepend to some extent on the quality of
come the arcing at your contact, but even
would vary for different
the air
Address photos to — Editor "Odd g
the latter would seem to hardly be of any
levels, and an adjustable mixer valve should
Experimenter,
Photos,"
Elecxmcal
g
distinct benefit to you,
the design of
g
similar
any such work as
used
g 233 Fulton Street, New York City. g be
the contact
not properly carried out.
to the carburetor employed universally on
as
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LARGE AND SMALL WIRE
SAME CIRCUIT.

411

IN

Ohio, asks whether
E. H. C
(845)
several sizes of wire can be used in the
same circuit in a satisfactory manner.
,

A.

1.

VVitli

regard to running a 3-phase

7200-volt line one-half mile, to deliver current to a bank of 3-25 K.V.A. 25-cycle,
6600-volt
to
440-volt
transformers for
power load would advise as follows
have not made any calculations on
this problem, but assume that you are taking care of these calculations yourself.
}l<)wever, regarding the use of various sizes
of wire in the transmission line, would
advise that so long as the smallest size of
conductor used is not below the minimum
allowable cross sectional area, in circular
mils, as computed by the usual A.C. formula for such circuits, then it will not
matter in the least for all practical purposes, whether you use several different
sizes of wire in the circuit or not.

We

That is if, say, No. 6 B & S conductor
was given by the usual voltage-drop formula, then so long as any of the pieces of
wire to be used are not smaller than No.
6 gage, the circuit will operate satisfactorily.
Of course it is the usual case that no
one would want to use sections of conductor larger in size than that absolutely required by the conditions surrounding the
problem, but of course in your case, there
is an e.xception as you state, owing to the
fact that you have a quantity of various
sized conductors on hand for the installation

in question.

REPELLING TORPEDOES WITH
A. C. ELECTRO-MAGNETS.
John Davidson, Ohio, asks several
questions regarding A. C. magnets to be

SEND NO MON£Y
USE THESE ELECTRICAL BOOKS SEVEN DAYS
AT OUR EXPENSE

(846.)

used for repelling torpedoes.
A. 1. We have considered such an

elec-

trical device as you describe, and which is
supposed to repel metallic bodies such as

those

made

of steel or iron.

Considered from a fundamental electrical viewpoint, an ordinary magnet excited
by a direct current will not exert any repelling effect on an iron or other body.
It
is possible to create a magnetic repulsion
effect if powerful alternating current electro-magnets are used, but this effect exists
only over a distance of a few inches at the
most, and several inventors have recently
proposed that it would be a good idea to
put a belt of these powerful A.C. electromagnets around the waterline of a steamship so as to repel torpedoes and the like.
While we are on the subject, it is well to
point out that if this arrangement was carried out that firstly, the cost would be practically prohibitive, and secondly there would
be no repulsion effect exerted on the torpedo, which is made of steel, for the reason
that it would not be of the proper shape.

To produce

a repulsion effect between an
iron core within an a.c. magnet coil and a
copper or aluminum inductor, the latter
must be made in a ring form either square
or round, so that induced currents are set
up in this ring which will produce within
the ring an opposing magnetic field, which
reacts with the inducing a.c. field of the

electro-magnet just

mentioned.

COMPUTING

SIZE OF ELECTRIC
LIGHT WIRING.

(847.)
Roy N. Meier, Wayne, Nebr.,
wishes to know how the size of wire for
lighting circuits is computed.

A. 1. One of the simplest and most reliable rules for computing the proper size of
a conductor to be used for wiring a house
for lights, etc., is the modification of Ohm's
law which states that the resistance of the
wire in the circuit (both legs) in ohms should
equal the volts drop in the circuit, divided
by the current in amperes in the circuit.
y.o\i..beiiefit

By merely filling in and mailing the coupon below you can get this complete set of the
Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity on trial. Use these books for seven full days before
you make up your mind whether or not you want them. If you keep them, "you may
pay the special advertising price in easy installments of $2.00 a moath. If you don't
want them, you may send them back at our expense and you won't be out a penny.
Remember, we pay the shipping charges both ways.

A MASSIVE ELECTRICAL LIBRARY— NOT HANDBOOKS
These seven splendid volumes contain

all the knowledge you need in order to earn big
in the electrical field.
They are not thin handbooks, but thick, encyclopediavolumes, handsomely bound in half red morocco leather, gold stamped. Each
one measures 7 by 10 inches, and is 2 inches thick.
This big size permits the use of large and comprehensive illustrations, plates, diagrams, etc. Over 3,000 cuts are contained in the Cyclopedia's 3,500 pages.
The completeness of the Cyclopedia will be a revelation to
Read These Subjects
you.
Everything electrical is explained in plain, simple
Elenienls of Electricltv^
English every technical point is made clear. Each volume
Electrical
Measurements
— Un derwrl ters' Keq u Ire
is carefully cross-indexed for instant reference.
menls— Theory, CaJcula-

money
size

—

-

tZfkft
*Jy^^

W

/-«

\A/g>o1y

^"'"

*^'S *""'

—

— ^"

Uon,
Design
Bmictlon of

insignificant

WT t:KK. one this wealth of electrical
yours. But you don't have to send us a penny
until you have used the books for seven days.
Then, if you
decide to keep them, send only $2.00 a month 50c a week
until the special advertising price of $19.80 has been paid.
The regular price of these pay-raising books is $35.00.
information

—
—
Electro-Cheniistry — Electric
Elerators— ElecLrio Welding and Heating — Wire
—

and Wlroleaa Telegraphy.

—

—

American Technical Society
Dept. E-7447 Chicaoo. U.S.A.
'

FREE!

Send No Money — Just the Coupon
See these books for yourself before you buy. Remeniyou don't risk a penny or assume a single obligation.
The books will be sent by prepaid express
to any one within the boundaries of the United
States or Canada, and they may be returned at
our expense if they fail to please. But you must
i
act now
This generous offer cannot be con*
*
tinned indefinitely. Send the coupon now.
l)er,

j

!

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY
Dept. E-7447

Machinery

Batteries— Applied

year's Consulting Membership in the American Technical
Society regular price $12.00 ^will be included with all orders for a limited time. Tlie advice of an entire corps of
electrical experts is yours to help you
in your progress
'
for a whole year

MachineryTransmission

Electric Rallwaj-s Power
StaUong
Switchboards
and Switching
Storage

Consulting Service Free
A

—Generatiira
Djnanio-

Lighting

Power

—

—

Con-

and Motors

Electric

is

and

/

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

t

^

Please send me the Cyclooedia
of Applied Electricity for seren
days' free examination. If I decide to buy. I will send you %1 00
'
in seven days, and the balance at
the rate of $2.00 a month, until
$19.80 has been paid. Then you will
•
send mo a receipt showlne that the
set of books and the $12.00 consultlnr
membership are mine and fully paid
for.
If I Uilnk that I can get
alone
without the books. I will return
them
after seven days, at your expense

"'"""'

Address.
Reference.
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It is usual to allow about 3 volts drop
from the main panel board to the lamps.

In making the final selection of the
proper size of wire to be used for light and
power circuits reference should be made to
the Fire Underwriters' rules and tables,
and if they specify a slightly larger conductor than the one given by the above formula, then that is the one that should be
used of course.
With reference to the size of fuses to
be used on the main panel board, these
should be a multiple of the fuses in the
branch circuits. For example if a panel
board supplies four branch blocks, each
fused at 5 amperes, then the panel board
should be fused at 4 times 5, or 20 amperes,

Mesco Telegraph Practice Set
For Learning Telegraph Codes

etc.

The Practice Set comprises a regular telegraph key, without circuit breaker, a special
high pitch buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry
Battery, and four feet of green silk covered
flt-xible

October,

1917

substance (H.S) is present in the liquid,
and can be obtained by evaporation. (This
is not, however, the case with HCl.)
The
solution of the gas will, however, give certain chemical reactions, as, turning litmus,
and when deposited on a silver coin, will
produce a black stain of silver sulfid.

OSCILLATING

A. C.

MOTOR.

E. W. Cleave, Oakland, Calif.,
(850.)
wants to know if an A.C. motor can be
built in which the rotor will oscillate back

and forth instead of rotating.
A. 1. Concerning
oscillating
squirrelcage A.C. motor, we must say to the best
of our knowledge, there is no method of
winding such a motor so as to cause the
rotor to oscillate back and forth thru say.

cord.

omp//f/er

The key and buzzer are mounted on a
highly finished wood base, and three nickel
plated binding posts are so connected
the set may be used for five different
poses.

that

pur-

For the beginner, the set is of exceptional
value, for it may be used for individual code
practice or for operation of a two party line,
which is an excellent method of quickly
After the beginner has
learning the code.
mastered the code, the set may be used in
his wireless outfit for setting the detector
in adjustment, and also the key may be used
to control the spark coil.

Recommended

for schools, as it gives exservice for class instruction in code
directions
with each set.
work.
Full
The main object of the set is to enable the
beginner to master the telegraph codes. The
buzzer emits a sound similar in pitch and
tone to that heard in wireless receivers.
cellent

Every beginner needs one of these sets,
and as it is the equivalent of five different
sets,

the price

very low.

is

List No.
342.
Telegraph

tery

only,

Telegraph

Practice Set
battery or Cord

344.

Send

40OO me/er

$2.70

coi/p/er

2.55

Connections of a One-Step Amplifier and Audion Detector Arranged to be Quickly Switched
In For Undamped Waves Up to 10.000 Meters or Damped (Spark) Signals Under 4,000 Meters Wave Length.

W28

Ready about Oct. 1st

WIRING DIAGRAM.

pocket size, contains 248 pages, with over 1.000
illustrations and describes In plain, clear language
Buttons. Batteries. Telephone
all about Bells, Push
1(1 Telegraph Material,
Electric Toys. Burglar and
r:r. Alarm Contrivances, Electric Call Bells. Electric
Alarm Clocks. Medical Batteries, Motor Boat Horns,
Electrically Heated Apparatus. Battery Connectors.
Switches. Battery Gauges, Wireless Telegraph Instruments, Ignition Supplies, etc.
It

is

Send

for the Catalog

Leroy F. Bremmer, Fort Dodge,
(848.)
Iowa, wants to know
Q. 1. What is the wave length of an
aerial 80 feet long, 4 wires, 55 and 38 feet
high, with lead-in 100 feet long.
A. L The wave length of your antenna
is 350 meters.
Q. 2. Please show diagram of connections of a one-step amplifier which can be

Now

Manhattan

Electrical
Supply Co., inc.

NewYerk:
17

changed

wave

ST. LOUIS:

Chicago:

1106 Pine
114 S. 5th Ave.
Park Place
San Francisco Office: 601 Mlidloa St

Electric

St.

Row Boat Motor
Makeyour Row Boat
;i

n

tlfitric

Laiincb.

UuvaJewfl Detachable
Itoat Muturrun by
Noorlcror
rli-cirlcity.

Row

ca.sullne.
(l;iiii:eruU3
Simple, iiolself^-i

j

1

ami powerful
Attaches to any
Row Boat and

.'olt

I

Inside your storaRe battery through the
window. See condition of

open

and heicht of electrolyte. If you need a
new automobile starting Battery buy a Jewel
and save money.
&-60 Si>ecial S8,50.
Motorcycle Electric IJghtins Syatem
platea

'it

The Jewel Generator Motorcycle Starage Battery and
wKntpd.

Is in great
Write tor prirps and rntalo; £.

JEWEL ELECTRIC COMPANY, 112N.

demand.

FItth Av.,

Q0.25
^^

STROMBERC CARLSON
.

RADIO HEAD SET
Stromberg

-

Ai^eDU

CHICAGO

Carlson Telep^'One
Rochester. N. Y.

Mfg.

You

Coi

benefit by

10,000 meter undamped
4,000 meter spark set by

from a

a
Please

to

switches.
show all necessary instruments in hookup.
.\. 2. Diagram
herewith shows connections of the necessary instruments. The
double-throw, double-pole switch is employed for changing from the 10,000 meter
coupler to the 4,000 meter coupler. In receiving spark stations it is essential that the
grid loading coil is short-circuited by
means of the switch as shown. To receive
spark station the D. P. D. T. switch is
is

it

successful year.

complete lighting system

set

thrown

runs on two six
Batteries. This la our 5th

OPEN WINDOW BATTERY
Look
patented

©

no

Our New Edition of our

for

Catalog

Price
Practice Set, with Bat-

and Cord

to the left and for
placed to the right.

undamped wave

HYDROGEN SULFID IN WATER
A PHYSICAL OR A CHEMICAL
SOLUTION?

IS

(849.)
S. Lenkin. Washington, D. C,
wants to know if hydrogen sulfid (HiS) in
water is a physical or a chemical solution,
and why.
.A. 1. Hydrogen sulfid in water is a physsolution.
When the gas is past into
the water there is no evidence of any effervescence or of any precipitat forming (unless lead is present in the water which will
cause the H^^S to precipitat the lead as an
insoluble sulfid).
This oneration is someimes called a simple solution, the origiical

mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter^' when writing

^th

nal

We

of a revolution as you suggest.
that you take up this
with the Engineering Department

would suggest

matter
of the General Electric Co.. Schenectadj',
N. Y., as we have an idea, if we recollect
correctly, that that concern b.ave a special
alternating current apparatus, which operates on a principle somewhat like the one

you

outline.

LARGE SPARK COIL DESIGN.
B. P. B., Chicago, 111., asks about
constructing a large spark coil.
A. 1. It is often the case, as you suggest
that the efficiency, and therefore the length,
of spark produced by a given induction coil
will be intensified by substituting a vulcanized fiber, or a hard rubber tube for a pasteboard one, if that is the kind of tube now
separating the primary and secondary coils
in your apparatus.
(851.)

Some makers have used to very good
advantage a glass tube, the point at issue
being to have the very best insulation possible between the primary and secondary,
owing to the verv' high voltages induced in
the secondary' winding, which will of course
always attempt to jump the shortest possible path or gap, such as around the ends
of the primary insulating tube into the iron
core.

For

this

reason in designing large induc-

tion coils, above the 2-inch spark size, it is
invariably the practise to so proportion the
secondary winding that it shall not come all
the way to the end of the primary insulating tube, but a considerable distance from
it.

You are correct in your statement accompanied by diagram (Fig. 1) relative to the
connection between various secondary sections, but this is the older and practically
to

adzcrttsers.

October.
obsolete
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manner of making these connec-

and most always leads

to dissatisfaction at an early date, for the reason that
there is a very high potential always existtions,

Ouh/de lead

tem!

terml
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hurt.
(Special 8 Inis., black, $1.25.)'
•vliul ordera prompUy flUed.
FREE suppl.v
if ink Willi retail orders.
Agents wanted.

I'uif

ur niaiiiluldirij;.
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I

and New Method of Arranging Spark
Coil Secondary Sections.
In Method of Fig.
1, the Full Potential of Each "Pie" Tends to
Jump Between the Lead and the Winding.

to connect first two inside leads
together and then two outside leads, etc.,
etc., reversing every other "pie" of course
as it is placed in position over the primary
insulating tube.
The Editor has generally
found it most convenient and practical to
secure the primary element with its insulating tube in place in a vertical position by
means of wooden blocks, etc. This could
easily be arranged, and a few blocks may
be used if necessary to form a sufficiently
high base at the point where the first "pie"
will come.
All leads should be soldered,
using a non-corrosive flux. You will find
a number of excellent books on this subject illustrated in our "Book Catalog."

practise

J.

27

ULLRICH &
Street

CO.,

New York

^S^ILEARN TELEGRAPHY^§fif3;
-"
"7^^::n:MORSE and WIRELESS-r_L_—

TEAOH VOURSEUP
in half the

usual time, at trifling cost, with the
wonderful Automatic Transmitter. THE OMNICRAPH.
Sends unlimited Morse or Continental messages, at
any speed, just as an expert operator wouM,

Adopted by U. S. Gov't.

4 styles.

Catalogue free.

OMNICRAPH MFC.
39L

Cortlandt St.

CO.

New York

anBeliiiultheKa

(852.) Cecil Mathers, Miami, Fla., dea hook-up for a buzzer system to
work on lighting circuits.
sires

;

R.

Thames

" THERE'S MONEY IN IT"

BUZZER TRANSMITTER FOR
LIGHTING CIRCUITS.
A. 1. We give you herewith diagram of
connections for two buzzers, batteries and
keys to be used with ground return and
electric light or other circuit, for the purpose of transiTiitting telegraphic signals
over a one mile range.
Both telephone receivers (of the usual
7S-ohm type) should be connected to the
same line wire i.e., both of them should
be connected to either tlie positive or the
negative line wire. If you experience any
trouble due to a grounded system, a small
fixt condenser should be connected in series
with the telephone receiver at each station.

\--r~-

S
1 no InK
/ni, r'encilS
Pt^nr-i/n
* M.UU

Old

ing between tlie top of one section or "pie,"
and the down-coming lead wire from the
adjacent "pie." It is the best and modern

Y. M. C. A. ^-^

Ave., near Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.
13 minutes to New York City Hall

is equally as important today as the Man behind the
gun, as well as the Man in the trench.

i

The Government and Merchant Marine need thousands of
R.-\INED operators now, the demand far exceeding the supply.
Men are needed urgently for the Naval Reserve, Naval
Militia, and Signal Corps, etc., etc.
Pick your rating before you, are drafted.
.Special short code courses. Day or Evening for those desiring
to join any branch of Radio for Government Service. Fall classes
both Day and Evening start Oct. 1st. Send in your enrollment
1

today.

Students from

all

over the countrv.

The Eastern Radio Institute is endorsed by the United
States Government and Marconi Co.
Send for free booklet
today, containing interesting photos, etc.

Lighting C/rcu/f
o\'7S o/im te/ receiyer -fc

©
Simple Buzzer Telegraph for Use on Lighting

or

Power

Circuits.

899B Boylston

I
I

et,

JAPANESE USE ELECTRICITY.
The use of electricity lor lighting
idly increasing in Japan, even in the
of the poorest classes in the cities.
You

rap-

I

homes

I

is

benefit

\ame

1 Address

by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing

to

St.,

Boston.

send to address below your 64.page bookgiving full information about your school.

i^lcase

advertisers.
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ELECTRIC "ZIG-ZAGGER" AIDS
SHIPS TO FOIL U-BOATS.
^Continued from page 367)
officer of one of the large British
merchant ships has invented a simple and
very effective "zig-zag control board," which

iMay Learn Theory, Code and Laws of Radio
Tm unication in Our School or at Your Home

the

It consists of a
herewith illustrated.
board about two or three feet square, carrying in its center a clock, and on each side
of the clock a series of alternate green and
red cards and glow lamps, each card and
lamp corresponding to the starboard and
port courses on which the ship is being navigated at any given time. Above the clock,
extending across the head of the board, is
plotted a zig-zag course which it will take
the ship one hour to cover.
is

fitting you for positions paying good salaries with wonderful
chance to travel the world over. It's the most interesting profession known and the demand for skilled operators is increasing.

Send stamp for catalog giving
open Oct. 2nd.

NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL,

14th

Resident classes

facts.

& U Su., N. W., WasUngton, D.C.

^ WASHINGTON ^/rUs'^J.'r''^'''

In

System
The Monitor Detector
FOR THE
Automatic announcement of fire in its incipiency.
Automatic control and closing of factory fire doors and shutters.
Annunciation of rising temperatures in refrigeration plants.
Annunciation of falling temperatures and automatic lighting of heaters

The

in

Agents wanted and territorial rights granted.
Let us give you a demonstration.

Fimsbed Brass Specialties

Equipment

Mzrioe Supplies Fire

for

N.

Pat. rcpb7.
23, '$9
patents

Y., U. S. A.

otlier

pending

Steamships aod Builffings

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC MOTORS
OPERATING ON

A. C.

1,40

TO

OR

C— 110 TO

D.

130

VOLTS

CATALOGUE FREE

1/8 H. P.

THIS
1/20

H.

P.

MOTOR
$ "7 .50
M.
6000 R. P.

£.

Being Csed Successfully for Grinding, PoUsMng. Driving oiu.ill Machinery, Sewing Machines, Fans, Wireless Spark
Laps. Electric Fountains, Check Endorsers, Humidors, Valve
Grinders, Electric Hair Clipper* and numerous other appllancee.

A

Complete with
Pulley

Emery Wheel
Bufflng Wheel
chucks
cord and Plug

MOTOR OF UNIVERSAL APPUCATION
Base Pulley and Chucks Easily Detached

If

Your Dealer Cannot

Supply You, Order
From Us Direct

^"^

Racine Universal Motor Co.
Makas

of

^^cmi^LGoriLL*''"'

RACINE FANS, VACUUM CLFJiNERS, VIBRATORS AND

the

MOTOR APPUANCES of aBkindi

ship

say,

The helm

MAGNETIC

(top)

commences her zig-zag course
2 o'clock, at which hour the helm
thrown over and the ship's course is
is
altered 30 degrees to port of the true course.
[The original conception of this "zig-zag"
control board zvas limited to automatically
warning the helmsman every time the rudThe heltnsder was to be thrown over.
man then set the electrical clock contact to
ring after the next leg of the course had
been completed, thus introducing manual
control, which may or may not be a desirable feature. The editors have given this
device considerable thought and suggest a
full automatic electrical control of the rudder during such ''zig-zag" runs, leaving of
course the manual control always operative
in the event that the course might have to
be suddenly changed or when the automatic
She continues on this
control might fail.]
course until seven and one-half minutes
past 2 o'clock, when the minute-hand of
the clock makes electrical contact with a
bell which rings loudly, announcing that the
time has come to change course again.
(In the original scheme; in the revised
plan shown in the diagram herewith the
contact closed by the clock hand causes the
proper relay to fimction, running the "port"
or "starboard" rudder motor for a predetermined time, sufficient to pull the rudder
over sufficiently to start the new course.)
at,

warehouses, piers, etc.
Illustrated booklet mailed upon application.

St.,

accompanying chart

line represents the true course
which, in this case, is, let us say, due north.

Automatic control and dropping of asbestos fire curtain and opening all
theatre exit doors.
Control of automatic sprinklers, etc.
Complete protection for hotels, homes, steamships, theatres, factories,

104 Centre

the

straight

citrus groves.

NEW YORK BRASS FOUNDRY CO.,

first

is

now thrown

over, and the ship

put on a course 45 degrees to starbosu-d
of the true course. This course is maintained for ten minutes, when another electrical contact is made, the bell rings, and
the ship is turned the necessary number of
degrees to port until she is on a northern
course, parallel with her true course.
is

F-F BATTERY BOOSTER

RECTIFIER
Patented

NEW FULL WAVE— HIGH EFFICIENCY

Apnl 1916

For Public or Private Use

You yourself can KEEP YOUR BATTERY
FULLY CHARGED and give it a REFORMIXG
CHARGE when necessary right in the car. You
save a big charging bill and expensive rental battery.
No delay, bother or nuisance whatever.
Bip profit in taking batteries in to recharge.
<) perattfs from Lamp Socket on
10 volt 60 cycle current
Get Bulletin No. 12
1

$18 Complete ^"'q* b
THE FRANCE MANUFACTURING
and

Jobbers

Dealers

It

type,

Cleoeland

CO., Cleveland, Ohio

the

United

States a

STORAGE BATTERIES FOR ALL PURPOSES^,.,,.-^
Better Batteries for Less

Money

^^'^'^\'%*

^5

Backed by An Exceptional
Guarantee
The MaHtCQuiJity

v* o

>*

sr<>

^^ ^ W* ^_,^^-^

Price

WE MANUFACTURE

BATTERIES

You

benefit by mentioning

"The

N. T.Depol—974 Sth Are.. N. Y.

Electrical

The course herewith shown is a purely
The navigator can plot
suppositious one.
anv course he may desire in a few minutes'

The explanation

Capacity
Quality

Bedford Are., Brocklyn. N. Y.

twenty- four hours; but it is better, surely,
to lose fifty miles of distance than to lose
the ship.

time, and having done that, he has merely
to shift the electrical contacts from hole to
hole around the periphery of the clock, in
accordance with the zig-zag as plotted.

FOR EACH MAKE OF AUTOMOBILE

PALIM.MARKO 4 C0.,Idc..1191

There are seven changes of course during the hour, at the end of which, the ship
In this
is back again on her true course.
particular zig-zag a 12-knot ship loses two
knots of distance in one hour, which represents a loss of about fift>' miles in the

City

Experimenter" tvhen writing

given

so

far will

un-

doubtedy make clear the action of the "elecLet us
trical zig-zag" course apparatus.
now consider one change of the course right
straight thru to see just

what happens.

is suddenly
officer
navigating
throws in the proper switches to permit
the automatic helmsman to take control of
the ship's rudder. The clock may be turned

Suppose the "zig-zag" course

decided

upon.

to advertisers.

The

I

:
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so that the hour hand witli its attached contact is just on the hour. The first stationary
contact is thus Hvened up, causing the rudder motor to function, and the ship to take
its first lap on the "zi^-zag" course or 30
In order that the helm motor shall
to port.
run just long enough to throw the rudder

415

LONG LIVE WIRELESS!

.-VMERIC.M

You Need a

proper course angle, the stationary
clock contact could be made a certain lengtli
or else a dash-pot time switch can be used
to the

GOOD PLIER

the circuit to cut off the motor after the
proper time has elapsed.
But this is not all of the problem by any
can't leave the helm thrown
means.
over, say 30° to port, indefinitely, or. the
vessel would turn a complete circle.
will have to use either an automatic time
relay to close the opposite motor circuit
and rectify the rudder to a position parallel
with the ship's keel, or better yet, rig up a
special gyroscopic compass so that when
tlie ship has turned and lined up on its
new course, the compass will actuate a
relay controlling the opposite helm motor
and pull the rudder to its central posftion.
in

1

Coiilinitcd frotn paijc 38'J)

issue we are going to
with the
print a monthly list of names of those
young men who think sufficiently of their
services to Uncle Sam as radio operators.
This list will be termed;

November

RADIO ROLL OF HONOR.
ot

this

you

article

will

find

a blank to be signed by you. Fill it out at
once and mail it today.
There are no
charges, no expenses.
Sign the blank, showing that you are a
good citizen and that you are prepared to
<\o your "bit" for your country.
We pledge
ourselves to publish every name sent in to
us even tho we have to run ten solid pages
of names a month.
You may never be called for service, but
in the years to come you will look with
satisfaction and pride upon the "Radio Roll
of Honor" containing your name, in mute
testimonv of vour genuine patriotism.
Now amateurs, all together LONG LIVE

—

is

steel

plier

your efforts toward betwork.
Nickel-plated,
in.
with combination
6J/2
jaws and screw driver in
handle.
Style 1024, sample
60c.
Circulars
of other
late
ter

We

The gyroscopic compass
At the end

forged

here of "RED
DEVIL" quality will stimushown

We

THE AMATEUR'S OPPORTUNITY.

drop

•\

styles free.

SMITH & HEMENWAY CO, INC
107 Coit Street, Irvington, N. J.

rugged enough

stand this work, but it would not be
necessary to fit any rubbing contacts to it.
.\ Tesla relay would do the work, the relay
current passing thru a spark, or the proper
contacts could be dosed by an inductic
mechanism. The plans here shown include
tell-tale lamp signals, which indicate the
course the ship is changing to, and also
two distinct "zig-zag" course charts, each
good for one hour's sailing. One course
is the exact converse of the other, i. c.. the
first lap of 7^2 minutes on the left-hand
chart is run at 30° port the corresponding
lap on the right-hand chart is rim at 30°
to

;

starboard

:

Jl THE UNDERSIGNED,
^1 Station described in full in this application. My
^'t since
apply for membership in the RADIO LEAGUE OF AMERICA.

all,

am
,

the owner of a Wireless
station has been in use
and I herewith desire to
I

will abide

by all the rules of the LEAGUE, and I particularly pledge my services as a
Radio operator, or for Signal Corps duty to the United States Government
when called vipon.
I

States

understand that

Government

this

blank with

officials at

my

signature will be sent to the United
will make a record of my name.

Washington, who

Name

Witnesses to signature

work

the

State.

what your
.191

Station and Apparatus

No books

vrork.

money

it

TinJing out

costs

not/iirtt^.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 5 3 5 6, SCRANTON. PA.
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Practical

I
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is

Telephony
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Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Gas EnKlneer

words per minute.
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age

you

Kxplain, without obllgattnc me. how
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I

words per minute.

years.
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buy.
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There's big
today.

My

fascinating.

discovery and development of new
lines (such as wireless telegraphy and telephony), from time to time, promise attractive
and paying fields to those who wish to
spet.alize.
The ivill to do and Special Training wiWbnng success to you.
The International Correspondence Schools
can help you to become an expert in electrical
work, no matter what branch you like best.
Thousands of young men have already won
You can do
success through I. C. S. help.

after

Description^ofl

is

The

Everything la
as well as anybody, i/yoii try.
made so clear that you can learn in your
spare time, regardless of where you live or

City...

Date.

in Electricity

The electrical industries offer wonderful
opportunities to boys with a liking for Electricity.
The salaries paid to trained men are
large, promotion comes rapidly and, best of
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FIRING BOMBS BY ELECTRICITY.
(Conlinued from page 370)
the cable, and this of course is but a
few ounces. Even the sudden jerk after
releasing the bomb is not imparted to the
vire
the reel takes it nearly all.
Now, the observer thru hi.-; trench periscope watches the flight of the bomb. His
one hand rests on the switch which is connected to a thirty- or forty-volt storage
battery, while the bomb-cable connects with
the switch and the batter)' also. By merely
throwing the switch, the man at the periscope can set off the distant bomb at the
if

ELECTRICflL|XPERIMENTERS DEMAND

FORSTRENCTH /

—

^

i

proper moment. WTiat this proper moment
depends of course upon circumstances as
veil as the will of the operator.

m- s

is

And now we come

^y.

FOR
IGNITION

;,:<r

where

Suppose during a dark night we
hundred of these bombs in
no man's land" (the strip of land between
mr own and the enemy's trench). They
nay rest peacefully here for days or months
The fine
.veil hidden by plants or dirt.
ables running toward our own trench can

hrow

HIGH AMPERAGE

RECUPERATIVE
••

POWER

THE GOLD

he advances toward us. Such tacsure to demoralize the bravest
troops, and the second advancing column
vill hesitate, not knowing if there is not
mother set of bombs, which may go off at
feet, as

••

are

tics

SEI3L B/ITTERY CO.

NEW YORK

several

hardly be seen. The enemy therefore is uniware of the hidden bombs. It goes with)ut saying that all the cables are connected
•o one central point under supervision of
me or more operators. If now the enemy
A'ishes to raid our trench we can set off
the entire string of bombs right under his

BATTERY WITH
a WONDERFUL.

60IDSEAL

iny second.
Of course,

CITY

VIOLET- RAYS!
NEW

LIFE,

POWER, HEALTH

and

BEAUTY

in

man-elous delightful \'IOLET-R.\YS.
Newest
and most powerful form of electricity, causing neither
muscular contraction nor pain of any kind.
the

cians

who

use

it

is

endorsed by thousands of Physi-

daily.

SOOTHING, rNr\'IGOR.\TING, CURATIVE VIOLET-RAYS. \\onderfuUv quick results
obtained in treating SC.\LP, FACE and BODY.
Health bringing OZONE forced into the blood, producing an abundance of VITALITY.

Sent on Free Trial
Simple in construction and operation. The VIOLETTA
is especially adapted for personal use in the home.
Will operate on alternating or direct current or battery.
and

GUAR.VXTEED.
Free Book

New

Send for our new beautifully illustrated book on VIOLETTA.
Tells all about the marvels of \'iolet-Rays. Read what scientists and doctors have to say.
Post card brings book and all
particulars of special low price and free trial otifer.
Dealers
write

BLEADON-DUNN
208

CO.

NORTH FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO

WIRELESS

WbUe fuur rtLaUon U dismantled ;ou can fttudj and
build apparaius.
Buy from our stocba wtilcb w« itlU
tnalntalD cotniilfle

THE ELECTRO-SET

CO.

THE NEWMAN-STERN

NOW KNOWN AS

CO..
Cleveland, O.

Dept.

E-15

the

to

bomb

"bomb"

into

once more
us turn from the murderous
more humane.
Instead of filling
let

our bomb with a high explosive, let us fill
it with chloroform.
Our Fig. 2 illustrates
«vich a bomb.
It is composed of two hemispheres separated by a soft gasket, .'\fter
irtly tilhng the bomb with chloroform,
he remaining air is pumped out, thus leavng a vacuum. This will cause the hemis>heres (working on the famous "Magdeurg Hemispheres" principle") to hold to'ether as if riveted. The two ends of the
lectric cable go to a fusible plug in the
vail of the bomb which when melted by a
eated platinum wire allows either air or
hloroform to leave the bomb. Or othervise a minute electrically fired charce of

lA

ALTERNATORS!

We have a complete line of sturdy, efficient gen
erators and alternators from 100 to 1000 watts
We furnish complete parts for these finishexl
ready to assemble with instructions to wind
Transformers made to order. Send for catalofo^e

f
the "powers that be" do not approve
the chloroform bombs, they may replace
lie narcotic with oil.
In this way the enire trench of the enemy can be set on fire
hen setting off the bombs.
1

f

ALL AT FACTORY PRICES

Probably quite a
•

Si.. Buffalo.

N.T

lorrrpst

fired
benefit

to

two hemispheres,
praying the trench with chloroform. If a
ufficient number of such bombs are thrown
nto a trench, the occupants will promptly
•''I
to sleen for some time to come.
No.
this idea is not half so ridiculous as it
seems, and we may see it tried yet.

BfrtTiann Motor Works. 442-446 Niaflra

You

fired

-explosive will separate the

Dcpt.

GENERATORS!

BOOKS, RAW MATERIALS

it

Now

Produces

Write for

electrically

it after its
the trench.
And after the
enemy becomes acquainted with this devilish
device, no one will be fool enough to pick
up such a bomb with an idea to hurl it back
at the sender.
For the sender, thru his
periscope, would see it before it \i'as two
•eet above the enemy's trench, when he
vould explode it of course, thereby almost
ertainly killing the man who attempted to
hrow it back.
.'Mso. suppose that due to faulty throwing
he bomb does not reach the enemy trench.
's the bomb thereby lost as is the case with
ts present brethren?
Indeed not! For we
:an pull it back by means of the cable, and

fhrow

THE VIOLETTA
High frequency instrument

the

would probably be used mostly
'he enemy's trenches, exploding
'escent

ABSOLUTELY SAFE

showing

'lomb.

AND

SERVICE REQUIRING

i-n

to the point

this device is superior to the present

tliemselves

bomb

is

bv mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.

few more ideas

when

will

the electrically
tried out in actual warfare.
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MR. AMATEUR,

"I

WANT

YOU!"

SAYS UNCLE SAM.

(Continued from paijc 387;
structors

in

Learn

New, Easy System^

Electricity.

Alternating Currents.
A. C. and D. C. Recording Instruments.

Amazingly simple, quickly learned

Primary and secondary batteries.
Motors, motor gejierators and controlling

home

circuits.

Oscillating circuits.
Transmitting and receiving sets.
Naval service radio sets and operation.

meters and measurements.
Radio regulations and fleet work.

Wave

is

$60.00.

Upon completion of three months' active
service men may be examined, and if found
competent, will be confirmed in their rating.
After such confirmation in addition
to their regular pay, they will receive an
annual retainer pay, ^qual to two months'
pay of the corresponding rate in the Navy,
same to be paid (|uarterly.
Enrollment in the U. S. Naval Reserve
Force is for a period of four years, but
in times of peace, a man enrolled may be
discharged upon application to the proper
authority.
Now, fellow "Bugs", here is an excellent chance to serve your country, at the

same time enabling you

to

broaden your

TWENTY
We

So its up to you. Radio Amateurs, and
those desiring further information should
present themselves to, or communicate with
the Enrolling Oflicer, Building No. 13, Navy
Yard, Brooklyn, New York.

number

new

of

^^ ^

Tomorrow may be
offer

of

today

ALBERT W. WICKS
Bachelor of Science and E. E., Pres., Wicks Electrical institute
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Street,

CHICAGO,
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St., Chicago,
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W. Randolph

.vour

Oltur ami all oilier it.for-

wonderful new system lor

teacliing KlL-ctnclty at lionif.

Name

ILL.

.UMOIt DEAF-PnOXE

5 ^-^^^

a super-sensitive instrument which
lias liL'i-ii di'Vfiupi-d to lueL't the demands fur a praetieal and effiriefit hearing
device at ati extretuely low price. It is equal to any $;;.'», no instrument made and
superior to most nf them.
The outfit consists of One Super-Sensitive
Transmitter with cord connector: One SuperSensitive Ear IMece with small black cord; One
lilack Case and Two
Black Single Headhaiui
Mllltlll'Ilo

is
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Batteries.
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NEW DETECTAGRAPH

$15

This deteetinB instrument of marvelous sensitivity
caii be used lor (ieticliiig secret ti>iivcrsaliuns. t)uSeii.sitnc 'I'raiismiiiiT. 25 ft. Black
flt cnnsisis nf
Cord, IU-cci\ur. lluiulband, t_ase and llaltery.
Send for one Today and Convince Yourself

MICROPHtJ-DETECTOR COMPANY
Makers
26 Cortl.indt St;. NEW YORK

DETECTAGRAPH

$15

Gaston Boissonn.iult. President
of

Super-Sensitivo Microphone Apparatus
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{Continued from page 381)
At "G", at the upper end of
the wooden lever "B", is attached a cord
which is led across and over the pulley
"I" to the scale pan and weight "K". With
"A" just at the level of the pole and in-
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President. Wicks Electrical Institute

NOW!

Send This Coupon
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this

new, easy method and prove to you that you can become an expert
electrician by a few months' home study in spare
time.
Pay nothing if you should fail. No previous
^m
J
experience or study required if you can read
ALBERT W. WICKS
and write.
/Bachelor of Science and E. E.

ARE THERE CURRENTS ABOUT A
MAGNET?

side the solenoid, this solenoid, with the
battery which I used, will draw 15.8 grams
two centimeters out of perpendicular. Inside, four centimeters from the pole, it will
draw 25.8 grams the additional weight being placed at "K" the same distance
an
increase of power of sixty-three percent.
At seven centimeters within the solenoid
it will draw 22.5 grams
an increase from
the poles of forty-four percent.
At the
center of the solenoid the power varies
(This
but little from that at the poles.
If it were poswill be explained later.)
sible to investigate the interior field after
the insertion of an iron core, it would
probably be found that the point of greatest lateral (outward) attraction is near the
center of the magnet.

sensational offer to a limited
students to advertise our remarkable

making

are

A

life.

FREE!

LESSONS

education, build up your physique, come in
contact with real men doing real things,
save money, get good wholesome food to
eat, and free medical attention when you
are sick.
chance to secure advancement in the
Radio Profession, an invaluable experience acquired thru coming in contact with
up-to-date methods and most modern equipment.
On top of all this you secure an honorable discharge when your enlistment expires from the U. S. Navy, which is a
splendid reference at all times in civilian

noid,

in spare time.

extraordinary opportunity.

also given in drill work,
thereby fitting the radio operator for his
future duties as petty officer.
During the period of training, men will
receive, in addition to their regular pay,
an allowance of $1.25 per. day with which
to subsist themselves.
Upon being called to active service each
man will receive a uniform gratuity of

Instruction

at

Big openings
men.
Or go
everywhere for trained
into business for yourself anywhere.
No text books used. Don't miss this

devices.

Gas and oil engines.
Primary and secondary

Home!

Electricity at
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It is now possible to map completely the
exterior and interior "lines'" or currents of
a magnetic field a thing never heretofore
truthfully done.
Those produced heretoFig. 6
fore have been merely guesswork.
shows such a mapt field. A,A, is the point
of greatest compression. This point would
also be the point of the greatest interior
lateral attraction if it were not for the
fact of the conflicting currents from the
poles meeting at this point.
B,B, on both
sides of the magnet is the neutral line, or
line of repulsion, the point of the outward
flowing currents, corresponding to the
E.E. are the
greatest internal pressure.
points of greatest relative lateral attraction on the interior of the solenoid.
The
several lines C,C, are the reverse curve
lines on the side of the magnet and the
lines
D,D, are the slightly curved or
straight lines entering the magnet near the
poles.
In all of these the arrows indicate
the direction in which the iron tends to
move and consequently the direction of
It must be borne
the force or current.
in mind that all of these lines have another motion, that is a spiral motion, as
has been shown, and that while the spiral
lines or currents meet in the center of the
magnet, the rotation of the spiral is continuously in the same direction thruout
the length of the magnetic field.
These experiments, including the production of Magneto-graphs by means of a
magnet, prove unquestionably the following
negative facts
;

Manufacturers
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ideas protected by
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facts

Currents surround and enter magnets
and solenoids and make up the field of
force surrounding them, and their effects
are due to these currents. The word "currents" is here used and will be continued
to be used for the present without reference to the matter which composes them
for, of course, currents must be composed
of matter. This is done advisedly, and in
due time the nature of the matter will
be conclusively proven. There can be no
;

question but that these are currents.
A
child seeing straws moving about will at
once tell you that there is wind currents
and indicate its direction. This is in conformity with every known fact of physics

D. C.

—

—

shown in liquids and gases. The fact
doubly confirmed by the Magneto-graphs.
No one except a person seeking some mystic or mysterious cause instead of the plain
and simple laws of nature, w'ould question
as
is

this or assert otherwise.

Especially

is

this

when, as here, the motions are so
many and so various, so complicated. No

true

"lines of force" in a magnetic field
are not "lines of tension," "mere lines of
direction," or "imaginary lines of direction
like the lines of latitude and longitude on
It will be noted that these
the earth."
expressions are quoted from high and ac-

BUILDING

1917

and that they do not "emerge" from the
North pole, or that so far as the lines
about the North pole are concerned they
do not "pass to" or "enter" the South pole.
The same experiments seem to prove beyond controversy the following positive

The

MCCHANiCAL. ELECTRICAL 5 CHEMICAL EXPEftTS

716-724

October,

cepted authority.

That the

lines of force in a magnetic
not continuous from the North to
the South pole, that they do not "exist"
from the North pole to the South pole.
field -are

f.^PW"

"line of force", "line of direction", "tension", or other mj-thical cause can account
for the results shown in these experiments
and especially for the production of Mag-

neto-graphs.

The

action

of

the

electro-magnet,

the

permanent magnet, and the solenoid are
exactly the same, their eflfects are the same,
and are produced in the same manner,
and they are governed by the same laws.
These currents do not emerge from
They enter
either pole of the magnet.
at the poles and at the sides of the magnet.
They emerge from the center of the magnet, to some extent at least, and if they
do not cause a point of actual repulsion,
they form a line of neutrality in the center
of the magnetic field and from this neutral zone, as well as from other surrounding points, they move toward the sides and
Beginning at this
poles of the magnet.
neutral zone they move in opposite directions.

I
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Currents entering the poles of the magnet meet at the center, or near the center.
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History will repeat itself in the rresent War. The greatest victories will
be won, not through overpowering iiumbe:s, but throuKli the surprises
wrought by invention. Life and property will be saved for the Nations by
inventions.
Tlie Government is ready to experiment with and carefully
consider any inventions which will aid in wumiug and ending the War.
The Special War Bulletin Just off the press will give you a gofttl idea of
what is needed. We wili send it to you free of charge. Located in Washinston. we are in close touch with the proper Government Officials who
should he approached witli inventions for use in War time, and we will
advise you fully how the disclosure should be sent.
Our cooperation with an inventor is. First, to help him establish hi^
rights before sending a sketch, drawing or model to any attorney; Second.
to give a frank ojiinion whether it will pay to patent his idea, based upon
our extCTisive knowledge of the patent laws, manufacturers' wants and
facilities: Third, to obtain for him on reasonable terms, a patent that absolutely protects: and. Fourth, advise and assist him in making the hivenlion
.1
source of profit by outright sale, territorial grants, obtaining royalty, or
tlie Independent nianufacttire of the invention.
.Ml matters are Iield strictly confidential, and personal services are assured by our Service Guarantee Contract. References: 2nd National Banli,
Washington. I>. C. .Tohn P. Kotli Packing Co., Cincinnati, Ohio; Home
.^i
""
DuskU Mop Co,. Paducah, Ken.
Savings Bank. Washington. D. C
^
Before disclosing the invention to anyone, sfgn. witness and
rlepnsit in our fireproof safe, the form "Evidence of Conception"
completed sample fonn in i.ur
and establish your rights.
itook shows you clearly how to protect your uivention.
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Currents, both inside and outside the
magnet, while they move toward the center,
are spiral and the motion is continuous,
in the same direction, thruout the magnetic field.
The motion of these spiral
currents is such that, viewed from above,
the rotation is counter-clockwise over the
North pole and clock- wise over the South
pole.

The

is not due to
Molecular arrangement could in no wise produce the
spiral motion nor affect a photographic
plate.
If the action of the magnet were
due to molecular arrangement, there would
be no attraction at the sides of the magnet near the poles for the reason that,
theoretically, the molecules in the 'body of
the magnet neutralize each other and there
would be no attraction. Moreover, when

action of the

molecular

core is removed the action conbeing only less in degree, due to
the magnetic conductivity of the iron, and
there are no molecules to arrange.
the iron
tinues,

Next will be taken up the nature and
cause of these currents, the "field of force"
or the magnetic field about a charged wire,
and the logical accounting for the formation of a magnet and the logical explanation of the several phenomena of magne-

ALLWINE,

283 Ouray Bldg.. Washington, D. C.

Send niL- frfe honk. "Iint'iitions-Piitentinj; and Promoting," Special \Var Bulletin, and lilanli forui "Evidence of
Conception."
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GERNSBACK

The idea is to use apparatus similar to
the Crookes radiometer.
By placing these
Crookes devices in a certain electrical field,
he has observed that electrical current can
be generated.
He wants to know if this
idea is practical and also patentable.
A.
have strong doubts as to the
practicability of an idea of this kind.
It
seems that the power that can be obtained
from each one of these radiometers would
be so inrtnitesimally small, that it really
could not be termed power; but at best
would only be faint impulses.
doubt
if the idea has any commercial possibili-
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manner by using certain dry
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PATE NTS

able.

Without making a thoro search

in
to tell
whether this idea is of sufficient originality
to warrant patenting.
would advise to
have a patent attorney make search with
a view to ascertaining what has been done
in the same field before.
The idea seems
quite clever

we are unable

office,
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know if an idea of this kind is patent-
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mounting tissues, etc. Several other means
are shown to hold metal foils which are
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Patentabil-
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We

C. Stanton of San Franhas submitted to us an elaborate
of a gyroscopic motor car,
showing an automobile designed to run on
two wheels, one behind the other.
He
wishes to know if he can obtain a patent
on this device without litigation.
A. Brennan of England has experimented with a car of this kind, having it
run over a small, thin cable.
We doubt
if you can obtain a patent that would be
of any value to you, in^view of the fact
that not alone Brennan, but also other
workers as well have worked along these
same lines for quite some time past. Our
correspondent also submits illustration for
a field wireless set which can be carried
complete by one man, and he wishes to
cisco, Cal.,
illustration

the idea
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feasible

shown

and
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Paul William Dorst of New Al(174.)
bany, Ind., submits to us an automatic step
to be attached to hollow steel flag-poles,
the idea being that the steps are folded
back ordinarily, so that when climbing the
pole one step after the other is released
automatically as soon as one of the steps

WANTED NEW IDEAS
FREE COUPON!

I

deprest.

CT O RPATENT
J. EVA N S &
ATTORNEYS

New York

A.

This is a capital idea, and we have
not seen anything quite like it, and are certain that it can be patented. We also think
that there should be a good field for a
benefit by mentioning

ever issued for free distribution.

WHAT
TO INVENT
valuable

Shows the value

You

Firm

World

Before sending your invention to any attorney or
manufai'tnrer or disilosine your invention, write
for our free blank form PROOF OF rONCEITION
in order to protwt your invenliim and secure your
rights.
This should be sinned and witnessed and returned to us. tOECllier with a model or sketch and d<'ption of your invention, and we will give a KREK
If wc
^'lON as to the patentability of the invention.
the Invention patentable we will furnish a Certiflcaii-

practical.

in tbe illustration

or description, and while the disposition
does show several novel points, we doubt
very much if the novelty is sufficient to
warrant a patent.
Our correspondent wants to know if one
has to be a subscriber to The Electrical
Experimenter in order to contribute to any
of the various departments.
Anyone can contribute to any of the
departments of The Electrical Experimenter, and one need not be a subscriber
in
order to send any contributions or
participate in any of the prize contests
which we conduct from time to time.

is
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of
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Model

device of this kind, particularly for steel

Harry Abrams of New York, N.
Y., thinks he has a new means of producing
electricity by means of ordinary sunlight.
(172.)

know

«
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file
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I was very much pleased with the neat and
compact looks of the "RADIOTONE." I have

not seen one buzzer that can beat it for twice
I use it for
or THREE TIMES THE I'RICE.
finding tlie sensitive part of the mineral in my
crystal detecter and for learning to receive me3sauts when connected mth one or more receivers,
and a telegraph key to break the circuit. I also
wish to say that I think that any one who invests DOc in a "RADIOTONE" will be better
pleased with the results in the short as well as
long run lliau any other buzzer that costs twice
price.

tlie

PRIVATE

P. H.
U. S.

REAfPBL. 4th

ARMY.

Ft.

Co.. C. A. C.
Rosecrans, Calif.

The

FROM A RADIO EXPERT
"RADIOTONE" Buzzer which the E. I.

am

I wish to say that your 'RADIOTONE" Buzzer works better than I ever thought it would,
I don't think there is a
MARKET. It also gives a very classy
OX
appearance to any wireless outfit. It cannot be
praised too highly.

BETTER BUZZER

and

Co

sent

hnd

It
that it is very efficient in all respects.
Tiie lone is so
that you claim it to be.
that it cannot be heard unless tlie ear is
This
placed a few inches from the Instrument.
I
makes it verv desirable for testing detectors.

I

very

THINK THAT THERE IS NOTHING BETTER
F<Ht LEAUNINC THE CODE, since the sig-

IVI

ENT.

tinn.

who wishes

"RADIOTONE.- BENNIE CREENSTEIN.
827-llth Ave..

RAYIVIOND FRANCIS

8i5 Niagara Ave., Niagara Fails, N. Y.

13

Ten Broeck

St..

^milEIillllimMlIiClIIlffil^

Albany, N. Y.

tise during the war.
I hope all Amateurs.
purchase one of these "RADIOTONES" will
a help to them as I have.
Yours truly,
GEO. TANAKA.
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very pleased to say that I am satisfied
the reflults ulitained from the "R \DIOBu-zer.
It rives a real'v
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IMITATION OF A WIRELESS
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New York

In fact,

cell

and

telephone, a fine learner's set is had.
Two
or more such sets in series will afford no end of
pleasure for intercommunication work.
Particularly now that we cannot use our Wireless sets.
tillRadiotone is already in wonderful demand.
All tin- iiitrrestinp things as described with our
CODOPHONE (see our big ad on page :J.".:i.
Ibis issue), can be performed with the Radiotone, a key, a dry cell and a phone.

that I received are also

Muir,

SILENT.

is

With the radiotone. a key and one dry

eatisfactor>*.

A.

is

so silent that you must place your ear on
lop of it to hear its beautiful musical note.
You will be astounded at the wonderfully clear,
500 cycle note, sounding sharply in your re•eivers, when npcrated on one dry cell. To learn
the codes, there is absolutely nothing like it.
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CASE.

wish to say that I have given your "RADIOBuzzer a thorough testing and find il
tip beaulffullj' under the conditions. Conto a
75 ohm phone and a No. 100 in
Fitted Condenser per diagram in your
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practise
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CnSHED FROM "ARLINGTON."
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"UAIHOTONE" has EXCEEDED MY EXPECTATIONS by far. E. A. ARMSTRONG.
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ANDREW SCHRINER,

1722 Putnam Ave.,

Brooklj'n, N.
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have had the opportunity of making practcsis
with one of your "RADIOTONE"
tical
BUZZERS, and I feel justified in making the
following slaleinents concerning it:
I

1.

It

2.

It

3.

It

4.

It

U handsome in appearance.
is
practically noiseless in operation,
cives a clear note of CONST.VNT FRE
Ql'ENCY.
is

equal

selling

in

AT

performance to other buzzp--^

SEVERAL

TIMES

ITS

COST.
with
perfectly satisfied
the
"RADIOTONE"* and I will be glad to recomE. K. SNYDER.
mend il to anyone.
717 Lake Boulevard. St. Joseph. Mich.
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"RADIOTONE" test buzzer.
sensitive and responsive.
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10-17

Okla.

well

City, N. Y.

Electrical

STRAUGHN.

one of your "RADIf)
and wish to say thai
expected a more silent instru

On your absolute guarantee that your "RADIOTONE" works exactly as described by y<iu. I enclose herewith M} conis ilus
cents for
postage for one instrument.
Ynu guarantee to refund Ih's amount to me If I
am nnt entirely pleased, providing I return the "RADIOTONE" within 3 da^s

NO

H. D.

'

$.90

IIMMEDIATE SHIPIMENTS

after its receipt.
YES
I also enclose
6 cents postage for your 200-i>aEe
pedia, with GOO Illustrations, and 500 instruments, etc.

Downsvil'e.

after testing it out
it
comes up to m".

HIGH POWERED WIRELESS STATION.

Don't forget postage

gSiriiminiMiiMrifiiiim^^
E.

Am in possession
TONE" test buzzers

cat;ilncue.

RADIOTOXE

Yes, the

Tate Electric Co.
St.. Bedford, Va.

"RADIOTONE" Buzzer
T have given
the
wliich I have received from the E. I. Co. a
thoro test and find it satisfactorj- in all respect.s.
also used other Imz-ers. Tint
I
the

TIONS.

FREQUENCY SILENT TEST BUZZER
HArHOTOXE
NOT

achieved in the KADIOTOXE.
This instrument
Sives a wonderful high pitched MUSICAL NOTE
in the receivers, impossible to obtain with the
ordinary test buzzer. The RADIOTOXE is built
alouK entirely new lines; it is NOT an ordinary
buzzer, reconstructed in some manner.
The
RADIOTOXE has a single fine steel reed vibrating at a remarkably high speed, adjusted to its
most eflflcienl frequency at the factory.
Hard
silver contacts are used to make the instrument

LESTER SHIPLEY.

MOORE,

Ripley.

produce an instrument which would imitate the
sound of a hiyh power Wireless station as heard
in a set of phones.
This actually has been

wish to say, that your 'RADIOTONE" Buzzer is the only' test buzzer that I have seen in
which I can find NO fault whatever.
I received it in good condition and it is that wav
now. THOUOH I ACCIDENTALLY DROPPED
IT SEVERAL FEET. I am using it on a code
practicing set.
It has the best tone of any
buzzer that I have seen

set.

i

is
a mere test buzzer,
inttniloly muic.
.Mr. H. Geriisback who desiKiied tliis instrument labored incessantly to

I
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B.
Co.,

Radiotone

''Electro"

it is

current since I

to say that
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n a student's buzzer
best expectations.

No. Hl< 1800
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M. McBURNEY.
Fort Bayard, N. Mex.
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JOHN

Delaware

SQU^VBE DEALING COMPANY.
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to

key.

wish you and the E. I. Co.
every success and I will do everything in mv
power to help you as vou are a PROMPT AND
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would be verj' good at
but it is all right.
It appeals
because of ITS QUICK RE
the opening and closing of tlu-

think

ilLiln't

llie

could wish to see.
IT IS SILENT.
That is
the most important of all in the work for which
I use it.
It produces a clearer and hiRherpitched tone on less current than a buzzer of
any other make that I hare tried.
IT HAS
KE^'ER STUCK nor FAILED TO RESPOND
the

satisfied

Buzzer whicli

BETTER THAN I EXPECTED
WOI'LD BE AT THE PRICE. At first

1.1

It
like that heard in a regular wireless phone.
not affected by high altitude nor damp
weather.
It is as beautiful aii instrument as one

it.

IT
even

do,

w.irks flue, being

is

to

others

Milton Ave., Baltimore. Md.

S.

entirely

TONE"

Your "RADIOTONE" Buzzer certainly came
up to all my expectations. Its tone is exactly

instantly

many

so

that

is

the

am

I

any buzzer that I have yet come across. Thankinj; yuu again for your wonderful buzzer, I am.
Yours Ter\- truly,

have had

as

am

toned buzzer

best

main thing

N.AA.

CLEAREST AND HIGHEST PITCHED TONES
A.

the

is

Cal.

I

OBTAIN EX-\CTLT SAilE PITCH AS
FRANK WARMINSKI.

i'AN

Buzzer a few

EXACTLY WHERE YOU WANT

St..

Francisco.

RADIOTONE"

high priced buzzers, when prac1 am using it with Omnigraph transni liter,
2 M. F. Condenser.
7 5 Ohm phone and
small resistance shunt across phone.
With the
aid of battery rheostat and shunt resistance, I

tried it out in a number of
It is exactly like you describe it, and one
waj'S.
of the biggest advantages of it is that the sound
IT.
is always
It is by far the best buzright in the receivers.
It has also a
zer I have seen on the market.
verv beautiful ajipearance. and has one of the

HOWARD

llihi

tising.

days ago. and have

900. Harrison

'

The

market.

DOES NOT STICK

CRUDGINGTON,

my "RADIOTONE"

ATQ, San

6

testing the
say that it

to

the

(in

nitli it and that it comes up to my expectations.
I wculd recommend it to all leaj-ners as a ver>Kood Buzicer.
In case I have any more orders
I will extend them to you.
\V. H.
S.
Bos E. care of P. M., N. Y.
U. S.

UTAH.

\\hi<

it as great

^^

I have given your "RADIOTONE" Buzzer a
thoro test and And it to give \ ERY GOOD SATISFACTION. Also that I am very much pleased

Minneapolis, Minn,

X'..

"RADIOTONE" on June 20th,
and found it has the
BEST IMITATION OF WIRELESS SIGNALS.
All
.\mateurs
should purchase one of these
"RADIOTONES" if possible, and do self-pracI received your
and tested it thoroly,

THE

PERRY CRAWFORD,

just like a high power mreless staEveryone who has a wireless station or
to learn the code should have 3

_snuiid

iial.s

i

WONDERFUL LITTLE INSTRU

all

is

soft

formance.
The tone and frequency of the instrument Is TRULY A MOST
WONDERFUL and perfect reproduction of a MUSICAL WIRELESS NOTE and when used in connection with a wireless receiver it would be most difficult to distinguish its rich tone from
that of a real wireless station with FIVE HUNDRED CYCLES
One of the most commendable features
In the primary circuit.
that the buzzer possesses is that of being capable of standing up
under continuous service WITHOUT THE ANNOYING "STiCK.
ING" effect that has been so characteristic of other buzzers that
have had occasion to test.
In conclusion
can say that both
In performance and appearance the "RADIOTONE" is truly a

YATES.

oF 1+

have tboroly tested your "RADIOTONE"
I
Buzzer, uluch I received a few dao-s ago, aiii.1

me some

has been thoroly tested out in my Laboratory, and
pleased to give you my opinion concerning Its per-
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Sinusoidal Machines
the most radical new

of

develop-
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one moving within the other, this
being done by a set of cams, the shape of
the cam regulating the type of wave which
will be sent into the patient's circuit, and a
separate rheostat controls the strength of
shape,

tary Tract'tr tutdin

CS.Armv

ttit

this current.

Light Therapy
the treatment of skin
diseases a quartz mercury arc

For

lamp was shown which gave
off very powerful radiations,
the radiations being so intense
that the darkest kind of tinted
glasses were loaned to the observer before he was allowed
to look at the light.
From a
lamp of this kind a typical case
of sunburn could be produced
in a few minutes time.
(See

Build

The Latest Pattern Sinusoidal Generator Which
Yields Currents of Any Desired Wave Form.
Special
Cams as Shown Below, Control This Factor and Can be
Flg.

3.
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Miscellaneous
.A
valuable
Anesthetizing
Outfit was shown (see Fig. 5),
operated by a small electric
motor of special design for use
in
operations of the month

A

Model

all

part* and malprial needed Ui

builil thcnc AeraplanoM, are sold by
L««dinK
Tov. Sportinii Goo<l« and Department
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Stores
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ments

therapeutics was shown
in the form of a Morse Sinusoidal Wave
Generator. The machine delivers a current
of 21,000 alternations or 42,000 impulses
per minute and is designed on what is
known as the Kennelly design, the principle being a circular layer of spools composed of two separate coils, an inner one
with eight layers of fine wire, and an outer
one of two layers of coarse wire, the inner
coil being connected in a series and constituting a secondary coil, while the outer
coil, also connected in a series, forms the
primary coil of the apparatus.
direct
current is supplied to the primary coil and
to the armature, which is composed of
laminated iron.
When the armature is
made to revolve the primary coils, having
a current circulating thru them, magnetizes the field magnets.
The magnetic
lines of force thus produced remain stationary in the field as long as the armature
is stationary, but as soon as the armature
rotates the lines of force shift from one
side of the magnetic field to the other and
cut the current in the wires of the secondary coil, first one side and then the
in electrical

interesting
Recording Instrument
was
shown
for
obtaining
the
temperature within the stomach known as
introgaslric
temperature,
valuable
in
checking up the gastric response to stimulus, showing the action of different foods,
both hot and cold, practically in degrees
upon the scale of the instrument.
For the man with a microscope there
were several new devices, such as a special
light for illuminating the stage of a microscope, and one exhibit showed an electrically heated warm stage for the microscope
for use in examining different bacteria and
micro-organisms which only remain alive
in warm temperatures (blood heat).
An Electric Incubator for use in connection with a microscope w-as exhibited, which
can also be used in connection with the
development of special animal organisms
and bacteria so that they can be cultivated
directly under the microscope.

THE EFFECT OF ULTRA-VIOLET
RAYS ON MILK AND OTHER
ASPECTS.
(Continued from page 383)

A

SoM

fur>fsfe/?
tjf7fsfo? spira/

Mo/i/bdenum

^

for the protection of their soldiers and
horses campaigning at this time in the
colonies of Toncken, Asia, and as it had
protected the head against the violent action of the ultra violet rays it was quite
successful.
At this time England also tried this protection against the ultra violet rays and as
an experiment, an under officer of the English army was completely clothed in garments which had been previously treated
to withstand the ultra violet rays.
It was
found that he was able to stay in the sun
of midsummer for hours, without feeling
any disturbance or inconvenience in any
way. Upon this and other experiments the

Government adopted

method

INCREASE WIRELESS GUARD AT

New Form of X-Ray Tube Which Rectifies
Its Own Current, on the Principle of the Hot
Air Cooling Vanes Are Placed on
the Anode.

other, which produces a Sinusoidal current
in the secondary coil.
In the apparatus shown, Fig. 3, the primary coil and secondary coil are conical in

Vou

Write at once foe

my

Delco IgnHlon-Elect. Ste. & Lte.
boMh Xeople, Cblcago, IlltMta^

BCBU nOTUU CUnPAAY.

Communication Company, which is in
charge of the plant, is being cleaned up.
Much of its area was wooded and afforded

lantic
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garage and home
many high class
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tools attractively priced in our Odds and
Ends pamphlet which is mailed free on re-
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& Co., Inc., 105

Fulton St., N. Y.
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Water Heater
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-Edison Says:
"I have v'stcbed the prog-

resa of the

loternatiotul

Correspondence Schools
almost from the besioning.
To me their rapid growth la
easily understood because I
realize the practical Va u e
that is back of it and knovr
something, too. of the sucI

many ammen who have taken

cess attained by
bitious
.

C. S. courses."

Edison knows what stuff men are made of
who use their spare hours to train themselves
for the bigtrer jobs ahead. And he knows

what the International Corresponuence
Schools will do for the man with the grit to
say, "I will."
All men who have made their mark in the
world improved their spare time. Didn't
Edison himself stay up half the nichtto read
every pet-at-able book on electricity? You,
too. can possess power, money and happiness
you'll only

way

make

is

With L

the start.

C. S.

easy.

Put it up to us. without payinir or promising
—just mark and mail the coupon and find out.
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help the

Fifteen United States Marines have been
added to the detail which has been guarding the wireless station at Say\'ille. There
are now sixty-five men from the Marine
Corps at the station and it is said that
about twenty-five more will arrive shortly
to augment the force. Ensign W. R. Smith,
U. S. N. R., is in command.
The entire acre.ige belonging to the -At-

4d-pia«e cata-

loe and all particlars. Aadri

if

SAYVILLE.

Transf

Cathode.

this

for the protection of their Indian troops
against the ravages of tropical sunlight.
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For Boys
ductance

re-charging
coils,
storage batteries, electroplating and hundreds of other uses.

While Doctor Whitehead refuses to comment on this new invention, it is learned
that by means of a powerful electric battery the new style of mine can be directed
upon whatever course its operator may desire and can be exploded by simply pressing a button, the wireless waves being employed both in directing it and in its

throughout.exception-

smooth running

and highly

efficient.

to per-

new

tion.

constructed
A

good, strong, durable

dynamo.

AT all3live;dealers
Insist

explosion.

KNAPP^ELECrRIC

The advantage that such a mine will have
over the ordinary torpedo used by the subniarine is the impossibility of failure to
either miss the target or its non-explosion

OQ your dealer showing you the K.NAPP line
KNAPP goods are best. If your dealer cannot
supply you, order direct. Send for FREE illustrated
catalogue showing a complete line of Electrical
Motes and Novelties rangine in price from.IOcup.

—

.523

& NOVELTY CO.

West 5Ut.Street, N. Y. City

WOULD ITHE,LAW,LET YOU MARRY?
Some States h&re been, i^ise enoium to Insist upon ft
medical eiamination of the two coatractiiig parties to s
marriage before a license is issued. Through the adoption of a law whereby the physically unfit were barred
from marriage in every State in the Union, there would
indeed be a relatively small percentage of the population that would measure up to the Btandard.

WOULD YOU BE ONE OF THOSE

doomed to go through life alone, without the Joys that
go hand in hand with a loving wife and healthj children ? Our first duty Is to posterity. We are not put
here by an all-wise Providence merely to live out our
lives, and then go out Uke a. snuffed candle.
We are
entrusted with the sacred duty of perpetuating the race.
LIKE BEGETS LIKE: A man who is torn and racked
by physical ailments and exoesses of
all kinds will some day see these tr&lts
in his children.
On the other hand
tbe strong, virile man, who Jealously
safeguards his body and hla health,
will some day revel in the sight of
otr-jpring that are a picture of joyous,
bubbling health.
YOU
IT MOST TO THAT GIRL
The sweetest, purest, dearest girl in
the whole world whom you would call
wife.
Is your body clean?
Do you
realize the terrible consequences of
the follies that are wrecking your
body? Remember then that STRONG*
FORTISM will restore to you Lhe rt-

OWE

of MANHOOD.
have prepared a little book, "Intelligence

tality
I

? P'Wp'cal and Health Culture." which

shoald be read by everyone sofficiently Interested
themselves to wish for the beat in
life.
It points the way to better health, a
cleaner, happier life, and a splendid phyaique.
Three 2-cent stamps will pay for mailinir the
book. Send for it NOW.

m

iimi smnmrn. Masur

276 Park

or

Building

nyiM\ iu\tm
Newark, N. J.

O50

^ Montii

The masterpieceofwatch
manufacture—adjust-

\edtto the second,

positions, tem-

rature and isochronism. Encased at factory into your choice
of theexpuisite oew watch cases.

.

21Jewel
Burlington

men and women
£r~m — '"' ^^
The great Burlinpton
rton Watch
Wat(*h sent
Rpnf on
ttn simple
cimnia oAmmnfrequest.
Pay at rate.of %2Sm a month. You get the watch
at
the same price even the wholesale jeweler
must pay.

Write Today for Free Watch Book
See handsome

color Illustrations of all the newe-^t
designs
watches that you have to choose from
\nur namp and aildtess on a postcard ig enough.
(.,t ihis ..iTlt while It lasts.
Write todav.
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after the target

method

be attacked.

FREE ELECTRICITY FROM THE
WIND.

(Continued from page 372)
Tlie invention of this new slow speed
design at once eliminates the gear troubles
which all others who have attempted to
utilize wind-power to drive dynamos have
had to employ. It also makes it possible
to effect, by magnetic leakage in the machine itself, its own regulation, and eliminating the use of auxiliary apparatus.
boy sixteen years old can turn

A

crank

a

on to the wind-motor axle,
when the machine is on the ground, and
generate sufficient current to magnetize the
dynamo fields and to light to full brilliancv
three 16-candIe-power lights for a period of
twenty minutes at a time.
The axles, diiTerential gearing and bearings are contained in a hollow steel housing, the same as a motor car rear axle, and
this housing is pumped full of gear grease.
Several machines are on record that have
not been re-greased for two years at a time.
The drawing shows that the automatic
cut-out and cut-in for the battery is a
mechanical ball governor, but this cut-out
has been substituted by an electro-magnetic
cut-out and cut-in.
The electro-magnetic
cut-out simplified the plant and is located
on the switch-board.
With an average
wind pressure of ten miles per hour for
ten hours per day the larger plant has in
practise charged a 25 volt battery with 90
A.H. per days, and has maintained a daily
discharge for 8 months of 75 A.H. per day.
fitted
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DUCK'S

Built by a boy from Junior parta furnished by us. Any boy can build this
car.
Parts very cheap. Send 28
cents for blue prints and price list
of parts showing how to build this
little

this

Doctor Whitehead has solved the problem
of destroying submarines by submarines.
In connection with this is a report that an
instrument has been perfected to locate
positions and distances of the submarine to

MILES PER HOUR
speedy

By

struck.

is

BIG 300pp. ELECTRICAL
WI RELESS CATALOG

and

Slailtd ur-on receipt of 8c In stamps
or coin which may be deducted on
Catalog confljst dollar purchase.
tains 160 pages of wireless instrumenta and 140 pages of electrical
suppllea.
No bigger or better values
have
are obtainable elsewhere.

car.

IN

LEGRAPHY.

type of mine, electrically conby means of a powerful wireless
apparatus located at a distance from the
mine itself, a device which would enable
one submarine to destroy another, it was
learned recently that Dr. J. B. Whitehead,
of the Johns Hopkins University, had
brought his labors to a successful termina-

For producing current for in-

ally
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After working for many months
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Well
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DUCK

CO.

East

com-

munication with .\merica, Madrid and Berlin, according to The Batavia Nieuwsbtad.
Presumably this refers only to the reception
of messages sent out from those parts of
the world. Experiments are being made at
Bandoeng with a view to the ultimate establishment of regular wireless communication
with the mother countrj-, Holland, and a
300 horsepower motor has enabled the operators to secure the promising result recorded.

"BURNELL R. FORD— SCIENTISTELECTRICAL WIZARD."
(Continued from page 371)
ing trick of the electrical conjurer known
as "The Human Dynamo." The lecturer's
assistant lights a candle from a stream of
water. The experiment is easily performed
by taking the high-frequency current up
piece of wire here and
thru the legs.
there often helps out the lecturer and prevents him from getting unpleasant shocks.
If the current is of sufficiently high frequency no trouble will be experienced in
passing it right thru the body. But don't
try letting the current jump to or from the
skin or you will rapidly lose your sang
Arrange matters so that the curfroid.
rent jumps to or from a piece of metal

A

—

in some way.
And your conscience need
not trouble you, either, for the audience is
not being humbugged. The current actually
does pass thru your body, just the same.
It's simply a case of knowing how to handle
the current.
The three lower illustrations are of Mr.
Ford in a few more of his electrical roles.
At the left he lights fire balls by high-fre(The
quency current past thru his body.
lecturer stands on a metal plate covered
with a rug, the plate being connected to
A metal insole
a high-frequency coil.
should be worn, making contact with a
spiked nail in the heel of the shoe, which
thus ensures a good large area contact be-

tween the charged plate and the lecturer's
The center photo shows the lecbody.)
turer actually lighting up a bank of lamps
thru his body.
This experiment always
attract undivided attention from any audience, large or small.
It really is a remarkable demonstration, involving in many
cases the transmission of possibly 500,000
volts and several amperes of current thru
the body; and 1/10 of an ampere of lowfrequency alternating current past thru
the heart is said to invariably prove fatal.
In the final photo at the right we see Mr.
Ford bidding us good-night, and like all
good souls, he lights his candle and prepares to retire.
But he lights the candle
by a spark shooting forth from his tongue.
And just to make it interesting we are going to let our electrically inclined reader
find out for himself how this trick is done.

CHEMICAL ACTION OF STORAGE
BATTERIES.

(Continued from page 401)
explained with the help of the osmotic
theory by Le Blanc. The difficulty in applying this theory to the lead storage battery is to know what are the ions in the
case of the lead pero.xid plate. According
to Le Blanc's theory, the lead peroxid,
having a definite, tho slight solubility, dissolves in the dilute sulfuric acid and then
reacts with water according to the following equation :—

(8)

PbO,.-(-

Lead
Peroxid

Toledo. Ohio

Experimenter" when writing

RADIO TE-

The Marconi station at Bandoeng,
Indies, has succeeded in establishing

We

a complete
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to advertisers.

2H.0
Water

=

++
++
Pb

Lead

—
-f

40H
Hydroxyl
Radical

—

—

During the discharge the tetravalent lead
ions give up two charges of electricity and
combine with the SO, ions to form lead
The tetravalent lead ions are resulfate.
placed, as they are used up, by the solution
of more lead peroxid. There is no loss
in free energy in this solution and reactions
with water, for both of these reactions
take place at equilibrium concentrations.
The spongy lead electrode is similar to the
It goes in soluzinc in a Daniell's cell.
tion as a lead ion, but is precipitated on the
lead plate because of the low solubility of
The hydrogen ions of the
lead sulfate.
sulfaturic acid combine with the hydroxyl
ions of the equation last given, to form
The equation representing the rewater.
actions that take place subsequent to the
reaction of the last equation given, for the
entire battery are accordingly:

—

++
++

Lead

Lead
(10)

4

+

Pb

Pb

(9)

OH

=

2PbS0.
Lead
Sulfate

Water

Radical

On the charge the reverse of the above
reactions take place. Both the positive and
negative plates are covered with lead sulfate, and the sulfuric acid surrounding the
plates must also be saturated with lead
sulfate.
On the negative plate the lead
ions are deposited as spongj- lead, and on
the positive plate the bivalent lead ions are
oxidized to tetravalent lead. The solution
and electrolysis are represented by the
equations
;

(11)

2PbS0.

solid

=

Lead Sulfate

++
Pb

Lead

2Pb

The

=

+
++
Pb

-I-

2SO.
Sulfate
Radical

Pb

equation

PbtJa

(13)

taken

While the government

will not permit the
wireless telegraph and telephone
equipment at present except under its supervision, the Public Service Company of
Northern Illinois is investigating the practicability of using radio-telephones for load
dispatching so that some development can
be made along this line when conditions
will permit. Two radio-telephone sets suitable for communication between sections
1.50 miles apart have been purchased and
are being tested with the co-operation of
the United States Navy Department.
If
the units prove satisfactory on test, and the
indications are that they will, one unit will
probably be installed in the system operator's office, which is in the new Toliet (111.)
generating station, and the other will be
placed in the company's generating station
at Blue Island, 111.
It will be possible to
use the instruments in these locations to
facilitate load dispatching in emergencies
that may be occasioned by failure of the
company's private metallic-circuit line. If
the units prove practicable in these locations, their use will probably be extended to
other important switching centers.
Tlie
use of the radio-telephone rather than the
wireless telegraph was favored by the engineering department of the Public Service
Company of Northern Illinois because the
instrument can be used without a knowledge of the Continental Morse code and because it is possible to transmit messages
with greater speed by telephone than by
telegraph.

of
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equation 11, unite to form sulfuric acid;
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=
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2H2SO.
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Sulfate
Radical
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from you could they but know the dangers which confront them.
Before they obtain wrong and incomplete impressions from sources outside the
home, give them the proper viewpoint by placing in their hands

The Mysteries

of Life Series

Four wldeLv commended volumes by ISABELLE THOMPSON SMART, M.D.
Clark, Pres- United Society for Christian KndeaTor:
They tell with proper delicacy and restraint,
Charles W. Eliot. ei-President of Harvard: and many
yet simply and plainly, the story of the mystery
other emment authorities.
of life
and Impart with powerful subtlety an
Four Volumes: What a Father Should Tell His
even
the
abhorrence of all that tends toward
Little Boy; What a Father Should TeU His Son; What
a Mother Should Tell Her Little Girl; What a Mother
sliRhtest lowering of the highest sex Ideals.
Should Tell Her Daughter
Warmly recommended by Judge Ben B- Llndsey of
Place them in the hands of your children and they
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will reap a lasting bcDeflt.
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many

hairs

do

you

hairs,

about

how

figure

our

Well,
possesses?
there is said to be 32,458,000 horses
in the U. S. A., and also that each
horse has an average of 8.950.-

equine

friend

Therefore the
368,000,000 hairs.
number of hairs on these horses
totals

up

to

290,421,544,544,000,-

000,000.

All of which brings us to
problem of clipping these 32
lion odd horses.
The electric
has proven to be the best

the
mil-

way
and

quickest one, the time required
for clipping a full-grown horse
averaging 17 minutes 3^ seconds.
In the clipping machine pictured,
the motor is a vertical type.
H. P., equipt with ball thrust bearings.
The flexible shafting is the
hardened steel unit type, 8 feet
long, encased in a servicable and
neat cover. It is noiseless and the
clipping heads are interchangeable.
Can be attached to electric
The advantages of a
light socket.
vertical type motor over the old
portable motor are manifold
viz.
Out of the way of the operator.
No moving of motor.

^

:

working.
compass
in
Greater
Takes up considerably less space,
and when thru can be hung up
out of the way.

HAIRS ON
HORSE IN 17 MINUTES BY
ELECTRICITY.

CLIPPING

Interested

:

C

tetravalent ions then react with the

RADIO TELEPHONES FOR LOAD
DISPATCHING
use
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;

-f-

-»-

++
(12)

;

hydroxyl ions according to the following

therefore probably capable of forming by
the electrolysis of lead sulfate solutions.
Liebenow's theory differs from Le Blanc's

4H~0

;

Hydrogen

Hydroxyl

=

SOi
Sulfate
Radical

4ll

T-

—
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machine can

clip

Of course the
other hair be-

sides horse hair. Our illustration
shows what the Wall street broker
would term "shearing the lamb."

Sh earing a Lamb
Wi th
an
Electric
CI pper.
It
Will
CI p a Horse in 17
M n u t e s 3',
1

•

Seconds.

|

;

—

:
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in the past li4 years In the fundamentals of
Applied Electnaty. The Bliss Electrical School, with its well-equipped
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condensed course in Electrical

ENGINEERING
includinf Mathematics. Steam and G»r En.
KTne3, Mechanical Drawing Shop Work and
ThtKirptical and Iractical Electiicity. in bJI
branches. Students actuallv construct dynamos, install wiring and t*st efficiency of
electrical machinery.
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260

practical young men with
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The

limited time.

Takoma Avenue, Washington, D.

PbO.

(17)

ONE YEAR

IN

—

+

Course, with diploma,

complete

9/i.K
o . 2bUi.
n.
eouijeaxiJienflSept,

only as to the action of the peroxid elecAccording to this theory the lead
trode.
doubly
solution
as
pero.xid
goes into
charged lead peroxid ions, so that the
peroxid plate is to be considered a reversible electrode with respect to the peroxid ions.
On discharge, the peroxid
passes into the solution surrounding the
peroxid plate, which is already saturated
with respect to these ions. They then react with the hydrogen ions of the acid as
follows

fate

-i-

-1

H =

++
fb

-f-

2H:0

lead ions then combine with the sulions to form solid lead sulfate:

C,

Th

(18)

Big Powerful

MAGNET
Made

of finest tungsten magnet steel, absolutely permanent.

Length

5 inches.
IJft3 about
pounds.
Educational, useful
and enables you to perform endless tests, experiments and make
other magnets.
Nothing better
made.
Sent parcel post $1.00

+

SO.

=

PbSO.

solid

just the reverse reactions
take place. The lead peroxide ions are deposited on the positive plate, and are replaced as they are used up by the solution
of the sulfate from the electrode and its

During charge,

hvdrolvsis

3

each.

We also have a number of
Holtzer- Cabot Hand Generators
which we nill dispose of at bargain prices.
Give up to about
100

alternating

current.
You can make direct if desired.
Strictb' high grade, fully up to
H-C standards. WTiile they
'last, 53-00 each.
volts,

Watson

Electric

Co.

122 S. Mirhigan .\ve., Chicago
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THE MIDGET SLIDE RULE
add. subtract, multiply, divide.
solve pnriblems invf Iihne even and unfvrn ri'iits and powers. It will also
piVB the Logarithms of numbers and
the Sines, Cosines. Tangeota and Cotangents of all angles.
Its operation is very simple and ivlth
this instrument one can quickly solva
any matherraticalEroblem. This slide
rale is made of wood and metal and it
is adapted for shop work as well «a
will

office use.

1-4x3

l-4io.

Size 3
Instructions. 75c.

Price, with

Your money back

SMALL ENGINES
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ship on
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{Continued from page 386)
perpendicular to the mirror and EsC prolonged the image of B will be found on the
straight line E.B, prolonged perpendicular
to tiie mirror and along the line E3D.
These lines may be marked on the paper
after sighting along a ruler or other
If now these lines are prostraight-edge.
longed after removing the mirror, the intersection of AF and E3C will be the point
A' the image of A, and the intersection of
EC and E3D the point B' the image of B.
Light from A going along the direction AF
is reflected back and appears to come from
Light from A going in the direction
A'.
AC is reflected along CE3 making the aiigle
of incidence equal to the angle of reflection.
In a similar manner light from B appears
to come from B' and light from each of the
points in lietween A and B appears to come
from definite points in between A' and B'
thus forming the complete image of AB.
;

AN

MIRROR.

a Motorcycle
Motor flta any wheel.

V

IMAGE IN A Plane mirror is as
FAR BEHIND THE MIRROR AS THE
CORRESPONDING POINT OF THE
OBJECT IS IN FRONT OF THE

reliable.
Best hill climber.
More
In use than all others.
fine
for running small Dynamos, Lathes and

in

Department.

for our latest cataloB
i'ou benefit by

M

When the eye is at E, the
observer cannot see the candle C. because it
Light from the candle
is screened by AB.
lighted candle.

The question is often asked, "If a person
runs toward a mirror, how fast does he approach his image?" The answer of course
is, he approaches tn-ice as fast as be is running.
The image is just as far behind as
the person is in front and hence if the person approaches a certain distance, the image
approaches an equal distance, or the image
and person are nearer by twice the distance
that the person approached. It can be shown
that a mirror must be at least half as tall as
a person in order that the person may see
his whole image.
This is left as an exercise to the reader to try. and the author
will gladly look over any solutions that may
be sent to him.
EXPERIMENT 48. A very simple experiment can be performed which will illustrate the manner in which manv of the

mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing

Q

however on striking the points P to

is

according to our previously discust law, and appears to come from inside
reflected

the bottle. Hence we see the image of the
candle in the bottle, and not seeing the
candle itself we are mystified to find that
a candle may burn in ZL'ater. Obviously, with
large pieces of plate glass and by use of
trap doors and strong light a person under
the stage may be made to appear on the
When the magician shoots his gun
stage.
at the image or ghost it disappears (lights
were turned off underneath the stage).
Also men may walk thru other men, men

and women may change places in cages,
heads without the rest of the human body
be

made

to appear,

EXPERIMENT

obtainable from a storage battery depends on its capacity and the electromotive-force measured at its poles while the
is the voltage on
current is flowing. If
charging, E is the open circuit electromotive
force, 1 is the charging current, and R is
the resistance of the battery, then
V = E -)- IR and on discharge,
(20)
\i = E -h IR
(21)
(To be concluded)

1917

magicians tricks are performed. Let
represent an ordinary milk bottle filled with
water, GG a piece of smooth polished glass
(the window after the pane has been well
cleaned will do), C is a candle, and .AB a
board or other opaque object to screen the

may

4*

The work

EACH

Ford Cars

Convert Your Bicycle Into

most

PbOo

AF

Sieverkropp Engine Co., 1401 19th Street
Racine, WU.
Starter

for

2H2O

and A'F are measured,
If the distances
they will be found equal. The same holds
true for BC and B'C and for any other set
of corresponding points. In short, we have
POINT OF
learned that

WASHING MACHINES
We

-I-

EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS.

EVERY INVENTOR
should have this book.

Pb

(19)

October.

etc., etc.

A

piece of apparatus
Fig. 39-A, the
working of which depends solely on the law
of reflection, but which seems complicated
and
to the person ignorant of Physics.
M' are small mirrors or pieces of mirror

can be easily

49.

made

as

in

M

placed at angles of 45 degrees in their reMirrors M' should each
spective corners.
have a hole bored thru them or else be cut

and have openings near

If
their centers.
object is placed at B and the hand
or a brick or other screen at A, the object
will be seen by the eye at E. since light from
the object B is reflected by mirror M' to

now an

Ml and from M, to M: and thence from M:
M' and from M' to the eye. If now the
screen be removed from A and an opaque
to

object placed in the tube at S, the light from
B will pass thru the holes in the M' mirrors
and to the eye at E so that the object will
be seen in either case. Care must be taken
and S at
not to have screens in place at
the same time for then there is no path
thru which the light may pass from B to E.
This same principle of reflection is made
use of in the modern submarine boat. A
long tube .^B (see Fig. 39-B) with joints
extending in opposite directions.
and
Small mirrors are placed at
and B, making angles of 45 degrees.
Light from a
distant ship is reflected by mirror
to
mirror B and the image is seen.
50.
When light passes
from air to water or some other liquid it
is
bent.
This phenomenon is called refraction.
This refraction can be shown to
be due to the retarding of the speed of light
when passing thru a medium more dense
than air. If a spoon or a pencil is placed
in a tumbler partly filled with water (see
Fig. 40-A), it will appear bent. Place a coin
in a bowl and step back from it until you
just tniss seeing the coin. If water is poured
into the bowl carefully by someone without
disturbing the coin and you stay in your
original position you will find that you suddenly see the coin. The explanation is refraction. W'hile the coin is at
before the
water is in the bowl, the observer will see it
if his eye is along the line
and hence
if the eye is at E the coin will not be seen.
However when water is poured into the
bowl, light from
is bent along the broken
line
and the coin is seen and appears
to be at C, since the eye is accustomed to
consider light to reach it thru a straight
line path.
.Kt this point it may be well to consider
briefly what the present theory of light is,
or rather to give the reader a start so that
he may later read up intelligently on the

A

CA

BD

A

A

EXPERIMENT

A

ABD

ABE

A

subject.
Like sound, light is considered to
be a wave motion. The theory was first
formulated by Huygens, the great Dutch
to advertisers.

:;
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The theory met
Physicist, in 1629-1095.
with opposition on two grounds and even
the great Newton died without accepting the
theory which is universally accepted today.
First, light travels thru vacua, and the better
vacuum the greater the speed, whereas
sound does not travel thru vacua at all.
Hence, if light is really a wave motion it is
thought to be a motion of some medium
which fills all space, but does not retard th<
Itjood
motion of the stars and planets.
the

serials stop at tense moments like this, so
we will stop here and say "continued in our
next issue."]

MAKING AN ELECTRIC CLOCK.
(Ci'iitiiiiicd I

mm

piigc 396)

When you have

your arbors all done
and wheels mounted, tlie hardest job is
locating the bearing-holes in your plates,
so that your gears will run neither too
I made an adjustable
tight nor too loose.
frame (Fig. 9), in which the wheels could
be set; and when they were running just
right, I scratched the distance on the plates
with the sharpened ends of the arbors.
Screw the two plates Hat together, and drill

main effort into the pendumechanisms.
There are
several principles, such as torsion and scalespring oscillation, working more or less
in time-keeping intervals, that you want
to try, but yuu don't feel like going to
the trouble of making up wheel-work for
free to put his

and

lum

want

I

to

say

right

that

here,

this

in

game it's "no fairs" designing a
mechanism to run on an electric-light current.
The first rule is, it must run on

clock

dry-cell, and the end to aim at is having the cell dry up on you before the
clock takes all its electrical output. You'll
find that's hitching your wagon to a starwheel.

one

—

Oh, just to round out the article as
clock hands you can make them, of
course, but they're very cheap and it doesn't

—

to

The

at supper-time.

clock.

That's

work?

same

tlie

Look

all.

time.

Well, perhaps

it

is.

It's

a

great

you can't buy these \vheel-works ready
made. A movement like Fig. 6 (just the
plates and wheels, I mean, without the escapement) w-ould be very simple and cheap
pity

for a clock-manufacturer to produce. Maybe, if there was enough call for 'em, the
supply houses advertising in the "E. E."
would have some made up. Why don't
you send the "Ed." a postal saying you arc
interested' and if enough postals came in,
perhaps the Co.'s will get excited and think
they see some business.
The wheel-work
is
mainly a nuisance
and with that off
his mind, a long-suffering "Bug" would be
;

I
SI
55

!

liay to
right.

good deal of

a

like

These holes

For Commercial. Navy and Armv Operators

each one.

have to be center-punched and drilled with
all the care you've got in your system, as
a wonderfully small error will make your
gears work as hard as getting Johnny home

at

Radio "De Luxe" Crystal Set

other

dial you can make all
of zinc wood is too apt
to warp and stop your hands.
\\ rinkle
Put a coat of shellac on your zinc before
Vou paint it, otherwise your paint will peel
off when very dry.
Lay out your figures
and circles on paper first, and transfer them
to the painted surface with carbon paper.
If, like me, you haven't an artistic hand,
you can put in the figures with India ink
and a ruling pen. You can buy excellent
engraved paper dials up to 11 inches diameter, but unfortunately that isn't quite
big enough for a really swell looking tall

them both
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try.

Make

Fig. 10

is

your

Here

a very

efftclency"

watchword

the
time.

It

the

at

l3
efflcietit outfit whlrh every Radio Opshould lia^i- i-ri liis (able or carry in his pocket,
li
in:
"The right thlno In the right place, and the
right place for the right thing."
No more hunting around for that piece of crystal
when the slenals are not coming io stronitly. no more
soiled and brokeo crystals laying around In drawer's
furntT.

cratf.r

Our Radio "De Luxe" Crystal Set not only obrlthi(i, but Die hltih claKS minerals furnished with
the outfit will prove a boon for every operator.
The outfit consists of a water- and dual-proof, alrtiebt box of special construction, as per illustration.
Tlie box can be carried easily In the pocket on account
of lis flat and neat shape.
It contains:
ates

One
One
One

piece of tested Radiocito.
pirce of tested (laleiia.
piece of tested Silicon.

Furrhermnre. one 18 Karat Gold Catwhisker and two
phosphor bronze catwhiskers of difTF-rent sha[>e6.
It is not necessary for us l(» indulge here upon the
merits of our "Radloclte" rr\stal. as it is in universal
use today in all well efiuilipf(i Radio Stations; we
will, however, add a few words of explanation concerning the qualitv of the two other minerals which we furnish with our set:
We use only Galena of the best and purest crade.
especially selected cubic crystals, carefully tested and

a detail sketch of a tall clock

case.
The design is copied from a very
old clock, and is simple and pleasing and
easy to make. Use ify" stock. For the arch
over the dial, select a nice colored picture
and stick it on with shellac.

ultra sensitive.
Our Silicon

is fuse<l material, imported by us from
England, and we have a good sized stock of same always on hand. Evt-ry piece is selected and tested, the
same as our Galena and Radiociie.
Our tested
Minerals should bo handled only with pincers, never

wrinkle: Harden up your heart
like
like agate against all married sisters, aunts, friends of the family, and such
like fry, for if you begin producing clocks,
they'll beg 'em from you faster than you
can make 'em.
You don't have any difficulty in extorting admiration as in the
case of your more mysterious rinktums
they go into fits over 'em, and contemplate
larceny on you.
(Continued on page 427)
Final

—

DO YOU WANT
FROM
YOUR

"Increase

present

—

it

—

We

with bare fingers.
file

Hold Catwhisker

recommend
with

nur

srrongly the use of

"Radiocite."

It

Is

especially invaluable iin board ships, as the gold can't
rust and no oxidation can set in between the point of
(be catwhisker and the mineral.

Order one of our Radio

"De

Luxe*'

Crystal

Seta

today.

Price of the outfit as described above. $2.00.
Shipping weight, 1 lb.
Add sufficient postage to insure prompt shipment.
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MFRS.
New York

CO.

Fulton Street

City

TO $20,000 A YEAR?

$5,000

Well here Is
OPPORTUNITY to get it. and at the same time to become a TRAIXED man. One with a PRO
A man who can secure a position ANY'WHERE at salaries
person who is looked up to and whoi^e npinion is respected,
u to hold ANY kind ot a position .\.\^
ranging from $5,000 upwards
Our Courses are the RElJlLAR COLLEGE COI'JISES and will fit
WHERE. Our Courso is compiled by some of the best known prof, s,..r> tn America- Professors
In Rutgers College, Clark College. The University of London, England, etc.. have all helped to
make this Course the BEST and the MOST THOROUGH. THROUGHOUT, and when you finish
>our complete Course, wo grant y<m a Diploma in Cheuiistry.
These Courses would cost you over $2,500 In cost of tuition, board, room, clothes and wasliiiKi for a four year Course in ANY' State Universitj-. and many times more In some of tiie Large
Colleges.
Our Courses are the same in every way. and will fit vou to hold ANY position that
liny graduate of
College or University could fill.
Everj- Course Is a PERSONAL Course.
and not simply a few sheets of paper. You get your lessons from time to lime, and reium to
us your answers for correction.
Our Courses contain
of Experinicnt,s, to make the
fitiident get a perfect understanding of his studies and to thoroughly
and F.XMILlARIZK himself with his work
\o SI'KCI.AL EDUCATION
to Study these Courses, as we thoroughly ground you in
algebra by our simple method, and by the u.^e of simple experiments, lead you gradualb' ihroiuh
I'hvsics. and on into tho balance of our Chemical <'ourse.
1j YEARS UPOf course you do.

KESSION.

A

.

AXY

HUNDREDS

OKOUXD

NEEDED

WARD CAN
Tliere

TAlvE

ANYONE FROM

UP OUR COURSE

DOES CHEMISTRY PAY?

hardly a large Mnn(ifacturinK firm In the Countr\- that does not emplov a Chemist.
looking around trying to find MOKI-: Chemists, "inn the siipiilv Is K.\R SlinKT of the
Foes as high as $18,500 have been paid to expert chemists lor )u<:t ons single analysis.

Is

and they
demaiHt.

;ire

We give the regular Coil. -go Courses in the foUontng: PITi'SICS, INORilAMC AND OR(^WIC CUKMISTHV gt\\l.IT.\Tl\ K an \ lysis. OCANTIT.VTIVE ANALYSIS \N
INDlSTltl.M, CHK.MIC.M, COCRSE IN M ANCFACTURINtJ STEEFv. IRON PAPER
S<)AP. rKMKXT. IMI.S, KTC. .\HSOLlTKLV FHEE. while they would take from four tn
years of \oiir time, and liutidrt-ds of dollars uf your money
to Itwome a I'rofesslonal Man. a Trained
Man. whose services are ALWAYS IN DEM \Nn

.six

I'tiimce

Her.-

VOril Opportunttv.

is

THEN SEND

5

kflO^
I

MASTER OUTFIT
tlon havlns your

name enrolled with the Z. C. L.

<-..iilHin«, -l-lt li.-tni.-i.U, 1^ Pi.-ci>.i;iu»8TnbinK,
• • rfwh Itotl.. ,
• •
i^- ^.j.-. -

Tfst Tubi's,
l'*unnfl.

S
&6S

I

MciLturc.

T.-st
I

Tube

^0-Crnt

if the
most remarkablr
alucaevcr made. Just tiiink

buyiTiK un outfit contnininu
liTcury. ludiin'. Piui-tiiliornn.
>f

Holil«n
Instruclit
.

:>nirnl

•ok.

1

not to
Service Dept.

KriU:

—

--

1

I'lot'c l.liis^

][•";"

-,

Dolivcry Tube with Cork,

Kntfriivcd Scnie MciiHurins Uln»ji,

I
1

IN

Will

vou grub

It?

Dululh,

have a great opporiunl'v
DEALERS!: Ve you.
Oct our unique pn>p-

Without

or

oslilon in
ritories

a

still

field

open.

full

of possibilities.

A

conUkininK 100 Bxperimont!).

Koii benefit by mentioning

"The

Here

Is

vour
.

..blik-alii,!]

Minn.
to

me.

ssnii

ine

it

few ter-

Write today.
0"

~

i""'

take up.

ZENITH CHEMICAL LABORATORIES

YOUR COUPON TO-DAY.

2-Ounci
Cn<

to

^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^h ^m ^.

Zenilh Chemical Laboratories, Duluth, Minn.

Electrical Experimenter- ulieii a-ritino

to

NaTi

a,h;-rtiscrs.

KiiKK coucrchimi,i;;."c„i"r;i'.
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EXPERIMENTERS!
The

'^Electro''

closely and so wonderfully clear, that Radio operators gasp in astonishment when they first hear it. And you need no receivers over the ears to
hear the imitation singing spark, which sounds for all the world like a

Codophone

high-pitched distant powerful Radio Station. No. the loud-talking' receiver
equipped with a horn, talks so loud that you can hear the sound all over
the room, even if there is a lot of other noise.
THAT'S NOT ALL. By lessening or tigbtenlng the receiver cap. a tone
fruiii the lowest, softest quality, up to the loudest and highest screaming
siiund can be had in a few seconds.
FURTHERMORE, this jack-of-all-trades marvel, can be changed instantly into our famous silent Radiotone test buzzer, simply by replacing
the metal diapiira;:ni with a felt disc, which we furnish with every instrument.
FOR INTERCOMMUNICATION. Using two dry ceUs for each instrument, two Codophones when t-onnected with one wire and return ground,
can be used for intercommunication between two houses one-half mile
apart. Any one station can call the other, no switches, no other appliances
required.
No call bell either, the loud-talking phone takes care of this.
AS AN ARMY TYPE BUZZER. Last, but not least, two Codophones
with two 75 ohm receivers can be used to converse over miles of fine [So.
36 B & S Wire), so fine that no one
<'an see the wire.
Or you can use a
--^
_^
long metallic fence and the ground,
^B
-C ^W
or you can communicatt- over your
no volt line up to several miles, using no wires, only the ground.
«^L
Full directions how to do all this
furnished with each instrument.
One outfit alone replaces the oldfashioned
learner's
telegraph
set,
consisting of key and sounder, which
is all
right to learn the telegraph
code but not the wireless codes.
The "Electro" Codophone is a
handsome, well made instrument,
fool proof, and built for hard work.
Contacts are of hard silver
inch
in diameter, that will outlast the instrument.
Base and housing is of
metal throughout, horn and key
lever nickel plated and buffed. Three
new style metal binding posts are
furnished.
There is also a neat code chart and
full directions enabling any intelligent young man or girl to learn the codes within 30 days, practising onehalf hour a day.
Shipping weight, 4 lbs.
Sizes: 6% s 3 x 2^".
The "Electro" Codophone as described, complete
Money refunded if instrument is not as represented or does not come up

^Patents Pending)

Now

we

are for the time being, deprived of usiug our
behooves us as good Americans to become
learning the Wireless as well as Telegraph
Operators who know the Code are, and will be, in

that

Radio

outfits,
proficient in

it

Codes.
ever rising demand. The Army and Navy need' thousands
of operators right now.
So far the Government has not been able to obtain any
way near all the operators it requires. Not alone does the
Federal Government call for thousands and thousands of
operators for the army and navy, but nearly all of our many
states

operators

require

for

tlie

militia.
Here is tbe great opportunit.v of a life time for j'ou.
Would you rather fight in the

trenches, or punch
Either
the lines?
.vour eountr.v.

And

it

is

SO

key

the

$,^
H

behind

way .vou benefit
Which do you prefer?

eas.v to

become an oper-

You do not necessarily require
a teacher, nor do you have to go to
30 days of intela school to learn.
ligent study will make you proficient.
Are you
Can you qualify N'Ow;
proficient? Can you send and receiye
ator.

uheu vour country

calls

you

':

THE "ELECTRO" CODOPHONE
(Patents PendingJ

tj fj

9

H

I

which we present herewith is the
outcome of several months of intense
study and experimentation of our
Mr. H. Gernsback. It supersedes our
former Radiotone Codegraph, which
comprised a Radiotone silent Buzzer.
a loud talking telephone receiver and

a key. As in all of his worii Mr. Gernsback strives for simplicity.
So
he combined the three above mentioned instruments with one stroke into
ONE single instrument. He combined the Kadiotone Buzzer and the loud

$1.35

talking receiver into a single unit, not only mechanically, but electrically
This involves an entirely new principle, never before attempted,
as well.
and on which basic patents are now pending.
What this remarkable instrument is and does.
The "Electro" Codophone is positively the only insxrument made that
will imitate a 500 cycle note exactly as heard in a Wireless ret-eiver, so

fully to e:;pectation.

Ready for delivery Aug. 25th. There will be an enormous demand for
new marvel place your order now. AH orders filled in rotation.
Belter order two instruments today.

—

this

THE — "ELECTRO" SPINTHARISCOPE
As usual we lead

others foUow.

Now

the Spinthari-

first to be introduced to the American public by
The Spinthariscope was originated by the famous
English Radium expert. Sir William Crookes. Everyone
knows that Radium gives off a tremendous amount of
energy which goes on for several thousand years, with
undiminished force.

scope,

Radium

gives

off

a

Alpha rays are known

number
chiefly

telescoping into the other. The top tube has a powerful
lens.
The bottom contains the zinc-sulSde screen and
a minute quantity of REAL RADIl'M, too small to do
The instrument can only be used in the
any harm.
After the top tube with the lens has been addark.
justed to the right focus, we observe a vividly illumiAs
nated green background, glowing in a soft light.
the eve becomes accustomed to it. we begin to see the
of the Alpha rays from
ELECTRONIC
It looks exactly like tiny fireflies flashing
the Radium.
The more we look the
off and on in the dark night.
We are now in
better we see the miniature fireworks.
the presence of the mo,st marvelous substance man ever
knew. RADIUM and its uncanny forces Radium, which
some day will turn the world upside down.
The Spinthariscope up to now sold from $10.00 upwards, but by greatly simplifying it the cost has been brought down by
us to such a nominal figure, that no one can afford to be without this
s
most important and marvelous instrument.

MAKING R\DIL-M
VISIBLE

us.

BOMBARDMENT

of rays of which the
for their great power.

These electric rays are invisible to the naked eye. the
same as are X-rays. But if we take a small amount of

Radium and place

it in front of a zinc-sulfide screen.
the latter lights up.
If the radium speck is arranged
suitably the Alpha rays will bombard the zinc sulfide
with a veritable hail of electrons and the screen begins
to scintillate like Fourth of July fireworks.
This is the principle of the Spinthariscope, which we present herewith.
It is a little instrument made of two neatly nickeled metal tubes, one

—

You owe
It

will

Radium

it to yourself to own one.
It is small enough to be put into j-our vest-pocket, and interesting enough to show it to all of your friends.
continue to operate after you are dead 2500 years!
We guarantee the instrument to be genuine and lu contain a minute quantity of real
salts.
"Electro" Spinthariscope, in neat box and directions for UNe, :is described
tfjl
Sent Prepaid.
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS.

HA

LABORATORY OUTFIT!

We have sp«it considerable lime to combine just such a practical outfit and present it herewith to our friends.
The outfit is complete as per illustratloii
and

tTHisists of:

Stand, made of well quartered oak,
vami.^hed three times, so as to be acid proof
and grcK)ved on top and twttoni, so that it
will not warp in getting wet.
Size 5^
inciies Uigb by
inches Ions.
Size 3H inches by
1 Glass Spirit Lamp.
Uses wood alcobol and Is in2 inches.
Besides t)evaluable to the experimenter.
ing used to heat test-iuljes contents as per
illustration, it can be used to bend glass
rods and tubings, to solder wire. etc.
This funnel is
1
Glass Filter Funnel.
made of heavy glass that will not break
easily.
It fits accurately in the hole on top
of the F^ter stand and is provided with a
thick rim on the outlet, so that a rubber
hose can be attached to it, without slipping
1

im

such as lest-tube holders, tripods to support
retorts, etc.
We furnish a blue print with
the outfit, showing how to make all these
x\1re

articles.

Now this whole outfit as described CI OC
i?i
costs you only
Postage extra. Shipping weight. 4 lbs.
Or^ier one todaj-, evtn if you d'.m't need

xj

it

now.

"The
Our
is

off.

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., 231

new

eli-clrical

waiting fur you.

America"

cyclopedia No.

Positively die

IS

must com-

and electrical catalog In print
today.
200 Big Pages. (500 illustrations. 500
instruments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treaplete Wireless

20 FREE
on Wireless Telegraphy."
for our U;0-page FREE Wireless
FREE Cyclo- k. .A
Course in 20 lessons.
18
measiues
7x5 \i ".
No.

tise

cuuitons
I>edia

1
Glass Rod, to be used In stirring and
mixing.
10 Test Tubes, made from the heat imported glass.
A new feature of some of
the test tul>es is that they have a flat bottom and therefore can be placed on aiiv
table if desired, needing no special stand.
1
Roll of Copper Clad Steel Wire.
This
n-irf is to be used to make a number of useful arti.'le^ as
:;li(.«-n
in
Ihe illustratinn.

Lives! Catalog in

big,

Weight

H

lb.
Beautiful stiff covers.
S'ow before you turn this page write
your name and address on margin below, cut or tear out, enclose 6 cts.
stamps to ci'ver mail charges, and the
Cyclopedia is yours by return maO.

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING

CO.

New York

City

231 Fulton Street,

Fulton

vim

St.,

HI
^H
^^

N. Y.
ni

You

benefit by meutioning

"The

Electrical

Experimenter" u;hen uriting

to

advertisers.

:
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MAKING AN

ELECTRIC

CLOCK.
{Coniiiiued

from page All)

this time, you're cither got the craze,
or are deathly sick uf clocks. If the former, I could give you a little spiel on un-

usual forms of movement, striking-mechanisms, and other daffy dope, but I got to
be coa.xcd that is, you mail the Editor a
nut or something to show you're crazy and
not bored, because I don't want him to
load up his Mag, with the kind of stuflf
I'm
that you skip when you come to it.
a modest and retiring guy what's that?
Yes I am, too, and I can prove it in court

—

I

have

to.

Now,

is

and lookt for the hole but none was

ni

evidence.
He then returned to the brace and sunk
it another
three inches before he decided

By

if

—

-

!

check up his measurements.
After a
little trouble he
located the place where
the hole was coming thru
Where, you
ask?
Up a Piano Leg
to

And plumb

in

the

A

center.
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TYPEWRITER SENSATION
FREE TRIAL

Use as You Pay. Only
$2.50 a month until the low total price of
$48.80 is paid and the machine is yours.

quarter

way would have broken thru

inch either
the veneer.

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
(Contiiuicd

from page 405)

FREE

everybody happy?

M.\nufacture:

On

a large scale it is made mostly from
liquor of the hydraulic
main of gas houses, which results from the
destructive distillation of soft coal.
This
liquor contains dissolved (NH,):S; (NH.):
COs; etc., and when treated with hydrochloric acid, nitric acid or sulfuric acid, it
gives the salts NHjCI, etc., and from these
salts "liquor ammonia" is obtained. Great
quantities of the gas are formed in the preparation of coke in the iron regions.

TRIAL

ammoniacal

the

This is absolutely the most generous
Do not rent a
typewriter otTer ever made.
machine when you can pay $2.50 a month
Buying
a
it
Think of
and own me.
Cash price.
$100.00 machine for $48.80.

—

Standard

L. C.

Visible
Perfect machines.

:

Physical: 1. Ammonia (NH3) is a colorless gas, possessing a pungent and char-

odor and acrid taste.
very easily soluble in water, with
combines to form the hydroxid,
turn gives off the gas at all tem-

It is

2.

it

in

peratures.

Ammonia

3.

that state it
at -40 deg.

can be liquefied and when

is

colorless.

The

liquid

in

boils

at about -80 deg.
evaporation may produce cold
enough to freeze water, hence the making
of artificial ice.
6. Charcoal
rapidly absorbes ammonia
which may be shown by introducing a piece
of charcoal into a tube of the gas over
mercury.
solidifies

4.

It

5.

Its

own

it

combines with acids

forming

gives a strong alkaline reaction.
4. NHa partially dissociates into its elements at 500 deg., as may be shown by
passing it thru a red-hot tube.
5. The
two elements do not combine
under ordinary conditions.
6. It is decomposed at red heat or by
the electric spark into nitrogen and hydrogen when past over heated sodium, potassium, or magnesium, the nitrogen combines
with the metal, forming a nitrid, and hydrogen escapes
Mg, N= -f 3 H=
-f 2NHs
When treated with an excess of chloriu
or iodin, a salt of ammonia results, which
in turn is decomposed by the halogen, yielding very explosive compounds, as nitrogen
cblorid (NCI3) or nitrogen iodid (NHI;
or NL).

salts.

It

3.

;

end of the game. Trouble
oftimes encountered in properly groundOne subscriber has to
ing the 'phone.
water his ground rod every day or so to
Rekeep the 'phone working properly.
minds me of the chap that wanted to
ground on a coal bucket. He even offered
to allow enough slack so the lady of the
house could bring coal out of the cellar.
.\nd streaks of luck, let me tell you
about a certain incident that caps them all.
On a certain joli it was necessary to drill
a hole thru the floor to pass a pair of
Going down the cellar he started
wires.
.^fter sinking the drill some
to drill up.
six inches he began to wonder how thick
He went upstairs
the blamed floor was.

in the installing
is

You

benefit by

strictly up to date machine on Ave days'
I wUl send
free trial before deciding to buy It.
B. Chicago for five days' free
It to you F. O.
trial.
It will sell itself, but If you are not satgreatest
tyi>ewriter
you ever
isfied that this is the
You
saw, you can return it at my expense.
won't want to return It after you try it you
cannot equal this wonderful value anywhere.
tiful,

—
Risk— Put in Your Order Now

You Take No
When the typewriter

no chattel mortgage.

Like other bases,

Dimensions

by the tiny black spots on the rod where
the lacquer had been burnt.
Yes indeed, trouble shooting is "Sport,"
sometimes.
There are possibly more chances for
ridiculous situations and strange mistakes

—

nitric acid.

tric

(Continued from page 399)

ball bearing carriage action, ball bearing shift
action. In fact every late style feattire and modem
Comes to you with everyoperating convenience.
thing complete; tools, cover, operating book and
nothing exInstructions, ribbon, practice paper
You cannot imagine the perfection of
tra to buy.
this beautiful reconstructed typewriter until you
thousand
of
several
I
have
sold
have seen it.
these perfect latest style Model No. 2 machines
at this bargain price and every one of these
thousands of satisfied customers had this beau-

1. It is not ordinarily a combustible gas
or supporter, but if mixed with a small
quantity of oxygen combustion readily
takes place on the application of a flame,
with the formation of water, nitrogen, and

2.

TRIALS OF A TROUBLESHOOTER.

size.

Standard

arrives deposit with the express agent $8.80 and take the machine for five
If you are convinced that It Is the
days' trial.
best typewriter you ever saw, keep It and send
me $2.50 a month until our bargain price of
If you don't want it. return it
J48.80 is paid.
to the express agent, receive yotir $8.80 and reI wlU pay the return
turn the machine to me.
This machine ia guaranteed just
express charnos.
It is standardas if you paid $100.00 for it.
Over one hundred thousand people own and use
these typewriters and think them the best ever
manufactured.
The supply at thl« price Is very
limited, the price will probably be raited when
my next advertisement appears, so don't delay.
mall to me^the typeFill In the coupon today
There is no
writer will be shipped promptly.

Chemical:

of Cabinet for Home-Made ElecA Graceful,
Clock As Here Described.
Yet Simple Design.

Smith

Standard

ment writing 84

Properties

which
which

like

Universal ;irrangecharacters— imi versa 11 y used in
The entire line of
teaching the touch system.
writing completely visible at all times, has the
tabulator, the two color ribbon, witfr automatic
reverse, the back spacer, ball bearing type bars,

Keyboard of

acterisitc

anything

has

Never before
$45.45.
this been attempted.

=

3Mg

Di-ri-CTTON

are

very

A

A

(Continvrii on pa<ir 4291
mentiontno "The Electrical Experimenter" when wrUinQ

solicitors

—

is

—

Harry A. Smith. 738. 231

N.

Fifth

Av.,

Chicago

H. A. Smith, 738. 231 N. Fifth Ave.. Chicago, III.
Ship me a No. 2 h. C. Smith F. O. B. Chicago,
I will pay you
as described In this advertisement.
the $40.00 balance of the SPECIAL $48. SO purchase
The title to
price at the rate of $2.50 per month.
It is tmderstood
remain in you until fully paid for.
that I have five days in which to examine and try
If I choose not to keep it I will
tiie type^vriter.
carefiiliy repack It and return It to the express asent.
It is tmderstood that you give the standard guarantee

one year.

for

NAME
ADDBES6

Check the Job You Want!
.Railway Mall Clerk

S900
$800
$800
i600
$ 600
$ 700

Clerk
Carrier
Rural Mall Carrier
Customs Positions
Revenue
Internal
Postofflcft

Postofflce

Stenographer
Clerk at Washington, D.

.Ammonia and

droxid)

employ no

no collectors
It is simply understood that
retain title to the machine until the full $48.80
paid.
You cannot lose. It is the greatest typewriter opportunity you will ever have.
Do not
Get the coupon In the malls
send me one cent.
today sure.
I

I

:

(the b\
its solution
easily detected by the
characteristic odor.
(2) In smaller quantities by bringing over the suspected solution a piece of moistened red litmus paper,
still
more
which it turns blue.
(3)
delicate test is the reaction with fumes of
hydrochloric acid.
rod or piece of paper
moistened with the diluted acid is brought
(1")

—

red tape.

C

to $1800
to 11200
to

$1200

to $1200
to $1500

to SI800
X,.SI000 to SISOO
....$ 840 to $1500

Namo
Address
Ripn your name and address and send us this coupon Immediately. We will Immediately send you (1)
a full description of the position checked (2) a list
of many V. S. Gov't Jobs now easily obtainable and
directions tellinE how to get free coaching for the
position checked.

Thousands war jobs open,

Franklin fnstitite, Dept.
to advertisers.

G

104. Rochester. N.

Y

,
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EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.

immersed beneath the solution), to an 8ounce bottle, this being fitted with a three-

(Cuntinuid from page 427)

some of

the gas, or over
sokition, when immediately dense bhiisli-white fumes of ammonium chlorid are formed. (4;
combined with acids, ammonia is detected
by first liberating it from its combination
with an alkali like potassium or sodium hyinto contact with

some of

the

warm

When

droxid, and then aliplyinj; one of the above
tests for the gas; or the solution may be
acidified with hydrochloric acid and solution of platinic acid added, when a yellow
precipitat of ammonio-platinic chlorid, will
slowly separate in minute crystals.
(5)
Afsslcr's Kcayi-tit produces a brou'ii precipitate with ammonium compounds, or if
in very dilute solution a broxcn or yclloio
color. Nessler's reagent is made by adding
to a solution of mercuric chlorid (corro-

sive sublimate) a solution of potassium
iodid until the precipitate at first formed is
Solution of potasnearly all redissolved.
sium hydroxid is then added to strongly
alkaline reaction and the liquid allowed to

becomes clear, when
canted from any sediment.
settle until

it

it

is

de-

Uses:

Ammonia
pharmacy,

is

in

and

widely used

making

in

medicine and

dyestuffs,

in

calico

refrigerating operations.
Its compounds serve to furnish nitrogen,
which is essential to the growth of both
vegetable and animal life
hence the use
of ammonia in fertilizers for the soil. The
three elements necessary to be restored to
the soil for the raising of crops are nitroComgen, phosphorous, and potassiimi.
pounds of these three elements with others
are made into fertilizers by manufacturers.
printing,

in

;

Ammonium compounds,

with some nitrats,

furnish the nitrogen on which all higher
animals depend for the nitrogenous material foods.
The value of ammonia water as a cleansing agent is due to its ability to dissolve
grease.
Its basic properties also give it a
use in the laboratory, whenever a volatile
alkali

is

desirable.

Large quantities

of

ammonia

are used in the manufacture of
sodium carbonat by the Solvay process.
Ammonia is very extensively used for
making artificial ice and for large refrigWhen a
erating and cold storage plants.
gas is li(iuefied, heat is liberated, and when
the liquid returns to the gaseous state, heat
is absorbed.
The process consists of alternately liquefying ammonia and then
vaporizing it.
The ammonia gas is first
obtained from very strong ammonium hydroxid, and by a compressor pump, and is
forced as a gas into pipes, called condensers, upon which cold water is permitted to
pass, which together with the compression,
makes liquid ammonia, which tlien passes
thru a valve, called the expansion valve,
into a series of pipes.
These pipes are immersed in a strong
brine of Calcium chlorid solution (Sodium
chlorid not being so good). As the liquid
ammonia goes thru the expansion valve
and into the tubes it again vaporizes, and
in the process withdraws heat from the
brine, cooling it to -20 degs. or over, thus
making a freezing mixtiire of the brine, in
which tubes of pure water are immersed
and the water frozen. The gas KH,, then
passes back to the pump, where it is used
again, the process being continuous.

Experiment No. 93:

Made

:

from .'\mmonium
Calcium Hydroxid.
Connect a plain Florence

hole stopper.
In the second hole a plain
piece of glass tubing is inserted so that it
projects over the stopper and beneath the
liquid. The third hole is to accommodate a
second delivery tube which leads to the
second 8-ounce bottle which has no stopper.
Fig. iS4 depicts this apparatus,
lioth
8-ounce bottles should be about one- fourth
full of water.
The delivery tube from the
first to second bottle should pass below the
surface of the litpiid.
I'ut about 10 grams of ammonium chlorid
(NHXl) on a piece of paper, and on another about 8 grams of calciun^ hydroxid
(Ca (OH;::), recently slaked lime being the
best. Pour these successively into the flask,
add 20 or 25 cc. of water, and mix tlie
contents by rotating the flask: See whether
any odor comes from it.
Then set the
flask on an iron tripod or ring stand, with
asbestos or iron gauze, make connections,
and apply heat for fifteen minutes. If there
is a tendency to froth up and run over,
take away the lamp, and, if need be, pour
a little water thru the thistle tube. In case
the frothing should extend into the tubes
or bottles, clean them out and begin again.
Observe fully all phenomena in the flask
and try to find an explanation.
hen ready to stop the action remove
the lamp, take out the stopper, and apply
these tests in rapid succession to the gas
ill
the flask.
They must be made while
generation is progressing.
(a) Apply a
piece of both red and blue litmus to the gas
and notice which one is discolored, and conclude what this would indicate,
(b) Apply a lighted splint to the gas, in order to
test for the combustibility of the gas.
(c)
Test the odor, (d) Test with hydrochloric
acid by pouring two or three cc. of the
acid into a dish and dipping a folded paper
into it
or the test may be made by bringing the dish to the mouth of the flask or
with a tuft of cotton. Dense bluish-white
(ammonium chlorid) fumes w'ill app;car, the
same being a test for free ammonia. Let
the flask cool a few minutes after taking
away the lamp, then pour in water from a
test tube, shake the contents, and pour

and

(125 or
2!i0 cc.) having a two-hole stopper with a
thistle and delivery tube (the delivery tube
in the Florence tlask should just pass thru
the stopper, (but the thistle tube should lie
fiask
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(XHi) part
powder to be

is

is

mix

to

radical or ion
the negative
for the positive
a little of the

NH4;

test

tested with a equal amount of
slaked lime (Ca(OH):), heat the mixture
and obtain ammonia, in case it is an am-

monium salt. A
made by rubbing

Electrical Engineer's
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tific

Experiment No. 94:
Properties. The positive

—

simple test can often be
palm of the hand a
each
substance,
moistened, and
pinch of
noting the odor. The tests for the negative radical or ion, in addition to the one
with litmus, consists in making insoluble
hydroxids as given below.
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Take

.'\ction on Ferrous Sulfate.
crystal of ferrous sulfate (FeSO,), dissolve in 10 cc. of water by boiling (it may
first be pulverized in a mortar, if desired),
then filter tlie solution and add to the filtrat a little of the ammonium hydroxid
(the liquid in the first bottle of the first

a small

Box

.Mso note
whether a

state of the product.
See
is
a precipitate.

there
solution of sodium hydroxid
(NaOH) would give the same result as the
solution.
Try also the
ierrous sulfate
action of potassium hydroxid (KOH) in
if
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Electric&I

—

for further tests.
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one OH.
The best

;

;
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of an
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into a sink.
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Experiment No. 96:

The Ammonia Fountain. Ammonia Gas
(NH3).
Tests and Properties. \ arious
tests were applied to the gas ammonia in

—

The

simplest one is the
very characteristic of

e.xperiment 2so. 93.
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Brookes' Automobile Handbook (Leather) $2.00.

Starting

is

Its action on litmus, and inertness
this gas.
to the combustion test, do not distinguish
it from other substances.
The litmus test
is

a test for the base

OH.

and

Lighting

(Leather) $L50 (Cloth) $1.00.
Ford Motor Car and Truck and Tractor
Attachments (Leather) $L50 (Cloth)
-Automobile Mechanician's Catechism and
Repair Manual (Leatlu-r) $L25.
Practical Gas ano Oil Engine
Handbook. By L. E. Brookes

The latof strong ammonium hydroxid.
ter will give the purer and stronger gas.
Have the delivery tube from the generator
reach close to the top of the inverted bottle.
Close the mouth of the bottle with a
one-hole stopper carrying a glass tube, as
soon as it is filled with gas (which is made
apparent when the odor is observed around
the bottle), and at once thrust the outside end of the glass tube into a dish or
beaker of water, having the bottle in an
inverted position till action takes place.
(Fig. 86 illustrates the apparatus for use
for the -Ammonia Fountain). As the name
implies, the ammonia will absorb the water
from the beaker, thereby drawing it up into
the bottle with such force that a miniature
fountain will be formed.
L'nless the ammonia is unmixed with much air the experiment will not be a success. By having
a few drops of red litmus solution in the
water in the dish or beaker into which the
tube is thrust, a double test may be made.
Observe any color phenomena when the
litmus is introduced into the beaker.

To

"Rub"

Or

Not

to

"Rub,"

That's

the

Question!!
In charging the cells receive a positive and
negative charge.
Then when the car goes uphill
the batteries should discharge, but in discharging
the batteries change poles.
This would tend to
make the car go backwards on the hill, so tliat the
batteries would hinder more than help.
The dynamo is not perfect, for it can never cut the lines
of force of all its poles and, consequently, can
never generate^ enough power to be lOM per cent
perfect.
Friction (which is always present), in
rubbing places would make the car stop.

SIDNEY KILLIAN,
642 Susque Avenue,
Sunbury, Pa.

Oh

Carl,

How

Could You Be So Cruel in 100

Words!!
This device can impossibly keep going for years,
due to the fact that no storage battery ever built
could or can last for any number of years since its
plates or elements would be decomposed by the
electrolyte thereby decreasing the efficiency of the
cells so greatly that they woul dis on inue to do
their work faithfully.
Another thing is that storage batteries must be charged at an even rate of
current, and in this case it would not be.
Also
the cars, while descending, would be going so fast
as to overload the dynamo, thereby possibly burning
out its armature.

CARL HAARMANN,
New

The reader may have heard or read

Holstein, Wis.

of

reversible reactions and never stopt to
inquire as to their meaning.
This e.xperiment is an excellent illustration of a rerezersihie reaction is
versible reaction.
one in which the factors become the products and the products the factors. Heating ammonium hvdroxid (XHiOH) gives

A

Re-

Ammonia
(XHs) into water and you have ammonium hydroxid (NHjOH). Thus the re-

action goes either way, according to
conditions, or may go both ways
equilibrium is established.

the
till

97:

—

Diffusion and Absorption. Take two
small flasks (125 cc.) each carrying a onehole stopper, and connect them by means
of short glass tubes, connected with a rubber stopper, as shown in Fig. 87. Into one
pour 30 or 40 cc. of water and into the
other the same volume of ammonium hydroxid.
The tubes should not pass below
the surface of the liquid, as we are to
.\llow them to stand in
deal with a gas.
this manner for a week or so. then test
the liquid, both with litmus and Xessler's
Reagent, in the bottle which at first conObserve any retained the water only.

This would show that the ammonia
(XH,) from the hydroxid (XH.OH)
past over the tube and again formed an
ammonia solution with the water which

was

in

t'e flask.
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action on water,

collect a
bottle full of it by upward displacement by
use of the apparatus shown in Fig. 85, either
from a generator or by boiling about 20 cc.
its
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or

would need attention.
Altho the cars charge the storage batteries when
going down grade, they would use up a great deal
more current going up. At which rate the current
would soon be used up. The distilled water in the
storage batteries would
vaporate, alter which the
'bats'' would not work.
The fric.ion wheel, third-rail contact shoe and
belt would also wear out, after a.l of wnich the
device would stop going.
also

HENRY
To show

Experiment Xo.
Electricians,
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Railroad Men, Carpenters. BuildPlumbers. Machine Shop
ers,
Men. Sign and Scene Painters.
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In the first place you must think ot the superstructure upon which the track is laid.
Without
paint and proper care it would soon rot. The cars
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ont\ run forty seconds or so at each descendiuR.
Consequently, the dynamo would not have enough
time to charge the batteries, regardless of the num.
ber of cars or how often they run.
Also the continual charging and discharging of
the batteries at such minute intervals, would not
give them sufficient time to charge properly, and
consequently the cars would not run three minutes,
riuuh less for years as was suggested.
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Give condition, terms, etc.
Frederick Towns, Winchester St., Ke«ne, X. H.

FOR SALE— $25 Erector Set complete in A-l
used once, $20.
A. E. La France, 40
Ely Street, Holyoke, Mass.

MONEY ORDER GETS THESE BAR

CAINS— D.

C. 500 V. 1-2 H. P. S.andard Dynamo.
Rubbins 1-16 H.P. 500 V. new enclosed
motor, $8.75. Both tine for radiotelephones. Smith
motorwheel, $27.25. Tubular audion, $4. Mignon
Receiving Set. $4.90.
P. Edeiman, 1802 Hague,
St. Paul, Minn.

$24.50.

FOR SALE— Electron

Relay and cabinet complete, $10.
New Electron Relay, $4. 1 K. W.
(Jlass Plate Transmitting Condenser, $3.
5 H.P.
motor starting box, $4. Ralph Leffler, Tiffin, Ohio.

—

FOR SALE New 3 speed bicycle practically
new; 2 speed Hub; new Camera and 5x7 enlarger,
developer and printing set.
No. 4 Erector; 1
Transformer; 2 motors.
Send for description.
Clair Miller, Wilmington, Ohio.
FOR SALE— 2,500

Meter Loose Coupler: unmounted 43 plate \'ariable unmounted Detector
Brandes 2,000 ohm Phones; l'<" Spark Coil; Jove
Key.
Expressage extra.
Walter J. Schneider,
;

R. R. 2,

Mason

Rd., Hamilton, Ohio.

ABOUT

1,000 copies specifications and drawings
U. S. Radio-communication patents from
beginning to dale; will sacrifice complete collection
for $55.
P. Edeiman, 1802 Hague, St. Paul, Minn.

for

all

WANTED— An

Amco

or

Tesla

Have apparatus to trade. Write
Fairchild, Minden Mines, Mo.

for

"WANT TO SWAP"?
Do you

realize that these "Scientific

Ex-

change Columns" are the World's most re"THE ELECnowned ''Swap" market ?

TRICAL EXPERIMENTER"

prints 79,800
means that at

of this issue
that
least
160,000 readers see this page and
probably a great many more. Our readers
who advertise here seldom advertise the
same thing twice usually within five days
after the issue is out the advertised article
has been sold, or swapped. The many testimonials which we print here from time to
time are ample proof of the almost miraculous pulling power of three columns.
copies

;

—

Look around in your attic or workshop
and you will find dozens of long forgotten
articles, useless to you now, but very useful to someone else.
At a ridiculously low
cost you can either sell or swap such articles,

And remember this fact: The V. S. Postal
Laws protect you. No one can "do" or
cheat you.
Of 3,410 "ads" published in
these columns during the past five years,
only twelve complaints were reported to us,
and each and every one was adjusted to
the full satisfaction of the complainant.
It matters not if you have old books or
magazines, a kodak, electrical or chemical
apparatus, scientific instruments, bicycles,
typewriters, moving picture machines, air
rifles,
watches, structural toys, etc., etc.
All these and countless others can he speedily disposed of here.
Try it and be convinced.

|
g
^
^
g
^
^
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
^
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
^
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
=

list.

H.P.

Gas

Robt.

Redemotor

preferred, good condition, cash. Sell— Harley twin,
four thousand miles, thirteen nvidcl, ninety

run

dollars, ready to ride, bargain.

Write me

H. P.

Rea, Carrollton, Mo.

SALE—

Electrical
Engineering
I
C8
Cost $100.
9 Vol. in goods condition.
Geo. Fehrenback, 76
best offer takes them.
Hancock Ave, Jersey City, N. J.

The

—

F'OR SALE Wireless Sending and Receiving
Large marble switchboard, miscelApparatus.
laneous other electrical apparatus, books, chemicals.
Want vacuum and X-ray tubes AC anci DC meters.
Ralph Batcher, 131 Hyland, Ames, Iowa.

FOR SALE— 15,000
Coupler,

$10;

200

meter Navy Type Loose
ohm Phones, $5; Galena and

Spark Coil.
75c.;
Shocker. 50c., and $3.50 Telegraph Set. $1.
Harold Hammer, 3225 23rd Ave., So.. Minneapolis.
Electrolytic

Detectors;

Js"

West 57th

SALE—

buys $200.00 complete,
$50.00
FOR
as new. Edison Moving Picture Machine.
35 feet of movie picture iTlm for toy moving maHerman
$1.25, 30 foreipn coins, $2.00.
chine.
David, 711 South Kedzie Ave., Chicago, III..
food

St.

W'ANTED—Copy

of book "Michael Faraday. His
and W'ork" by Sylvanus Thompson. AJso an
ohmeter of the Roller-Smith type or a Wheatstone
bridge; must be in first-class condition, and include
galvanometer.
H. W. Secor, c ^o Electrical ExPEBiiiENTER, 2^ Fullon St., New York City.
Life

MOTION PICTURE MACHINE.

Power's No.

6,

no lens or rheostat; automatic steropticon, carries
eighteen slides, uses motor; nineteen sets colored
song slides; good make snare drum; cash or trade.
High-tone rotary $9; Murdock oscillation $2.75.
Want reliable wireless goods. New $7.50 Racine
.\. K. Vtilitv Motor, $6.5".
\'erner Hicks. Marion,
in.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE— 1015
Motorcycle,

in

excellent

condition,

Indian

2-speed,

2-

cylinder, 9

H.P., cost S275. Full equipment, tires
almost new.
Will sell cheap.
Laverne Bushnell,

Hanover, N. H.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE— Remington

No.

Typewriter,

$14; $S Drafting Set, $5: Set of
Electrical (Guides." $S.
Write for list
of other electrical and mechanical books.
Want
cash or good camera, or what have you? P. Platzer, 119 E. Grand Ave., Chicago, Ili.
6

"Haw kin's

FOR SALE— High-graiie,
api>aratus for

sale

at

and information.

list

second-hand wireless
bargain price.
Write for
Eldred Hall, Solvay, N. V.

a

LARGE WIRELESS

receiving set with aerial.
Robert Bowers, c/o F. White, Great Neck,

$12.

N. V.

TRADE FOR MOTORCYCLE— $200
\' irelcss
instruments
A., New York.

or

Denecke.

sell.

EXCHANGE — Bicycle,

toy

worth of
1539 Ave.

transformer,

and

electric train for Brandes Superior Phones. 110
volts a.c. motor or gas engine.
Frank Low, Jr.,
103 S. Pine St., Pauls Valley, Oklahoma.

SELL OR EXCHANGE— New
St.,

Storage.
Send
and other apparatus.

4-(>ti

ir<larson

bell

FOR

Engine,

SALE^Electric

Therapeutic Apparatus
Second-hand, in good condition, used by
for rheumatism and circulation.
Will
sell at a very reasonable price.
John Ferguson,
113 West 63rd St., New York City; home, 364

Th

Course.

WANTED— One

FOR

Machine.

physicians

Meccano.

Transformer.

my

SYMPHONY PHONOGRAPH with about $25
worth new \'ictor and Columb.a records, all good,
$16.
P. Edeiman, 1802 Hague, St. Paul, Minn.

condition,

FOR EXCHANGE-^$40.00 worth wireless and
electrical apparatus. Would like 8 x 10 view camera or other photographic goods.
Write for list of
apparatus and say \\ hat you have.
K. R. Sipple,
106 Whitney PI., Buffalo, N. Y.
FIRST

A SNAP —Owing to dissolution, $40 takes one
Edison Motion Picture Machine, good order. Enterprise P. & X. Co., Kewanec, 111.

3-A Kodak, $36
for

\\'ant

list.

Huff, ^15

Camp-

Williamsport. Pa.

SMALL screw cuttitig lathe. 3 speed lathe and a
Bolev watchmaker's lathe for sale or exchange.
Ralph C. Morse, P. O. Box 147, Foxboro. Mass.
FOR SALE— $50 set Harvard Classics. 51 hooks,
new. $30; also 15" spark coil without condensers.
If interested write, will send photo of coil and
open bids. Any for less than $40 ignored. Harry
J. Frcnz, 740 Franklin Ave., Wilkinsburg. Pa.

BARGAINS— 6,000
$4.50.

Write.

meter

Na\*>-

Type Coupler,

kinds of wireless apparatus,
Walter Johnson, Salem. Nebr.

All

all

new.
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"Vbe:

Opportunity Exchange
VOU

probably find more opportunities and real bargains in these columns than anywhere else in the country.
Most good things in
life are hard to find and worth going after
these little ads illustrate that point; you alone will be the real loser if you don't take the
lime to scan through these columns.
Advertisements in this section 4c. a word for each insertion.
Count 7 words per line.
Name and address must be included at the above rat^. Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited
advertising agency.
Ten per cent, discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent, discount for 12 issues from above rate. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not
will

—

accepted.

Advertisements for the November issue should reach us not

OVER

79,000

later

than September 25th.

PEOPLE READ THIS JOURNAL

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING

CO., INC., 233 Fulton Street,

New

York, N. V.

IJ

3SES:

kC

Ai;E, AmcriL-a's uuly illustrated week
the latest developments in aeronauUp to the minute
the world.
throughout
tics
technical information concerning aero-engines, a""'
Complete model
patents.
and
planes, accessories

AERIAL

presents

ly,

six
subscription
Trial
instruction.
months, twenty-six issues, one dollar. Sample copy
Aerial Age, 280 Madison Ave., New York
10c.
City, N. Y.

and

news

CASTIXiiS

CHEMICALS

.\ERON.\lTICS

URANYL CIILoRin

6

(Radio-Active)

pure,

H

Uranvl Bromid CRadio-Active) pure, I4
Uranyl Oxid (Radio-Active) pure, J4 oz.,
85c; l^ranium Metal fused (Radio-Active) 1 gram,
$2.
The above are guaranteed genuine. Robert

AUCTIONEERS

Hanchett. Nestor, Cal.

J.

STOP playing. Experiment systematically with
Six cents brings
chemicals and apparatus.
Appel, Mathews Avenue.,
catalogue.
Clarence
Knnxville, Pittsburgh, Pa.

real

to $50 a day.
School, Kansas

Auction

BOOKS
TO GET BETTER PICTURES:

Read

the

illustrated; weekly prize competitions; print criticisms; many unique
features; $1.50 per year; three months' trial sub-

Amateur Photographer's Weekly;

Company,

Abel Publishing
25c.;
Caxton Bldg.. Cleveland, Ohio.

scription

401

WANTED—

IDEAS
Manufacturers are writing
Four books
for patents procured through me.
with list hundreds of inventions wanted sent free.
Advice Free.
I help you market your invention.
R. B. Owen. 130 Owen Bldg., Washington. D. C.

PATENTS— R.

WAR MEANS THOUSANDS—

Men. women, 18
or over, wanted by Ciovernment for excellent clerical
positions, $100 month.
Steady work. Short hours.
Common education sufficient.
Life appointment.
Write immediately for free list of positions now
obtainable.
Franklin Institute, Dept. G-27, Rochester, N. Y.

m

20c for this book
Palatine,

Co.,

astonish everybody. Only
you send now. H. L^nion Book

You can
if

When

BOOKS— Scientific

and wireless supplied. Let
us know what you want and we will quote you.
Experimenter

York

Gentlemen:

Pub.

Co.,

233

Fulton

St.,

New

H

MENTER

for

comes

it

M

Yours truly,
Bernakd Brown,

preserve your copies for all time.
Postage on 3 lbs. is extra. Send for
Experimenter Publishing Co., 233 Ful-

Price, 50c.

it.

the magazine on.

THE ELECTRICAL EXPERI-

will

one today.

to results ths

broke out with

City.

A BINDER

W,

"E.E."
Rec'd an
is all
anszver with the same mail that I got

111.

m.

^
J
^
J
m

St., New York City.
FIRE SALE OF S1.IGHTLY DAMAGED
BOOKS. Due to fire in our stock rooms, a great

ton

many

were water stained, but not
Rather than dispose of them

of our books

otherwise damaged.
we prefer to give our readers the beneOur celebrated Wireless
Look at this list!
fit.
Course, IfiO pages, 400 illustrations; Experimental
Electricity Course, 160 pages, 350 illustrations; How
These
to Make Wireless Sending Instruments.
Regular selling
three books for $1.00 prepaid.
guarantee
is
$2.50.
We
these
three
books
price of
vou will be satisfied. Experimenter Publishing Co.,
"Inc., 233 Fulton St., New York City.
to dealers

OLD

BACK NUMBERS— We

E.E.

E.E.

valuable old
below:

back

numbers

011

March

1915.
Jan. ..

hand as per.

Feb.

.price each $.25

..

March

*'

'*

"

May

,4

it

II

June

.

April

..

June

..

July

"
"
"

...

...

Nov.

..

"

..

Dec.

"
"
"

..

..
...

.

.

**

.

.

.

"

.

..

.

....

"
"

"
"
"

Sept

*'

"

"

Oct

"

**

'*

Nov

"

'*

*'

Dec

"

"
"

"
"

"

"

'*

.20

•'

"

"
"
"

"

;

"

"
"

'

"

"

Jan
Feb
....

May
Tune

"

"
"

"

"

"

..."

.15
'[

"

.

"

"

"

....

"

*'

"

.

.

.

"
July ....."
can fill orders at once upon receipt of your
remittance and if ycu have not these numbers already now is your chance to get them as they
Exprobably will be snapped up very quickly.
perimenter Publishing Co., 233 Fulton St., New

We

York

City.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
ILD

mi mey -making bvisiness of
instruct you to manufacture
will teach you how
articles that sell rapidly.
to make Silvcr-Plating Powder, Liquid Court-PlaslU"

your own.

a

pr()ht.'il»lt!

We

BE A DR.\FTSMAN~Big

pay; tremendous
home; complete course; drawOur students tilling good
ing instruments FREE.
positions as Draftsmen and Chief Draftsmen with
Government and private concerns. We help you
Columbia School
secure position when qualified.
of Drafting, 25 McLachlen Bldg., Washington,
D. C.

demand.

will

We

Straw-Hat Bleach, Re-Silvering Mirrors, Dressing and Polish for tan shoes, Luminous and Oilcloth
Paints. Toothpaste for Collapsible Tubes,^ SoapBubble Liquid.
-Ml these formulas with instrucSidnev Specialty Co.» 233 S. Fulton
tions, onlv 50c.

New York

City.

Patent

PATENTS — Without

advance attorney's fees.
Send sketch for
until patent allowed.
Frank Fuller, Washfree report.
Books free.
ington, D. C.

PATENTS worth while. No free booklets, no
premiums, no trading stamps nothing but good
service.
Samuel Herrick, Master of Patent Laws,
Washington, D. C.

—

PHONOGRAPHS
OWN PHONOGRAPH

BUILD YOUR
facture

them for

profit.

or manuinstructions,

Drawings,

Satisfaction guaranteed.
Twenty-five Cents.
Associated Phonograph Co., Dept.
Circular free.
E, Cincinnati.
etc.,

PHOTOGRAPHY
PICTl'RE FILMS

three feet long
Larger quantities at
each or 50 ft. for 50c.
rat e of Ic per foot.
L. £. Adams, Lewiston. Me.
PRICE developing, printing and enlarging
Send stamp for
for films, film packs, and plates.

M()\TN(;

10c

CUT

X.L. Photo Co., 24 Franconia St.,
list.
Worcester, Mass.
a limited number of beautiful art
pictures "^f the following famous electrical men on
hand. Nikola Tesla, Thomas A. Edison, Guglielmo
Marconi, Charles P. Steinmetz and Reginald A.
Fessenden.
These make a handsome decoration
for any laboratory or workshop and should be
Price for five, prepaid,
promincntlv displayed.
Experimenter Pub. Co., 233 Fulton St., New
25c.

at

WE HAVE

York

City.

STAMPS
MISCELLANEOUS
ELECTRICIAN

and Armature Winders.

STAMPS

Send

$1.50 for 16 blue prints of motor windings. 10 A. C.
Or. 20
Single, two and three phase and 6 D. C.
A. C, 6 D. C. and 6 rotary converter drawings,
Superior Electric
Winding made easy.
$2.25.
Lock Box 1372.
Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
brings
catalogue.
cents
Two
Mathews Avenue, Knoxville,
Appel,
Clarence
Pittsburgh. Pa.

Postage. 2c.
-To, all different, free.
Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, Ohio.

FREE— 12 JAPAN AND

BIG

BARGAIN IN TENNIS RACKETS—

have a small supply of Tennis Rackets, made
liv one of the largest firms in the country, on hand
which we will close out at the following prices:
No. 2375 Extra best Tennis Racket, $5 grade, air
dried ash, popular long oval form, concave walnut
wedge, superior quality of gut; each, $2.75.
No. 2377 First grade Tennis Racket, second
growth ash, walnut and maple throat, very good
grade of gut; handle nf cedar with leather cap; a

—

—

$3.25 grade; each $1.85.

—

No. 2376 Medium grade Tennis Racket made of
the same stock as No. 2377 except the gnt. A perEach $1.35.
Ideal for beginners.
fect $2.25 grade.
Send
Shipping weight of each size two pounds.
Our stock is limited and policy js:
fnr one today.
Don't forget to in'*First Cojne, First Served."

money for postage, or we ship express collect.
The Electro Importing Co., 233 Fulton St., New
York City.
chide

MACHINERY FOR SALE

I'^niversal

Stamp

Co., Mt.

12 in. Semi-quick Change
Gear, Screw Cutting Lathe. Compound Rest, Power
Cross Feed. Complete $200.
Western Machinery
Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
for

circular.

2c.

Clemens, Mich.

TELEGRAPHY
TELEGRAPHY— both MORSE AND WIRELESS,

also

STATION AGENCY,

taught quicklv.

TREMENDOUS DEMAND— much greater than
PERMANENT POSITIONS SECURED.
IDEAL
RIG SALARIES — recently raised.
WORKING CONDITIONS— short hours, vaca-

supply
'

tions with
vailing.

pav, sick and death benefits,

etc.-

— pre-

GREAT OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADWOMEN OPERATCmS also

\-ANCEMENT.

desired by Railways and Western l^nion.
Tuition reasonable.
Cheap living e?q)enscs can
he earned.
Oldest and largest school
established
Ai years.
Endorsed by railway. Western I'nion
greatly

—

and Marconi Telegraph

Officials.

—

Large illustrated

catalogues free.
Correspondence courses also.
IMMEDIATELY. Dodge's
Write today.
Institute, T.nne St., \'a]paraiso, Indiana.

ENROLL

TYPEWRITERS
TYPEWRITERS, all makes factory

rebuilt by
famous "Young Process." As good as new. look
new, wear like new. guaranteed like new.

like

Our

SEND

UNUSED CUBA

5

Postage.
applicants for our approvals.
Write for premiums.
300 Different
30c.
100 Different
5c.
to

MINERALS—

ter,

St.,

Study

We

1017.

April
.

..

'

March
Feb.

.

"

1916.

Jan.

.price each $.20

August

:

August
Sept.
Oct.

.

July

.

May

April

.

Co..

price

have some

list

&

Elliott

Not due

SECRETS, WONDERS, MAGIC, MYSTERIES,
Mind Reading.

Morgan

Attorneys, Mechanical, Electrical and Chemical
Experts. 716-724 Woodward Bldg., Washington, D.C.

HELP WANTED

make from $10

Missouri

catalog.

.

PATENT ATTORNEYS

oz., 75c;
oz., 90c;

AUc:riON's
Free

for "Machine-shop" Bench Lathe.
swing C. to C. Complete set only, $7. Lou|fe
Schwab, 3708 Brooklyn, Cleveland Ohio.
;

in.

E.

big business permits lowest cash prices.
$10
Also, machines rented
or sold on time.
best
serve
are we can
vou.
Write and see now. Young Typewriter Co.,
Dept. 362, Chicaeo.

and up.

No matter what your needs

—

—

ucceed Through Eleclriciiy
This interesting story

shows you the way

to

greater success in the
Electrical Field.

This

the Electrical age.

is

Electricity now controls more
trades, directs more men, offers

more opportunities than any
other power that man has yet
discovered.
Through exact
knowledge of Electricity you
will advance in salary and
position.

Hawkins Electrical Guides
Will Show You How
These books are the standard works on Elec" For

the man not getting' a
training and «ven in
that case, I can sincerely a^y I
do not believe there is a better
set of books in the market tocnlleffe

day."

Lloyd D. Huffman
Dayton, O.

"

We consider

Hawkins Elec-

Guides the most compact
and complete set of electrical

trical

references

in

the market."

NocGLB Electric Works
Monterey, Ca].

" Hawkins
art of
tion."

surely

knows the

condensing

informa-

Elbridge F. Ball
Buckland. Conn.

10

NUMBERS

IN

trical Science. They are a
in Electrical Engineering,

complete and up-to-date course
presenting the information in a
way you can use it. Only -Sl.OO per volume and owners of the aet
say there are no better electrical books published at any price.

Specially Arranged for pj,^7 3fi^/«„«j
Home Study and Reference fSuuy b°ou n^d "fn
tmckrani Willi gold oclges. Easy to read and handle.
You can carry each single volume about with >ou until you
have mastered the subject it contains. Written in the form of
questions you would ask and the answers to them— in plain,
practical, everyday language, complete, concise, authentic and
to the point. Over 3200 pages and more than 4,000 illustrations.

flexible l)l;ick
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PAYABLE
•.,.V.

1

00

r™"j

ittniiiisj

I

iT'

.

woiiiiilj

A Month

Shipped to You FREE /^^

YOUR
FREE
COUPON

Send no money. Examine the books first. Decide for yourself that they
^^-^
are the most complete library of Electricity ever published and that you can72 rlfth avI., n. y!
^^r piea.>;e send mo for
not afford to be without them. Every book is complete in itself, but the complete set is
frkk examination
the best bargain. The last volumes are just coming off the press.
^^^

^r

^^

^^

^^
Pocif D^«#m^n4c
^^C.asy
raymenia
A FEW OF THE SUBJECTS
— Dynamos

Ma(rneli?m—In(ii)ctinn— Experiments

—

—

—

—

V^lcilric Machintrv
Motors Armatures Amiatiiro
iiuiini,'s
In-ttallinjr of D^riamoH— Klectnc
Instrument Tc?tmtr
i'ractical Manajf^-mt-nt
nf l>snamn^ an.) .Motors— Distribution Systems—
irintr— Wiring Dmiframs— SiRn Flashers— St**r-

—

W

I

—

W

Hatteriea-I'rincipIesofAUematinff Currents
Alternators— Altematinsr Current Motors—
Trsinsformers—Converters— Rectifiers— A ItematHitr Current Systems— Circuit Hrcakers— Mea;«urint( Instrument^i—Switch Ronrds—Wirinp— Power

Accept

this

unusual offer now

—

j^^

Guides\p'rice ji.mreachj.

^^ -^^^^^^.^^^

today. Each page-everyiHusI agree to send you
tration will convince you of the big value
^^^ month
until paid.
we are offering. See the books first,
then decide. If you decide to keep
them vou can make settlement at
^^r Signature
_.
only $1.00 monthly until paid for.

^^^

^^
^^

Jl.OO

each

.

:ip<-

jind

—

StAtiona
Instalhnp— Telephone— Tcletrraph
JVirelcsB— Relts- Lijjhtingr— Railways. Also many
Modem Practical Apnhcationa of Electriciti' and
K<:ady RoiereDce Index of tlio 10 nuiobers.

Theo.Audel&Go.
72

^^^

Business Address.

Fifth Ave.

NEW YORK

Occupation

Residence

.

Oct. E.E.

Reference
YoM

benefit by mentioning

"The

Electrical

Experimenter"

iv

utiTcrttscrs.

WANTED Aeroplane Industry
If you read the newspapers you know the facts.
Right
now new Aeroplane factories are being built everywhere. By Spring
they will be ready and looking for thousands of trained men
stand Practical Aeronautics and the Mechanics of Aviation.
Aviation is the young man's profession— the richest field
of opportunity ever opened to "live wires." Are you one?
hen write, quick, for full information. Send the coupon

for

War has

given to Az'iation only its start. The return of
peace will see this amazing new industry rivalling the rapid
growth of the automobile business, with bigger opportunities for the pioneers, the men who get in
and are
ready nekt Spring to step into one of the thousands of big
paying positions. You can do it.
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Aeronautical Contractor
Enormous
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There

down-to-the-minute
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not a
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today
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CHICAGO.

Aeroplane Assembler
$40

to

$65 per week.

Aeroplane Builder
$1_'5 to

$20n per week.

American School of Aviation

M

/^

431 So. Dearborn St.
Dept. 803A, Chicago,
please

,.
-^

\fldrcss

ILL,

per week.

any

.send

obligation.';

me

fidl

on

my

III.

part,

particulars

of

vour Course in Practical Aeronautics
an'd your Special LIMITED Oflfer.

WIIILK THIS SPECIAL OFFER LASTS.

803A

$".=>

to

$5000 per year and up.

^^'ithout

absoiutdy nothing

yQj,
3J,
iron-clad guaryou' are not satisfied on compic-

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Dearborn
Dept.

So.

#
^
W

OFFER

Money# Back
^HaaMaM»»ww
^••^•» Guarantee
antec that
anlfc
tion of the

Aeroplane Inspector
Aeroplane Salesman

full

particulars
this great
School, its faculty of
aviators and its remarkable training Course.
\ cry liit;hest merit.
that we can quickly fit you for any branch of the Aviatton Inthistrv. von wish to enter.
l.et
us tell vot:
about the wonderful SPECIAL
we are now
^
^
making in our effort
to supp'v the rlemand for trained men next spring.
This offer will be
withdrawn without n.>iice. ,\i.t at fiu.- today.
.

per week.

$40 to $bO per week.

RUSH THIS
COUPON 4

to lose.

— this

S7.S

Aeroplane Mechanic

You

HURRY!

workinff knowledge of the

.

$60 to

are under the personal direction of practical aviators and aeronautical e-xperts
throughout the entire Course. Positively the most PRACTICAL, most interesting and fascinating Course of home
:tudy instruction ever prepared.

aviator
personally guides the progress of each student. He is
assisted by a distinguished
Staff of Aeronautical Engineers, Aviators and Aeroplane ^lanufacturers. These
men give you practical,

Profits.

Aeroplane Repairman

Practical Aeronautics. Lessons are written in simple, nontechnical easy-to-understand language, and illustrated witli

well-known

JJOn per week.

to

SdO to $150 per week.

are, where you live,
or what yoi'.r age, if you can read and write English,
you can quickly and casiU- master this wonderful Course in

prints.

These

Aeronautical Instructor

No matter who you

American School of Aviation

NOW

of

Aeronautical Ensrineer

Learn in a Few Months M^ii

diagrams and blue

One

under-

your chance.

is

BIG JOBS

XOW

Chief Instructor

Here

Prepare

I

below.

Bud Morriss

who know and

